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Welcome to the NBA Coaches Playbook, developed by the National 
Basketball Coaches Association (NBCA) in conjunction with the 
NBA. In the pages that follow, you will have access to the knowl-
edge of many of the best and brightest basketball coaching minds 
in the world.

Our NBA coaches and those at the top level of the sport interna-
tionally are the great teachers and strategists of the game and are 
the key components in facilitating the extraordinary individual and 
team performances we witness throughout the season. 

NBA Coaches Playbook is a treasure trove of basketball instruc-
tion and insight and is sure to be a frequently referenced manual 
on every coach’s bookshelf.

Each person who contributed time and effort to this book deserves 
our gratitude. The NBCA should also be acknowledged for donating 
its share of the proceeds to NBA Coaches Care, a ticket purchase 
program for disadvantaged youth, operated in cooperation with the 
Boys and Girls Clubs of America.

I encourage you to take advantage of this 
great opportunity to tap into the experi-
ence and wisdom presented in such 
a clear and useful manner. I can 
assure you that at various points 
of the NBA seasons ahead, you 
will be glad you did.

David J. Stern
NBA Commissioner
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Foreword

Basketball has been a big part of my life. 
Coaching the sport for 33 seasons at the 

high school, college, and professional levels; 
conducting clinics all over the world; and 
serving as a color analyst on TV broadcasts 
since 1982 have fueled my enthusiasm for 
the game through the years.

When I’m conducting a clinic or doing 
a telecast, I try to share that passion and 
appreciation of basketball. It’s not simply 
a matter of one group of talented athletes 
playing a game against another. Rather, it’s 
a wonderfully strategic game that requires 
exceptional discipline, competitiveness, 
skill, spatial awareness, quickness, tactical 
understanding, and strategic execution by 
one cohesive quintet of players to outper-
form the opposition.

When I present the game, whether to a 
group of coaches in a high school gym or on 
the air in front of millions of viewers, I never 
underestimate the knowledge of the audi-
ence. Instead, I try to challenge their bas-
ketball IQ with some of the knowledge I’ve 
gained about the game since first playing it 
as a youngster in Elizabeth, New Jersey.

People learn from being challenged. And 
that’s exactly what will happen if you read 

and think about the material in NBA Coaches 
Playbook. This outstanding basketball 
resource contains a wealth of insight and 
instruction about the game that any serious 
coach, player, and even fan will find both 
fascinating and instructive.

I’m especially impressed that each of the 
coaches who contribute to this book pres-
ents his basketball knowledge on that part 
of the game for which he is considered the 
expert. I also find it extraordinary that the 
coaches, due to their diverse backgrounds 
and various ages, provide an insightful, well-
rounded perspective on the game.

Those of you who coach or play the sport 
will find a treasure of technical and tacti-
cal teaching elements from the pros that 
will add immeasurably to your approach 
to the game. I encourage you to accept the 
challenge to learn the concepts and actions 
presented in the following pages so that 
you may improve your coaching and play-
ing skills. This is a rare opportunity—the 
equivalent of 21 world-class basketball clinic 
sessions—to advance your understanding 
of the game and make you and your team 
more effective the next time you step on 
the court.

Hubie Brown
Two-time NBA Coach of the Year (1978, 2004)

Basketball Hall of Fame member (2005)

Foreword
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Even though I am from a soccer-mad 
country, I have always been fascinated 

by basketball in the United States, a remote 
paradise for a basketball fan located on the 
other side of the ocean. I started to corre-
spond with several college coaches. These 
generous coaches included Bob Zuffelato, 
former head coach of Boston College and 
now with the Toronto Raptors as a scout; 
Chuck Daly, head coach at the University 
of Pennsylvania, who went on to win two 
consecutive NBA titles with the Detroit 
Pistons and was the (only) Dream Team 
coach, guiding the team to a gold medal–
winning performance at the 1992 Olympic 
Games in Barcelona; and the mythical Lou 
Carnesecca, the Hall of Fame coach of St. 
John’s University.

Soon after, I started to write about Ameri-
can basketball for Italian publications and 
I regularly made trips to the United States, 
where I covered many regular-season NBA 
games, NBA All-Star games, and the NBA 
Finals. From coast to coast, I met dozens 
of coaches and players over the years. In 
short, the U.S. and NBA arenas became my 
second home.

I also started to coach a local team in 
Cremona, Italy, my northern Italian city 
on the banks of the Po River, and I became 
more intimately involved with the beauty of 
this game. It is from my immersion in the 
details of the game’s fundamentals and the 
defensive and offensive alignments that the 
NBA Coaches Playbook was born. 

So many people have given of their time, 
experience, and wisdom in helping create 
this book that it is not possible to name all 
of them. I do wish to thank all those known 
and anonymous who have contributed ideas 
and information. I would like to extend a 

high five to Jack Ramsay, Hubie Brown, 
Paul Westhead, Del Harris, Jimmy Lynam, 
Lionel Hollins, Don Casey, Gary Vitti, Julius 
Erving, Pat Williams, Brian McIntyre, Terry 
Lyons, and Mike Bantom. These and many 
other supportive people introduced me to 
the fascinating world of the NBA and helped 
shape the ideas for the book.

I would also like to acknowledge Gerald 
Couzens, a former Princeton University 
player and writer, who opened his home 
to me in New York. We later collaborated 
on other books about NBA basketball that 
were published in the United States and 
Italy. NBA Coaches Playbook has been a 
long time in coming. Michael Goldberg, 
executive director of the National Basketball 
Coaches Association, believed in this project 
right from the start, shared his expertise and 
advice in many areas, and was my biggest 
fan throughout the entire process. High 
fives are also in order for the NBA head and 
assistant coaches, who wrote the chapters 
of this book. They carved time out of their 
busy days to answer questions and count-
less e-mails. I would also like to thank David 
Stern, whom I met before he became NBA 
commissioner and then the man behind the 
global success of the NBA.

In the book business, you can have a 
project in your mind, but you need to find 
people who believe and trust in your vision 
and help turn an idea into a book. In addi-
tion to Michael Goldberg, I must thank Ted 
Miller, vice president of special acquisitions 
at Human Kinetics, who enthusiastically 
supported my book concept. He is a great 
fan of the game and he shared many of his 
ideas and offered countless suggestions. I 
also thank Leigh Keylock, developmental 
editor, and Laura Podeschi, assistant editor 
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at Human Kinetics, for their enthusiasm, 
hard work, and patience. Thanks also to 
Mino Boiocchi, the gifted photographer, and 
the players who posed for the photographs: 
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Corey Albano, and Junior N’Guessan.
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written without the help of all the coaches, 
players, and executives from around the 
world whose thoughts are embodied in 
this book. I am indebted, too, to Patrick 
Baumann, FIBA secretary general, and 
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development.

Many thanks to my team at the Cantelli 
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About the NBCA

Founded in 1976, the National Basketball Coaches Association membership is a who’s 
who in coaching: Every coach in the league is a member. Through the Celtics-Lakers 

rivalry in the 1980s, the 1992 Team USA Dream Team, and the unparalleled skill and mar-
keting power of Michael Jordan through the 1990s, the National Basketball Association has 
become the world’s most famous sports league over the past 25 years. Its coaches represent 
the top instructors and game technicians in the sport. They have mastered not only how to 
coach the world’s top athletes but how to strategize and scheme against other world-class 
athletes and coaches as well.

About the editor
Giorgio Gandolfi is editor in chief of FIBA Assist magazine, the primary magazine of the 
International Basketball Federation (FIBA). Gandolfi has served as a European consultant for 
the NBCA and has been a member of the Italian Basketball Federation Coaches Association 
since 1974. He has authored one book with the NBCA (NBA Coaches Handbook) and two 
editions of the book with the National Basketball Players Association (Hoops: The Official 
National Basketball Players Association Guide to Playing Basketball).
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of the Phoenix Suns and was named NBA 
Coach of the Year in 2005.

Mike Dunleavy
Mike Dunleavy is cur-
rently head coach of 
the Los Angeles Clip-
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currently works for 
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head coach of the 
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Fratello’s NBA coach-
ing career started with 
the Atlanta Hawks, for 
whom he served as 
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the Cleveland Cavaliers, when he guided 
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High School, and he advanced to college jobs 
at the University of Rhode Island, James 
Madison University, and Villanova Univer-
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for the New Jersey Nets. After concluding 
his seven-year NBA playing career, Jordan 
entered coaching as a volunteer assistant at 
his alma mater, Rutgers University. He fol-
lowed coach Tom Young to Old Dominion 
University, where he served as a part-time 
assistant, and later moved on to assistant 
coaching jobs at Boston College and back at 
Rutgers before moving on to the NBA.
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George Karl
George Karl is head 
coach of the Denver 
Nuggets. Through 19 
seasons, Karl’s teams 
have won 834 games, 
and he was the sixth-
fastest coach in NBA 
history to win 700 
games. He started his 
career as the assistant 

coach of the then-ABA-affiliated San Antonio 
Spurs before attaining his first head coaching 
position with the Montana Golden Nuggets 
of the Continental Basketball Association 
in 1980. He also coached the CBA’s Albany 
Patroons and Real Madrid in Spain. Karl 
then went on to become head coach of the 
Cleveland Cavaliers, Golden State Warriors, 
Seattle Supersonics, and Milwaukee Bucks 
before taking his present position with the 
Nuggets in 2005.

Ruben Magnano
Ruben Magnano is 
presently head coach 
of Atenas of Cordoba, 
a club in Argentina’s 
First Division profes-
sional league with 
whom he started his 
coaching career in 
1992. Magnano led 
Atenas of Cordoba 

to three First Division titles, three South 
American Championships, and a Pan Ameri-
can title. Magnano became head coach of the 
Argentina men’s national team in 2000 and 
made his mark in international coaching cir-
cles by leading that squad to a silver medal 
at the 2003 FIBA World Championships and 
the gold medal at the 2004 Olympic Games. 
He has also served as head coach of Varese, 
a First Division Italian League team, and 
Seville, a Spanish First Division professional 
team.

Brendan Malone
Brendan Malone is an 
assistant coach with 
the Orlando Magic. 
Malone started his 
coaching career at the 
famous Power Memo-
rial High School of 
New York City. At the 
collegiate level, he 
served as an assistant 

coach at Fordham University, Yale Univer-
sity, and Syracuse University before taking 
the head coaching position at the University 
of Rhode Island. He began his NBA career as 
an assistant coach for the New York Knicks. 
Malone then joined Chuck Daly’s staff with 
Detroit, where his Pistons teams won two 
back-to-back NBA titles. After a stint as 
head coach of the Toronto Raptors, Malone 
moved on to assistant coaching jobs with 
the Knicks, Pacers, and Cavaliers before his 
current job with the Magic.

Doug Moe
Doug Moe is an assis-
tant coach for the 
Denver Nuggets and 
is the franchise’s all-
time winningest head 
coach. Moe began his 
coaching career with 
the Nuggets in 1974 
as an assistant to Larry 
Brown when the club 

was a member of the American Basketball 
Association. He served as head coach of the 
San Antonio Spurs for four seasons, then 
returned to Denver in 1980 as the Nuggets’ 
head coach. Playing his trademark up-tempo 
style, Moe’s Nuggets teams qualified for the 
playoffs nine straight seasons, and he was 
named NBA Coach of the Year in 1988. His 
last head coaching position was with the 
Philadelphia 76ers in the 1992-93 season.
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Jim O’Brien
Jim O’Brien, currently 
head coach of the Indi-
ana Pacers, has more 
than 30 years of coach-
ing experience at the 
collegiate and profes-
sional levels. O’Brien 
entered the pro ranks 
as Rick Pitino’s assis-
tant with the Boston 

Celtics in 1997, after serving as Pitino’s 
associate head coach at the University of 
Kentucky. He went on to become head coach 
with both the Celtics and the Philadelphia 
76ers before taking the job with the Pacers. 
O’Brien’s extensive college experience 
includes head coaching positions at the 
University of Dayton and Wheeling Jesuit 
College and assistant coaching posts at the 
University of Oregon, Saint Joseph’s Univer-
sity, University of Maryland, and Pembroke 
State College.

Scott Skiles
Scott Skiles was named 
head coach of the Mil-
waukee Bucks in 2008 
after nine seasons of 
NBA head coaching 
experience. Skiles 
started his coaching 
career in Greece as 
a head coach of the 
PAOK Athens. He then 

was hired by the Phoenix Suns as an assis-
tant coach under Danny Ainge. After two 
seasons, he was named the Suns’ head coach 
and worked the sidelines in Phoenix until 
2001. Skiles became the Chicago Bulls’ head 
coach in 2003; he immediately infused the 
club with his trademark aggressiveness and 
tenacity and led the team to the second-best 
turnaround in the franchise’s history by 
winning 24 more games than in the previ-
ous season.

Stan Van Gundy
Stan Van Gundy is head 
coach of the Orlando 
Magic. Van Gundy’s 
previous NBA experi-
ence had been with 
the Miami Heat, first 
as an assistant and 
associate head coach, 
then as head coach 
from 2003 to 2005. He 

also coached at the college level as a head 
coach at Castleton State College and the 
University of Massachusetts at Lowell, an 
assistant and head coach at the University 
of Wisconsin, and an assistant coach at the 
University of Vermont, Canisius College, 
and Fordham University. Basketball coach-
ing is in the Van Gundy bloodline: His 
father, Bill, was a successful college coach, 
and Jeff Van Gundy, Stan’s younger brother, 
was head coach of the Houston Rockets and 
New York Knicks.

Tex Winter
Tex Winter coached 
for nearly 60 years 
and is perhaps best 
known for teaching 
the triangle offense, a 
concept he learned in 
the 1940s from Sam 
Barry, his coach at the 
University of Southern 
California. From USC, 

he started his coaching career as an assistant 
at Kansas State University. After two years 
as head coach at Marquette University, he 
returned to Kansas State as head coach for 
the next 15 years. Subsequent college head 
coaching positions included the University 
of Washington, Northwestern University, 
and Long Beach State University. Winter’s 
entry into the NBA came in 1972 as head 
coach of the Houston Rockets for two sea-
sons. In 1985 he became assistant coach of 
the Chicago Bulls and won six NBA titles 
with the club. He then moved on with head 
coach Phil Jackson to win three more cham-
pionships with the Los Angeles Lakers.
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Hal Wissel
Hal Wissel has coached 
at the college and pro-
fessional level for the 
past five decades and 
remains one of the 
most respected shoot-
ing instructors in the 
sport. Wissel was an 
NBA assistant coach 
for the Atlanta Hawks, 

Golden State Warriors, Memphis Grizzlies, 
and New Jersey Nets. He also was head 
coach at several colleges, including the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, 
Springfield College, Fordham University, 
Lafayette College, Trenton State University 
(now the College of New Jersey), and Uni-
versity of Southern Florida, where he won 
the Division II National Championship. In 
addition to coaching, Wissel founded Basket-
ball World Inc., an instructional venture fea-
turing camps, clinics, videos, and books.

Dave Wohl
Dave Wohl is now an 
assistant general man-
ager for the Boston 
Celtics after serv-
ing the club as an 
assistant coach. Wohl 
started his NBA coach-
ing career as an assis-
tant coach under coach 
Pat Riley with the Los 

Angeles Lakers following a seven-year play-
ing career in the league. He worked with 
the Lakers in two different stints, from 
1982 through the NBA title-winning 1985 
season, and also the second part of the 
1998-99 season. In between, he was head 
coach of the New Jersey Nets. In addition, 
Wohl has been an assistant coach for the 
Sacramento Kings and the Los Angeles Clip-
pers, an assistant coach and scout for the 
Miami Heat, and an assistant coach for the 
Orlando Magic.
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Note to Readers: The court diagram used 
throughout this book excludes many court 
markings so that the presentation of play-
ers’ movements and passes will be as clear 
as possible. The NBA three-point line was 
included to serve as a distance reference 
point around the basket’s perimeter. We 
hope this streamlined approach in no way 
hinders applications you wish to make to 
the international, college, or high school 
level courts.
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1
Shooting Techniques

Hal Wissel

c h a p t e r

Shooting is the most important skill in 
basketball. Passing, dribbling, rebound-

ing, and defense can provide high-percent-
age shot opportunities, but those shots 
must be converted. In rare cases, players 
with relatively weak shooting proficiency 
but exceptional athletic talent or a unique 
set of skills can contribute tremendously to 
their team in other facets of the game. All 
other players must develop an accurate and 
consistent shot. A good shooter forces the 
defender to cover him tightly, which opens 
up the floor for the offense to operate. 

A key principle of team offense is spacing. 
Proper spacing keeps one defender from 
guarding one opponent and helping out 
on others. However, good spacing will not 
matter if defenders can sag off inconsistent 
outside shooters and into passing and driving 
lanes. To be successful against zones as well 
as man-to-man defenses, a team must have 
players who can consistently make the out-
side shot. Offensive players must maintain 
proper spacing so that the advantages gained 
by accurate shooting aren’t nullified. In 
short, accurate shooting forces defenders to 
respect the offense and guard closely, which 
makes the defense much easier to attack.

A pure shooter has a smooth, free-flowing 
motion and a soft touch. Some people think 
pure shooters are born that way, but this is a 
misconception. Great shooters are made, not 
born. These players have shots so smooth 
that they might look naturally gifted, but 

in fact their “gifts” are a result of practice 
and a proper mind-set. The thoughts of a 
pure shooter, such as former Boston Celtic 
Larry Bird, current Celtic Ray Allen, New 
Orleans Hornet Peja Stojakovic, or Phoenix 
Sun two-time MVP Steve Nash, are not on 
the mechanics of the shot but rather on the 
position and movement of teammates and 
defenders. A pure shooter considers faking 
the shot, delivering a pass, driving for the 
basket, or reversing direction to pull the ball 
out and reset the offense. For Nash and other 
great NBA shooters, the skill is automatic. 
Like other talented athletes, pure shooters 
perform their skills to the maximum level 
without conscious thought. Each was a 
beginner at one time, however, and each 
developed into a pure shooter through dedi-
cated practice. A commitment to practice 
leads to improved shooting skill, which in 
turn leads to enhanced confidence. Shooting 
confidence leads to success in games and 
renews commitment to practicing. This is a 
familiar cycle of success to those who have 
achieved greatness.

Shooting is a skill that can be practiced 
alone. Once a player understands correct 
mechanics applied to his own shot, all he 
needs is a ball, a basket, and an eagerness 
to improve. It is helpful, however, for a 
player to also practice shooting under game 
conditions, including the pressure situations 
that occur late in games. A partner can help 
provide defensive pressure.
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ConfidenCe
Good shooting takes much more than good 
mechanics. Basketball is as much mental 
as it is physical. Developing the mental 
aspect is a key to shooting and performing 
other fundamentals. A shooter should have 
confidence in his ability to make the shot—
every time. Confident shooters control their 
thoughts, feelings, and shooting skills. 

To help confidence, it is important to 
know that the basket is big. The basket is 
so big that over three and a half balls can 
fit in the rim. This surprises most players. 
Realizing that the basket is so big can give a 
psychological boost to a player. When three 
balls are placed side by side over the rim, 
there is enough space to fit and turn your 
hand between each ball (figure 1.1).

It also helps confidence to keep the follow 
through straight up until the ball reaches the 
rim. Not only is this mechanically correct, 
but more importantly, a player will look and 
act like a shooter. Confidence comes from 
consistent success achieved through positive 

feedback (results) in practice repetitions and 
game performance. Some players overesti-
mate their shooting skills and range, take 
low-percentage shots, and eventually lose 
confidence in their shooting abilities. A big 
mistake many players make when they’ve 
missed some shots is to start thinking too 
much. A sure sign that a player is thinking 
too much is the ball being shot with a slower 
rhythm.

Good shooters stay confident even when 
they hit a cold streak and miss a few shots. 
After a missed shot, they don’t get down; 
instead, they mentally correct the miss and 
visualize a good shot. Positive affirmation 
statements (such as “I’m a shooter!” “All 
net!” or “Count it!”) can promote confident 
thoughts about a shot. High-percentage 
shooters who happen to be “off” in the first 
half of a contest, or even over a few games, 
should continually remind themselves of 
past success.

Players who have confidence trust their 
ability and don’t let a shooting slump affect 
their confidence. The direct correlation 
between shooting confidence and shoot-
ing success is a consistent factor in great 
shooters.

Rhythm
Basketball skills should be performed in a 
smooth, free-flowing, rhythmic manner, and 
this is especially true in shooting. Shooting 
involves synchronizing the extension of the 
legs, back, shoulders, and shooting elbow 
and the flexion of the wrist and fingers. Shots 
taken with an evenly paced lifting motion 
have a greater chance of going through the 
hoop. The initial force and rhythm for the 
shot comes from the down-and-up motion 
of the legs. We’ll look at each of these move-
ments in detail in the mechanics section, but 
let’s summarize them here.

Start with knees slightly flexed. Bend •	
the knees and then fully extend them 
in a down-and-up motion. The legs and Figure 1.1 Over three and one half balls fit in the rim.
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shooting arm should move together—as 
the legs go up, the arm goes up.
As the legs reach full extension, the •	
back, shoulders, and shooting arm 
extend in a smooth and continuous 
upward direction. Keep the ball high 
with the shooting hand facing the rim. 
Use the down-and-up motion of the legs 
rather than lower the ball for rhythm. 
Keeping the ball high fosters a quick 
release and provides less chance for 
error. Lowering the ball tends to move 
the shooting hand off center, usually 
causing side rotation as the ball is raised 
for the shot. The longer the stroke, the 
more chance for error and the slower 
the release. If you like to lower the ball 
for rhythm, focus on keeping the shoot-
ing hand on top of the ball.
As the arm goes up, the ball is tipped •	
back from the balance (nonshooting) 
hand to the shooting hand. A good 
guide is to tip the ball back only until 
a wrinkle appears in the skin between 
the wrist and forearm.
This angle provides a quick release and •	
consistent follow-through. Direct the 
shooting arm, wrist, and fingers straight 
toward the basket at a 45- to 60-degree 
angle, extending the arm completely at 
the elbow.
The final force and control of the shot •	
comes from flexing the wrist and fingers 
forward toward the target. Release the 
ball off the index finger with soft fingertip 
touch to impart backspin on the ball and 
soften the shot. Keep the balance hand on 
the ball until the point of release.

The amount of force imparted on the 
ball depends on the range of the shot. For 
short distances, the arm, wrist, and fingers 
provide most of the force. Long-range out-
side shots require more force from the legs, 
back, and shoulder. A smooth rhythm and 
complete follow-through also improve long-
range shooting.

An inside jump shot involves jumping and 
then shooting the ball at the top of the jump 
with the arm, wrist, and fingers applying 
most of the force. For an outside jump shot, 
lift the ball simultaneously with the upward 
extension of the legs, back, and shoulder.

Larry “The Legend” Bird shot with great confidence, 
based on countless hours of practice and a resulting high 
field-goal percentage.
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meChaniCs
Mechanics are important, but you want 
to have good mechanics without being 
mechanical. Shots should be smooth and 
rhythmic. As previously mentioned, all 
parts of the shot should flow in a sequential 
rhythm (figure 1.2). To develop a consis-
tently smooth and accurate shot, focus on 
only one or two mechanics at a time.

Sight
Eyes focus on the basket, aiming just over the 
front of the rim for all shots but bank shots. 
Bank shots should be taken at a 45-degree 

angle to the backboard. A 45-degree angle 
falls within the distance between the box 
and the middle hashmark on the lane line. 
The distance for the bank angle—called the 
45-degree funnel—widens as the shooter 
moves farther from the hoop. When shoot-
ing a bank shot, aim for the top near corner 
of the box on the backboard.

See the target as early as possible and 
maintain focus on the target until the ball 
reaches the goal. Eyes should never follow 
the flight of the ball or the defender’s 
hand. Concentrating on the target helps 
eliminate distractions, such as shouting, 
towel waving, an opponent’s hand, or even 
a hard foul.

Figure 1.2 Shooting mechanics: (a) The ball is set high above the shoulder and between the ear and shoulder with the 
shooting hand facing the rim. Eyes are focused on the target just over the front of the rim. The knees are slightly flexed. 
Start the shot by bending the knees and then fully extending them in a down-and-up motion for rhythm and range. (b) 
The legs and shooting arm move together—as the legs go up, the arm goes up. As the legs reach full extension, the 
back, shoulders, and shooting arm fully extend in a smooth and continuous upward direction. The wrist and fingers flex 
forward toward the target as the ball is released off the index finger.

a b
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Balance
Good balance leads to power and rhythmic 
control of the shot. Your base, or foot posi-
tion, is the foundation of balance, and keep-
ing the head over the feet (base) allows you 
to maintain balance.

Spread feet comfortably about shoulder •	
width; point toes straight ahead; and 
align toes, knees, hips, and shoulders 
straight to the basket.
Keep foot on the shooting-hand side •	
(right foot for a right-handed shot) 
forward. Align the toe of the back foot 
with the heel of the shooting-side foot 
(toe-to-heel relation).
Flex legs at the knees to provide power •	
for the shot. Beginning and fatigued 
players often fail to flex their knees; 
then to compensate for the lack of 
power from their legs, they throw the 
ball from behind the head or shove 
the ball from the hip, either of which 
produces errors.
Position the head over the waist and •	
feet and slightly forward to control 
balance.
Keep shoulders relaxed and inclined •	
toward the basket.

Leg Motion
To help with rhythm and range, use a down-
and-up action with the legs rather than 
lower the ball or step into the shot.

Start with the knees slightly flexed.•	

Bend the knees and then fully extend •	
them in a down-and-up motion.
Saying the key words “down and up” •	
from the start of the shot to the release 
of the ball will trigger the down-and-up 
action of the legs that provides rhythm 
and force for the shot.
The legs and shooting arm should •	
move together. As the legs go up, the 
shooting arm goes up. As the legs reach 

full extension, the back, shoulders, 
and shooting arm extend in a smooth 
and continuous direction forward and 
upward toward the target.

Use the down-and-up motion of the legs 
for rhythm rather than lowering the ball. 
Keeping the ball high fosters a quick release 
and offers less chance for error. Stepping into 
the shot might increase range, but the shot 
then becomes a two-count shot. Using the 
down-and-up method allows a shot to occur 
in one motion, or one count. When shooting 
off the catch, the “down” comes just before 
the catch, and the shot goes up as the legs go 
up, providing for a quicker release.

Hand Position
Hand position is the most misunderstood 
part of shooting technique. The shooting 
hand should be directly behind the ball; it 
should be kept high and facing the rim. The 
nonshooting hand should be under the ball 
for balance. Taken together, this position 
is called the block and tuck. The shooting 
hand is left free to shoot the ball rather than 
having to balance and shoot the ball.

Place hands fairly close together with •	
both hands relaxed and fingers spread 
comfortably. The thumb of the shooting 
hand is relaxed and not spread wide (to 
avoid tension in the hand and forearm). 
A relaxed hand position forms a natural 
cup; the ball contacts the pads of the 
fingers, not the palm.
Place the nonshooting hand slightly •	
under the ball. The weight of the ball 
balances on at least two fingers (ring 
finger and little finger). The arm of the 
balance hand is in a comfortable posi-
tion with the elbow pointing slightly 
back and to the side.
Place the shooting hand directly behind •	
the ball with the index finger directly 
at its midpoint. The ball is released 
off the index finger. For a free throw, 
players have time to align the index 
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finger with the valve or other marking 
at the midpoint of the ball. Developing 
fingertip control and touch leads to a 
soft, accurate shot.
Hold the ball comfortably in front of •	
and above the shooting-side shoulder 
between the ear and shoulder.

Elbow-In Alignment
Keep the shooting elbow in. When the shoot-
ing elbow is in, the ball is aligned with the 
basket. Some players lack the flexibility to 
place the shooting hand behind the ball and 
facing front while keeping the elbow in. If 
this is the case, one must first position the 
shooting hand behind the ball and facing 
front, and then move the elbow in as far as 
flexibility allows.

Follow-Through
Consistently accurate shooters maintain 
good mechanics even when the ball is on 
its way to the hoop.

After releasing the ball off the index •	
finger, keep the shooting arm up and 
fully extended with the index finger 
pointing straight to the target.
The palm of the shooting hand faces •	
slightly down; the palm of the balance 
hand faces slightly up.
Keep the eyes on the target.•	

Hold the arm up in a complete follow-•	
through position until the ball reaches 
the basket; then react to rebound or get 
into defensive position.

Key WoRds
As important as confidence and mechanics 
are, the two pay off in shooting only when 
combined. Accurate shooting requires the 
meshing of positive thinking with correct 
technique. One way to help mesh the two is 
through positive self-talk. Such affirmations 
also speed the improvement of your shot.

Southpaw Michael Redd shows good shooting form with 
eyes focused on the target just over the front of the rim, 
balance hand slightly under the ball, and shooting hand 
facing the target on his jump shot against defensive pres-
sure.
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Positive self-talk uses key words (called 
cue or trigger words) to enhance perfor-
mance. Players should select words that 
tie directly to correct mechanics, rhythm, 
and confident thinking about the shot. Key 
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words should be concise (preferably one 
syllable) and personalized. Here are some 
common examples:

High!—to start the shot high and to •	
prevent lowering the ball
Straight!—to make shooting hand go •	
straight to the basket and to keep from 
turning the wrist
Front!—to key the position of the shoot-•	
ing hand facing the rim
Point!—to key the correct release of the •	
ball off the index finger
Up!—to key a high arc•	

Through!—to key any part of the follow-•	
through, including shoulders, arm, 
wrist, and finger
Head in!—to key the follow-through of •	
head and shoulders toward the basket 
and prevent leaning back or stepping 
back
Legs!—to key the use of the legs•	

Down and up!—to key the down-and-•	
up action of the legs for rhythm and 
range

Players should identify a personal trigger 
they associate with correct mechanics. They 
will probably need to practice with various 
triggers until they find one that works for 
them.

Saying personalized key words in an 
even rhythm establishes the rhythm of 
the shot and promotes mechanics and 
confidence. Effective players devote time 
to mental practice. Relaxing and speak-
ing the key words while visualizing the 
rhythm of the shot and seeing the ball go 
in the basket can really help execution on 
the court.

Some players also use “anchor” words 
to reinforce the visualization of a success-
ful shot. Examples of anchor words are 
“Through!” “In!” “Yes!” “Net!” “Swish!” 
“Whoosh!” and “Face!” These words also 
help prevent the “paralysis by analysis” that 
occurs when players overthink their shots. A 

sure sign of overthinking is a slow or uneven 
shooting rhythm.

A cue or trigger word combined with 
an anchor word is most effective. At first, 
players might try a three-word (each of 
them one syllable) string in rhythm, start-
ing at the shooting motion and ending at 
the release of the ball off the index finger. 
For example, if “legs” and “through” are the 
trigger words and “yes” is the anchor word, 
the player would say in rhythm of the shot, 
“Legs–through–yes!” It works best to speak 
the words aloud.

Trigger words and anchor words are 
actual thoughts. Saying them reduces con-
scious thought and promotes automatic 
execution of the shot. The trigger word 
cues proper mechanics; the anchor word 
reinforces success. As shooting improves, 
a single trigger word might be enough. In 
other cases, a single anchor word is all a 
player needs to keep the positive thoughts—
and results—coming.

ReaCtion of Ball on Rim
Learn to shoot correctly and then practice 
intelligently each day in order to develop 
an understanding of your shot. You can 
always benefit from having a coach 
watch you shoot and offer feedback, but 
most practice occurs when a coach is not 
around. Therefore, you need to get feed-
back in other ways. Three good sources of 
performance feedback are observing the 
reaction of the shot on the rim, internally 
feeling the shot, and watching shooting 
form on video.

Analyzing a shot’s reaction on the rim 
can reinforce successful execution or reveal 
shooting errors and their possible causes. 
Remember that the ball goes where the 
shooting arm, hand, and shooting finger 
direct it to go. If a shot misses to the right, 
the shooting arm, hand, and finger were 
likely pointed in that direction. It’s also 
possible that the body faced in the direc-
tion of the miss rather than being square to 
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the basket. Or the elbow might have been 
out, causing the follow-through to go to the 
right.

If you see that the ball hits the rim and 
circles out, you know that you shot the ball 
with sidespin, which is generally caused 
by the shooting hand starting on the side 
of the ball and then rotating behind it. If 
you overrotate the shooting hand, the ball 
will hit the right rim with sidespin and roll 
left. If you underrotate, the ball will hit the 
left side of the rim and roll right. Other 
causes of sidespin are the ball sliding off the 
ring finger rather than the shooting finger, 
moving the hand on the ball or the ball on 
the palm, or thumbing the ball with the 
nonshooting hand.

The sense of feel also yields clues. You 
might feel the shooting hand rotate to the right 
or the ball come off the ring finger (instead 
of the shooting finger). Either mistake gives 
the ball sidespin. An excellent method for 
developing feel is to shoot with eyes closed. 
A partner rebounds and tells you whether the 
shot was good. After a miss, the partner relays 
the specific direction of the miss and the 
reaction of the ball on the rim. By analyzing 
your shots, you can detect and correct errors 
before they become bad habits.

mentally CoRReCting  
a miss

Act like a shooter, feel like a shooter, be a 
shooter. Many players get upset over their 
errors, particularly a missed shot, and often 
dwell on the mistake to the point that subse-
quent play is affected. Each time you recite 
a negative word out loud, act with negative 
body language, or have negative thoughts 
after a missed shot, your brain is conditioned 
to perform the missed shot again. You must 
learn to “act like a shooter” rather than dwell 
on mistakes.

We use a computer analogy. When people 
type on a keyboard and make a mistake, 
what do they do? Do they type the same 
mistake again? Of course not. They erase 
the mistake and correct it. They backspace 
to delete the error, or they cut and paste in 
a correction. A similar process should apply 
to shooting errors. After a miss, you must 
understand why you missed by seeing the 
reaction of the ball on the rim or by the feel 
of the shot. You then immediately correct 
the miss using a positive trigger word that 
aids the correction. For example, if you 
feel the shot was short because you didn’t 
use the legs, you correct the mistake while 
speaking the trigger word “Legs!” to key 
proper use of the legs.

An excellent method for conditioning suc-
cessful shooting is to use a positive anchor 
word in association with correct mental 

Peja Stojakovic not only has textbook shooting form, but 
he also has the mentality of a great shooter, which is why 
he’s one of the most feared perimeter marksmen in the 
league.
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rehearsal and visualization of a successful 
shot. Select an anchor word (“Through!” 
“In!“ “Yes!” “Net!”) that helps you visual-
ize the shot going in. After missing a shot, 
immediately correct the miss with a positive 
trigger word and then visualize a good shot 
while saying the anchor word. This helps 
prevent negative thinking, which disrupts 
concentration and leads to more missed 
shots. Learning to react to a missed shot by 
visualizing a successful shot helps condition 
you to act like a shooter, feel like a shooter, 
and be a shooter.

Jump shot
When shooting the jumper, align the ball 
above the shoulder between the ear and 
shoulder, with shooting hand facing the 
target and balance hand slightly under the 
ball. Place the forearm at a right angle to the 
floor. Focus eyes on the target. Jump straight 
up, fully extending the ankles, knees, back, 
and shoulders, and land in a balanced stance 
in the same spot as the takeoff without float-
ing forward, backward, or to the side.

The height of the jump depends on the 
range of the shot. When closely guarded, 
generate enough force with the legs to jump 
higher than the defender. Also, align the ball 
a little higher. The top of the jump, the arm, 
wrist, and fingers provide most of the force. 
You want to feel as though you’re hanging 
in the air as you release the ball.

Shot Fake
A good shot fake is a major plus for any 
shooter. The shot fake is used to make the 
defender believe a shot is being taken. A 
good shot fake creates space to shoot the 
jump shot over the defender. The shot fake 
must look like a shot. A slight upward move 
of the ball won’t convince the defender of 
a shot. We like to say, “A shot fake is a shot 
not taken.” Aggressively bring the ball up 
over the forehead while keeping the knees 
flexed.

A good shot fake gets the defender to 
straighten his legs, which enables the 
shooter to outjump the defender and get the 
shot off uncontested. Give the defender time 
to react to the fake. Reading the reaction of 
the defender before deciding to shoot over 
him, drive, or pass is basic for a successful 
move.

Three-Point Shot
For a three-point shot, set up far enough 
behind the line to avoid concern about 
stepping on the line. Focus on the basket. 
Use a balanced jump shot, shooting the ball 
without straining during the jump.

Successful three-point shooters excel in

a smooth and even rhythm;•	

a sequential use of the legs, back, and •	
shoulders;
correct mechanics, such as shooting •	
hand facing the target; 
elbow-in alignment; and•	

keeping the follow-through up until the •	
ball reaches the rim.

On most long-range jump shots, the 
shooter has more time, so it’s usually unnec-
essary to outjump the defender. You can thus 
use more force from the legs for shooting 
the ball rather than for gaining height on the 
jump; you can generate even more force by 
stepping into the shot. You want to feel that 
you’re shooting the ball as you jump rather 
than at the top of the jump. Strive for a bal-
anced jump that enables you to shoot with-
out straining. Balance and control are more 
important than gaining maximum height on 
the jump. Smooth rhythm and complete fol-
low-through are also important to long-range 
jump shooting. Land in balance in the same 
spot from which you started the shot.

Quick Release
The basic objective in basketball is to score, 
and the best pass is one that enables the 
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shooter to catch the ball in shooting range 
and in position to shoot. Shooting range 
is the distance within which a player can 
consistently make an outside shot.

To shoot with a quick release, have hands 
and feet ready. Give the passer a good 
target with hands up above the shoulders in 
shooting position and knees slightly flexed. 
A good pass is one that hits your hands, 
enabling you to catch the ball in position 
to shoot with a quick release. Good passes 
make good shots. As the pass is thrown, 
jump behind the ball while facing the basket 
in position to shoot.

Good catches also make good shots. Catch 
the ball with the hands in a relaxed position, 
giving with the ball as it’s caught. Let the 
ball come to the hands without reaching for 
it. Use the block-and-tuck method to catch 
the ball; that is, be in shooting position with 
the shooting hand behind the ball facing 
the front of the rim and the nonshooting 
hand under the ball. Never catch the ball 
with the hands on the sides and then rotate 
the ball into position—if rushed, you’ll put 
sidespin on the ball. Block the ball with the 
shooting hand behind the ball while facing 
the front of the rim. Tuck the nonshooting 
hand under the ball.

Most shots in basketball are open shots 
(end of break, draw and kick out, ball 
passed out of double team, ball rotated 
versus zone or help defense, cutting off 
screen, pick-and-pop, long rebound, and so 
on). On open shots, the passer aims for the 
shooter’s far hand, which blocks the pass. 
Catch the ball facing the basket and shoot 
in one motion. Lower knees just before the 
catch and extend upward on the catch in 
a quick, rhythmic down-and-up motion. 
Keep the ball high with the shooting hand 
facing the basket. Create rhythm by using 
the down-and-up motion of the legs rather 
than lowering the ball. Keep the ball high 
for a quicker release and to decrease the 
chance of error.

Jump behind the ball on passes that 
are slightly off. When you can’t catch the 
ball with hands and feet ready to shoot in 

rhythm, use a shot fake before the shot. The 
shot fake allows time to adjust hands and 
feet and establish a shooting rhythm. Use 
a step and turn (pivot) only when closely 
guarded.

Use trigger words to help learn correct 
mechanics, establish rhythm, and build 
confidence. Examples of trigger words for 
a quick release and rhythmic leg action are 
“Down and up!” to key the down-and-up 
action of the legs for rhythm and range, 
and “Up and in!” to start the shot high and 
prevent lowering the ball.

Shooting Off the Catch
When shooting off the catch, have hands 
immediately ready for shooting without 
needing to adjust them after the catch. An 
adjustment takes time and can affect the 
shot.

On a Pass From in Front (Inside Out). When 
receiving a pass from in front (inside out), 
block the ball with the shooting hand facing 
the front of the rim and tuck the nonshoot-
ing hand slightly under the ball.

On a Pass From the Strong-Hand Side. When 
receiving a pass from the strong-hand side, 
block the ball with the nonshooting hand 
and place the shooting hand behind the 
ball and facing the front of the rim. Reset 
the nonshooting hand under the ball (figure 
1.3).

On a Pass From the Weak-Hand Side. For 
a pass from the weak-hand side, block the 
ball with the shooting hand, tuck the non-
shooting hand under the ball, and reset the 
shooting hand behind the ball so it faces the 
front of the rim.

Shooting Off the Dribble
When open, dribble to the front of the 
shooting knee and pick the ball up facing 
the basket in position to shoot. Don’t reach 
for the ball. Pick it up in front of the shoot-
ing knee with knees flexed to gain balance 
for the shot and prevent floating forward, 
backward, or to the side.
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Pick the ball up with the shooting hand 
on top of the ball and the nonshooting hand 
under the ball. When bringing the ball up 
to shoot, the shooting hand is positioned 
behind the ball and facing the front of the 
target to enable backspin. Never pick up 
the ball with hands on the sides and rotate 
it into position; when rushed, there’s a 
tendency to overrotate or underrotate the 
shooting hand, resulting in sidespin on the 
ball upon release.
Dribbling to the Strong-Hand Side. When 
dribbling to the strong-hand side, dribble 
with the outside hand, keeping eyes on the 
basket. Read the defender. Create space 
away from the defender by taking one long 
dribble with the outside hand, the one far-
ther away from the defender, and pushing 
off the pivot foot. Aim the dribble for a spot 
past the defender’s body. Keep eyes on the 
basket. Protect the ball with the inside hand 
and the body. Jump behind the ball on the 
last dribble. Pick up the ball in front of the 
shooting knee with the shooting hand on top 
and the balance hand under the ball. Jump 
straight up and shoot a jump shot. Land in 
balance.
Dribbling to the Weak-Hand Side. When 
dribbling to the weak-hand side, dribble 
with the outside hand, keeping eyes on the 

basket. Read the defender. Create space 
away from the defender by taking one long 
dribble with the outside hand, the one 
farther away from the defender, and push-
ing off the pivot foot. Aim the dribble for 
a spot past the defender’s body. Keep eyes 
on the basket. Protect the ball with the 
inside hand and the body. Make a second 
dribble (crossover dribble) to the front of the 
shooting-side knee. Jump behind the ball on 
the last dribble. Pick the ball up in front of 
the shooting knee with the shooting hand 
on top and the balance hand under the ball. 
Jump straight up and shoot a jump shot. 
Land in balance.

Step-Back Jump Shot
Read the defender. Fake the defender 
into thinking you will drive, take a quick 
step back from the defender, and, at the 
same time, dribble back with your outside 
hand creating space between you and the 
defender. Jump behind the ball and pick 
it up in front of the shooting knee with 
shooting hand on top of the ball and bal-
ance hand under the ball (figure 1.4). Shoot 

Figure 1.3 Shooting off the catch: Pass from the 
strong-hand side. Block the ball with the nonshooting 
hand and place the shooting hand behind the ball and 
facing the front of the rim. Reset the nonshooting hand 
under the ball.

Figure 1.4 After an aggressive shot fake, take a quick 
step back from the defender with the outside foot; at the 
same time, dribble back with the outside hand.
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a jump shot. Maintain balance by picking 
the ball up at the knee and exaggerating the 
follow-through of the shoulders, head, and 
shooting hand toward the basket to counter 
any tendency to lean the head and shoulders 
back on the shot.

Shot Fake Step-Through Jump Shot
You must be a threat to shoot. Make an 
aggressive shot fake. If the defender is 
aggressive, stop and read his hand position. 
If the defender’s hand is up on the same side 
as the ball, step through with the inside foot 
past the defender’s lead foot and move the 
head and shoulders under the defender’s 
arm (figure 1.5).

Protect the ball with head and shoulders 
and move it away from the defender’s reach 
to shoot a jump shot. Be strong. Expect to be 
fouled and complete the shot for a possible 
three-point play.

Figure 1.5 After an aggressive shot fake, read the 
defender. If the defender’s hand is up, step through, past 
the defender’s lead foot, moving head and shoulders 
under the defender’s arm.

CoRReCting  
shooting eRRoRs

Error: Shooting the ball short
Correction: Establish a feel during the shot 
to determine whether to emphasize more 
force from the legs, completing the follow-
through by keeping the shooting arm up 
until the ball reaches the basket, or by shoot-
ing with a quick and even-paced rhythm.

Error: Shooting the ball long
Correction: Raise the shooting arm higher, 
putting a higher arc on the shot (45 to 60 
degrees); shoot with head and shoulders 
going forward and upward toward the rim 
during the follow-through.

Error: Shooting inconsistently, short and 
long
Correction: Extend the arm with complete 
elbow extension on the follow-through, 
rather than learning the shoulders back.

Error: Hitting the right side of the rim (right-
handed shot)
Correction: The problem is either in not 
squaring up to face the basket or in starting 
the shot with the ball set in front of the head 
and the elbow out, which causes the arm to 
extend to the right on the shot. Start with the 
body square to the basket. Set the ball on the 
shooting side of the head between the ear 
and shoulder with the shooting hand facing 
the front of the rim. This allows the arm, 
wrist, and fingers to move straight toward 
the basket.

Error: Hitting the left side of the rim (right-
handed shot)
Correction: The problem is either in not 
squaring up to face the basket or in starting 
the shot with the ball set on the right hip or 
too far to the right, which results in shoving 
the ball from right to left during the shot. 
Shoving the ball occurs when the legs are 
not used enough for power. Start with the 
body square to the basket. Set the ball on 
the shooting side of the head between the 
ear and shoulder with the shooting hand 
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Error: Still missing, despite what appear to 
be correct mechanics
Correction: Ask a partner to check your 
eyes. If your eyes move, you’re probably 
following the flight of the ball rather than 
focusing on the target, which is just over the 
front of the rim. Concentrate on the target 
until the ball reaches the basket; don’t watch 
the ball’s flight through the air.

Error: Not being in position to catch and 
shoot in one motion, thus reaching for the 
ball
Correction: Once open to shoot, give a good 
target with hands up in shooting position. 
As the pass is thrown, jump behind the ball, 
facing the basket in position to shoot. Let 
the ball come to the hands. Don’t reach for 
the ball.

Error: A slow release after receiving a pass 
caused by lowering the ball before shoot-
ing it
Correction: Catch the ball in position to 
shoot, keeping the ball high while shooting 
in one motion.

Error: A slow release after receiving a pass 
from the side caused by facing the passer 
and reaching for the ball
Correction: Face the basket, turn your head 
to see the pass, and let the ball come to you. 
Jump behind the ball to catch and shoot in 
one motion.

Error: Catching the ball with hands on the 
side and rotating it into position, putting 
sidespin on the ball
Correction: Block the ball with the far hand 
and tuck the nonshooting hand under the 
ball. The shooting hand should always 
be behind the ball before the shot. When 
receiving a pass on the strong-hand side, 
the far hand is the nonshooting hand. After 
catching the ball, slide the nonshooting hand 
underneath the ball. When receiving a pass 
from the weak-hand side, the far hand is 
the shooting hand. When catching the ball, 
block the pass with the shooting hand. Then 

facing front and the elbow in. Concentrate 
on making the shooting arm, wrist, and fin-
gers move straight toward the basket.

Error: Lacking range, control, and consis-
tency on the shot, missing short, long, or 
to either side
Correction: Set the ball on the shooting side 
of the head between ear and shoulder with 
shooting hand facing front. Emphasize the 
down-and-up motion of the legs and com-
pleting the follow-through by keeping the 
arm straight up until the ball reaches the 
basket.

Error: Shots hit the rim and circle out or 
skim from the front to the back of the rim 
and out, rather than hitting the rim and 
going through the hoop
Corrections: Avoid putting sidespin on the 
ball. To get backspin instead of sidespin, 
start the shot high with the shooting hand 
facing the front of the rim and the balance 
hand under the ball in the block-and-tuck 
position. Do not lower the ball for rhythm. 
Lowering the ball tends to move the shooting 
hand off center, usually causing side rotation 
as the ball is raised for the shot. The longer 
the stroke, the more chance for error and 
the slower the release. If you like to lower 
the ball for rhythm, focus on keeping the 
shooting hand on top of the ball. Empha-
size a straight follow-through. Make sure 
the hand is set before shooting and focus 
on releasing the ball off the index finger. 
Practice shooting while keeping the thumb 
and index finger of the nonshooting hand 
squeezed together. Emphasize shooting the 
ball with one hand (the shooting hand).

Error: Shots lack control and hit hard on 
the rim despite what seem to be correct 
mechanics
Correction: The ball is likely resting on the 
palm. Relax the thumb of the shooting hand 
and set the ball on the finger pads with the 
palm off the ball. This enables a release off 
the finger pads, resulting in backspin, con-
trol, and a soft touch.
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reset the shooting hand by taking it off the 
side of the ball and setting it behind the ball 
so it faces the front of the rim.

Error: When shooting off the dribble, reach-
ing to the side for the ball and starting the 
shot from the side of the body, resulting in 
a miss to the right or left of the basket
Correction: When open, dribble to the front 
of the shooting knee and pick the ball up 
facing the basket in position to shoot; don’t 
reach for the ball.

Error: Picking the ball up off the dribble 
with hands on each side and rotating the ball 
into position, putting sidespin on the shot
Correction: Pick the ball up in front of the 
shooting knee with the shooting hand on 
top of the ball and the nonshooting hand 
underneath. When your hand is on top of 
the ball on the pickup, when you bring the 
ball up to shoot, your hand will face the 
front of the rim. This will allow you to shoot 
with backspin.

Error: Floating forward, backward, or side-
ways when shooting off the dribble
Correction: Change forward, backward, or 
side momentum to upward momentum. 
Pick the ball up in front of the shooting knee 
with knees flexed to gain balance for the 
shot and to prevent floating forward, back, 
or to the side.

CoaChing tips  
foR shooting

•	Get	to	know	the	players	you’re	coach-
ing. Learn to listen more than talk. A player 
wants to feel comfortable with you as a 
coach and have confidence in you before 
you work with him. Sometimes you’ll coach 
a player who thinks he can’t shoot. Always 
start with what the player is doing well.

•	Coach	each	player	individually.	You	don’t	
want a player to learn everything you know 
about shooting. You want each player to learn 
what he needs to know to improve his shot.

•	Encourage	players	to	talk	to	you,	tell-
ing you what they like and don’t like. Tell 
a player, “I want to get you to shoot with 
confidence and rhythm. I want to work on 
the mechanic that helps the shot the most.” 
Then he adjusts what he wants to adjust. 
Say, “I’m here to coach and help you, but 
you’re going to learn to coach yourself.”

•	Ask	questions	to	find	out	what	a	player	is	
looking for. You can learn a lot about a player 
from his answers. When you really listen to 
his answers, you can gear your responses to 
his particular needs. Ask the player, “When 
you’re shooting well, what are you doing?” 
There’s no wrong answer to this question. 
The player’s answer simply indicates his 
confidence level and what he knows about 
his own shot. If a player responds, “I just 
shoot!” this might indicate that he has confi-
dence or that he’s not overthinking when he 
shoots. If he answers, “When I’m shooting 
well, my shoulders go toward the basket,” 
you know he has an understanding of what 
he wants to do when shooting. If he answers, 
“The ball is going in,” this might indicate he 
doesn’t know much about his shot.

•	Keep	it	simple.	Keep	instruction	brief	
and straightforward, yet inspiring. Players 
lose interest if the coaching is long, overly 
detailed, or boring. For the most part, play-
ers are not improving while you’re talking. 
Get them shooting.

•	Strive	to	keep	confidence	levels	high.	Be	
positive; keep encouraging players to know 
that they can and will achieve their goals. 
Motivate them to consistently do what it 
takes to reach their goals; never let them 
think they’ll achieve anything less than 
success. Constantly tell players, “You are a 
shooter!”

•	When	a	player	doesn’t	want	help,	don’t	
take it personally. In fact, only a few play-
ers might be interested in receiving much 
coaching. Once you have success with one 
or more players, others become interested 
in how you can help them, too.
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•	 Never stop coaching. A player wants 
to see that you care about him. Be positive, 
enthusiastic, energized, and tenacious. This 
should inspire him to reach new heights. 

Above all, make the game enjoyable. You 
become a better coach to a player when 
he sees that you have high spirits, a bright 
smile, and a sense of humor.
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2
Perimeter Moves

Stan Van Gundy

c h a p t e r

Basketball is a team sport, but each player 
on offense must be able to execute 

against a defender one on one. First, play-
ers should learn how to get open to receive 
the ball; then they need to master basic 
one-on-one moves with the ball. Once pro-
ficient at performing the basics, they can 
add advanced moves. These moves must be 
so ingrained that players can select any one 
of them in a split-second to make the right 
move for beating the defender.

When I was at Miami I had the pleasure of 
coaching Dwyane Wade, who is adept both 
at freeing himself to receive the ball on the 
perimeter and at creating scoring opportu-
nities once he has possession. Taller wing 
players, such as Rashard Lewis and Hedo 
Turkoglu, whom I now coach in Orlando, can 
also be successful with their respective assets 
on the perimeter, be it great driving skills, a 
midrange game, or a deadly outside shot.

GettinG Open tO Receive 
the Ball

Let’s begin with the most basic tips to create 
space from a defender to receive a pass.

Start the move to get free only when the •	
teammate with the ball is in a position 
ready to pass it.
Receive the ball in a spot on the floor from •	
where you can effectively pass, dribble, or 
shoot. Know your shooting range.

Take no longer than two or three sec-•	
onds to get open. The longer it takes to 
get open, the longer the defense has to 
recover.
Move toward the defender with normal •	
steps without watching the passer. 
When you take short steps and lock in 
on the passer, you send a clear signal to 
the defender to prepare for your move 
to get open and receive the ball.
Make contact with (bump) the defender •	
with the inside shoulder and forearm 
without pushing. This helps freeze the 
defender. Then, pop out and create 
space from the defender. Make this 
separation move at a different angle, 
not back and forth on the same line, to 
require the defender even greater time 
to recover. Keep knees bent to stay low, 
and be prepared to attack upon receiv-
ing the ball.
When popping out to receive the ball, •	
use the hand farthest from the defender 
as a target for the passer. Meet the pass 
and catch the ball with two hands.
While landing on the floor with the ball •	
in your hands, immediately turn your 
feet toward the basket so you can start 
right away to play one on one and see 
all of the court.

Now let’s look at five basic ways to get 
free on the perimeter, and then one special 
move.
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V Cut
The V cut is the most common way to get 
open and can be executed at any spot on 
the floor. It’s called a V cut because you 
follow an imaginary path in the shape of 
a V. To receive the ball in a high spot on 
the court, bring the defender low and then 
pop out high; to receive the ball in a low 
spot, bring the defender high and then pop 
out low.

Begin this move facing the basket. Again, 
it’s important to get open in a spot on the 
court from which you can pass, drive to 
the basket, or make a jump shot; you also 
need to respect the spacing of your team-
mates.

Let’s assume you want to get open on the 
right wing with the ball in the middle of the 
court; the defender is guarding at a three-
quarter contesting position. I’ll describe 
these moves on a one-two count sequence, 
but between the one and two is only a split-
second, without a complete stop.

First count. To get open on the high side 
of the floor, take one or two steps toward 
the defender, shoulders squared to the 
basket, and then, planting the inside foot 
(the one nearest the baseline or the out-
side foot if you want to get open in a low 
spot on the floor) between the defender’s 
legs, lean on the defender’s chest with 
the right forearm and shoulder without 
pushing. Then pivot on the outside foot 
and make a crossover step with the right 
leg over the forward foot of the defender 
to freeze him.

Second count. Turning on the ball of the 
inside foot, push off, making a stride with 
the outside foot without losing balance. 
Make a two-count stop, landing first on the 
left foot (which becomes the pivot foot), fol-
lowed by the right foot. At the same time, 
ask for the ball with the outside hand (the 
hand farther from the defender). On receiv-
ing the ball, make a front turn to face the 
basket in triple-threat position, ready to play 
one on one.

Reverse
The reverse move is used in different phases 
of the game, either with or without the 
ball on offense (as well as on defense, for 
example, on the blockout). Let’s now review 
how to make a reverse in order to get free 
and receive the ball.
First count. Take one or two steps toward 
the defender; then, planting the outside 
foot between the defender’s legs, lean on 
the defender’s chest with the left forearm 
and shoulder without pushing. Pivot on the 
outside foot and make a reverse, “sitting” for 
an instant on the forward leg of the defender 
to freeze him.
Second count. Take a step forward to create 
space between you and the defender, receive 
the ball, and make a front turn to face the 
basket in triple-threat position, ready to play 
one on one.

V Cut and Reverse
This move is a combination of the V cut 
and reverse.
First count. You start to make the V cut, as 
described before, but the defender is still 
covering you tightly.
Second count. Make a reverse, as described 
before.

Triple-Threat Position
This position is called the “triple threat” 
because from this stance you can pass, 
drive, or shoot. To assume the triple-threat 
position, place the shooting hand behind 
the ball with wrist bent backward and elbow 
bent. Place the other hand in front and a 
little below the ball with arm bent about 45 
degrees to protect the ball. Position the ball 
on the side, between chest and hip, with 
knees bent and trunk slightly forward (but 
maintaining balance). This is the proper 
starting position for nearly every one-on-
one move.
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L Cut
Here you start the move with your back to 
the baseline.
First count. Start near the lane about mid- 
to low post, facing the midcourt line; the 
ball is in the middle of the court, and the 
defender is covering face to face. Take one 
or two normal steps upward toward the 
midcourt line, then plant the inside foot 
(the foot nearest the lane) near or over the 
outside foot of the defender and lean with 
the inside shoulder and forearm on the chest 
of the defender without pushing.
Second count. Shift weight onto the ball of 
the inside foot, make a lateral stride and 
hop, land on the floor with a two-count stop, 
receive the ball, make a front turn to face 
the basket in triple-threat position, and be 
ready to play one on one.

L Cut and Reverse
This move is an L cut followed by a reverse.
First count. You start to make your L cut, but 
your defender is still covering you tightly.
Second count. Make a reverse, as described 
before.

Special Move: Circle Around
With a defender covering nearly face to face, 
bring the defender low with both hands 
extended overhead. When near the baseline, 
bring down hands (but keep them extended, 
as if swimming) around the inside hip of the 
defender to freeze him momentarily; then 
curl around him and pop out to the same 
side from which you started the move to 
receive the ball. Don’t push the defender; 
go around him.

MOves With the Ball
We’ll now describe the basic direct moves 
to master right after receiving the ball in 
order to play one on one with no fakes or 
dribbling beforehand. We describe these 

moves as executed with the right hand, but 
the sequence of moves is the same when 
performed with the left hand.

Jump Shot
If you’re in shooting range, if your defender 
isn’t playing too tightly and his hands are 
down, and if there’s no chance to drive 
past him, you can shoot a jump shot right 
away.

Direct Drive
If the defender allows a direct driving lane, 
go hard to the basket in a straight line. Let’s 
look at all the details of the direct drive.

One-on-One Essentials
Before looking at different moves, let’s 
go over a few essentials for attacking a 
defender one on one.

Try to read the defender’s move and • 
react accordingly. Many players decide 
in advance what to do with the ball, 
which is a big mistake. Instead, play 
one on one, basing your moves on the 
moves and reactions of your defender.

Start the move with knees bent, keep-• 
ing the ball low; then explode high for 
a jump shot or layup or to pass the ball 
to a teammate.

Shoot after no more than three drib-• 
bles—two is better; this prevents giving 
the defense time to recover.

On all drives to the basket, drive in a • 
straight line, not in a curved line.

When going in for a contested layup, • 
on your last step before the shot, lean 
with your inside shoulder and forearm 
into the chest of the defender (without 
pushing) while also leaning against 
him with your inside hip and leg; this 
prevents the defender from recovering 
to block the shot.
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Footwork. The first stride must be long, 
but not so long that you lose balance and 
power. The inside shoulder should be at 
the same level as the defender’s hip. Turn 
the nondribbling shoulder inside to protect 
the ball and to get slimmer while stepping 
over the defender. The foot must touch the 
floor at the same time as the dribble to avoid 
walking.

The second stride after the dribble is 
quick and strong; stay low on the knees and 
don’t decelerate after the dribble, but keep 
the change of pace alive.
Dribble. The first dribble of the direct drive 
is important for the success of the move. 
The ball is pushed hard to the ground, 
with the dribbling (right) hand following 

the ball and ending with 
fingers pointed toward 
and as close as possible 
to the floor. The ball will 
bounce back very quickly 
to your hand and remain 
in control longer. The ball 
must bounce over the hip 
of the defender, slightly 
on the side of your right 
foot and in front of your 
left foot. While making 
the first dribble, don’t 
watch the ground or the 
ball; keeping your head 
up, watch the basket and 
all of the floor to see the 
other defenders and your 
teammates. Protect the 
ball like a fence with the 
left arm bent about 45 
degrees.

Crossover Step
If the defender doesn’t 
allow a straight line to 
the basket, attack his 
forward foot using a 
crossover step, which 
I’ll soon describe. But 
first I should mention the 

“sweep” of the ball, a quick movement that 
brings the ball from one side of the body to 
the other.
Sweep (or rip of the ball). Mastering the 
sweep is critical for playing one on one. 
If the ball is in your right hand and the 
defender has his right foot forward, sweep 
the ball from the right side of the body to 
the left side as quickly as possible. Stay low 
on the knees and bring the ball from chest 
or hip level on the right side to the left side, 
quickly swinging it below the knees, a move 
from high to low, in between. While chang-
ing the side of the ball, also rotate the right 
hand laterally and the left hand on the back 
of the ball with wrist bent backward (figure 
2.1, a and b).

Dwyane Wade can take the ball from the perimeter to the basket with the best of 
them.
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Footwork. As soon as you have swept the 
ball, put your weight on the ball of your left 
foot and, while maintaining balance, make a 
long crossover step with the right foot over 
the forward foot of the defender, pushing 
your body forward with your left foot, while 
at the same time making a long dribble with 
your left hand. The step must be long, but 
balance and control must be maintained 
(figure 2.1c). As usual, the first step must 
be matched to a change of pace.
Dribble. On the dribble (with the left hand), 
the ball must touch the floor on the side, 

over the left foot and over the hip of the 
defender (figure 2.1d), as described for the 
previous move.

This is the most common sweep move, 
but some NBA players have their own move 
on the sweep. For instance, Tim Duncan 
makes a sweep from one shoulder to the 
other, whereas Allen Iverson sweeps the ball 
from one ankle to the other and then back 
to the same ankle from where he started the 
sweep. Kobe Bryant makes the sweep from 
the shoulder to the hip.

Figure 2.1 Crossover step: (a-b) Sweep the ball from the right side to the left side, bringing it below knee level; (c) 
make a long crossover step over the forward foot of the defender; (d) on the dribble, the ball must touch the floor on the 
side, over the forward foot.
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Here are some important details on the 
long step and the dribble:

After the crossover, during the long step •	
with the right foot, you must at the same 
time turn the right shoulder, brushing 
the defender’s right hip, and bring it 
over (or almost at the same level as) the 
right hip of the defender to prevent the 
defender from recovering. Turning the 
shoulder makes you thinner in order to 
more easily go over the defender.

The toes of the right foot must be •	
turned inside and toward the basket 
to help the body move in a straight 
direction rather than laterally. This is 
important. If the toes of the right foot 
are pointed laterally, the body will go 
in that direction rather than straight to 
the basket.

The right arm is bent about 45 degrees •	
to protect the ball.

Reverse (or Spin)
When receiving the ball on the right wing, 
if the defender is still leaning on the high 
side, immediately make a reverse (using the 
inside foot as the pivot foot), spin around 
the defender, and go to the basket with no 
more than one or two dribbles.
Footwork. Use the inside foot (the foot near-
est the baseline) as your pivot foot, rotating 
on the ball of the foot, low on the knees, 
while making a long step toward the new 
direction with the nonpivot foot. For this 
move, turn the toes of the nonpivot foot as 
much as possible toward the basket to avoid 
moving away from the rim.
Dribble. At the same time, on the last side 
dribble, move the dribbling hand laterally 
on the ball with forearm bent about 45 
degrees (with arm bent at this angle, the 
ball is pushed to the floor near your body 
rather than away from you). This brings the 
ball around the body and ends the move by 
pushing the ball hard to the floor in the new 
direction to get a quick bounce back.

Turn your head in the new direction 
before making the move; this allows you to 
change the move at the last second based on 
the defender’s reaction, possibly avoiding a 
charging call.

Basic cOMBined MOves
Sometimes the relatively simple moves 
described so far will allow you to beat your 
defender. Other times, they aren’t enough, 
and you’ll need to use combined moves to 
create space between you and the defender 
and force his reaction.

Jab Step and Fake
Before a discussion of the basic combined 
moves, we need to cover the jab step, which 
is the starting point of these moves. I also 
want to describe the proper way to make 
a fake.

Jab Step
Let’s say you’re facing the defender with the 
ball on your right-hand side. The defender is 
in a perfect defensive stance, and you cannot 
shoot or drive to beat him. You must first 
create space between you and the defender 
and then force the defender to react. The 
jab step (so called because it’s similar to a 
boxer’s forward step) involves both the foot 
and the ball and is used to force a reaction 
from the defender and create space. This 
step is the base of all the basic combined 
moves we’ll discuss.
Footwork. Start from a triple-threat position 
with the ball on the right side of the body. 
Make a forward, strong, and aggressive short 
step with the right foot (if right-handed) 
and land on the floor with the forefoot. The 
heel of the left foot doesn’t touch the floor, 
which improves the pace of the next move. 
While making the jab step, turn the right 
shoulder a little inside to protect the ball 
and give the defender the impression you 
want to drive. Your right foot lands about 
six to seven inches ahead of the left foot. 
Legs are flexed; for good balance, head and 
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trunk are straight (or slightly bent forward); 
and eyes are focused not below the feet but 
over the defender to make him think you 
want to go to a certain spot over him and 
also so that you can watch the entire court 
(figure 2.2).
Ball movement. Simultaneous to the quick, 
short step with the right foot, the ball is 
aggressively brought slightly to the side of 
the right knee (in this case) for faking a drib-
ble with the right hand. Don’t overextend 
the arm with the ball (to maintain balance), 

and don’t expose the ball too much in front 
of the defender.

Fake
During the fake, you’ll give a true impres-
sion to the defender that you want to make a 
move, but instead you’ll make another move 
based on the defender’s reaction. Thus, to 
sell a realistic passing, driving, or shooting 
fake with the jab step, you must truly start 
to make a move. Many players’ fakes aren’t 
realistic enough. The fake must not be too 

Figure 2.2 The jab step helps the player to create space between him and the defender.
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quick. You need to give the defender time 
to react and force him to commit a mistake, 
such as crossing his feet, leaning in one 
direction, or straightening his body. Then, 
based on the reaction of the defender, decide 
on your next move, which might be a com-
bination of the moves we’ll cover now.

Jab Step and Drive  
With the Same Hand
After a strong jab step with the right foot 
(in this example) and a drive fake with the 
right hand, if the defender hasn’t reacted 
quickly enough to the jab step, take a long 
step with the right foot (but not so long that 
you lose balance) and a dribble over the 

defender’s hip with the 
right hand, bringing the 
left shoulder to hip level of 
the defender. The left arm, 
bent 45 degrees at hip 
level, protects the ball.

To push the ball hard to 
the floor, the wrist must be 
bent backward and shifted 
behind the ball with the 
elbow bent to push the 
ball forward. Change the 
pace on the second step 
after the jab step.

The sequence is a short 
and quick step, followed 
immediately by a longer 
step made with the same 
(right) foot. Stay low and 
in good balance during 
the second step; don’t 
decrease speed.

Jab Step  
and Crossover
If, after the jab step and the 
drive fake, the defender 
slides over in the direc-
tion of the jab step, take 
a crossover step and a 

dribble. The sequence might start with a 
hard jab step with the right foot, followed 
by a crossover step with the right leg.

Jab Step and Jump Shot
If the defender retreats after the jab step, 
shoot a jumper (if in shooting range). As 
usual, the jab step must be aggressive and 
short; knees should be flexed. Again, don’t 
bring the ball too far from the body during 
the jab step; the palm of the shooting hand 
must be behind the ball with wrist cocked 
toward the chest to speed up the shot. As 
soon as the jab step hits the floor, and if the 
defender retreats, immediately bring the 
ball into the “shooting pocket” and go up 
for the jumper.

Rashard Lewis uses a jab step from a triple-threat position to set up a dribble 
drive, pass, or shot.
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Shot Fake and Drive  
With the Same Hand or Crossover
This time drive to the basket after the shot 
fake. To sell a proper fake to the defender, 
bring the ball over the forehead with hands 
on the ball as if to shoot. While bringing the 
ball over the forehead, flex the legs more, 
and, when the defender straightens his legs 
as a reaction to the shot fake, explode to the 
basket with a drive with the same hand, or, 
depending on the defender’s position and 
reaction, use a crossover.

Jab Step, Shot Fake, and Drive
This is a combination of two fakes, which 
must not be too frenzied. Again, take enough 
time on the fakes and be realistic—this is a 
three-count move, and every move must be 
made at the proper time in order to read the 
defender’s reaction. Don’t decide in advance 
which move to make. Always react to the 
defender.

Jab Step, Shot Fake, Drive Fake, 
and Jump Shot
This is the opposite move to the one just 
described. Instead of driving, fake the drive 
and pull up for the jumper. Stay low on the 
knees for the duration of the fakes, and then 
explode vertically for the jump shot. All the 
moves combined should take no longer than 
three seconds maximum, preferably less.

Pass Fake and Drive or Jump Shot
Fake a lateral pass with two hands, but don’t 
extend the arms too much. At the same time, 
take a short step in the direction of the pass 
fake and shift body weight to the ball of the 
forward foot. Then quickly push the body in 
the other direction and drive to the basket 
or pull up for the jump shot.

dRiBBle MOves
To be complete on offense, you must possess 
an arsenal of dribbling moves. In this sec-

tion we’ll describe possible moves to make 
once you have begun the dribble and are 
approaching the defender. As always, read 
your defender’s reactions.

Change-of-Pace Moves  
With the Same Hand
First let’s look at dribbling moves made with 
the same hand and in a straight direction. 
These moves are used to force a reaction 
from the defender (vertically or horizon-
tally) and then beat him. As before, all these 
moves are matched by an explosive change 
of pace. For these moves, dribble as straight 
as possible, not laterally, to avoid giving the 
defender time to recover.

Hockey Dribble
Footwork. Freeze the defender with short, 
choppy steps back and forth while keeping 
feet nearly parallel. The steps are similar to 
skating slides on ice. To keep the defender 
clueless, combine this hockey dribble with 
head and shoulder fakes, shaking him from 
one side of the body to the other before 
driving hard to the basket in a straight line. 
Keep knees bent to drive faster to the basket. 
Protect the ball during the move.
Dribble. The dribbling hand is over the ball, 
pushing it very hard to the floor for better 
control, and then, on the last dribble, the 
hand is brought behind to push the ball 
hard and low over the defender during the 
drive to the basket. Body weight is evenly 
distributed on the balls of the feet during 
the hockey steps. Then, for the drive, body 
weight transfers to the foot on the same side 
of the dribbling hand for more power and to 
push the body forward past the defender.

Change-of-Pace Dribble
Approach the defender dribbling at a mod-
erate, controlled speed, trying to get him 
to relax a little. When the defender’s knees 
straighten, or when you see that he has 
started to relax, quickly drop your knees 
for a sudden sprint to the basket with a long 
step and a strong dribble forward.
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Footwork. Avoid short and nervous steps 
when approaching the defender because this 
can signal an intended move. A head and 
shoulder fake in the opposite direction might 
help beat the defender. For the drive, body 
weight is brought onto the ball of the foot on 
the same side as the dribbling hand so you 
can push your body over the defender.
Dribble. The dribbling hand remains over 
the ball when approaching the defender. It 
is then brought behind to push the ball hard 
and low past the defender during the drive 
to the basket, possibly with the first bounce 
over the hip of the defender.

Speed Dribble: Stop and Go
Dribble quickly toward the 
defender. Stop suddenly for a 
moment, keeping the dribble 
alive. Raise up the head and 
legs a little. When the defender 
straightens his legs or relaxes, 
explode into a speed dribble 
using the same dribbling hand. 
The sequence is speed drib-
ble, controlled dribble, wait a 
moment, and speed dribble. 
Don’t ever stop the dribble—
just decelerate, and then accel-
erate again.

Step-Back Dribble
When the defender is cover-
ing aggressively and there’s no 
room to drive past him, make 
a step-back dribble to allow a 
chance to reassess and consider 
the next move.

Footwork. When near the 
defender and dribbling with 
the right hand (in this example), 
make a strong step with the 
left foot toward the defender, 
putting full body weight on the 
ball of the forward foot; at the 
same time, lift the right foot 
off the floor. Next, step back, 
pushing off the left foot and 

then lifting it, to create space between you 
and the defender.

Dribble. As the left foot steps forward during 
the last dribble, the fingers of the right 
hand shift from the back to the front of 
the ball, pulling the ball back. Then, when 
the defender tries to reduce the distance, 
explode with a power dribble with the same 
hand.

Stay low throughout the move. As with all 
dribbling fakes, fake with the whole body, not 
just with the ball. If there’s enough space, if 
you’re within range, and if you can maintain 
balance, take a jump shot after the fake.

Brandon Roy executes the step-back dribble (left-handed) to create some 
room to pass, shoot, or attempt another move. Note how his head stays up 
and he keeps the whole court in view.
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In-’n-Out
This is a crossover dribble fake. While drib-
bling with the right hand, take a step outside 
with the left foot and, at the same time, on 
the last dribble, shift the right hand on top 
and slightly laterally on the ball, bringing 
it momentarily into the middle of the body. 
The defender now likely anticipates a cross-
over dribble. But, at the last second, as the 
defender begins his lean in that direction, 
bring the ball back to starting position and 
dribble again on the right side. At the same 
time, take a long stride on the right side to 
get past the defender. Body weight must be 
on the ball of the left foot; the left foot then 
pushes the body to the right, not laterally 
but in a straight line. As usual, keep the 
dribble low for the entire movement. Add 
a head and shoulder fake, leaning in the 
opposite direction.

Change of Hand  
and Direction Moves
These are moves made with a change of 
the dribbling hand, matched always with a 
change of direction and pace.

Crossover Dribble
This is probably the simplest change of 
hand, but it’s also the most dangerous 
because it’s made in front of the defender. 
Nearly any player can perform a crossover 
dribble, but not many execute it in the fast-
est and safest way.

Footwork. Bring the body’s weight to the 
inside part of the right foot, in this example, 
and then push the body in the new direction 
before taking a long but balanced step with 
the left foot. These are crucial details for 
making what some players call an “ankle-
breaker crossover.” On the forward step, 
the left foot points toward the basket, rather 
than laterally, to prevent going away from 
the rim and deviating from a straight line.

Dribble. On the last lateral dribble, when 
the ball bounces back to the right hand, the 

hand pumps the side of the ball very hard 
below knee level and as low to the floor as 
possible (to speed up the move and reduce 
the risk of a steal). At the same time, take a 
step forward with the left foot. The bounce 
of the ball on the crossover dribble should 
be on the side and over the toes of the left 
forward foot. The left hand is positioned 
laterally to stop the movement of the ball 
for a split second; then, right after the ball 
touches the fingers, the hand bends imme-
diately backward and behind the ball for a 
speed dribble.

Turning the shoulders in the new direc-
tion can help this move. As usual, the move 
must be matched with a change of pace. Stay 
low for the entire movement and shortly 
after, then finish with a jump shot, layup, 
or pass to a teammate.

Behind the Back
This dribble move and the between-the-legs 
change of hand are safer moves than the 
crossover because these moves are not made 
with the ball in front of the defender.
One foot forward. While taking a step for-
ward with the left foot on the last dribble 
with the right hand, shift the right hand in 
front of the ball and bring the ball behind 
the back; control the ball until it nearly 
reaches the opposite hip, and then push the 
ball hard to the floor. Bring the ball below 
the buttocks; it should bounce on the left 
side of the body, laterally and over the toes 
of the left foot. Now control the ball with 
the left hand while making a long speed 
dribble, staying low on the knees for the 
entire movement. As usual, change direc-
tion and add a change of pace, going to the 
basket in a straight line.
Two feet even. On the last dribble with the 
right hand, bend the knees to get into a 
lower position with back straight and feet 
parallel. With the right hand on the side of 
the ball, forcefully push the ball behind the 
back and below the buttocks from one side 
to the other. The ball should bounce over the 
left hip and on the side, even with the palm 
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of the left hand, which stops the ball for a 
split second with fingers pointed toward the 
floor; then the palm is turned immediately 
backward to gain full control of the ball for 
a speed dribble to beat the defender.

Between the Legs
While taking a step forward with the left 
foot (in this example) on the last lateral, 
right-hand dribble, the right hand shifts 
laterally on the ball, pushing it between the 
legs to the other side of the body. The ball 
bounces laterally and over the toes of the 
left foot. The left hand (with fingers pointed 
to the floor) stops the movement of the ball 
for a split second and then shifts on the back 
of the ball for a speed dribble.

Reverse (or Spin)
While dribbling with the right hand (in 
this example), step forward with the left 
foot; the right hand shifts on the side of 
the ball, and the forearm is bent at about 
45 degrees. While rotating the body in the 
new direction and pivoting on the ball of 
the left foot, bounce the ball with a hard, 
quick movement with the fingers of the 
right hand, which pushes (or, better, slaps) 
the ball hard to the floor. The ball should 
come back as quickly as possible for better 
control. Protect the ball, keeping it between 
the body and the defender.

The head should anticipate the rotation of 
the body in the new direction, watching the 
reaction of the defender in advance over the 
right shoulder. At the end of the reverse and 
the bounce back of the ball, dribble again 
to go to the basket.

This is a difficult move, so it’s important 
to follow these details exactly:

Stay low on the knees—both during •	
the movement and on the subsequent 
speed dribble.
Don’t reverse with legs too close •	
together; spread legs more than 
shoulder-width apart, bending the 
knees for a quicker and more explo-
sive move.

Don’t overextend the arm; keep the •	
arm near the body and slightly above 
waist level, bent about 45 degrees. If 
the angle is wider, the ball will land on 
the floor away from the body, reducing 
quickness of the move and control of 
the ball.
The hand that “carries” the ball leaves •	
the ball only after the body’s reverse 
is nearly completed; this hand really 
“throws” the ball hard and low to the 
floor and recovers it quickly.
Start dribbling with the left hand (in •	
this example) only when the reverse is 
completed and not before—any earlier 
risks exposing the ball to the defender, 
who can slap it from behind.
The toes of the forward foot after the •	
reverse must be pointed straight for-
ward, not laterally, to avoid moving 
away from the basket.

Half-Reverse (or Half-Spin)
The sequence of the movement is the same as 
for the reverse, but here, once the defender 
has recovered and is setting himself in your 
path, dribble back to where the reverse 
started and go in the same direction from 
where you began the move. Dribble with 
the same hand throughout the move, always 
protecting the ball with the body. In short, 
you make a half-reverse. As on the reverse, 
it’s also important on the half-reverse to 
turn the head in the intended direction in 
advance to see how the defender reacts.

advanced cOMBined 
dRiBBle MOves

After mastering the basic one-on-one live-
ball and dribble moves, players can add 
advanced combined dribble moves to their 
repertoire. All these moves are a combina-
tion of two types of dribbles done in suc-
cession; they can be performed at various 
speeds with changes of direction.

These moves are common in the NBA. 
They are not circus moves to impress the 
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As the opposing defense’s primary concern, Tracy McGrady often must 
use more than one move to free himself from multiple defenders.

crowd; rather, they are effective 
advanced moves for beating 
and countering the reactions 
of the defender. Players like 
Kobe Bryant, Allen Iverson, 
Mike Bibby, Steve Nash, Rich-
ard Hamilton, LeBron James, 
Dwyane Wade, and Tracy 
McGrady are among the best 
at executing these moves.

Dribble, Step Back,  
and Jump Shot
Say a defender is covering 
aggressively, allowing little 
room to maneuver. Operating 
within shooting range, dribble 
once with the right hand and 
take one step with the left foot. 
This makes the defender expect 
a drive to the basket, which 
lures him into leaning into the 
driving path. Now, putting full 
body weight on the left foot, 
push back and, after a small 
hop, land on the floor right foot 
first, followed by the left foot. 
Pull the ball back and shoot a 
jumper over the defender. Stay 
low on the knees for the entire 
move. You can also perform 
this move after the dribble with 
the right hand and the step forward with 
the left foot simply by stepping back with 
the left foot, without moving the right foot, 
and using it as the pivot foot, pulling back 
the ball at the same time, and shooting a 
jumper.

Dribble, Step Back, Turn,  
and Jump Shot
Kobe Bryant has mastered this move. The 
beginning of the move is the same as for 
the last one: Dribble toward the defender 
with the right hand and take a step with 
the left foot to make the defender expect a 
drive to the basket. Again, he will lean into 

the driving path. Now, using the left foot as 
the pivot foot, pull the ball back and make 
a rear turn to front the basket and shoot a 
jumper.

Dribble, Step Back, and Crossover
Simultaneous to the step back, using the 
right foot as the pivot foot, pull the ball back 
and perform a crossover dribble, followed 
by a drive to the basket or a jump shot. 
One small detail: A split second before the 
crossover dribble, make a head fake (but 
stay low on the knees) to force the defender 
to straighten the legs, and then make the 
crossover dribble.
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Dribble, Step Back, and Reverse
Simultaneous to the step back, pull the ball 
back, pivot on the right foot, front the basket, 
and perform a reverse dribble, followed by 
a drive to the basket or a jump shot.

Dribble, Step Back, Crossover,  
and Reverse
On this move, after the step back, combine 
two moves—a crossover and a reverse—in 
the same action,always basing your decision 
on the reaction of the defender. Follow with 
a drive to the basket or a jump shot.

Dribble, Step Back, Hesitation,  
and Speed Dribble
After the step back, hesitate a split second, 
slightly raising the head and knees so that 
it looks to the defender like you’re slowing 
down. When the defender stands up or 
relaxes, execute a hard and quick dribble to 
beat him. Make a direct drive or perform a 
crossover or a reverse dribble followed by a 
drive to the basket or a jump shot.

Here are other examples of combined 
dribbling moves, all matched with a change 
of speed and direction:

In-and-out dribble followed by a cross-•	
over dribble.

Crossover dribble followed by a •	
between-the-legs dribble.

Crossover dribble followed by a reverse •	
dribble.

Stop-and-go dribble followed by a cross-•	
over dribble.

Between-the-legs dribble followed by a •	
reverse dribble followed by a crossover 
dribble.

Between-the-legs dribble followed by a •	
behind-the-back dribble (keep feet even 
or one foot forward).

Double between-the-legs dribble.•	

Lateral step and dribble followed by •	
a speed direct drive with the same 
hand.

Lateral step and dribble, followed •	
by a crossover dribble or in-and-out 
dribble.

Hockey dribble followed by a crossover •	
dribble.
Hockey dribble followed by a lateral •	
step and dribble followed by a speed 
forward dribble with the same hand or 
a crossover dribble.

All these moves can end with a drive to 
the basket or a jump shot.

shOOtinG in tRaffic
For this example, let’s assume a player on 
the right wing has received the ball and has 
beaten his defender, but on the way to the 
basket, while dribbling with the left hand 
toward the lane, he faces two defenders—one 
at the free-throw area and the other, who is 
coming from the weak side to help, near the 
basket. Here are two possible solutions.

Reverse Dribble
If the first defender at the free-throw line 
is positioned in the lane with his inside 
foot up, go toward him, perform a reverse 
dribble, approach the second defender near 
the basket, make contact by leaning on him 
with the inside shoulder and hip to freeze 
him, and shoot a layup.

Hesitation and Change of Pace
If the first defender is at the free-throw 
line with his feet parallel, use a hesitation 
dribble, faking with the head and shoulder, 
and then explode to the basket on the other 
side, dribbling straight to the basket with 
the left hand. Again, make contact by lean-
ing on the second defender with the inside 
shoulder and hip to freeze him, and then 
shoot a layup.
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teachinG pOints
To master their one-on-one moves, play-•	
ers must work a lot on ball handling: 
stationary ball handling and on the move, 
dribbling with one and two balls, practic-
ing the basic dribbles, and then progress-
ing to the more advanced dribbles.
They must learn not just to push the •	
ball on the dribble but also to “pump” 
it very hard and low to the floor. A 
speed dribble must be kept lower than 
a stationary dribble.
Coaches should teach these moves •	
gradually. Focus first on the most basic 

and simplest moves. Then work on the 
combined and more difficult moves, 
first at moderate speed and without a 
defender. Finally, add a defender who 
initially guards at 50 percent effort 
before progressing to defend at game 
pace. Don’t hurry; teach the moves 
step by step.
Teach your players to be prepared to use •	
a variety of moves based on the reaction 
of their defender. They must learn to 
read and react rather than deciding in 
advance which move to execute.
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3
Post Moves

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar

c h a p t e r

When archived footage of my playing 
career is shown, it almost always 

features me shooting the “sky hook” shot, 
even though I had a wide array of offensive 
moves. Fans forget that I was a pretty good 
passer, and that 11 times during my pro 
career I was named to the first or second 
NBA All-Defensive Team.

Still, having a signature, or money, move 
certainly contributed to my success, and has 
helped many post players excel during the 
course of their careers.

But such moves aren’t easily acquired. 
It took me countless hours of practice to 
master the sky hook. Along the way toward 
mastery, a player will encounter many disap-
pointments and doubts about whether the 
move is worth all the time and effort. In my 
case, I’m glad I stuck with it.

But I was fortunate to realize (and to be 
often reminded by my coaches) that no 
player, regardless of stature, can excel with 
only one move. Since my days on the court, 
this has become all the more true—today’s 
post game requires an even greater reper-
toire of skills.

Yes, the bigs, as centers and forwards are 
often called, are still expected to do the blue-
collar work of setting screens, rebounding, 
blocking shots, and throwing outlet passes, 
but more and more post players are required 
to be scoring threats from 15 to 20 feet, to 
fill the lane on the primary break, and to 
apply defensive pressure farther from the 
opponent’s basket.

In fact, considering the way the game 
is played today, I recommend that every 
player—even small forwards and guards—
learn how to play in the post and to master 
a couple of moves with their back to the 
basket. This will not only make them more 
versatile and valuable offensively but also 
give them insight into aspects of playing the 
position, which can be useful on defense 
(for example, when the player they’re guard-
ing enters the lane, or when they’re asked 
to help defensively in the lane area when 
a teammate overplays or gets beat by an 
opponent). I am particularly proud of the 
improvements of Lakers’ center Andrew 
Bynum. We worked for hours in practice 
on all the aspects of the post game, and his 
hard work has paid off.

Developing a post game typically takes 
longer than it takes to grasp the basics of 
perimeter play. The most important thing for 
the post player is to approach the task with 
the right mind-set. Post play is a physically 
demanding job that involves aggressive-
ness, toughness, and persistence. Size is not 
as critical as attitude. A player in the post 
must be mentally ready to fight for posi-
tion, collide inside the lane and on screens, 
and jump maybe two or three times to grab 
a rebound, all the while getting banged 
around by defenders. It’s not a role for the 
faint of heart.

It also helps to be basketball smart. By 
that I mean developing a keen sense as to 
where missed shots will bound to off the 
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rim, anticipating how an opposing player 
will attack or defend, and maneuvering to 
the most advantageous location on the court 
for your team as a receiver, screener, passer, 
or defender.

A post player must also commit to improve 
each year, to add more moves, and to refine 
his skills. Tim Duncan provides a great 
example of this. Although he has already won 
four NBA titles and is a two-time NBA MVP, 
every summer he masters a new move, either 
facing the basket or with his back to it.

The essential physical tools of post play 
(quickness, agility, stamina, strong hands, 
jumping, coordination, and a sturdy upper 
and lower body) must also be developed. An 
out-of-shape post player is a lame duck on 
the basketball court, bound to be exposed, 
if not embarrassed, very early in the game. 
Check out the Orlando Magic’s Dwight 
Howard for a clear idea of what proper 
conditioning for post play looks like.

These assets, in addition to the aforemen-
tioned array of skills—from basic footwork 
to refined techniques—are desirable for any 
players seeking to be successful in the post. 
The rest of the chapter should be helpful in 
developing and improving players in this key 
facet of the game.

PrinciPles of offensive 
Post Play

Before we go deep into post moves and 
countermoves, let’s first review some basic 
principles of playing in the post.

Use Both Feet
Post players need to maintain strong posi-
tion, always keeping their balance. Balance 
in the post is particularly important because 
of the more physical game that occurs there. 
Balance is best maintained by staying low, 
with legs bent and feet wider than shoulder-
width apart. The post player should receive 
the ball with both feet on the floor so he can 
use his left or right foot as his pivot foot. He 
must have both feet on the floor as much as 
possible to take a position, to slide in a cer-
tain direction, and to shoot. For example, if 
he wants to make a power shot and doesn’t 
jump from both feet, the defender has an 
easy job knocking him off balance.

Make Contact With the Defender
An imperative in establishing low-post posi-
tion is effective physical contact with the 
defender. When the low-post player reaches 

Even 7-foot-4 Ralph Sampson found the sky hook very 
difficult to defend.
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his spot near the basket, he must immedi-
ately recognize where the defender is and 
how he is moving. Thus, the post must use 
all his moves to make physical contact with 
his defender so he can gain the best position 
and know where the defender is (i.e., if he is 
completely behind him or if he’s overplaying 
on the high or low side).

The post must “see” his defender through 
touch. He knows where the defender is by 
feeling his presence through contact. His 
offensive moves will be determined by his 
feel for where the defender is located. All 
physical contact must be made within the 
rules with the buttocks, legs, and arms. The 
post player must also react to the defender 
and maintain proper positioning for those 
two or three seconds it takes to provide a 
proper target for teammates to get him the 
ball. A post must have the aggressive desire 
to make contact with the defender. Remem-
ber that it’s not stature or bulk that’s most 
important but rather the size of the post 
player’s will and heart.

Receive the Ball
When he thinks it’s the right time to receive 
the ball, the post player calls for it by yell-
ing “Ball!” or signaling with a move of the 
hand or head. The post then gives a definite 
target to the passer—usually the open hand 
that’s away from the defender, with the 
arm extended outside or bent at a 45-degree 
angle. I suggest that the low post not try to 
receive the ball with both arms and hands 
straight unless the defender is far away. It’s 
much easier for the defender to reach for the 
ball and steal or deflect it from behind when 
the low post keeps both arms extended. 
Then the post, continually adjusting his 
position to the moves of the defender, must 
stay open for those two or three seconds to 
receive the ball. He forces the defender to 
maintain position in the lane by using his 
body to constantly attempt to back into the 
three-second area. This constant movement 
should distract the defender, momentarily 

freeing the post to receive the ball under 
minimum pressure.

As soon as the ball is in the hands of the 
post, the other hand immediately slaps it 
tightly, gripping the ball with the fingers, 
with one hand beneath and the other hand 
over the ball (to avoid the ball being slapped 
from below), forearms bent at chest level, 
and elbows pointed outside and forming a 
T with the body. As soon as he touches the 
ball, the post looks inside the lane over his 
top shoulder to be aware of exactly where 
his defender is and to see if a teammate is 
cutting into the lane.

Attack in the Direction of the Pass
All coaches advise passers to “pass the ball 
away from the defender,” and this axiom 
holds true when getting the ball to the post. 
As soon as the post receives the ball, he 
must go to the rim on the side from where 
he received the pass because normally the 
defender can’t cover the post in that direc-
tion. Only if the post sees that that direc-
tion is blocked by the defender should he 
then use a countermove. Before making 
any offensive moves, the post should usu-
ally check for a double team. If he senses a 
double team is arriving, he can wait a count 
for the double team to develop and then 
pass to the open teammate created by the 
double team.

Read the Defense
“Read the defense” is a principle valid for all 
players on the court, both on the perimeter 
and in the lane. The post player reads what 
his defender is doing and then reacts to his 
moves, attempting to force a defensive mis-
take, such as jumping to a fake or leaning 
or sliding in one direction or another. It’s 
sometimes fine to use strength and power 
for scoring a basket, but the most outstand-
ing players on the post capitalize on the mis-
takes of their defender rather than relying 
on their own strength and size.
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Make a Move at the Count of Three
Basketball is a game of quickness and 
reaction. The most dangerous situation 
for the defense is when the ball is in the 
hands of a post near the basket. However, 
keeping the ball too much in the post’s 
hands in this position gives the defense 
the opportunity to rotate and trap the post. 
So, when a player receives the ball in the 
post position, he must decide within no 
more than three counts to play one on 
one or to pass the ball—either outside to 
a teammate, who is spotted up when the 

post is double teamed, or inside 
on a cut.

Sell a Good Fake
To fake means to show one move 
while intending to make another. 
To really sell a fake, the post 
must actually start the move-
ment. To make an effective shot 
fake, a player must bring the ball 
slightly over the forehead, holding 
the ball firmly with two hands 
while giving the impression that 
he wants to shoot; he should be 
looking toward the rim or in the 
direction he’s pretending to go. At 
the same time, his legs are bent, 
ready to explode up for a shot or 
forward for a drive.

Some players tend to overfake 
or underfake. A post is overfak-
ing when he extends his arms too 
much with the ball over his head; 
in this case, he’ll also extend his 
legs, thus losing the necessary 
power and strength to go straight 
up for a shot or forward for a 
drive. By underfaking, I mean not 
moving the ball enough to fool 
the defender, thus not drawing a 
reaction.

Shoot With Defender’s Contact
If under the basket the defender is on the side 
of an offensive player who’s going up for a shot, 
the offensive player puts his inside leg between 
the defender’s legs and leans to make contact 
with his shoulder against the chest of the 
defender, who’s either jumping up or coming 
down after jumping on a fake. The post should 
then shoot with the opposite hand. This contact 
freezes the defender and gives him less chance 
to block the shot. He must be mindful not to 
push the defender away with the shoulder or 
the nonshooting arm.

Effective post players like Tim Duncan keep a sure grip on the ball 
while reading the defense prior to making their move.
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Be a Good Free-Throw Shooter
A post asset often underconsidered is the 
ability to make a free throw. With all the 
banging that occurs near the basket and all 
the fouls being whistled in the lane, the post 
player must work on becoming a good free-
throw shooter. The “Hack-a-Shaq” strategy, 
referring to Shaquille O’Neal and a defense’s 
tendency to foul a post player who hits a low 
percentage of free throws, is applied often, 
and not only in the NBA. Thus, coaches must 
spend time teaching the proper technique 
for shooting free throws. Posts with above-
average free-throw percentages, such as Yao 
Ming and Mehmet Okur, are money in the 
bank for their teams.

The principles just discussed should be 
reflected in the way a post player performs 
the post moves and shots described in the 
upcoming sections.

GettinG oPen
Let’s look at ways to get open when a post 
is guarded individually, analyzing various 
situations depending on ball position and 
how the defender is guarding the post.

Low Post on the Ball Side
Defender in a three-quarter overplaying 
stance. Before asking for the ball, the post 
must gain a strong position. He works with 
his feet and buttocks first and with his arms 
and hands second. Assume a position facing 
the passer with the inside forearm bent 45 
degrees and parallel to the floor and leaning 
on the chest of the defender. The simplest 
way to get the ball is to freeze the defender 
momentarily without pushing with the 
inside forearm, and then, with a small hop, 
to extend the outside foot and outside arm 
to give the passer a target. But this simple 
move cannot be done every time, so here are 
the moves of the post when the defender is 
overplaying him in a three-quarter stance.

• Reverse (facing the defender)

Feet: Face the defender with the head 
up (or with the head leaning on the 
defender’s chest to create space). 
Put the foot nearest the midcourt 
line between the defender’s feet, 
make a reverse, stepping over the 
front foot of the defender with a big 
and strong step, and then open up 
to the ball. At the same time, “sit” 
on the front leg of the defender and 
ask for the ball.

Arms: While making a reverse, use 
the arms to freeze the defender 
and prevent him from jumping 
the pass. Raise both arms, bent 45 
degrees, with palms open and up. 
If the defender tries to come over 
the shoulder, put a forearm under 
his elbow and lift it high (without 
fouling) and ask for the ball with 
the opposite hand. If the defender 
tries to anticipate by putting his 
arm below the post’s bent arm and 
under the armpit, the post pushes 
down the defender’s arm and 
asks for the ball with the opposite 
hand.

• Step-over (facing the passer)

Feet: This move consists of a short but 
strong fake step toward midcourt 
with the forward foot, followed by 
a long step over the forward foot of 
the defender (figure 3.1a), sitting 
on his leg and getting open for the 
ball.

Arms: While making the fake step, put 
your inside arm over the forearm 
of the defender’s inside arm for a 
second, then “swim” (i.e., bring the 
inside arm high and then down, as if 
swimming) over the defender with 
some contact (figure 3.1b) but not 
enough to draw a foul. Then ask for 
the ball (figure 3.1c).
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Defender in front. Many times the defender 
will guard the post by being completely in 
front of him. In this case, there’s more than 
one way to get open to receive the ball.

• Keep the position. If the ball is on the 
right wing of the half-court, the first and 
easiest way for the post player to get open for 
a pass under the basket is to keep his body 
parallel to the baseline, putting his forward 
leg (the one nearest the sideline) between 

the defender’s legs, with his hip against his 
buttocks, his corresponding arm bent 45 
degrees and over the defender’s shoulder, 
and his other arm extended high with the 
palm of the hand up, asking for the ball. 
Using the outside arm this way, the post 
generally avoids fouling, whereas if he puts 
his forearm against the defender’s back, he 
might tend to push to get open.

• Ball reversal. If the defender gets a good 
position and the ball handler can’t pass 

Figure 3.1 Step-over: (a) the first and second steps; (b) bring down the forward arm of the defender; and (c) ask for 
the ball.

ba

c
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directly to the post, the post player signals 
with his hand to reverse the ball to the wing 
on the weak side of the court. Meanwhile, 
he pins down the defender and then receives 
the ball from the wing (or from the team-
mate at the top of the lane).

In the previous moves, to receive the ball 
safely and prevent the defender from recov-
ering, it’s important to release the position 
only when the ball is in the air and over the 
head of the defender, not before.

• Step back and turn around. The post can 
also take a short step back before turning 
around the defender and going in front of 
him. In turning around, he makes a big step 
over the front foot of the defender, and then 
“sits” on his front leg.

• Release contact and come back. The post 
can release his contact with the defender, 
step to the middle of the lane, come back, 
and then, once the defender regains his 
normal defensive position, choose from 
two options. If the defender body checks 
him or guards him face to face, he can spin 
around the defender, or, if the defender is 
in a helping defensive stance with the inside 
foot forward, he can make a V cut—that is, 
a step in one direction, followed by a step 
in the opposite direction.

Low Post, Ball at the Top  
of the Key (Duck In)
The pass to the post from the top of the key 
or from the high to the low post is one of 
the most effective for a high-percentage shot 
near the basket. However, the post must get 
open when the ball is on this spot of the 
court, and he must seal the defender behind 
him. The move to get open under the basket 
is usually called “duck in.” There are two 
ways to get open to receive the pass from the 
top of the key; which you choose depends 
on how the defense is guarding the post.

Defender body check or face to face. If the 
defender is in this position, the post puts his 

forward foot between the feet of the defender 
and makes a turnaround move; this is fol-
lowed by a long, quick, and aggressive step 
over the front foot of the defender and, simul-
taneously, a swim move over the defender’s 
front arm. If the defender tries to anticipate 
the pass with his front arm high, the post 
pushes the defender’s arm up for a moment, 
with his forearm bent and at the middle of 
the defender’s forearm. If the defender tries 
to anticipate the pass by extending his arm 
below the armpit of the post, the post pushes 
the defender’s forearm down.

Defender in a three-quarter overplaying 
stance. With the defender in this position, 
the post makes a short fake step with the 
forward foot to close the distance from the 
defender. He then momentarily grabs the 
wrist of the defender’s forward arm, push-
ing it down and “swimming” over; he makes 
a long and aggressive step over the front foot 
of the defender, sits on the defender’s front 
leg, and asks for the ball.

High Post, Ball on the Top  
of the Lane
If set on the high post, at one of the corners 
of the free-throw area, or at the free-throw 
line, the post can get open using the same 
moves described for getting open on the low 
post. He can make a reverse move when 
facing the defender or use a step-over move 
when he has his back to the basket.

Low Post on the Weak Side: 
Baseline Cut
The low post is set on the weak side of the 
court, away from the ball, and wants to cut 
to the ball, positioned at the opposite wing. 
Again, he must read what the defender is 
doing and react. A key point on all the post 
cuts from the weak to strong side is that he 
must force a defender’s reaction when he 
starts to step into the lane. If he starts to 
move when he’s under the rim or near the 
ball, he won’t have enough space to react 
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and will be forced to receive the ball away 
from the basket.
Defender body check or face to face. The 
post puts his foot nearest the midcourt line 
between the defender’s legs, makes a reverse 
to seal the defender, and asks for the ball.
Defender in a three-quarter overplaying 
stance. The post makes a V cut, stepping in 
one direction, and then goes in the opposite 
direction; at the same time, he pushes down 
the defender’s extended arm and then makes 
a big step over the defender’s front leg.
Defender double reaction. After reacting to 
the post’s V cut, the defender might change 
his three-quarter contesting stance to a face-
to-face defense. In this case, the post uses 
a combination of the two described moves: 
After the V cut, he brings the defender high, 
and then makes a reverse with his forward 
foot nearest the midcourt line, facing the 
baseline and sealing the defender, and pre-
pares to receive the ball.
Ball reversal. If the post tries to cut to the 
ball but is overplayed by the defender, the 
ball handler can’t directly pass him the ball, 
in which case the ball is reversed to the other 
side of the court on the wing or the corner. 
While the ball is in the air, the post goes 
deep into the lane, seals the defender under 
the basket with a step-over or a reverse, and 
asks for the ball.

Using a Screen
A screen is an offensive way to free a team-
mate. Most screens are made by a post 
player for a perimeter player. However, on 
these offensive plays, the inside player can 
also get open himself.

Horizontal screen.•  On a screen along 
the baseline, right after the screened 
teammate has cut, the post opens him-
self to the ball by stepping over the 
defender’s feet or using a reverse to seal 
the defender and asks for the ball.
Vertical screen.•  When the post is screen-
ing down a teammate with his back 

to the ball handler, right after the cut 
of the screened teammate, the post 
reverses to open himself up to the ball 
and seal the defender and then asks 
for the ball.
Fake a screen.•  Instead of making a ver-
tical or horizontal screen, the post can 
fake the screen; once near his team-
mate, instead of setting the screen, he 
immediately opens himself up and asks 
for the ball.

Post Moves and shots
The moves presented in this section are not 
necessarily part of a center’s tools. Some will 
work for some players, and others will not. 
Within team play, the coach should discover 
which of these moves are most effective for 
his post players. Having a number of moves 
to use is a definite advantage. The post 
player must leave no move to chance; he 
must know what he can and can’t execute.

We’ll now look at post moves with the back 
to the basket and when facing the basket.

Low Post Back to the Basket
The post must master the drop step. The 
drop step is a lost art, but it’s a move that’s 
at the base of every move with the back 
to the basket, particularly at the low- and 
midpost position, but also at the high-post 
position.

Based on the position of the defender, the 
post can make a long drop step toward the 
baseline or to the middle of the lane. A key 
point: If he’s at the low-post position, he 
must set himself above the block to make 
enough space to go to the baseline or to the 
middle of the lane. On all drop-step moves, 
the player starts the drop step while the ball 
is in the air, but he does not release contact 
with the defender (because doing so allows 
the defender to steal the ball). Being paral-
lel to the board after the drop step gives 
an advantage to the post because he can 
then shoot (a power shot or a dunk) with 
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the protection of the rim, which avoids the 
weak-side defender’s help.

The greatest master of the drop step was 
Kevin McHale, the Boston Celtics’ center in 
the 1980s. What made McHale even more 
effective is that in addition to the best drop 
step, he had a whole repertoire of moves to 
counter the reaction of a defender. While a 
pass was still in the air on the way to him, 
he would make the drop step to “hook” the 
back foot of the defender. Current players 
could learn a lot about setting up an oppo-
nent for a post move by watching old footage 
of McHale.

Drop Step to the Baseline
After the drop step, the post’s moves and 
shots are based on the reaction of the 
defense.

Defender on the high side—shoot with 
one or no dribble. Imagine that the ball is 
on the wing. The post gets position at the 
mid- or low post on the ball side, and he 
has sealed the defender on the high side 
(nearest to the midcourt line) with an arm 
bent at 45 degrees by leaning on the chest 
or on the crook of the defender’s overplay-
ing elbow.

Kevin McHale wasn’t the biggest post player, but his long arms and crafty maneuvers made him very tough to guard, as 
defender Mychal Thompson demonstrates by having to hook his opponent here.
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While the ball is in the air, the post makes 
a long drop step with the baseline foot, with 
toes pointed as much as possible toward the 
baseline and touching the floor with the heel 
and then with the toes. With this step, the 
post “hooks” his back foot around the back 
foot of the defender, turns the front foot 
to the baseline, and rotates his body to be 
parallel to the board. The move is finished 
with a dunk or power shot near the basket. 
While making the drop step, the buttocks 
must block out the body of the defender, 
putting the post’s body between the basket 
and the defender, who can’t recover.

Depending on the distance from the 
basket, this move can also be done with 
one dribble. In this case, the post makes 
the dribble between the legs to protect the 
ball with his body and avoid the recovery 
of the defender. He bounces the ball very 
hard on the floor and bends his legs at the 
same time to jump with all his strength to 
the basket. One thing to note here: If, after 
the drop step, the post shoots a power shot 
with a defender behind him, he must not 
shoot with his arms straight over his head 
and his body completely vertical but rather 
with his torso and arms leaning forward; 
this prevents the defender from blocking 
the shot from behind.

Defender behind, fake to the middle, power 
dribble, and shoot. In this situation, the 
defender is set behind the post player, 
between him and the basket, and the ball is 
already in the hands of the post. Right after 
he has received the ball, the post holds it 
tightly with both hands, elbows outside; his 
head is turned inside the lane to see where 
the defender is and if there’s a chance to 
pass to a teammate who’s cutting. He then 
brings the ball toward the outside shoulder 
(the one nearest the midcourt line), turning 
his head toward the lane to give the defender 
the impression he wants to go to the middle. 
As soon as the defender reacts and slides in 
the direction of the fake, the post makes a 
drop step toward the baseline, hooks the rear 
foot of the defender to seal him, points the 

toe of the drop-step foot toward the basket, 
and, at the same time, makes a strong power 
dribble with both hands and shoots a power 
shot or a dunk.

Defender recovers on the baseline. If, after 
the post’s drop step to the baseline the 
defender recovers to the baseline and blocks 
the path to the basket, the post front pivots, 
goes to the middle of the lane, and, after a 
dribble, finishes with a jump hook, hook, 
jump shot, or an up-and-under shot. Let’s 
look at each of these.

• Jump hook. After the baseline drop step, 
the post takes one step into the lane with 
the same foot, dribbles once (always inside 
the body to protect the ball), and keeps his 
toes pointed toward the sideline. Then, 
jumping on two feet, he executes a jump 
hook, bringing the ball laterally away from 
the defender and over his head, protecting it 
with his other forearm and shoulder. Once 
the ball is overhead, he releases the ball with 
a flip of the wrist. As he makes the step and 
the dribble in the lane, he must stay low on 
the legs. If his legs are straight or not bent 
enough, he loses power and strength, and 
it’s easier for the defender to bump or push 
him away. A split second after landing on 
the floor, he prepares to catch the rebound 
in case the shot is missed.

• Hook. If there’s enough space, the 
hook shot is an option. Though used less 
frequently by today’s players, the move is 
nearly impossible to stop, even by bigger 
and stronger defenders. This shot can be 
taken with or without a dribble. The toes 
of the forward foot should point as much 
as possible toward the basket. While jump-
ing off the front foot, bring the ball outside 
with the arm nearest to the midcourt line, 
starting the shot a little above the shooting 
shoulder and bringing up the corresponding 
leg bent at the knee. The nonshooting arm, 
bent about 45 degrees and pointing toward 
the basket, lifts the ball up and releases it 
at about shoulder level. With the shooting 
arm extended overhead, the ball is released 
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with a flip of the wrist and fingers; the fin-
gers end up pointed toward the center of 
the basket.

One important detail to remember is 
to turn the head and watch the basket in 
advance while turning the body to prepare 
the shot. Doing so helps locate the defender 
and focus the eyes on the rim. Also, if the 
foot of the high leg is pointed toward the 
basket, the body will automatically move 
in that direction. If the foot is pointing 
in another direction, the body will move 
away from the basket, which results in two 
negatives—the ball will be farther from the 
basket, making the shot more difficult, and 
the player will have a greater distance to 
cover to rebound a missed attempt.

• Jump shot. If the player is squared to 
the basket in a proper balanced position 
and with enough space, he can take a jump 

shot—if the defender is far enough away to 
let him shoot.

• Up-and-under shot. If the defender 
completely recovers the position under the 
basket and tries to block the shot, the post 
fakes a shot and brings the ball up with 
both hands a little above the forehead, while 
bending the legs and watching the basket 
as if he would like to shoot (figure 3.2a). As 
soon as the defender is in the air, the post 
makes a long but balanced stride through 
and over the body of the defender with the 
outside foot (the foot nearest the midcourt 
line), while at the same time bringing the 
ball from one ear to the other (figure 3.2b). 
In this case, he must not bring the ball to 
chest level because there’s no space for this 
move, and he would lose time. He then goes 
under the body of the defender and shoots 
(figure 3.2c). When making the step through, 

Figure 3.2 The up and under consists of (a) a shot fake, followed by (b) a strong step under the arms of the defender, and ending 
with (c) a layup.

ba c
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the post turns his body and becomes as slim 
as possible to more easily and quickly get 
under the body of the defender and to the 
rim.

Drop Step to the Middle
Defender on the low side—shot with no drib-
ble or one dribble. Once the post has sealed 
the defender on the low side, he makes 
a drop step on the baseline to the middle 
(using the same technique described for the 
baseline drop step) and has these options: 
finishing with a dunk, shooting a power 
shot off the glass, shooting a jump hook or 
a hook, taking a jump shot, or shooting an 
up-and-under shot.

Defender recovers—drop 
step baseline, dribble, 
and shot. If the defender 
slides up and recovers 
on the drop step to the 
middle, the post takes a 
drop step to the middle, 
using the foot nearest 
the baseline as his pivot 
foot, reverses, takes one 
dribble (bouncing the 
ball in front of the body 
to protect it), and goes 
up for a dunk or a shot 
off the glass.

Spin
If the defender stays 
behind the post and 
pushes him with the 
forearm, a great move 
is the quick spin around 
the defender to take a 
shot right away, if pos-
sible, without a drib-
ble. The spin is most 
common to the baseline 
but can also be to the 
middle. The keys to 
this move are staying 

low, using the foot nearest the baseline or 
midcourt line as the pivot foot, rotating on 
the heel, pointing the toe of the pivot foot 
toward the basket, and taking a long step 
with the other leg. To avoid the defender 
touching or slapping the ball from behind, 
keep it at chest level and in the middle of 
the body during the entire spin. The best 
ever at the spin-and-go move was Hakeem 
Olajuwon of the Houston Rockets, who had 
great footwork, agility, and quickness.

High Post Back to the Basket
A high-post position gives the center the 
opportunity to shoot jump shots and pass 
to cutters who have beat their defenders. 

With his size, agility, and power, Andrew Bynum will be a special NBA post player 
if he continues to expand and improve his positioning, footwork, and repertoire of 
moves.
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The high-post player can also set picks for 
guards above the circle. Pick-and-roll skills 
should be part of this game (i.e., attacking 
the hoop or taking the jump shot from 12 
to 16 feet).

When receiving the ball with his back to 
the hoop, because of the distance from the 
basket, the post has basically two immediate 
options from the high-post position: the drop 
step and drive and the spin and drive.

Drop step and drive. The execution is the 
same as described before. Go to the rim with 
a long, quick step, dribble once, shoot off 
the glass, jump on one or two feet to take 
the shot, or dunk.

Spin and drive. Fake on one side and then 
spin, or spin immediately upon receiving 
the ball and shoot after no dribble or one 
hard dribble.

Make sure during these moves that the 
lane is free. Because the move is so quick, 
there’s little chance (or no chance) to make 
a countermove if another defender is in the 
lane.

Face-Up Moves and Shots
The post must be able to face the basket and 
master some basic face-to-the-basket moves 
and shots. Decent ball-handling skills are 
essential to use these moves effectively. At 
either the low or high post, the post player 
must make a front or reverse pivot to face 
the basket. These moves initiate facing 
the basket and allow the post to read the 
defender’s position and decide which move 
to make to get to the basket.

Low-Post Front Pivot
The front pivot to face the basket can be 
done to the middle of the lane or to the 
baseline. Once he has received the ball with 
his back to the basket with the defender 
completely behind him, and when there’s 
no chance to make a drop step or a spin, the 
post first creates space from the defender. 

To do this, he makes a good fake with the 
ball, bringing it a little over the shoulder 
nearest the midcourt line if he wants to go 
to the baseline or the opposite if he wants 
to go to the middle of the lane. At the same 
time, he turns his head to watch the feet of 
the defender to try to sell him a move in that 
direction. Then he uses the foot nearest the 
baseline as his pivot foot, touching the floor 
with the heel first and rolling on it to quickly 
turn and face the basket. During the entire 
front pivot, the post stays low on his knees. 
The ball is brought to the side at chest level 
with the wrist bent behind. The head is near 
perpendicular to the floor for good balance, 
and eyes are on the rim. If he has his head 
forward, his body will come forward too and 
thus be out of balance. For a quicker move, 
he should start to front pivot while making 
the fake with the ball. Using the front pivot, 
he’ll stay closer to the basket.

• Jump shot. If the defender goes for the 
fake and gives the post the space he needs, 
the easiest shot is the jump shot. While 
turning, keeping legs bent, bring the ball at 
forehead level to a shooting position with 
the shooting hand behind the ball and bent. 
Keep both feet pointed toward the basket 
to maintain balance. Release the jump shot 
right away, shooting with the help of the 
backboard if front-pivoting to the baseline.

• Up and under. If the defender recovers 
and is still between the post and the basket 
and tries to block the shot, the post makes 
an up-and-under move, taking a step into 
the lane long enough to beat the defender, 
and finishes with a layup with the left hand 
if he’s on the right side of the court and 
the right hand if he’s on the left side of the 
court.

• Reverse and shoot. Start with the usual 
ball-and-head fake and the front pivot; when 
the defender recovers and closes the path in 
that direction, reverse pivot to go the oppo-
site direction and then shoot a hook.
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Low-Post Reverse Pivot
In the NBA, the defender usually stays 
between the basket and the post and tries 
to push the post away from the lane, using 
his forearm against the post’s back and hip. 
In such a case, set with back parallel to the 
baseline and inside forearm (the arm near-
est the lane) bent at 45 degrees against the 
defender’s chest; now ask for the ball with 
the other hand. After receiving the ball, face 
the basket and pivot away from it on the foot 
furthest from the defender to create space. 
The heel should touch the floor first, pre-
paring for the roll and push on the forefoot 
for a drive or jump shot. Stay low on the 
knees during the entire reverse pivot. Bring 
the ball to the side at chest level with wrist 
bent behind. The head is near perpendicular 
to the floor for good balance, and eyes are 
focused on the rim. If the head is forward, 
the body will come forward too, causing 
imbalance.

As I said at the beginning of the chapter, 
especially when facing the basket, the post 
must be able to put the ball on the floor and 
master three types of dribble: the crossover, 
the spin, and the step-back. He must also be 
mindful not to dribble too much (no more 
than twice) before shooting to prevent the 
defense from collapsing on him. The post 
has a great selection of shots when facing 
the basket.

• Jump shot. If after the reverse pivot the 
defender backs off to prevent the post from 
driving, and if there’s enough space, take 
a jumper. Keep the ball high. A shot fake 
is often to the shooter’s advantage in this 
situation.

• Up and under. If after the reverse pivot 
the defender remains between the post and 
the basket and tries to block the jump shot, 
make a shot fake followed by an up-and-
under move (using the mechanics described 
earlier).

• Rip the ball and drive. If the defender 
leaves space to get to the rim on the baseline 
or in the middle of the lane, rip the ball from 
one side of the body to the other, bringing 

it below knee level; then make a long step 
with the leg opposite to the ball to go over 
the defender’s hip. Dribble to avoid walking 
and protect the ball with the nondribbling 
forearm bent at hip level. Finish with a dunk 
or a power shot.

• Crossover step. If the defender doesn’t 
allow space for a straight drive to the basket 
and has a leg forward, make a crossover step 
simultaneously with a dribble. Then quickly 
rip the ball from one side of the body to the 
other, bringing it below knee level. Take a 
step and a dribble over the forward leg of 
the defender and go to the rim. The toes of 
the nonpivot foot point toward the basket; 
if pointed in a different direction, the body 
will go in that direction instead of toward 
the rim. Bounce the ball over the hip of the 
defender so he can’t recover. Protect the ball 
with the nondribbling hand bent and at the 
defender’s hip level.

• Drive and spin dribble. If after the first 
drive the defender recovers and cuts off a 
straight path to the basket from the baseline 
or the middle of the lane, spin dribble (also 
called a reverse dribble) and drive to the 
opposite direction. The velocity of the ball 
on the spin dribble should be very fast so 
the ball comes up rapidly from the floor for 
a quick catch-and-shoot.

• Drive, step-back dribble, and shot or 
crossover dribble. Work on this combination 
move only after mastering the step-back. 
If the defender recovers after the straight 
drive to the basket, make a step-back dribble 
to create space, and then shoot or make a 
crossover dribble and drive to the basket. To 
step back, make a hop backward, pushing 
on the nonpivot foot; at the same time, bring 
the ball back with the same hand.

• Sikma move. This maneuver is named 
after Jack Sikma, a seven-time all-star center 
for the Sonics and Bucks in the late 1970s 
and ’80s. After receiving a pass with back to 
the basket, keep the ball at forehead level. 
Then, using either foot as the pivot foot, take 
a step forward, turn to face the basket, and, 
at the same time, bring the ball overhead 
to shoot a jump shot. This shot is virtually 
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impossible to block because the ball is so 
high and seems to go behind the head before 
it’s released. Teams that grew frustrated 
with Sikma’s success would sometimes have 
their guards sag off the perimeter and try to 
swat the ball from behind, but this rarely 
worked.

High-Post Front and Reverse Pivot
From the high-post position, the post can 
use many of the shots described for the low 
post facing the basket, either with a reverse 
or front pivot.

• Front pivot, jump shot. Once the ball is 
received, and if the defender allows space 
right away to face the basket with a front 
pivot, or after a fake on one side and the 
front pivot on the other side, the post makes 
a jump shot.

• Front pivot, up-and-under. This is the 
same move described for the low post, but 
here a dribble might be necessary to go to 
the rim.

• Sweep the ball and drive. The technique 
is the same as for the low post, but here the 
dribble and step must be longer because the 
post is further from the basket.

• Crossover dribble. When the post rips the 
ball during the crossover, if the defender 
closes the path to the rim, the post makes 
a crossover step and a dribble to go over 
the defender. Because of the distance from 
the basket, the high post must dribble only 
once to get to the basket to avoid the other 
defenders.

Additional Moves
I call these additional moves because players 
must develop complete body control, foot-
work, and ball handling before practicing 
and using these moves in games.

Jump stop. The jump stop is usually used at 
the high-post position (either when facing 
the basket or with the back to it) after a 
drop-step move, an up-and-under, or a spin. 
The post must be in the air when he picks 
up the dribble. When he starts one of the 

described moves and sees the defender is 
in his path to the basket, he can pick up 
the dribble with both hands and, pushing 
himself laterally with the foot opposite to 
the new direction, hop and land with the 
other foot on the opposite spot in the lane. 
He moves a couple of feet away from the 
defender and in the opposite direction. 
Depending on the defender’s position, the 
post takes a jump shot, power shot, or jump 
hook; fakes a shot and then shoots; makes 
an up-and-under move; or tries any other 
move he has confidence in.

Power slide. This move requires teammates 
to clear out the low-post position, freeing 
the post to play one on one toward the 
baseline or the middle of the lane without 
risk of the double team. As soon as the 
post receives the ball, he leans his inside 
shoulder on the chest of the defender; at 
the same time, he makes a power slide and 
dribbles to the lane, dribbling hard with the 
hand away from the defender and forcing 
him to move back inside the lane. After one 
dribble (two at the most), the post makes 
contact with the defender (without pushing 
or charging) for an open shot under the rim. 
If the defender tries to overplay the power 
slide, the post uses any of the moves and 
shots already described, such as the drop 
step and power shot, the jump hook, or the 
hook. The post’s back is usually parallel to 
the baseline at the start of the move. It helps 
a great deal if the post is taller or stronger 
than the defender. If he’s not, the move 
can be rendered ineffective by a bigger and 
stronger opponent who’s allowed to push 
and shove.

teachinG and learninG 
Post Play

When I played, the coach’s job was easier 
because players stayed attentive during 
practice, like learning-motivated students 
listening to a professor. Now, with athletes 
who come to the game with less disci-
pline and many more distractions, a coach  
needs to command players’ attention by 
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convincing them that the knowledge and 
instruction he’s imparting is useful and 
will improve their skills and performance. 
A coach wins the confidence and respect of 
his athletes because they see the benefits of 
what they’re learning.

To reinforce these points, it helps if 
the coach can provide proof of the payoff 
through the use of video. Show players 
what they looked like on the court prior to 
their teaching and development, and then 
contrast that with recent footage highlight-
ing specific techniques and tactics in which 
they’ve demonstrated significant improve-
ment. The coach must praise and reinforce 
the things players do well.

Young post players are often taller (some-
times much taller) than their peers, and are 
often less confident about and less secure in 
relationships with the people around them. 
This can create negative self-esteem issues 
that they carry onto the basketball court. 
So, especially with a big player, the coach 
must have an open and positive relationship, 
correcting mistakes, but above all emphasiz-
ing the progress being made and what the 
player is doing well. This can provide a real 
confidence boost and spur the player on to 
work hard to reach his potential.

I started this chapter by saying that the 
growth of the post requires more time and 
attention. Indeed, there simply isn’t enough 
space allotted here to cover everything a 
player needs to be effective on the post. 
For example, I didn’t get into the skills 
and determination needed to be a success-
ful rebounder. This is not to suggest that 
rebounding is not an important part of 
effectiveness at the post. Please seek other 

sources for information on that aspect of 
post play.

Before closing this chapter, I want to make 
one more essential point for both the coach 
and the player: Be patient. Most post players 
develop a bit later than their counterparts, 
and their coordination might not catch up to 
their size for several years. Don’t try to rush 
the development process. Teach proper foot-
work first because that’s the foundation on 
which all progress is made. Then, because 
the post usually moves in a limited and con-
gested space, it’s important to master how to 
get open. I call this initial stage of learning 
the post the crawling phase.

When getting open is no longer a prob-
lem, work on the primary post moves, such 
as the drop step and the front and reverse 
pivot. Practice the basic shots diligently, 
both facing the basket and with the back to 
it. Practice the power move, the jump shot, 
the hook, and the up-and-under. This stage 
is what I call the walking phase.

Finally, when a player has good command 
of footwork, moves to get open, primary 
moves with the ball, and shots needed to be 
successful in the post, it’s time to add dif-
ficulty and seek refinement. Countermoves 
and advanced moves, passing, and mastering 
a go-to move comprise the running phase of 
post-player development.

When coaches and players approach 
the challenges of post-play instruction and 
learning in this manner, everyone benefits. 
Though other positions are certainly impor-
tant, championship teams almost always 
have very capable, if not superb, post play. 
Keep that in mind the next time you dream 
of cutting down the nets.
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4
Screens and Screen Plays

Phil Johnson

c h a p t e r

Screens, also called picks or drags, 
are vital to any type of offense 

because it’s practically impossible to 
defend all the options available to the 
offensive players when they execute 
their screen plays properly. Every 
coach should teach and drill all play-
ers on how to set screens and how to 
use them based on reactions of the 
defenders.

Over the course of my career I’ve 
been fortunate to work with some of 
the best screen combinations in basket-
ball history, including the famous John 
Stockton and Karl Malone duo. Cur-
rently, I have the pleasure of working 
with one of the best screening combos 
in today’s game: Deron Williams and 
Carlos Boozer. Watching these players 
develop such superb technique, gain 
such a keen sense for each other’s 
moves, and adjust in a blink of an eye 
to defenders’ efforts to stop them is 
one of the things I appreciate most 
about coaching.

The principle of screening—shield-
ing an opponent from covering the 
player to which he is assigned—is easy 
to understand. However, learning to 
execute the play effectively in various 
ways in different locations on the court 
and against good, smart defenders is 
more difficult.

Karl Malone sets an effective screen for teammate John Stockton 
to initiate a textbook pick-and-roll play, which the duo executed 
together many times in their careers.
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Screening BaSicS
Let’s start with some simple guidelines 
that even young and inexperienced players 
can grasp with proper teaching. An on-ball 
screen, in which one player screens for a 
teammate with the ball, is a good place to 
start. For this situation, we’ll look at rules 
for both the screener and the player receiv-
ing the screen.

Screener Rules
See the teammate with the ball to best •	
time the screen.

Establish a solid stance (wide and low) •	
at the proper angle for the ball handler 
to use an advantage 
against the defender.

After setting a screen, •	
pivot to face the ball 
and present a target 
for the ball handler.

The screen’s angle 
is of foremost impor-
tance because the angle 
influences whether the 
defender has an easy or 
difficult time fighting the 
screen. As a rule, try to 
present the screen to the 
defender at a 90-degree 
angle, which gives him 
the widest space to cover 
when chasing the screened 
player.

Screen Receiver Rules
See the screener, and •	
either stay stationary 
or move in a way that 
helps the screener set 
a good screen.

Use the angle and •	
placement of the 
screen to your best 
advantage—get an 
open shot or drive 
toward the basket.

Read the defense. Is the defender •	
covering the ball stopped or slowed 
by the screen? Has the player guard-
ing the screener switched to help out 
his screened teammate to defend you? 
Whatever the case, sense the defense’s 
reaction and move accordingly.

When receiving the screen, don’t move 
too quickly before the screen is set, and 
don’t cut the screen off at full speed. 
Sometimes the screened player can beat 
the defender getting off the screen at full 
speed, but many other times, reading the 
defense, using a change of pace, and going 
the opposite way of the defender is the best 
way to exploit the screen.

Deron Williams gets picked up by teammate Carlos Boozer’s defender and dishes 
the ball to him for a basket.
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Often the ball hander who has used the 
screen is picked up by the help defender or 
the original defender, who recovers quickly 
after being screened. In such a case, an open 
shot or drive to the hoop is probably not 
possible, so at this point the ball handler 
becomes a passer.

Passer Rules
See the full court and all teammates, but •	
be especially aware of the screener.
Read the reaction of defenders involved •	
in the screen.
Make a good, crisp pass away from the •	
defender.
Use the lob pass if necessary.•	

reading the defenSe
Now we need to get deeper into the tactical 
decisions and actions necessary to make 
screens effective. The game of basketball 
is extremely fluid, with the pace of the 
action, player matchups, types of defenses 
employed, and a host of other variables 
changing all the time. Thus, offensive play-
ers must constantly examine the current 
situation and choose their tactics accord-
ingly.

Such is the case when determining how 
best to set and use a screen, based on the 
defensive personnel, their positions on the 
court, and their actions. A keen awareness 
of the present defense and proper execution 
of the following countermoves will increase 
chances for success.

Screened Player’s Reads
Setting up a defender to be screened and 
then capitalizing on the defense’s response 
to the screen are underappreciated offensive 
maneuvers. Let’s look at several options for 
using a screen.

Curl. If his defender trails, the screened 
player circles, or curls, around the screener 
and cuts to the basket to receive the ball 
(figure 4.1). He cuts as close as possible to 
the screener (brushing his shoulder) to avoid 
giving the defender a chance to get through 
the screen.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.1_314060_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.2_314103_Lineworks_R4-alw

Figure 4.1 If his defender trails, the screened player 
curls around the screener.

Figure 4.2 If the screener’s defender helps out on the 
curl, the screener (5) slips to the basket.

Curl and slip. If the screened player curls 
around the screen and his defender trails, 
and the screener sees that his defender 
leaves him to help out (figure 4.2), the 
screener cuts (slips) to the basket to receive 
the ball.
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Bump and pop. If, during the curl around 
the screener, the screened player sees his 
defender going over the screen to beat him 
on the spot (figure 4.3) while the screener 
adapts his screen by making a drop step, 
the screened player executes a “bump”—that 
is, he pushes himself off the screener and 
pops away. By popping out, the screened 
player can elude the defender, pushing with 
his hand against the back or the hip of the 
screener and taking a step or a hop away.

Screener’s Reads
On all screens, the screener must offer a pass-
ing option to the ball handler, either rolling 
to the basket, popping out, or going in the 
opposite direction of the screened player. 
Thus, the screener must watch the reactions 
of the screened player, as well as watching his 
defender and the screened player’s defender, 
and move accordingly. In general, the screener 
should go the opposite direction of the 
screened player. For example, if the screened 
player goes to the baseline, the screener goes 
high in the opposite direction. We’ll review 
the screener’s reads while describing the dif-
ferent types of away and on-ball screens.

Screen PlayS
The proper choice of screen to use depends 
on the player’s location on the court and the 
number of offensive players involved. The 
four categories to select from include off-the-
ball screens, on-the-ball screens, high-post 
rub cuts, and special screens.

Off-the-Ball Screens
These screens involve three players: the 
passer, the screener, and the player for 
whom the screen is set.

Back Screen
This screen is also called a blind screen 
because the screener comes from behind 
the defender so that he can’t see the arrival 
of the screen. Here are the options for the 
screened player based on the reaction of 
the defender:

If his defender runs into the screen •	
(figure 4.5), the ball handler (1) makes a 
lob pass to the screened player (2) while 
the screener (5) rolls to the ball.
If his defender slides high on the screen •	
(figure 4.6), the screened player cuts 
low while the screener pops out.
If his defender slides low on the screen •	
(figure 4.7), the screened player cuts 
over the top of the screen while the 
screener pops out.

Figure 4.4 If the screener’s defender jumps out to 
slow down the screened player, the screener slips to the 
basket for a pass from the screened player.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.4_314245_Lineworks_R2

Bump and slip. If the screener’s defender 
jumps out (also called showing or hedging) to 
cover the screened player who has bumped 
and popped away from the screen and then 
received the ball (figure 4.4), the screener 
(5) quickly slips to the basket to receive a 
pass from the screened player.

Figure 4.3 If his defender goes over the screen, the 
screened player bumps the screener and pops away.NBA_E3709_fig 4.3_314244_Lineworks_R2
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NBA_E3709_fig 4.5_314246_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.6_314247_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.7_314248_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.8_314249_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.9_314250_Lineworks_R2Figure 4.9 If the screened player can’t receive the ball, 
the screener pops out, receives the ball, and passes to 
the screened player on the post.

Figure 4.5 If his defender runs into the screen, the 
screened player receives a lob pass.

Figure 4.6 If his defender slides high, the screened 
player cuts low.

Figure 4.7 If his defender slides low, the screened 
player cuts over the top.

Figure 4.8 If his defender anticipates the cut, the 
screened player bumps and pops out.

If his defender anticipates the cut •	
(figure 4.8), the screened player 
bumps and pops out away from the 
screen while the screener rolls to the 
basket.

If the ball handler can’t pass directly •	
to the screened player (figure 4.9), the 
screener pops out, receives the ball, 
and passes to the screened player, who 
has posted up.
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Down Screen
The screen is set near the baseline. The 
player who receives the screen waits and 
then sets up his defender when he’s near 
to receive the screen; then he runs into the 
screen. Here are the options for the down 
screen, again depending on the defender’s 
reactions:

If the defender trails the screened player •	
(figure 4.10), the screened player curls 
around the screen, and the screener 
pops out to the corner.

Figure 4.12 If his defender slides under the screen, the 
screened player bumps and pops out, and the screener 
cuts into the lane.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.11_314252_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.12_314253_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.11 If his defender anticipates the cut, the 
screened player cuts back, and the screener comes 
high.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.13_314254_Lineworks_R2
Figure 4.13 If his defender slides behind the screen, 
the screened player flares from the screen, and the 
screener cuts to the basket.

If his defender slides under the screen •	
(figure 4.12), the screened player 
bumps and pops out to the corner, and 
the screener cuts into the lane.

Flare Screen
With the ball in the hands of a player posi-
tioned past the free-throw line extended, 
the high post, with his back to the sideline, 
sets a side screen for a teammate. Here are 
the options for the flare screen based on the 
defender’s reactions:

If his defender slides behind the screen •	
(figure 4.13), the screened player flares 
away from the screen, and the screener 
cuts to the basket.

If the defender anticipates the cut of •	
the screened player (figure 4.11), the 
screened player cuts behind the screen, 
and the screener comes high.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.10_314251_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.10 If his defender trails, the screened player 
curls around and the screener pops out to the corner.
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If his defender anticipates the cut (figure •	
4.14), the screened player cuts directly to 
the basket, and the screener pops out.

Figure 4.15 If his defender slides over the top, the 
screened player goes away and then cuts into the lane, 
while the screener pops out.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.14_314255_Lineworks_R2
Figure 4.14 If his defender anticipates the cut, the 
screened player cuts to the basket, and the screener 
pops out.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.15_314256_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.16_314257_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.17_314258_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.16 If his defender slides under the screen, 
the screened player cuts high over the screen while the 
screener goes high in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.17 If his defender slides over the screen, the 
screened player comes out low, and the screener goes 
high in the opposite direction.

If his defender slides under the screen •	
(figure 4.16), the screened player cuts 
high over the screen while the screener 
opens up to the ball in the opposite 
direction of the screened player.

Cross Screen
A cross screen is run by two players, both 
set at the blocks on the two sides of the lane. 
Here are the options for the cross screen 
based on the defender’s reactions:

If his defender slides over the top of the •	
screen (figure 4.15), the screened player 
goes away from the screen and then cuts 
into the lane, and the screener pops out.

If his defender slides over the screen •	
(figure 4.17), the screened player comes 
out low along the baseline while the 
screener opens up and goes high in 
the opposite direction of the screened 
player.
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If his defender anticipates the cut •	
(figure 4.18), the screened player stops 
near the basket to receive a lob pass 
while the screener opens up to the ball 
and goes in the opposite direction of the 
screened player.

Corner Pin Down Screen
This screen is run by a player at the midpost 
position for a teammate in the deep corner 
(figure 4.20). The reads and options for the 
screened player and the screener, always 
based on the reactions of the defense, are 
the same as described previously but are 
run on this spot of the half-court.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.19_314260_Lineworks_R4-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.20_314261_Lineworks_R3-alw 

Figure 4.19 The flex screen is a back screen run on the 
baseline.

Figure 4.20 The corner pin down screen is a screen at 
the midpost position, set in the deep corner.

Flex Screen
This screen is so called because it is the 
beginning of the flex offense. Basically, the 
flex is a back screen set along the baseline 
(figure 4.19). The reads and options for the 
screened player and the screener, always 
based on the reactions of the defense, are 
the same as described previously for the 
back screen but in this case are run along 
the baseline.

Figure 4.18 If his defender anticipates the cut, the 
screened player stops near the basket and receives a lob 
pass while the screener goes in the opposite direction.NBA_E3709_fig 4.18_314259_Lineworks_R2

On-the-Ball Screens
These screens directly involve two players: 
the ball handler and the screener.

Side Screen
The side screen is brought by the screener 
fronting or with his back to the sideline. 
Here are the options for the side screen:

If the ball handler’s defender trails the •	
ball handler (figure 4.21), the ball han-
dler drives over the top of the screen 
while the screener rolls to the basket 
in the opposite direction of the ball 
handler’s drive.
If the ball handler’s defender slides •	
under the screen (figure 4.22), the ball 
handler pulls up for a jump shot while 
the screener rolls to the basket in the 
opposite direction of the ball handler.
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NBA_E3709_fig 4.21_314262_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.22_314263_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.23_314264_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.24_314265_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.25_314266_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.21 If his defender trails, the ball handler drives 
over the top of the screen while the screener rolls to the 
basket in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.24 If the screener’s defender shows up too 
late, the ball handler splits between the two defenders 
and drives to the basket while the screener rolls to the 
basket in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.22 If his defender slides under the screen, the 
ball handler pulls up for a jump shot while the screener 
rolls to the basket in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.25 If the ball handler is double teamed, he 
takes two dribbles away and can pass to the screener or 
to the teammate whose defender helped.

Figure 4.23 If the defender anticipates the ball han-
dler’s drive, the ball handler drives to the baseline while 
the screener rolls to the basket in the opposite direction.

If the ball handler’s defender antici-•	
pates the drive around the screen 
(figure 4.23), the ball handler drives to 
the baseline while the screener rolls to 
the basket in the opposite direction of 
the ball handler’s drive.
If the screener’s defender shows up •	
too late (figure 4.24), the ball handler 
splits between the two defenders and 
drives to the basket while the screener 
rolls to the basket opposite the ball 
handler’s drive.
If two defenders double team the ball •	
handler (figure 4.25), he takes two 
dribbles away from the screen and 
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passes to an open teammate—either 
to the screener, who has rolled to the 
basket in the opposite direction of the 
ball handler’s drive, or to the teammate 
whose defender helped out on the roll 
of the screener.
If the ball handler’s defender forces •	
him to the baseline, the ball handler 
has three options (figure 4.26):
Drive to the middle and pull up for a 

jump shot.
Pass to the screener (5), who has rolled 

to the basket.
Pass to the teammate, who has made 

a flash cut from a low-post position 
on the help side to the corner of the 
free-throw area on the ball side.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.27_314268_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.28_314269_Lineworks_R4-alw
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Figure 4.27 If his defender trails him, the ball handler 
drives around the screen while the screener rolls to the 
basket in the opposite direction.

Figure 4.28 If his defender slides under the screen, the 
ball handler pulls up for a jump shot while the screener 
rolls to the basket.

Figure 4.26 If his defender forces him to the base-
line, the ball handler can drive to the middle; pass to the 
screener, who has rolled to the basket; or pass to the 
teammate, who has flashed to the elbow.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.26_314267_Lineworks_R2

High Screen
The high screen (also called a midscreen) 
is set in the middle of the court outside the 
three-second lane. Here are the options for 
the high screen:

If his defender slides under the screen •	
(figure 4.28), the ball handler pulls up 
for a jump shot, and the screener rolls 
to the basket.

If his defender trails him (figure 4.27), •	
the ball handler drives around the 
screen while the screener rolls to the 
basket in the opposite direction of the 
ball handler.
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If his defender pushes him outside (figure •	
4.29), the ball handler passes to the 
screener, who has rolled to the basket.

Figure 4.29 If his defender pushes him outside, the 
ball handler passes to the screener, who has rolled to 
the basket.

Figure 4.30 The ball handler’s reads and options for 
the horns screen are the same as for the high screen; 
the nonscreener goes in the opposite direction of the 
screener.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.29_314270_Lineworks_R4-alw
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NBA_E3709_fig 4.30_314271_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.31 The UCLA screen is a vertical back screen 
set at the corner of the free-throw area.NBA_E3709_fig 4.31_314272_Lineworks_R2

Horns Screen
This screen is part of an offense called horns 
(also called V), which uses a midscreen and 
roll. This on-ball screen employs a second 
high screener, which gives the ball handler 
options of driving off a screen to either 
side of the free-throw lane (figure 4.30). 

The reads and options are the same as for 
the high screen except that the other player 
(nonscreener) reacts to the screen’s action. If 
the screener rolls to basket, the nonscreener 
pops out. If the screener pops out, the non-
screener rolls to the basket.

High-Post Rub Cuts
These screens involve three players: the 
screened player, the screener, and the 
passer.

UCLA Screen
This vertical back screen set at the corner 
of the free-throw area is from the famous 
UCLA offense created by John Wooden, 
winner of 10 NCAA titles. The ball handler 
passes the ball to a wing and then “rubs” off 
the screen (figure 4.31). After the screen, the 
screener rolls to the basket or pops out. The 
reads and options for the screened player and 
the screener, always based on the reactions 
of the defense, are the same as described 
earlier but are run at this spot of the court.
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Hawk Screen
This diagonal screen was used in one of 
the most common NBA offenses at one 
time, created and popularized by coach 
Hubie Brown while he was on the bench 
for the Atlanta Hawks. The screen is set at 
the free-throw line area when the ball is 
at the wing (figure 4.32). The ball handler 
(1) drives to the wing while the high post 
(5) back screens for 2; 5 then rolls to the 
basket in the opposite direction of the ball 
handler’s drive. The reads and options for 
the screened player and the screener, always 
based on the reactions of the defense, are 
the same as described before but are run at 
this spot of the court.

Figure 4.34 The ball handler (2) can pass to 3, 5, 4, 
or 1.NBA_E3709_fig 4.34_314275_Lineworks_R2

screens at once. Screen-the-screener action 
is initiated by the ball handler (1) making 
a crosscourt pass to the other guard (2) and 
then setting a down screen. 3 comes off 4’s 
baseline screen, and 4 pops out high off 1’s 
down screen (figure 4.33).

Figure 4.32 The hawk is a diagonal screen at the 
free-throw circle used when the ball is at the wing; the 
screener rolls to the basket in the opposite direction of 
the screened player.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.32_314273_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.33 The screen-the-screener action is a screen 
run for a player who has just set a screen.NBA_E3709_fig 4.33_314274_Lineworks_R4-alw

Special Screens
Now let’s look at four special screens that 
involve more than three players.

Screen the Screener
This special screen combines a baseline 
screen and a down screen. The continuous 
screen-the-screener action puts pressure on 
the defense, which must defend two types of 

2 first looks to pass to 3, who is coming off 
the baseline screen or posting up. 2 can also 
pass to 5 for a post feed (figure 4.34). If 3 is 
not open, 2 passes to 4, who is popping out 
off 1’s down screen, or to 1, who’s rolling 
to the basket off the down screen.
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Figure 4.35 The same action can be run on the other 
side of the floor.NBA_E3709_fig 4.35_314276_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.36 The ball handler (1) can pass to 2 at the 
top of the circle or on the curl around the double screen 
set by 4 and 5.

Figure 4.37 If 5’s defender steps out or switches on 
the screen, 5 slips to the basket and receives from 1. 
If 4’s defender helps, 4 rolls to the basket and receives 
from 1.

Figure 4.38 5 can also screen for 4, who receives from 
1.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.36_314277_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.37_314278_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.38_314279_Lineworks_R2

Continuity: 2 passes to 4 and sets a down 
screen for 3 (figure 4.35). 5 comes off 3’s 
baseline screen, and 3 pops out off 2’s down 
screen as 1 clears to the corner.

Double Screens
The double screen, in which two players 
typically screen shoulder to shoulder, can 
be set up either parallel at the free-throw 
line or perpendicular to the baseline.

Parallel Double Screen. 4 and 5 set a double 
screen parallel to the free-throw line. The 
ball handler (1) dribbles to the wing spot. 
2 breaks up off the double screen set by 4 
and 5. If his defender trails, 2 can curl and 
cut to the basket to receive from 1 and shoot 
(figure 4.36). When the defender cheats and 

goes over the screen, 2 flares and receives 
the ball for a jump shot.

If 5’s defender steps out and hedges 
or switches on the screen, 5 slips to the 
basket to receive the ball (figure 4.37). If 
4’s defender helps out on 5’s slip, 4 rolls 
to the basket, and 1 lobs a pass to 4. 5 also 
has the option of screening for 4, who cuts 
to the basket and receives the ball from 1 
(figure 4.38).
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Perpendicular Double Screen. 4 and 5 set 
a double screen for 2 perpendicular to the 
baseline. The ball handler (1) sets up at the 
top of the lane. 2 cuts along the baseline 
off the double screen set by 4 and 5 (figure 
4.39). If 2’s defender trails, 2 curls around 
the screen and cuts to the basket to receive 
a pass. If the defense cheats and goes over 
the screen, 2 fades to receive and shoot.

Stagger Double Screen. This special screen 
uses a series of down screens to get good 
shooters open. Usually it starts with the big 
men out and the shooters inside. The stag-
ger double screen is started with 3 setting 
a cross baseline screen for 2, the shooter. 
2 then continues out off 5’s down screen 
(figure 4.42). The ball handler (1) looks to 
pass to 2, coming off the down screen, or, if 
the defenders switch, tries to pass to 5, who 
is rolling to the basket.

Figure 4.42 1 looks to pass to 2 or passes to 5, who 
rolls to the basket if the defenders switch.NBA_E3709_fig 4.42_314283_Lineworks_R2

If 5’s defender steps out and hedges or 
switches on the screen, 5 slips to the basket 
for a shot (figure 4.40). If 4’s defender helps 
out on 5’s slip, 1 can lob a pass to 4. 5 also 
has the option of setting a screen for 4, who 
cuts to the basket (figure 4.41).

Figure 4.39 If 2’s defender trails, 2 curls and cuts to 
the basket; if 2’s defender goes over the screen, 2 fades 
for a shot.

Figure 4.40 If 5’s defender shows or switches, 5 slips 
to the basket; if 4’s defender helps on the 5 slip, 4 cuts 
into the lane to receive a pass from 1.

Figure 4.41 5 can also set a screen for 4, who cuts to 
the basket.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.39_314280_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 4.40_314281_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.41_314282_Lineworks_R2
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If 2 and 5 aren’t open, 1 looks to pass to 
3, popping out on the opposite wing off 4’s 
down screen (figure 4.43). If the defenders 
switch, 1 looks to pass inside to 4.

Single/Double Screen. The single/double 
screen is similar to the stagger double 
screen, but here the shooter starts out 
under the basket, with 3 and 5 setting a 
perpendicular screen to the baseline double 
screen on one side of the lane and 4 setting 
a single down screen on the opposite side 
(figure 4.44). 2 then has the option of going 
either way.

Figure 4.43 If 2 and 5 aren’t open, 1 passes to 3, who 
pops out off 4’s screen, or to 4, who rolls to the basket.

Figure 4.44 On the single/double screen, 2 can pop out 
on the left or right side of the court.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.43_314284_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.45 1 has several options—he can pass to 
2, coming off the double screen; to 5, who rolls to the 
basket; to 3, who comes off 4’s screen; or to 4, who rolls 
to the basket after setting the screen for 3.

Figure 4.46 If 2 pops out from 4’s screen, 3 pops out 
off 5’s screen; 1 can then pass to 2, to 3, to 4, or to 5 if 
defenders switch.NBA_E3709_fig 4.44_314285_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.45_314286_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.46_314287_Lineworks_R2

If 2 goes off the double screen set by 3 and 
5, 3 then goes opposite off 4’s single down 
screen (figure 4.45). 1 can pass to 2, coming 
off the double screen; to 5, who rolls to the 
basket; to 3, coming off 4’s down screen; 
or to 4, who rolls to the basket after setting 
the screen for 3.

If 2 decides to go off 4’s single down 
screen, 3 pops out off 5’s down screen 
(figure 4.46). 1 can pass to 2, to 3, inside to 
4, or inside to 5 if defenders switch.
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reactionS to the defenSe
Offensive players not directly involved in 
the screens being set during a given pos-
session must nevertheless remain alert. 
Here are some guidelines for these players 
to make the most effective response to the 
defense’s reaction to the screen(s).
Hedge and Over. If 4’s defender (X4) hedges 
and 1’s defender (X1) goes over the screen, 
1 has two options:

Dribble out of the screen and away from •	
X4, who hedged, and then pass to the 
screener (4), who cuts low (figure 4.47).
Dribble between the two defenders (X4 •	
and X1) if X4 has delayed the hedge and 
leaves enough space for the drive (figure 
4.48). 1 can pass to 4, to 5 (if X5 helps), 
to 3, or to 2, who has spotted up.

Figure 4.49 If X4 hedges and X1 goes under the screen, 
1 can try to drive inside to create shooting possibilities.NBA_E3709_fig 4.49_314290_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.48 1 can drive between the two defenders and 
pass to 4, to 5 (if X5 helps), to 3, or to 2, who spots up.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.47_314288_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.48_314289_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.47 On X4’s hedge, 1 can dribble out and away 
from the screen and pass to 4 as he rolls to the basket.

In both situations, the key is to keep the 
dribble alive while going away from the 
screen; meanwhile, the other three team-
mates spot up for a possible kickoff pass. If 
the offensive players keep good spacing, the 
defenders are forced to rotate, increasing the 
possibility of getting an open shot.
Hedge and Under. If X4 hedges and X1 (the 
screened defender) goes under the screen 
(usually when the screened player is not a 
great shooter), 1 can try driving inside the 
lane to create shooting possibilities for him-
self or his teammates (figure 4.49).

Trap and Rotate. If X1 and X4 trap 1, the other 
offensive players spread out on the half-court. 
1 dribbles out of the trap, while the screener 
(4) slips the screen early. This should allow an 
outlet pass to 4, cause the defense to reposi-
tion, and create an opening for a teammate 
inside or on the perimeter (figure 4.50). If 4 
receives and X5 helps on him, 4 can pass to 
5 under the basket (figure 4.51).
Push to the Baseline. When defenders force 
the ball handler (1) to drive to the baseline, 4 
rolls to the basket after the screen while the 
nearest teammate (2 in this example) flash 
cuts to the free-throw area (figure 4.52). 1 
can pass to 4 or 2.
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Figure 4.50 1 dribbles out of the trap, 4 slips the screen 
early and receives from 1, while teammates spread out to 
create passing options for 1.

Figure 4.51 If 4 receives and X5 helps, 4 passes to 5.

favorite Jazz PlayS
The shot clock in the NCAA and NBA or a 
high school team’s up-tempo style can force 
a coach to design quick plays for the offense. 
The Utah Jazz have relied on a half-court 
offense for many years. Lacking a superior 
one-on-one player, we needed to set screens, 
move without the ball, and execute plays 
with as much precision as possible. We spent 
a lot of practice time working on execution on 
our different offensive sets and taking care 
of every detail—the real difference between 
success and failure of a play. A proper angle 
or cut, the timing of setting a screen, and 
when and where to pass the ball are some of 
the key elements that can lead to a score.

We tried to push the ball upcourt and fast 
break on every possession to buy ourselves 
more time to execute our offense if we 
didn’t get a good shot quickly. We had the 
reputation for involving all five players in 
executing whatever offensive set we called. 
We worked to achieve good shot selection 
and put ourselves in advantageous offensive 
rebounding positions.

Setting screens for good post-up position 
can be achieved by using smaller players to 
screen for bigger teammates. We also used 
big players to down screen for smaller play-
ers in many of our offensive sets.

The importance of moving without the 
ball, setting screens, and reacting to what 
the defense gives you is paramount. To 
accomplish these goals, teams must do the 
following:

Read and react to the defense (play •	
against your man). Players often decide 
in advance what they’re going to do 
instead of reacting to the defender 
who’s facing them.
Stay in good physical condition. Basket-•	
ball is hard work. At every level of com-
petition, the player who’s in great shape 
will usually prevail, especially when 
fatigue sets in at the end of a game.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.50_314326_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.51_314327_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.52 If 1 is forced to drive to the baseline after 
the screen, the screener (4) rolls to the basket while 2 
flash cuts to the free-throw area.NBA_E3709_fig 4.52_314328_Lineworks_R2
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Play as a team. Making the extra pass, •	
being willing to get the ball to a team-
mate who’s in better position, setting a 
pick to take pressure off a teammate—
these are the kinds of things that make 
a team gel.
Have good passing abilities, including •	
these skills and tendencies:
Post entry passing—knowing how, 

when, and where to pass the ball 
to the center is key for the success 
of a play.

Perimeter passing—moving the ball 
quickly and sure-handedly around 
the arc makes the defense work and 
can create shot, drive, and entry 
pass opportunities.

Post passing—finding cutters and other 
open teammates is a great skill for a 
center, because from his position, he 
can normally see the entire court and 
thus create many options for team-
mates who cut around him or spot up 
for a shot after they pass to him.

Maintain court balance and spacing, •	
two concepts emphasized by coaches 
at every competitive level. Poor court 
balance means offensive players are too 
clustered, too spread out, or otherwise 
easy to guard and not positioned to 
threaten the defense. Proper distribu-
tion and placement of personnel allows 
an offense to dictate the action and 
exploit weaknesses in the defense.

Now I want to share four basic plays we’ve 
found to be very effective for the Jazz.

Cross-Screen Play
On this play we use a cross screen and a double 
parallel screen at the free-throw line. We form 
a box set, with 2 on the low post and 5 on the 
high post or the corner of the free-throw area 
on the left side of the court. 4 is on the low 
post, and 3 is on the corner of the free-throw 
area on the right side of the court.

1 dribbles to the left-wing position, which 

signals 2 to make a cross screen for 4, who 
cuts into the lane and then posts up (figure 
4.53). After setting the screen, 2 reads 4’s 
move and then cuts high off the double 
screen set by 5 and 3 at the free-throw line 
(figure 4.54). 1 passes to 2.

Figure 4.53 1 dribbles to the wing, and 2 makes a 
cross screen for 4, who posts up.NBA_E3709_fig 4.53_314329_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.54 2 reads 4’s move and then cuts high off the 
double screen set by 5 and 3 to receive the pass from 1.NBA_E3709_fig 4.54_314330_Lineworks_R2

Up Screen Play
This play involves a back screen and down 
screen. We start from the same set, but this 
time, while 1 is dribbling on the left side, 
2 back screens for 4, who cuts down and 
posts up in the low-post position (figure 
4.55). 1 can pass to 4 in the low post, or to 
2, who opens up after the screen, facing 
the basket.
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If 1 passes to 2 at the corner of the free-
throw area and 2 can’t shoot, 5 screens 
down for 3 and then rolls to the basket 
(figure 4.56). 2 can pass to 3, to 5, or to 4, 
who ducks in. If 2 passes the ball to 3 and 
3 can’t shoot, 3 passes to 5, who posts up 
after rolling to the basket.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.55_314331_Lineworks_R2

Figure 4.55 1 drives on the wing, while 2 back screens 
for 4, who posts up and receives from 1. 1 can also pass 
to 2 after the screen.

Figure 4.56 If 2 can’t shoot after the pass from 1, 5 
screens for 3 and then rolls to the basket; 2 can pass to 
3, to 5, or to 4.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.56_314332_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.57 1 dribbles on the wing, 2 receives a diago-
nal screen from 5, and 1 posts down; 1 passes to 2 as 5 
rolls out of the lane.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.57_314333_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 4.58 If he doesn’t receive the ball, 2 screens for 
4, and then 5 screens for 2. 1 can pass to 4, 2, or 5.NBA_E3709_fig 4.58_314334_Lineworks_R2

wing on the left side of the court; 2 receives a 
diagonal screen from 5 and then posts up on 
the low post (figure 4.57). 1 passes to 2; after 
the screen, 5 rolls out of the lane.

If 2 doesn’t receive the ball, he sets a 
diagonal back screen for 4, who moves to 
the low post on the ball side (figure 4.58). 
After the screen, 2 receives a down screen 
from 5 via screen-the-screener action. 1 can 
pass to 4 in the low post, to 2, who comes 
off the screen of 5, or to 5, who rolls to the 
basket after the screen.

Diagonal Screen Play
For this play we initially use a diagonal screen, 
and then a diagonal back screen followed by 
screen-the-screener action. 1 dribbles to the 
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Another solution is a baseline cut by 
3, who, taking away the weak-side help, 
rubs around 4, comes off to the corner, and 
receives a pass from 1 (figure 4.59).

4 leaves the lane to set a side screen for 
1 (figure 4.61). 4 can then roll to the basket 
or flare, depending on his shooting ability 
and the reaction of the defense. If 2 doesn’t 
receive the ball in the lane, he cuts off the 
double screen set by 5 and 3 (figure 4.62). 
1 can pass to 4, 2, 5, or 3.

Figure 4.59 The baseline cut by 3, who rubs around 4 
and receives the pass from 1.

Figure 4.60 1 dribbles on the left; 2 receives a screen 
from 4 and then posts up.

Figure 4.61 4 screens for 1 and then rolls or flares.

Figure 4.62 If 2 can’t receive the ball, he cuts off the 
double screen set by 5 and 3; 1 can pass to 4, 2, 5, or 3.

NBA_E3709_fig 4.59_314335_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.60_314336_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.61_314337_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 4.62_314338_Lineworks_R4-alw

Pick-and-Roll Play
For this play we use a high-post rub cut 
and a side screen, followed by a perpen-
dicular double screen on the baseline. The 
set is two guards (1 and 2) and two posts 
(4 and 5) at the corners of the free-throw 
area; one forward (3) is below the free-
throw line extended. 1 dribbles on the 
left, and 2 uses the high-post rub screen 
of 4; 2 then posts up in the low-post area 
(figure 4.60).

final PointS
Screens can be a double-edged sword 
because if players are unable to read and 
execute the proper moves and options based 
on the reaction of the defenders, screens 
can lead to turnovers and disrupt the flow 
of the offense. Much practice focused on 
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repeated perfect execution is required for 
all the moves and options related to screens 
before a team can fully incorporate them 
into its offense. My suggestion is to initially 
run screens in practice with all the options 

but without defenders. Then add defenders, 
who first defend at 50 percent. Finally, once 
your players have mastered all the moves, 
have defenders play with game aggressive-
ness.
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5
Attacking Offense

Avery Johnson

c h a p t e r

Playing 16 years in the NBA with different 
teams, different styles of play, and differ-

ent coaches, I have learned what I like and 
don’t like on offense. The system I wanted to 
implement sprang from my overall philoso-
phy of being the aggressor, not a reactor, on 
the basketball court. Once that system was 
determined, the next step was to identify and 
come up with a plan for developing each of 
the basic elements of the system to ensure 
it had a strong foundation in our basketball 
organization and team. From there, we could 
work on the details and fine-tuning, such 
as situation-specific attacks and individual 
plays, to be successful against a variety of 
defenses in all types of circumstances.

Key to the success of any system is that 
all players and coaching staff buy in fully, 
accepting individual responsibility to con-
tribute in their respective roles and com-
mitting to doing their best for the success 
of the team. Those two elements—a clearly 
defined system and 100 percent commit-
ment of the entire roster and staff to making 
it work—are critical to the success of any 
basketball team.

AttAcking the Defense  
in trAnsition

Our offensive style is apparent immediately 
after we get the rebound on our defensive 
end. After a missed shot by the opponents, 
with the ball in our possession, we want to 
go. Of course, the first and most important 

part of starting an offense is not to let the 
opponents grab the offensive rebound. This 
means every player must do whatever needs 
to be done to keep his man off the defensive 
board. The blocking-out technique can vary 
from coach to coach, but the must for each 
defender is to prevent his man from grab-
bing the offensive rebound.

Missed Shot
Immediately after we get the rebound, the 
rebounder makes the outlet pass as we con-
vert to our offense. We don’t always want 
our point guard to come back to receive 
the outlet pass from the rebounder. We also 
want our shooting guard and small forward 
to be ready to receive the outlet pass in case 
the point guard is not in position.

So our first key concept for running in 
transition is to have multiple players ready 
to receive the ball and attack the basket. 
I always use the word “attack” on offense 
because this communicates to my players the 
aggressive style we’re seeking on the court. 
Once the ball is to the outlet, our other big 
man (the one who didn’t get the rebound) 
sprints to a position under the offensive rim. 
Two wings run the sidelines. The point guard 
pushes the ball hard down the floor.

Let’s now go over what I call the three 
areas we have when we attack the man-to-
man defense: the passing ahead area, the 
decision area, and the breaking area.

• Passing ahead area. If the player receiv-
ing the outlet pass sees an open teammate 
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ahead of him, he immediately passes the 
ball to him. If he can’t pass ahead, the ball 
handler quickly brings the ball downcourt, 
not too close to the sideline to avoid a trap. 
We want the ball to spend very little time 
in the passing ahead area, so we push it 
forward quickly but with control (figure 
5.1).

• Decision area. Once the ball crosses the 
midcourt line, whatever player has the ball 
must quickly decide what he’s going to do 
with it. 

Say the ball is still in the ball handler’s 
possession at the spot shown in figure 5.1. 
At this point, the ball handler must deter-
mine instantly if it’s best to pass to the big 
man near the hoop, get the ball to the wing 
popping open, or hit a cutter breaking free 
toward the basket. Another possibility is to 

use a high screen for a pick-and-roll play 
(figure 5.2). In any case, the ball handler 
must keep his dribble until he decides what 
to do with the ball. Whatever the choice, 
he must commit to it and force movement 
from the defense.

• Breaking area. As the ball advances for-
ward, near the key (figure 5.3), it’s now in 
the area of the court where we break off to 
form our triangle.

5 runs a low pick-and-roll. Remember 
that picks are always based on angles, so 
5, the screener, makes a jump stop, picking 
1’s defender at a proper angle, while 1 cuts 
at a proper angle. This keeps 1’s defender 
from easily getting under the pick. Terminol-
ogy might vary from coach to coach (some 
coaches call this action drag or side screen), 
but the concept is the same.

Guard Jason Terry initiates the offense at the opponent’s end, looking upcourt to see if any wing men are in an advanta-
geous position to receive the ball for a quick score.
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Figure 5.1 Passing ahead area and decision area. Figure 5.2 Pick-and-roll in the decision area.

NBA_E3709_fig 5.1_314339_Lineworks_R2 NBA_E3709_fig 5.2_314340_Lineworks_R2

In this situation, 4 goes to the right side of 
the key and then ducks in or goes to the low 
post on the left side, or he replaces 5, who 
then moves to the low post (figure 5.4).

For my teams, it’s crucial we don’t keep 
the ball on the same side of the floor. If noth-
ing positive develops, we reverse the ball to 
the other side of the half-court. We swing 
the ball to the other side in any possible way, 
swinging it through the post or via a pick-
and-roll, but we must swing the ball.

If we don’t find a shot that I call an “80 
percent efficiency shot,” which means a 
direct drive to the basket and a layup (very 
rare against good defenses), we must swing 
the ball to the other side of the court.

Let’s review the complete action. 5 screens 
for 1, who goes around the screen and passes 
to 3. After the screen, 5 exchanges positions 
with 4. After the pass, 1 can go to the strong 
or weak side of the court (figure 5.5).

Let’s assume 1 goes to the strong side. 
Depending on his skills, 5, now on the low 
post, might have these options:

Flash cut toward the ball while 4 •
screens for 3 (figure 5.6).
Screen on the ball and roll to the basket •
or step back (figure 5.7).
Flash cut to the high post (figure 5.8).•

Another way to swing the ball to the other 
side of the court is via zipper action (figure 
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Figure 5.5 Review of the complete action: 5 screens 
for 1, who passes to 3; 5 changes places with 4.NBA_E3709_fig 5.5_314343_Lineworks_R3-alw

NBA_E3709_fig 5.6_314344_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.7_314345_Lineworks_R2

Figure 5.6 5 flash cuts to the ball while 4 screens 3.

Figure 5.7 5 can pick-and-roll, or pick and step back.

Figure 5.3 Breaking area: As the ball handler drives 
forward, we break off to form our triangle.NBA_E3709_fig 5.3_314341_Lineworks_R2

Figure 5.4 On a low pick-and-roll of 5, 4 goes to the 
right side of the key and then ducks in or goes to the low 
post on the left side, or he replaces 5.

NBA_E3709_fig 5.4_314342_Lineworks_R2
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Figure 5.8 5 flash cuts to the high post.
 NBA_E3709_fig 5.8_314346_Lineworks_R2

Figure 5.9 Zipper action for swinging the ball: 2 cuts 
around 4, receives from 1, and passes to 5, who pops 
back after setting the pick for 3.

Figure 5.10 5 passes to 2 and screens for him; 3 goes 
around the double pick set by 1 and 4.

5.9). 2 cuts around 4, comes up, stops for a 
second to freeze his defender and avoid get-
ting denied, pops out, receives the ball from 
1, and passes to 5, who has screened for 3 
and popped back to receive the ball.

After he comes off the screen from 5, 
3 continues his cut and curls around the 
double pick set by 1 and 4, while 5 passes 
to 2 (figure 5.10). We get to the point we 
wanted to reach by passing the ball to the 
other side of the floor, where the shooting 
percentage usually goes up. In fact, when 
you swing the ball you have more chances 
for an open shot or a drive to the basket 
because the defense must rotate and adjust 
to a new and quickly developing situa-
tion, which of course is more difficult to 
defend.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.9_314347_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.10_314348_Lineworks_R2

In short, if we can’t get at least one of our 
80 percent efficiency shots, which means a 
straight layup, and if the defense catches 
up, we want to do whatever we can to get 
the ball to the other side of the floor. This 
keeps the defense moving, thereby improv-
ing our percentage for getting a good shot. 
We can swing the ball to the other side by 
posting up or via a pick-and-roll or an isola-
tion play. Whatever your system, apply the 
rules of our offensive philosophy to play 
your offense and do what you’re comfort-
able with.

Made Basket
Let’s move to another offensive situation. 
The opponents have scored a basket, so we 
now have the problem of getting the ball 
inbounds. Usually the defender of 5 (X5) 
will go down to cover the defensive basket as 
a safety, so we’ll try to get 5 into position to 
set a pick for 1, the receiver, who then makes 
a banana cut to receive the ball (figure 5.11). 
So we’re trying to use something similar to 
a brush pick to free the receiver of the out-
of-bounds pass.

If, while driving the ball down the floor to 
the basket, 1, the receiver of the inbounds 
pass, is trapped, we teach our players to then 
square the floor. We try to form a square 
with three other teammates (4, 3, and 2 in 
this case), thereby offering the ball handler 
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different choices (figure 5.12). Good passing 
and squaring the floor are key against trap-
ping. If it’s impossible to pass the ball out 
of the trap, one corner of the square goes 
to the middle of the square to help the ball 
handler get rid of the ball.

If we get the ball into the half-court but 
there’s a trap on a sideline, we again form 
our square to release the pressure. Players 
square the floor in position to receive the 
pass.

As you can see in figure 5.13, 2 won’t set 
himself at the same level as 1, but higher 
than 1, thereby becoming a pressure-release 

Figure 5.12 If the ball handler is trapped, we square 
the floor with three other teammates: 4, 3, and 2.

Figure 5.13 2 sets up higher than 1 to release pres-
sure.

NBA_E3709_fig 5.12_314350_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.13_314351_Lineworks_R2

Figure 5.11 For getting the ball inbounds on a press, 5 
screens for 1 and then heads downcourt.NBA_E3709_fig 5.11_314349_Lineworks_R2
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player and offering 1 a better angle to pass, 
while also stretching the floor as much as 
possible.

I now want to discuss the situation in 
which the ball handler, who is trapped, 
picks up his dribble. We teach players in this 
situation that the ball handler must be in a 
strong position and look to break through 
the trap to pass the ball out, either stepping 
strongly between the two defenders or else 
pivoting away from the trap and passing the 
ball. The trapped player must never be in a 
surrender position, with ball high overhead, 
or afraid of losing the ball.

AttAcking the Defense  
on the hAlf-court

We can now review our options once the ball 
is brought to the area of the half-court that 
we call the breaking area, where we attack 
the basket aggressively.

Drive Inside
After he reaches the offensive half-court, 
let’s imagine that our ball handler (1) has 
beaten his defender and is driving to the 
baseline. Depending on the opposing coach’s 
defensive philosophy, a team might collapse 
on the driver with three defenders and, in 
this case, open a passing lane to the corner 
to 4 (figure 5.14).

But many teams create a defensive wall 
with two defenders (X5 and X1), who deny 
the pass to the corner. In this case, it’s 
important for 1, the ball handler making the 
baseline drive, to make the right decision; 
it’s also critical to have good spacing among 
teammates. For this reason we need to set 
a player at what I call a dunking position, 
which means under the rim. In this case, 5 
slides into the middle of the key, and 3 drifts 
to the baseline to spot up in front of the ball 
handler and give him another good passing 
lane (figure 5.15).

Figure 5.14 1 drives baseline. If the defense collapses 
on him, 1 passes to 4 in the corner.

Figure 5.15 1 drives baseline. If the defense denies 
him the pass to the corner, we create two passing lanes 
for him.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.14_314352_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.15_314353_Lineworks_R3-alw

An important detail: 5 will stay in front of 
the basket with his hands up to try to get the 
ball into the middle of the key; in doing so, he’ll 
also keep the baseline passing lane free.

When the ball handler starts a baseline 
drive, he must not “jump on the trampoline.” 
That is, he shouldn’t jump into his shot, 
especially against teams that like to take the 
charge. During the drive, the ball handler 
must avoid committing a charging foul or 
losing control of the ball.

When 1, the ball handler, is trapped, and 
if defenders have their hands up, he can pass 
the ball out of the trap to 3 in the opposing 
corner with a step-through pass. If defenders 
have their hands down, he can make what I 
call an ear pass—that is, a pass near the ear 
of a defender.
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If it’s not possible for the trapped ball 
handler to pass to the teammate on the 
other corner of the court, he can pivot away 
from the trap and pass to 2 (figure 5.16), our 
pressure-release player outside.

Figure 5.17 When 3 receives the ball from 1, X3 closes 
in on the top side; 5 picks and rolls, and then X5 traps 
on 3.

Figure 5.18 In this defensive situation, if 5 is not a 
good shooter, he rolls to the basket; 4 then gets out to 
the three-point line.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.17_314355_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.18_314356_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.16_314354_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 5.16 If on the baseline drive 1 is trapped and 
can’t pass to the other side of the court, he passes out-
side to 2.

Again, I put a lot of emphasis on fun-
damentals and particulars. One of these 
particulars is that my players must always 
play to minimize turnovers and lost posses-
sions. I emphasize teaching them how to 
avoid losing the ball and different ways to 
pass the ball out of a trap on the baseline 
To summarize, the ball handler has these 
options:

Make a step-through pass.• 

Make an ear pass.• 

Make a pivot pass.• 

Keep the dribble alive and pop away • 
from the trap. In this last case, it’s 
better to overdribble than lose the ball 
on a turnover.

Top-Side Closeout
Now we’ve swung the ball successfully, and 
the defender of the offensive player receiv-
ing the ball closes out on the top side of 
the ball handler. In this case (figure 5.17), 
5 flashes out of the key for a pick-and-roll, 
but the defense forces the ball handler to the 
sideline, and then X5 traps 3 with X3.

What should happen next depends on the 
shooting skills of 5. Let’s say he’s not a good 
shooter. In this case, after the screen he rolls 
to the basket and gets to the dunker spot in 
the key, under the basket, asking for the ball; 
meanwhile, the other big man (4) sprints 
outside because we always want our big men 
(4 and 5) to be on a “string” (figure 5.18). 4 
must get himself outside of the three-point 
arc, squared to the basket. 1 must also give 
himself up, becoming the pressure-release 
player to receive the ball from 4 and swing 
it to the other side of the floor. But to get 
to this scenario, players must stretch the 
defensive rotation, quickly getting the ball 
to the other side.
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Maybe your 5 man is not good at the 
dunker spot. Always suit your philosophy 
to your personnel, exploiting your players’ 
strengths and limiting their weaknesses. 
In this case, you might send 4 to the 
corner, establish your point guard (1) as the 
pressure-release player, and get 2 involved 
(figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19 On the same defensive situation, if 5 is not 
good inside, he goes to the low post, 4 flashes to the 
corner, and 2 cuts into the lane.

Figure 5.20 On a trap on 1, 5 separates from the trap 
and goes low and away from the trap.

Figure 5.21 On a pass to the low post, we square the 
floor with the four other players, ready to beat the trap 
on the low post.
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This is how we square the floor. Yes, we 
like to have 4 and 5 on a string, but we can 
also make an adjustment, as just described, 
to suit the game or personnel situation.

I now want to take a step back and exam-
ine the pick-and-roll of 5 for 1, who’s trapped 
by the two defenders, X5 and X1. One of 
the keys in this situation is the separation 
of the offensive big man. If he stays near 
the trap, and this happens often, he gives 
another advantage to the two defenders 
who have trapped him. When your big man 
separates from the pick, he must go low and 
away from the trap to put pressure on the 
defender, who then rotates. 2 then becomes 
the pressure-release player, 4 the player at 
the dunker spot, and 3 the player who spots 
up to stretch the defense (figure 5.20). Again, 
the ball handler must always take care not 
to lose the ball. When the ball is swung, 
you as the coach must tell the player who 

received the ball not to hold it. He must 
catch and shoot, catch and drive, catch and 
pass—anything but hold it. He can’t allow 
his defender to catch up to him.

Attacking the Post-Ups
When the ball is passed to the low post, 
some teams double team on the first or the 
second dribble; others double team when 
the ball is in the lane or when the ball is in 
the air and reaches the low post’s hands. 
In this situation we again need to square 
the floor (figure 5.21) with the other four 
offensive players.
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When possessing the ball, the low post’s 
first job is to be strong and avoid making 
turnovers. He must get the ball out of the 
trap in whatever way necessary—either 
dribbling out or passing to the other side of 
the floor. If the low post receives the ball 
from the top of the key and the trap is set 
by X1 (the passer’s defender) and X5, I use 
the key word “Angles!” This indicates the 
trap is coming from the strong side of the 
court, which means there might be a chance 
to split the trap and score right away. The 
low post reads the angle at which the trap 
is coming, watching for the opportunity to 
split the trap and score inside the key (figure 
5.22). As an alternative, he can pass the ball 
out of the trap.

It’s more difficult to split the trap if the 
trap comes from the weak side of the floor 
(because of the angle), and there’s also the 

Dirk Nowitzki spins and drives from the low post to beat the Celtics attempted trap and take the ball to the hoop.

risk of committing a charge while splitting 
the trap. It’s easier to split the two defend-
ers if the trap is run from the strong side of 
the court. It’s all based on the angles, and 

Figure 5.22 With the trap coming from the strong side 
of the court, 5 tries to split the trap or else passes the 
ball outside.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.22_314360_Lineworks_R2
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players must be able to read the angles. Your 
star player must not give in to weak double-
teams because this gives your opponent an 
opportunity to steal the pass; he must try to 
split the double team and go for a score.

Let’s review the moves offensive players 
must execute on the trap on the low post 
when the trap comes at the top of the key 
(figure 5.23). 2 passes to 4, who is trapped 
by X4 and X2. 4 passes the ball to 2, and 2 
swings the ball to 1. 5 picks and rolls on 1, 
and then separates (figure 5.24). 1 swings 
the ball to 2, 2 swings it to 3 on the weak 
side, and 3 attacks the basket or passes to 
4 (figure 5.25).

I again want to emphasize that when we 
reverse the ball on the weak side, we don’t 
want to be passive on offense. We want to 
do something with the ball. The receiver on 
the weak side must “show and go,” or he can 
execute a quick drive to the basket—but he 
can’t be passive!

Middle Pick-and-Roll
Another defensive situation to face and beat 
is the reaction of the defense to the middle 
pick-and-roll. Say the screener’s defender 
jumps out in advance and traps, or maybe he 
waits until the screen is set and then jumps 
out to help or traps. Again, the response to 
this situation is fundamental: the separation 
of the screener after the screen and squar-
ing the floor.

After the separation, 5 can receive the ball 
from 1, and now there are two things that 
the low-post player must avoid: dribbling 
toward the sideline and picking up the ball, 
and holding the ball.

As I’ve mentioned, we want to attack the 
defense when we swing the ball to the weak 
side, so 5 must make an aggressive drive to the 
basket to pressure the defense (figure 5.26). 
5 will either be free to shoot, or he can drive 
and kick the ball to an open teammate.

Figure 5.23 Review of the moves on the strong-side 
trap: 4 passes the ball back to 2, who swings the ball to 
1 on the weak side.

Figure 5.24 After the pick-and-roll, 5 separates.

Figure 5.25 We reverse the ball from 1 to 2 and from 2 
to 3 for a drive or a pass to 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.23_314361_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.24_314362_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.25_314363_Lineworks_R3-alw
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Figure 5.28 If the defense traps a hot player, 2 becomes 
the pressure releaser, while 5 flashes to the high post on 
the strong side.

Figure 5.29 As soon as 2 receives the ball, he attacks 
the basket and either shoots or passes to another team-
mate.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.28_314366_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.29_314367_Lineworks_R3-alw

If your center doesn’t like to put the ball 
on the floor and roll, instead of separating 
and driving, we attack this way: 5 rolls 
under the basket, and 4 becomes the pres-
sure-release player (he’s also on the string as 
quickly as possible because we need to use 
a better ball handler, someone faster than 
5). 4 then quickly receives the ball from 1 
and attacks as described before (figure 5.27). 
Again, we need to know the skill level of our 
players so we can switch positions based on 
their strengths and weaknesses.

of the hands of 1, your hot player, so they’ll 
try to trap him. The answer here, again, is 
to square the floor. 2 comes up to become 
the pressure-release player, 5 flashes to the 
high-post area at the free-throw circle, and 4 
runs to the corner. 1 dribbles back to stretch 
the trap and then passes to 2. But 2 might 
be covered, so 1 must be able to quickly 
read the situation and pass to 5 to make this 
work (figure 5.28). 1 can’t turn the ball over 
or fall into a surrender position.

When 2 receives the ball from 1, he 
attacks the defense immediately and drives 
to the basket to force the defenders to rotate 
(figure 5.29). He can then shoot or pass to 5 
or to another open teammate.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.26_314364_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 5.26 When 5 receives the ball from 1, he can 
drive to the basket or pass the ball to 2 in the corner.

Figure 5.27 If 5 doesn’t handle the ball well, he rolls 
under the basket and 4 becomes the pressure-release 
player.

 NBA_E3709_fig 5.27_314365_Lineworks_R3-alw

If your team has a hot player who’s 
unstoppable in a particular game, we want to 
set up 4 and 5 on the low posts and 2 and 3 
on the wings. The defense wants the ball out 
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finAl Points
When you’re experiencing tough stretches 
and accompanying fatigue, it can be easy 
to slack off during practice. Guard against 
that. The lack of aggressiveness might carry 
over to games. I’ve been known to turn a 
light shoot-around on game day into a highly 
intense competitive practice. Only players 
with an attacking attitude can be effective 
in my system, and if they’re going to be 
attacking in games, I want them attacking 
in practice, too.

An attacking offense takes time and com-
mitment to run, but if you stick with it, the 
rewards are well worth the effort. Before we 
conclude, let’s review the concepts we’ve 
discussed in this chapter:

From a broad philosophy of play, isolate • 
a system and its individual components. 
Master those essential components 
and then work on each detail, such 
as specific plays and situation-specific 
tactics.

The key offensive principle is to • 
attack. Players can’t be passive or hold 
the ball. The more pressure applied 
against a defense, the more likely it 
will crack.
A fast pass beats the fastest dribbler •
every time, so find ways to move the 
ball as quickly as possible via the pass, 
especially to the weak side, where the 
shooting percentage should be higher.
Stretch the defense by squaring the •
floor.
On the pick-and-roll, the screener must •
separate from the pick.
The other four players on the floor •
must always be ready to help the ball 
handler.

Every player and coach is accountable to 
the offensive system—no exceptions. Good 
and bad days come and go during the course 
of a season, but a system and the commit-
ment to its success should never waiver. 
Trust in your system and make it work.
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6
Triangle Offense

Phil Jackson and Tex Winter

c h a p t e r

Tex and I have been coaching together 
since 1989, when I became head coach 

of the Chicago Bulls and he remained with 
the organization as an assistant. Tex is an 
original thinker about basketball and has 
played an invaluable role in establishing a 
system of play and coordinating our efforts 
on the offensive end of the court.

This system is much more than a series 
of plays—it’s a philosophy, a consistent way 
of thinking and executing that kicks in each 
time we gain possession of the ball. In the 
transition from defense to offense, players 
move in a natural, purposeful flow so that 
we’re in position and rhythm when we bring 
the ball into the half-court.

Over the years, this style of play has been 
called the triangle offense, the triple-post 
offense, and the sideline triangle offense. 
Tex doesn’t claim to have invented it, but 
he has mastered teaching it and instituting 
it, not simply as a sequence of movements 
but rather a set of concepts and rules that 
guides an offensive attack.

To describe it, we would say this offense 
is a sideline triangle on one side of the court 
and a two-man game on the other side, in 
which the offensive options are dictated by 
the positioning and reactions of the defend-
ers. But it really isn’t all that complex. In 
fact, the triangle—the label we’ll use for 
brevity’s sake—is an offensive system that 
can be applied to all levels of competition.

It is old-school basketball in that it’s 
founded on the basics: exact court spacing, 
execution of fundamentals, and constant 

movement of ball and players based on 
certain rules. Winning requires a five-man 
coordinated effort, and we get that when we 
get our teams to run it properly.

The primary misconception about the 
offense is that it is designed around a gifted 
player. Yes, Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippen, 
Shaquille O’Neal, and Kobe Bryant have 
thrived in the system, but those four all-time 
greats would excel and score in any system. 
What the triangle really does is help players 
who aren’t so gifted contribute to a team’s 
success at the offensive end. The system, or 
method of play, as Coach Winter likes to call 
it, uniquely offers an offense the option to 
play unselfishly as a unit while still allow-
ing players creative individuality in their 
offensive decisions.

The triangle offense requires players to be 
self-reliant and in control of their game. The 
system provides a framework that frees both 
the athletes on the court and the coach on 
the sideline from having to call a particular 
play or isolation on numerous occasions 
during a game. I do not want to, nor is it best 
to, dictate how a Michael Jordan or a Kobe 
Bryant applies his amazing scoring ability 
one possession after another.

I’m convinced that highly structured, non-
spontaneous basketball does not win cham-
pionships. My belief was, and is, that a team 
on the floor knows best what is going on and 
the players must be confident that they can 
read the defense and react accordingly. This 
style of play does, however, require players 
to be disciplined and willing to submit their 
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personal ambitions to the best interests of 
the group. This is essential for the system 
to achieve optimal results.

The system also runs better when players’ 
games are well-rounded, not one- or two-
dimensional. Complete players well-versed 
in fundamental movement, ball handling, 
screening, and shooting skills will perform 
the tasks demanded of them within the 
offense more effectively and consistently. 
Basketball played at its best is a reflexive 
sport, and I want my team to play a fluid, 
instinctive, complete game.

I rejected the idea of relying solely on a 
point guard to bring the ball up the court 
and make all the ball-handling decisions. 
Ultimately, a good defensive opponent will 
pressure and destroy a team with a single 
point-guard orientation. A two-guard offense 
allows players to share the ball handling and 
passing duties and prevents a defense from 
ganging up against one player out front.

Seven PrinciPleS  
of the Sound offenSe

An effective offense, to my way of thinking, 
features the following dimensions.

1. Penetration. Players must penetrate the 
defense, and the best way to do this is 
the fast break, because basketball is a 
full-court game, from baseline to base-
line.

2. Spacing. I am a fanatic about how 
players distribute themselves on the 
offensive end of the court. They must 
space themselves in a way that makes 
it most difficult to defend, trap, and 
help. Players must align a certain 
number of feet apart. In high school, 
I’d recommend 12 to 15 feet spacing, 
in college, 15 to18 feet, and in the NBA, 
15 to 20 feet. Proper spacing not only 
exposes individual defensive players’ 

Multidimensional players like Michael Jordan, Ron Harper, and Scottie Pippen, shown here back in the 1996 Finals, are 
perfectly suited to run the triangle offense.
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vulnerabilities, but also ensures that 
every time the defense tries to trap, an 
offensive player will be open.

3. Ball and player movements. Players must 
move, and must move the ball, with a 
purpose. Effective off-the-ball activity 
is much more important than most fans 
and players think because they’re so 
used to watching only the movement of 
the ball and the player in possession of 
it. But there is only one ball and there 
are five players, meaning most players 
will have the ball in their hands 20 
percent or less of the time the team is 
in possession of the ball.

4. Options for the ball handler. The more 
options a smart player has to attack 
a defender, the more successful that 
offensive player will be. When team-
mates are all moving to positions to free 
themselves (or another teammate with 
a pick), the ball handler’s choices are 
vastly increased.

5. Offensive rebounding and defensive bal-
ance. On all shots we take, players 
must go strong for the rebound while 
retaining court balance and awareness 
to prevent the opponent’s fast break.

6. Versatile positioning. The offense must 
offer to any player the chance to fill 
any spot on the court, independent of 
the player’s role. All positions should 
be interchangeable.

7. Use individual talents. It only makes 
sense for an offense to allow a team to 
take advantage of the skill sets of its 
best players. This doesn’t preclude the 
focus on team play that is emphasized 
in the six other principles, but it does 
acknowledge that some individuals 
have certain types and degrees of talent, 
and an offense should accentuate those 
assets. Michael Jordan taught me this.

Finally, I want the offense to flow from 
rebound to fast break, to quick offense, to a 
system of offense. The defenses in the NBA 

are so good because the players are so big, 
quick, and well coached. Add the pressure 
that the 24-second clock rule applies to the 
offense to find a good shot, and the defense 
gets even better.

The triangle offense has proven most 
effective, even against such obstacles, when 
players commit to and execute the system. 
The offense hinges on players attending to 
minute details in executing not just plays 
but also the fundamentals underlying the 
plays. Once players have mastered the indi-
vidual techniques required of their roles, 
we then integrate those individuals into a 
team. Once this is done, the foundation for 
a good offense is solidly in place. The team 
can then go on the court with the confidence 
and poise so essential to success.

This method of play is as old as basketball. 
The triangle set is adjustable to the person-
nel, but such adaptations can be made with-
out altering the essence of the offense. The 
only necessary adjustment from one season 
to the next involves tailoring the series of 
options based on each individual’s talents. 
Now Tex and I will present the triangle 
offense in detail, including some of those 
variations and options to optimize its use 
for specific teams.

court Symmetry
Proper spacing gives the ball handler ample 
room to respond to help and traps and 
also puts the onus on the defense to cover 
a larger area in which it can be attacked 
at more angles. So the offense starts in a 
symmetrical alignment of players, forming 
a triangle on both sides of the half-court 
(figure 6.1).

In the triangle offense, the role of the 
players is totally interchangeable. There’s no 
need for the guards, forwards, and centers 
to play only in their typical spots on the 
floor—the spots can be filled by any player. 
Once the spots are filled, the offense is run 
by where the ball is positioned on the court 
and by how the defense is moving.
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Spacing and ball movement are key elements of the offense’s effectiveness. With the ball in the low post here, if Shaq 
can’t make a scoring move, he can kick the ball out to Kobe at the top of the key or to the wing, or perhaps spot an open 
player on the weak side.

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.1_314368_Lineworks_R2
Figure 6.1 Proper spacing of the triangle on the half-
court.

line of dePloyment
One of the assets of the triangle offense is 
the chance to isolate the post and attack his 
defender. We want to talk now of the “line 
of deployment,” a basic concept. With this 

term we mean an imaginary line traced from 
the forward with the ball to the center in the 
low post, his defender, and the basket.

To play a standard defensive position 
between the center and the basket, the 
defender of the center must play behind 
him, as long as the center remains on the 
line of deployment (figure 6.2). But when 
being defended in this way, it’s easy for the 
forward to pass the ball to the center.

If the center’s defender wants to prevent 
an easy pass, he must overplay him, either 
on the baseline side or the high side, losing in 
this way his alignment with the center and the 
basket, so the forward can make a quick pass 
to the open side of the center. The center must 
master the technique of shaping up on the post, 
playing the line of deployment. After receiving 
the pass, the center can either shoot or pass 
out to a teammate in position to do something 
constructive with the ball (figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.2 The line of deployment.
 NBA_E3709_fig 6.2_314369_Lineworks_R2

Passing Principles

Before getting further into the offense, we 
want to emphasize one essential skill to make 
it work. Passing is underrated these days, but 
it’s the key to executing the triangle offense. 
Players must understand and adhere to the 
following principles when passing the ball.

Pass when the defender is three feet from • 
the ball or closer. The closer the defender 
covers the offensive player with the ball, 
the less time the defender has to react to 
the passer’s movement. This principle of 
good passing is violated more than any 
other.

See the passing lanes and the receiver, • 
but don’t stare at the target receiver. Use 
peripheral vision without making a blind 
pass.

Use fakes with a purpose without overfak-• 
ing. Purposeful fakes allow a passer to get 
the ball past an opponent based on how 
the defender reacts. The passer should 
keep poised and attuned to all passing 
lanes while executing fakes.

Eliminate all unnecessary movements.•  
Use quick wrist and finger action, short-
ening as much as possible the action of 
the pass.

Pass quickly to an open teammate,•  who 
will typically have no more than three 
seconds after he receives the ball to make 
a play. For every second under the three 
seconds it takes for the receiver of the pass 
to execute the play, the better basketball 
player he becomes. For every second over 
three seconds, the poorer he becomes. 
Moving the ball so quickly makes the 
defense adjust and might force them out of 
position, increasing the chances of passing 
lanes and scoring opportunities.

Pass the ball to a teammate’s open side•  is 
another rule often violated by the best play-
ers. The passer must have a view not only 
of his defender but also of the passing lane 
and the receiver’s defender. The receiver 
should help the passer by becoming a good 
target and keeping the defender from the 
passing lane with an effective seal-off.

Anticipate receiving the ball and be think-• 
ing ahead where (to what teammate and 
location) to throw the ball next. This is a 
skill the best players share. If players don’t 
have this ability, you need to build an 
offensive pattern that ensures the quick 
movement of the ball to keep the defense 
busy.

Figure 6.3 Stressing the line of deployment, we are 
successful in passing the ball to the post. NBA_E3709_fig 6.3_314370_Lineworks_R2
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By thoroughly indoctrinating the players 
on the line of deployment theory, we feel we 
have been successful in getting the ball to 
our center, and this has been true despite a 
concentrated effort by opponents to prevent 
the pass to the post.

Talented wing players like Kobe Bryant can use the triangle’s spacing to their advantage to drive past their man, draw 
defensive help, and then pass to an open teammate for a basket.

forming the Sideline 
triangle

Most offenses require an entry pass to start 
a play, but this is not the case with the tri-
angle offense. The triangle offense can be 
initiated with any of several pass options, 
depending on defensive adjustments and 
offensive strategies.
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First Pass (Strong-Side Fill)
Following are the options for the first pass, 
strong-side fill.

Guard to Wing
Outside cut.•	  The ball handler (1) drib-
bles in the pro lane, passes to the wing 
(3), cuts outside him, and goes to the 
corner, forming a triangle with 5 and 
3. Here we must again talk about spac-
ing—3 must set himself at a proper 
distance away from the sideline to let 
1 cut behind him (as well as to allow 
the other types of cuts, which we’ll 
explain soon).
Slice cut.•	  1 passes the ball to 3, moves 
toward him, and then cuts away and 
goes to the corner (figure 6.4).

Blur screen cut.•	  1 passes the ball to 3, 
cuts inside, brushes off the center (5), 
and moves to the corner.
Basket cut.•	  1 passes the ball to 3 and 
then cuts to the basket, coming off 5 
and moving to the corner (figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5 The strong-side fill: guard blur screen and 
basket cut.

Figure 6.4 The strong-side fill: guard outside and slice 
cut. NBA_E3709_fig 6.4_314371_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.5_314372_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.6_314373_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 6.6 The strong-side fill: 5 takes the weak-side 
wing and 4 takes the post.

On all the cuts of the strong-side guard 
(1), the other guard (2) moves to the middle 
of the floor for defensive balance and then 
plays two on two on the weak side.

Wing Dribble Entry
1 dribbles toward 3, which signals 3 to go 
to the basket and then to the corner; mean-
while, 5 moves to the high post, and 2 goes 
to the middle of the court. Then 4 cuts into 
the lane and takes the center position, while 
5 replaces 4 in the wing spot with a weak-
side cut (figure 6.6).
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Center Corner Fill
1 passes to 3; 5 goes to the corner; 4 •	
cuts, high or low, into the lane and 
replaces the center; and 2 cuts to the 
weak-side wing spot, replacing 4 (figure 
6.7). 1 moves to the top of the circle, 
and proper spacing is maintained.

Weak-Side Guard Fill
1 passes to 3; the weak-side guard (2) can 
then fill the corner in two ways (figure 
6.9):

with a basket speed cut, or•	

after a back-pick off the wing (4).•	

Figure 6.10 The weak-side fill: forward baseline or 
over-the-top cut. NBA_E3709_fig 6.10_314377_Lineworks_R4-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.7_314374_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.8_314375_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.9_314376_Lineworks_R4-alw
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Figure 6.7 The strong-side fill: 5 goes to the corner; 4 
replaces 5.

Figure 6.8 The strong-side fill: 5 goes to the corner; 1 
(or 2) replaces 5.

Figure 6.9 The weak-side fill: guard basket cut or 
through a screen by the weak-side wing.

Another option: 1 passes to 3, 5 goes •	
to the corner, and 1 (or 2, whichever is 
the better post player) replaces 5 in the 
post (figure 6.8).

First Pass (Weak-Side Fill)
Following are the options for the first pass, 
weak-side fill.

Weak-Side Forward Fill
1 passes to 3; 4 makes a baseline or over-
the-top cut and fills the corner; 2 replaces 4 
in the wing position (figure 6.10). Note that 
the court is once again balanced.
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Figure 6.11 The first look: pass to the center; the 
second look: pass to the weak-side guard; the third look: 
pass to the weak-side wing stepping on the backdoor; 
and the fourth look: pass to the strong-side guard in the 
corner.

Figure 6.12 Setting the sideline triangle: pass to the 
center. 1 passes to 3 and goes to the corner.

Figure 6.13 The split speed cuts of 3 and 1.

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.11_314378_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.12_314379_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.13_314380_Lineworks_R2

Second Pass
After we form the triangle on the strong 
side of the court, four passes could become 
available for the strong-side wing. We call 
these four passing options “second pass” 
because they’re made after the first pass 
to the wing position, which initiates the 
offense. There are four spots on the court 
where these passes could be directed, and 
each of these spots offers a multitude of 
offensive options.

Assuming that 1 passes to 3 and then fills 
the corner, 3 reads the defense and takes the 
following looks to pass (figure 6.11):

First look: to the center (5).
Second look: to the weak-side guard (2) 

at the middle of the half-court at the 
top of the circle.

Third look: to the weak-side wing (4) on 
the backdoor step.

Fourth look: to the strong-side guard (1) 
in the corner.

First Look: Pass to the Center
We’ll now show one of the simplest options 
of this offense; it’s as old as basketball, but 
still quite effective. It’s called split cuts or 
split the post or sometimes post cuts. The 
play starts with the entry pass from 1 to 3 
and 1’s outside cut to the corner to form the 
sideline triangle, while 2 goes to the middle 
of the court (figure 6.12).

Option 1. 3 passes to 5, makes a fake to cut 
inside the lane, and then cuts on the baseline 
side of 5 while 1 cuts as close as possible 
behind 3. The passer is the first cutter and 
cuts to the side of the teammate he is trying 
to free (5) (figure 6.13).
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3 can also make a change-of-pace cut and 
attempt a screen for 1 (figure 6.14). 2 spots up 
opposite to the ball at the fan spot, and 4 gets 
near the lane for the rebound. After the pass 
to the post (5), 3 can also start a speed cut and 
then screen for 2 (figure 6.15). 3 might also 
make a speed cut and then screen for 4, while 
1 speed cuts on the baseline (figure 6.16).

Figure 6.18 1 speed cuts, and 3 over-the-top speed 
cuts. 4 works behind his defensive man, moves out of 
his vision, and freezes in the deep basket area for a pass 
or rebound.

 NBA_E3709_fig 6.18_314385_Lineworks_R2

Figure 6.16 A speed cut by 3 and a screen for 4.

Figure 6.17 5 can make a fan pass to 2 at the garden 
spot.
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Figure 6.14 3 can also screen for 1.

Figure 6.15 A speed cut and then a screen of 3 for 2.

The post (5) can also kick the ball off to 
2, who has spotted up on the weak side at 
the fan spot, also called the garden spot 
because it’s a nice and open spot on a court 
for shooting if the defensive man attempts 
to double team the center (figure 6.17).

Option 2. 3 passes the ball to 5; 1 speed 
cuts to the baseline and, if open, receives a 
drop pass from 5; 3 makes an over-the-top 
speed cut (we call this an action zone speed 
cut). Meanwhile, on the pass from 3 to 5, 
2 spots up at the garden spot to receive the 
ball from 5, and 4 cuts behind the defense 
to the freeze spot (figure 6.18). The freeze 
spot is a point on the court where he keeps 
his defender busy while waiting for a pos-
sible screen.
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If 1, 2, or 3 aren’t open, 1 continues his 
cut, rubs off 4’s screen, and moves out for 
defensive balance, while 3 cuts into the 
lane and screens for 4 (screen-the-screener 
action) and 2 replaces 3 (figure 6.19). 4 pops 
out to the free-throw area and receives the 
ball from 5, or, if 4 is not free, 5 can also pass 
to 3, who has rolled to the basket after the 
screen. If he has no other choice, 5 can pass 
to 2. If 3 doesn’t receive from 5, he fills the 
corner on the weak side (figure 6.20).

2 passes to 4 (or can pass back to 5) and 
then moves to the top of the circle. If 4 is not 
free for a shot, he passes to 1 and then cuts 

Option 3. After the pass to 5, 3 makes a 
rebound screen cut (starting to cut as if going 
to the rebound in the lane, but instead going 
to screen), while 1 step fakes on the baseline 
to set the defender up and cuts off 3’s screen 
to a position in front of 5; 2 and 4 spot up 
opposite to the ball (figure 6.22). 5 passes the 
ball to 2 or 4, whichever one is open.

Figure 6.19 3 screens for 4 with screen-the-screener 
action.

Figure 6.20 All the passing options of 5.

Figure 6.21 With no solution, we create a new triangle 
on the other side of the floor and are ready to continue 
with continuity.

Figure 6.22 3 passes to 5 and then rebound screen 
cuts. 3 will make a basket cut if he has a direct line to the 
basket or will step back or out if the defense gets caught 
behind the center.
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to the low-post position, while 5 takes the 
weak-side wing spot (figure 6.21). Now we 
have formed the triangle on the other side of 
the floor, and we can restart our offense. As 
we like to say, “We are always in our offense 
and ready to operate!”
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If neither 2 nor 4 is open, 1 continues to 
the free-throw line area, where he can cut 
into the lane, screen for 2, who has come 
back to the ball, and then roll to the basket 
or pop out after the screen (figure 6.23). 5 
can pass to 1, 2, or 3, who, after setting the 
screen, pops out in the corner.

If 5 is not open on his duck into the lane, 
3, after the pass to 2, runs a rebound screen 
cut, while 1 step fakes on the baseline to set 
the defender up and cuts off 3’s screen on 
the way back to defensive balance. 2 can 
pass to 1 if he’s open (figure 6.25). 4 fakes a 
cut and comes back, as does 5. This action 
keeps the defense occupied off the ball.

Figure 6.26 2 passes (or dribble weaves) to 1.
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Figure 6.23 The options of 1 and the passing choices 
of 5.

Figure 6.24 3 can pass to the weak-side guard at the 
top of the circle if open as the result of a sagging or dou-
bling defense.

Figure 6.25 3 makes a rebound screen cut.
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Second Look: Pass to the Weak-Side 
Guard on Top of the Circle
Option 1. If 5 is not open, 3 can pass to 2 at 
the top of the circle; if 2 is open, 2 can shoot 
as the first option, or pass to 5, who ducks 
into the lane (figure 6.24).

2 can pass to 1 if he’s open, or, if the 
defense is sagging, can dribble weave the 
ball to 1. 2 passes to 1 on the dribble inter-
change, at about the midpoint, or 2 passes 
up to 1 and 1 passes to 3, who has stepped 
back into the corner after the screen (figure 
6.26). 4 reverses back to the basket area as 
the dribble-weave action takes place to get 
into rebounding position, and 5 posts deep 
or rebounds if a shot goes up.
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Option 2. We call this play pinch post action. 
4 starts to pop out to the ball when 2 receives 
the ball from 3, but 4 is overplayed, so he 
reverses to the basket (in a backdoor cut) to 
receive an over-the-top pass from 2; mean-
while, 1 gets back for defensive balance, 
and 5 keeps his defender busy, moving in 
and out of the lane ready to rebound or 
freeze at the basket for a pass (figure 6.27). 
2 passes to 4.

Figure 6.27 Pinch post action: a backdoor cut by 4.

Figure 6.28 The two-man play between 2 and 4.

Figure 6.29 2’s passing options after the drive to the 
basket.
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steps back to the corner, 1 moves back for 
defensive balance, and 5 keeps his defender 
busy and then freezes for a second at the 
block.

2 drives to the basket, and 4 reverse 
pivots with the pass—he opens up to the 
ball, reads the defense, and reacts accord-
ingly. If there’s a direct line to the basket, 
he dive cuts to the basket and receives a 
return pass from 2. If 2 is double teamed, 
4 opens up to the ball with a reverse pivot 
and holds for a return pass from 2 (figure 
6.29). 5 freezes at the block, ready to 
receive a possible pass from 2, and 3 spots 
up for a possible kickoff pass or cuts to the 
front of the rim for a pass or to go after a 
rebound.

If 4 can’t receive on the back door, he 
pops out to the high-side post area at the 
elbow and receives the ball from 2, who 
speed cuts off 4 and receives the ball back 
via a short flip pass off 4’s front hip (figure 
6.28). 2 must have his hands in a ready posi-
tion to catch the ball on the two-man play, 
while 3 screens for 1. After the screen, 3 
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reverse pivots and reads the defense, stay-
ing behind the ball or diving to the basket, 
ready to receive a pass from 2 if 4’s defender 
drops to cover 2.
Option 2. 3 passes to 4, who has flashed to 
the elbow on the ball-side high post, and 2 
makes a backdoor speed cut to the basket. If 
2 is not open, he cuts into the corner, and 3 
cuts right after him to receive a pass from 4 
(figure 6.32). 3 can drive to the basket for a 
layup, or he can drive and kick off to 5 on the 
block, or to 2, who spots up in the corner.

Figure 6.31 2’s options on the drive to the basket.
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Figure 6.32 3 receives the ball and drives to the basket, 
or he kicks off to 5 or 2.
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Figure 6.33 The dribble weave or pass from 4 to 1.

3, after making the pass to 4, runs a 
rebound screen cut, while 1 step fakes to 
the baseline and comes off the screen of 
3. 1 gets back for defensive balance, and 3 
reads the play and prepares for the rebound 
off the front of the rim. 5 freezes at the 
block and anticipates a possible pass from 
2, in case his defender switches to help 2’s 
defender on the drive (figure 6.31). 4 then 

If 2 is not open and 3 can’t receive the 
ball, 4 dribble weaves to 1 coming out of 
the corner, or passes to him on the step back 
to the corner (figure 6.33). If 1 receives the 
ball on the dribble weave, he drives straight 
to the basket, or he can take a jump shot or 

Third Look: Pass to the Weak-Side 
Wing on the Backdoor Step
Option 1. 3 passes to 4, who has flashed to 
the elbow on the ball-side high post, and 2 
makes a backdoor speed cut to the basket. If 
2’s head and shoulders are by his defender, 
4 makes a quick drop pass to 2 (figure 6.30). 
2 should reach ahead for the ball, catching 
it knee-high.

Figure 6.30 3 passes to 4; 2 makes a backdoor speed 
cut, receives, and drives to the basket. NBA_E3709_fig 6.30_314397_Lineworks_R2
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make a fan pass to 2 or 3, spotted up at the 
wing and in the corner, while 5 flashes to 
the low post from the other side of the floor 
(figure 6.34).

If nothing happens with the pass to 2, we 
have formed a triangle on the other side of 
the court with 2, 5, and 3, with 1 at the top 
of the lane and 4 on the weak-side wing spot, 
and we create continuity in our offense.

Fourth Look: Pass to the  
Strong-Side Guard in the Corner
3 passes to 1 in the corner, and 1 looks at 
the basket with a threat to shoot. After the 
pass, 3 makes a banana cut to the basket and 
can try to receive the ball, while 5 gets to 
the high post at the ball-side elbow (figure 
6.35).

Figure 6.34 1’s options for driving to the basket.

Figure 6.35 The fourth look: pass to the strong-side 
guard.

Figure 6.36 The screen and roll on the ball of 5 for 1.

Figure 6.37 1’s options, and the triangle on the other 
side of the court.
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Right after 3’s cut, 5 screens and rolls on 
1, who drives to the top of the key, where he 
can pass to 5 on the roll; 3 continues his cut 
and is screened by 4 on the weak side (figure 
6.36); 2 fans away as 1 dribbles out of the 
corner, spotting up opposite to the ball.

1 can shoot or drive to the basket or pass 
to 2, who has spotted up (figure 6.37). 1 
can also pass to 4 or 5 if there’s help on 
the basket penetration. If nothing happens, 
we have formed the triangle on the other 
side with 3, 4, and 2, while 5 becomes the 
weak-side wing and 1 sets up at the top of 
the lane.
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Solo cut SerieS of oPtionS
After 1’s pass to 3, instead of cutting to 
the corner to create the triangle, 1 makes 
a speed cut to receive the ball at the free-
throw line area or under the basket, if he’s 
free (figure 6.38). 4 moves to 15 to 18 feet 
from the basket and holds; 2 gets to the top 
of the circle and holds.

As 3 cuts by 5, 5 has a cleared area for 
a shot, and 2 works behind the sweet spot. 
3, if he doesn’t receive the ball on the cut, 
screens for 4, who can come high to the 
free-throw line area or cut to the basket to 
receive the ball from 5 (figure 6.40). 5 can 
instead pass to 2.

Figure 6.38 The solo cut series of options: 1 passes to 
3 and speed cuts.

Figure 6.39 3 passes to 5 and makes a solo cut behind 
or over the top of 5.

Figure 6.40 3 screens high or low for 4, and 5 has 
passing options.

Figure 6.41 If 2 receives the ball, he has several pass-
ing options.
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3 gets into triple-threat position and looks 
to the post (5) for a pass. 1 holds position in 
the corner opposite the ball. 3 passes to 5 and 
makes what we call a solo cut to either side of 
5 (figure 6.39). 2 spots up on the garden spot, 
away from the ball, while 4 screens down for 
1, and 1 pops out in the corner.

Let’s now assume that 3 can’t pass to 5. 3 
then passes to 2 at the top of the circle and 
then makes a rub cut off 5, while 5 steps up 
to pinch post off 3’s cut. On the weak side, 
4 screens for 1, who can pop out flat to the 
corner, or out and up. 2 has several options 
for passing (figure 6.41): He can pass to 3, 1, 
or 4, who has rolled to the basket after the 
screen for 1, or to 5 on the pinch post.
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PreSSure releaSeS
We must be able to overcome the problem 
of the defense, which puts a lot of pressure 
on our offensive players. Here we’ll show 
methods of pressure releases and penetrat-
ing the front-line defense.

Moment of Truth
Following are some terms we use: We define 
“moment of truth” as the position of 3, the 
wing in front of the defensive player defend-
ing the ball. 1 is ready to pass the ball to the 
wing (3) as he reaches the moment of truth, 
and 3 must coordinate his pop-out so he can 
receive the ball at the wing position as 1 
reaches the moment of truth (figure 6.42).

Figure 6.42 The moment of truth is when the wing 
on the ball side pops out to receive the ball when 1, 
the guard, picks up his dribble three feet in front of his 
defensive man.

Figure 6.43 The line of truth is the imaginary line three 
feet in front of the ball handler’s defender.

Figure 6.44 The lag principle: if 3 is not open, the other 
guard (2) steps behind the line of truth as a pressure-
release player. 1 executes a lag pass. Since the ball 
has not penetrated the front line of defense, we do not 
number this pass.
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Lag Principle
If 1 reaches the moment of truth and 3 is 
not open on the pop out, we apply the “lag 
principle,” a guard-to-guard pass. 1 passes 
to 2 as 2 lags behind the line of truth, by 
three feet or more, as a safety valve. Then 
2 passes to 4 as he pops out to receive the 
ball (figure 6.44). All three players involved 
in these two quick passes must coordinate 
their moves and timing for a successful wing 
entry—much dribbling is required to execute 
these actions properly.

Therefore, we call the line of truth the 
imaginary line across the floor three feet in 
front of the defensive player guarding the 
ball handler (figure 6.43).
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Blind Pig Action
If 2, the player who should receive the lag 
pass, is overplayed, 4 flashes to the top of 
the lane, 1 passes quickly to 4, 2 speed cuts 
down the back side for a backdoor cut, and 
if he’s open receives a drop pass on the cut 
to the basket (figure 6.45).

If 1 is not open on the cut, he continues 
to the basket area and then steps out, looks 
for a late pass from 4, and holds position. 4 
then drives to the other side of the court for 
a dribble weave and meets 2 coming off the 
down screen set by 3 (figure 6.47). After the 
pass, 4 has centered the court and can oper-
ate on either side. 4 can also pass directly to 
2, who has popped out to the corner after 
3’s screen and fills the wing spot to form 
the triangle.

Figure 6.45 Blind pig action—if 2 is overplayed, 4 
flashes to the high post, receives from 1, and passes to 
2.
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Figure 6.46 If 2 is not open, he continues the cut, and 
1 cuts over the top.

Figure 6.47 With no possible pass to the cutters, 4 
drives on the other side of the court and makes a hand-
off pass to 2.

Figure 6.48 4 passes to 3 and then screens for 1; in 
this case, 2 pops out and we form the triangle.
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If 2 is not open, he continues the cut to 
the weak side freeze spot, and 1 cuts over 
the top of 4 and receives the ball from 
him (figure 6.46). 1 drives to the basket or 
dribbles onto the operating spot, on the wing 
or in the corner.

Options for 4: 4 can pass to 3 and, instead 
of screening for him, screen down for 1, 
who moves to the top of the floor (figure 
6.48). 2 holds the freeze position and reads 
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Figure 6.49 4 passes to 1 and sets a screen for him.

the action, while 3 holds the wing position, 
instead screening down for 2. If 4 goes away 
to screen for 1, 2 pops out to the corner area 
and a sideline triangle is formed by 3, 5, and 
2. 4 can also pass to 1 and set a screen for 
him (figure 6.49).

If no teammate is open, we can form the 
sideline triangle with 3, 5, and 2. 1 can pass 
to 3 and then get to the top of the circle; 4 
can go to the wing spot.

After the blind pig (see figure 6.45) and 
2’s cut, 4, with the ball at the top of the 
circle, passes it back to 1 and then goes away 
(figure 6.51).

Figure 6.50 1 has different passing and shooting 
options.

Figure 6.51 4 passes the ball back to 1 and goes 
away.

Figure 6.52 2 receives a staggered screen set by 3 and 
4; 1 plays one on one on one side of the court.
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1 has the following options (figure 6.50):

Make a drop pass to 4 on 4’s roll to the •	
basket (screen-and-roll two-man play).
Drive right to the basket.•	

Penetrate to clear for a jump shot.•	

Penetrate and pass the ball to 5 on the •	
block; to 3, who’s holding on the weak 
side; or to 2 in the corner spot.

4 sets a second screen (a staggered screen) 
for 2, who has come out of the lane and has 
received a first screen from 3. 1 is isolated 
on one side of the court and can play one 
on one, while 2, if not open for a shot, has 
come off the screens set by 3 and 4 and is 
back in the center of the court for defensive 
balance (figure 6.52).
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If 1 can’t beat his defender to the basket, 
he can pass the ball off to one of his four 
teammates, who have spaced out on the 
weak side (figure 6.53). Again, we form the 
sideline triangle with 4, 5, and 3, while 2 
sets himself up at the top of the circle and 
1 at the weak-side wing.

After setting the screen for 1, 4 sets a side 
screen for 3, who drives around 4 to the lane 
(we call this action wing screen and roll). 1 
spots up in the corner or at the wing spot, or 
comes back for a dribble weave interchange 
with 3. After the screen for 3, 4 screens for 
a third time, now in the corner for 2, who 
comes up for defensive balance (figure 6.55). 
5 freezes in the weak-side post area.

After the screen, 4 continues to the weak-
side rebound position, and 3 posts down 
after the kickoff pass to 1 (figure 6.56). 5 
sets himself in the lane to possibly rebound 
a shot by 1.

Figure 6.53 1 has several passing options.

Figure 6.54 The wing entry on the blind pig: 1 passes 
to 3, and 4 back screens for 1 into the cleared area.

Figure 6.55 The two consecutive screens of 4 for 3 and 
then for 2.

Figure 6.56 4 and 5 set themselves for a possible 
rebound.
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Wing Entry on the Blind Pig
4 has flashed to the top of the circle, and 2 
speed cuts into the lane and continues to 
the corner. But this time 1 can’t pass to 4, 
so he passes to 3, and then 1 receives a back 
screen from 4. 1 speed cuts, and 3 looks for a 
high over-the-top pass to 1 (figure 6.54). Note 
that the right side of the court is clear.
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Figure 6.57 If there is no pass for 2, 2 cuts first, 4 cuts 
second, and 1 cuts third after the pass to 4.

Figure 6.58 The wing reverse: 1 can also pass to 5 and 
screen for 2, while 5 can pass to 3 on the backdoor.

Figure 6.59 5 can pass to 2, 3, or 1, who steps back 
after setting the screen. NBA_E3709_fig 6.57_314424_Lineworks_R3-alw
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If 2 is overplayed or has violated the lag 
principle, 2 cuts first and 4 cuts second, 
right off 2’s tail (we call this a blur screen). 4 
receives the ball from 1, 1 speed cuts off the 
back side of 4. 3 screens for 2, who comes 
up for defensive balance. 1 can also make a 
high pass to 2 if open (figure 6.57).

Wing reverSe
If 1 can’t pass to 2 or 3, he can pass to 5, who 
has flashed to the high-post position at the 
elbow on the ball side, as usual, respecting 
the spacing of his teammates. 3, on the pass 
to the high post (5), cuts backdoor (we call 
this action wing reverse). 5 drop passes the 
ball to 3, if 3 is head and shoulders past his 
defender (figure 6.58).

If 3 can’t receive the ball on the cut, 1 
screens on 2 (we call this action “guard 
squeeze action”). 2 cuts off 1’s screen to a 
position three feet in front of 5, and 5 passes 
the ball to 2, if open. After the screen, 1 rolls 
to the free-throw area and can receive the 
ball from 5 (figure 6.59).

final PointS
Winning basketball is a matter of fundamen-
tals and details, but you also need a tough 
attitude to reach the top. Players are now 
quicker and bigger than in the past, but this 
system of play, based on fundamentals, has 
proven effective for nearly 60 years. The 
system helped win college games in the 1960s 
and 1970s, and helped win games in the NBA 
during two different periods—first with the 
Bulls of Jordan and Pippen’s time, and second 
with the Lakers of Bryant and O’Neal’s time. 
In short, the triangle offense has proven to be 
ageless and tremendously effective. We hope 
this chapter gives you insight into basketball 
at a deeper level. This style of play takes bas-
ketball back to a teaching level and, at the 
same time, liberates players to elevate their 
skills at both an individual and team level. 
We solicit your attention to the details of the 
fundamental skills as the necessary tools to 
carry out the triangle offense. Always remem-
ber, “It’s the execution that counts.”
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7
Princeton Offense

Eddie Jordan and Pete Carril

c h a p t e r

Offensive basketball is comprised of 
five elements: cutting, passing, drib-

bling, screening, and shooting. The aim of 
our offensive attack is to have five play-
ers working together using each of those 
elements at the proper time, in the most 
effective manner, as the game situation 
dictates. These are the premises on which 
the Princeton offense, or high-post offense, 
was founded.

At Princeton University in 1967, we 
adopted an offensive system based on back-
door cuts, screens, and a great deal of move-
ment without the ball. What appealed to us 
about this style of play was that it involved, 
indeed relied on, the efforts of five players, 
not just one or two. The offense also was 
very flexible and unpredictable and could 
be started in many ways.

The basic idea is to spread out the court 
with a high formation, keeping players 
above the free-throw area extended except 
when they cut to the basket. All five players 
are in constant motion, reading reactions 
of the defenders and determining the best 
manner of attack. This prevents the defense 
from providing weak-side help and leaves it 
vulnerable in many ways. A common result 
is that the defense tires over the course of a 
game, and we try to take great advantage of 
that extra step gained by the offense.

And we don’t look for just any shot. We 
want shots to come within the flow of play-
ers’ movements, with little or no defensive 
pressure, and well within the shooter’s high-
percentage range.

Offensive fundamentals
The offense is successful only when players 
execute with patience, poise, and unselfish-
ness. Each offensive player must blend with 
his four teammates and share a mind-set 
and complementary skills to form a cohe-
sive attack with multiple options. For this 
to happen, every player must be sound in 
all offensive fundamentals.

Cutting
Most of the time, the defender dictates 
to the offensive player which direction to 
cut. Is the defender denying the ball from 
being passed to a player? If so, the offensive 
player makes a backdoor cut, faking a move 
toward the ball or away from the basket and 
then quickly cutting behind the defender to 
create an opening through which the ball 
handler can pass. If the defender is playing 
below or slightly off the player he’s guard-
ing, the offensive player makes a high cut 
to receive the pass.

When cutting in any offense, players 
must be aware of what their teammates 
are doing and try to anticipate the cuts and 
moves they’ll be making. If all four team-
mates without the ball make a basket cut or 
backdoor cut at the same time, a traffic jam 
is produced in the lane area, with no player 
open to receive a pass. For cuts to be effec-
tive, they must be executed with good court 
awareness and familiarity with teammates’ 
tendencies on the offensive end.
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Finally, when an offensive player starts 
any type of cut, that cut should be completed 
so that the passer can anticipate where the 
player will be and deliver the ball with 
accuracy. So, even if a defender recovers to 
prevent a back cut from being successful, the 
offensive player should maintain the conti-
nuity of movement he initiated in case the 
ball handler has committed to the pass. If he 
stops in midcut to the basket and his team-
mate passes the ball to where it appeared he 
was moving, a sure turnover results.

Passing
No other facet of the game fosters offensive 
teamwork like quick, accurate, and unself-
ish passing. Conversely, a team riddled with 
players who dribble with no purpose and 
shoot low-percentage shots when they have 
the ball is sure to be dysfunctional.

Great passers have tremendous basketball 
instincts. They can see the play unfolding 
even at its initial stages and deliver the ball 
to the right spot at the right time with the 
right touch. The best pass isn’t made when 
it’s one of the few options left for the ball 
handler. Rather, productive passes are those 
that achieve a specific aim on the offense.

Not every great pass is an assist. Often it’s 
the pass that leads to the assist that’s more 
important to the score. Hockey rewards 
assists on such passes, and most basketball 
coaches value them similarly.

Passing becomes contagious when all 
players on a team accept the notion that 
the objective of an offense is to get the best 
possible shot on each possession. Even the 
best scorers on the team must subscribe to 
this approach. Remember that the quality 
of passing determines an offense’s quality 
of shots.

Dribbling
We want all five players on offense to be 
able to dribble, but we also want each one 
of them to use the dribble in a selective and 
savvy manner. Too much dribbling is non-

productive and actually stalls an offense. We 
ask our players to have a purpose in mind 
before putting the ball on the floor.

The dribble can be an effective way to 
create or maintain proper offensive spacing. 
A short dribble can create a better passing 
angle to a teammate. Dribbling is also one 
(but not the best) way to reverse the ball 
to the other side of the court. And just the 
threat of the dribble to the basket should 
prevent the ball handler’s defender from 
guarding too close for fear of getting beat 
for an open shot or layup.

Caron Butler rises for a jumper but sees an open team-
mate with an even better shot and passes the ball for an 
assist.
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Screening
Screens are essential for the long-term effec-
tiveness of an offense. The best basketball 
programs have always used screens as a 
crucial part of their offensive attacks, even 
when isolations, one-on-one moves, and 
quick-shooting fast breaks became popular 
for a while.

Screening encourages teamwork and flow 
and serves to gain a specific advantage over 
the defense. For example, a screen on the 
defender of a particularly good shooter can 
provide that shooter the space he needs to 
drill a three-pointer. A screen across the 
lane on a post defender can open up a big 
man to receive a pass near the hoop for an 
easy basket.

Screening technique is important because 
ineffective screens contribute nothing to an 
offense and can actually diminish offensive 
flow through wasted time and movement 
and unnecessary fouls. A screen is not 
simply a matter of bumping and pushing a 

defender to help a teammate get open. In 
fact, good screening is an art.

Basketball is a precise sport, and screens 
must be executed with the same precision 
as a pass or a shot. Timing between the 
screener and the screened player is key. 
The screener must also determine the best 
angle at which to approach the defender, 
both to prevent the defender from fighting 
over the screen and to give his teammate 
an opportunity to get open to receive, pass, 
drive, or shoot the ball.

Shooting
As in passing and cutting, when a player 
decides to shoot he must do so, because the 
worst thing in shooting is indecisiveness. We 
want our players to shoot without unneces-
sary dribbling. Too much dribbling tends to 
make teammates stand around and watch 
the ball handler rather than continuing to 
move to get free for an open shot.

Rules

To the untrained eye, the Princeton offense 
may seem a bit helter-skelter, with players 
moving all about the court in no apparent pat-
tern. And though part of the offense’s success 
stems from its lack of structure and its unpre-
dictability, players certainly have a number of 
rules to follow in executing it.

If an offensive player without the ball is • 
loosely guarded, the player can come 
toward the ball to receive a pass or direct 
handoff. This can be a good start to an 
offensive possession and is an effective 
way to make the defense move in order to 
see what openings might develop.

Proper spacing is a must for every offense, • 
but particularly for the Princeton offense. 
Because all five players are involved, they 
must keep proper spacing with teammates. 
Maintaining proper spacing creates oppor-
tunities for one-on-one situations as well 
as driving and drifting actions.

When a player is guarded too closely, over-• 
played, or guarded by a defender who’s 
watching the ball, the offensive player 
makes a backdoor cut. After one or two 
successful backdoor cuts, the defender will 
guard the offensive player less aggressively. 
The concept here is for offensive players 
without the ball to move away from defen-
sive pressure; they don’t stand stationary 
or try to fight the pressure.

The ball handler should use a one-hand • 
pass, usually a bounce pass, off the dribble 
when passing to a teammate cutting back-
door. The one-hand pass is quicker, and 
defenders are less likely to see it coming.

Players must not decide in advance what • 
to do but instead react to the movements 
of the defense. They must continually read 
the situation on the court.
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Taking and making good shots from the 
perimeter forces defenders to come out, 
and a defense that is spread across the court 
is much more vulnerable; it even makes 
smaller and slower offensive players seem 
taller and faster.

Players should only take shots they know 
they can make. Every player in the offense 
must have a keen sense of his individual 
aptitude in this regard. Indeed, knowing 
when not to shoot is just as important as 
knowing when to do so.

initial set
The initial set is a 2-3 alignment with two 
guards, two wings, and one high post (figure 
7.1). When playing with a high post, you 
need a player in this position who’s able to 

pass, dribble, and shoot, because he’s like a 
big point guard. The offense is designed in 
such a way that it’s possible to start the play 
on either side of the floor using different 
entries, either with a pass or dribble.

When run effectively, the offense will yield open backdoor scoring opportunities, such as the one Antawn Jamison has 
here.

Figure 7.1 A possible initial set: a 2-3 alignment.
 NBA_E3709_fig 7.1_314427_Lineworks_R2
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Pass to High Post and Guards Cut or 
Exchange. If 1 can’t pass to 3, the wing, 
or reverse the ball to 2 because both are 
overplayed, he passes to 5, the high post, 
who has flashed to the free-throw area. 1 
and 2 cut and go to the low-post positions 
on the same side as the cuts, while the two 
wings (3 and 4) replace the guards (figure 
7.4). After the entry pass to the high post 
(5), 1 and 2 can exchange positions with the 
wings (3 and 4).

Figure 7.2 Another possible set: a 3-2.

Figure 7.3 A third possible set: four outside and one 
inside.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.2_314428_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.3_314429_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.4 The entry pass to the post; guards cut to 
the low post.

Figure 7.5 The entry: dribble clear.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.4_314430_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.5_314431_Lineworks_R3-alw

From this set the offense can evolve to 
three players out and two inside at the low-
post (figure 7.2) or to four players on the 
perimeter and one at the low post (figure 
7.3). None of these sets is permanent but is 
constantly changing.

Pass
Pass to the Wing. This is the easiest way to 
start the offense, but not the most common 
because many times the wings are over-
played. 1 is the ball handler in this example, 
but it could also be the off guard, 2. 1 passes 
to 3, the wing on his side. 1 can then cut 
to the same side as the ball or to the other 
side of the court.

Dribble
Dribble Clear. If none of the other four team-
mates is free, 1 begins the play by dribbling 
toward one of the wings, a signal for the wing to 
clear out and cut backdoor to the basket, or else 
post down low (figure 7.5). 1 dribbles toward 
3, who clears out and cuts to the basket.
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Dribble Weave. Another way to beat an 
aggressive defense that prevents the direct 
pass is to make a dribble weave. 1 dribbles 
toward 3 and then makes a short kickoff pass 
(or, if possible, a hand-off pass) to 3 if the 
defense plays loose; 2 and 4 can exchange 
positions (figure 7.6).

Figure 7.8 The entry: midscreen on the ball.

Figure 7.9 The entry: midscreen on the ball and reverse 
dribble.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.8_314434_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.9_314435_Lineworks_R2

Screen
Midscreen on the Ball. 1 can also use a mid-
screen set by 5 as an entry on the offense 
(figure 7.8). 2, who is overplayed by his 
defender, cuts into the lane as soon as he sees 
5’s screen on 1 and goes to the opposite corner; 
4 and 3 come high, and 1 passes to 3.

Figure 7.6 The entry: dribble weave.

Figure 7.7 The entry: reverse dribble.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.6_314432_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.7_314433_Lineworks_R2

Reverse Dribble. The ball handler (1) can also 
dribble in one direction, make a reverse drib-
ble, and then pass the ball to the wing (4), who 
has exchanged positions with 2 (figure 7.7). 1 
can also pass to the post (5), who has popped 
out to the free-throw lane to get free.

Midscreen on the Ball and Reverse Dribble.
1 receives a midscreen from 5 but can’t pass 
to 3 because he’s overplayed, so he makes 
a reverse dribble and passes to 2, who has 
come off the down screen of 4 (figure 7.9).
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Midscreen on the Ball and Dribble Weave.
1 receives a midscreen from 5 and dribbles 
toward the wing (3), but 3 is overplayed, 
so 1 makes a dribble weave with him for a 
short kickoff pass or a hand-off pass, while 
2 and 4 come up (figure 7.10).

BackdOOr cut
A trademark of the Princeton offense is 
the backdoor cut, one of the most basic 
and best ways of playing without the ball 
to beat an overaggressive defender. Players 
don’t need to fight the defender; rather, 
they run away from the pressure. The word 
“backdoor” describes exactly how this cut 
is done, but to use the move most effec-
tively you need players who can make the 
pass to the cutter with proper timing and 
technique, usually via a one-hand bounce 
pass. All players on the offense must master 
the backdoor cut, whether they’re post or 
perimeter players.

We’ll now describe some situations for 
using the backdoor cut. The backdoor cut 
can be a pressure releaser, and it’s also used 
to get a player the ball on his way to the 
basket when his defender has lost sight of 
him or of the ball.

Figure 7.10 The entry: midscreen on the ball and drib-
ble weave. NBA_E3709_fig 7.10_314436_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.11 The backdoor cut by the wing.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.11_314437_Lineworks_R2

A key point to the backdoor cut is good 
timing between the cutter and the passer. 
The cutter must not make a banana cut; 
rather, he cuts at an angle and calls for the 
ball only when he’s sure to be open, giving 
the passer a target with his hand to indicate 
where he wants to get the ball. The passer 
must pass quickly, preferably with a one-
hand bounce pass.

Wing
Direct Backdoor Cut. If the defender of the 
wing (3) tries to deny his receiving the ball, 3 
makes a strong step toward the ball to create 
an overreaction from his defender, cuts hard 
behind him, and, if possible, receives the ball 
from 1 for a layup (figure 7.11).

Both Wings Backdoor Cut. With the ball in 
the hands of the post (5), both wings can 
fake going up and then make backdoor cuts 
if they are aggressively overplayed.
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Backdoor Cut With the Help of the Center.
This is another classic backdoor situation 
that requires perfect spacing and timing. 
The post (5) flashes to the high-post area and 
receives the ball from 2; 4 fakes going up 
and then cuts backdoor to receive the ball 
from 5 for a layup (figure 7.12).

Backdoor Cut With the Pass From the Wing.
If the wing (4) wants to pass to 1, but 1 is 
overplayed, 1 fakes going toward him and 
then cuts backdoor (figure 7.14).

Figure 7.15 The guard’s backdoor cut: The guard 
passes to the post; the post passes to the guard. NBA_E3709_fig 7.15_314441_Lineworks_R2

Backdoor Cut With the Pass From the Center.
The guard (1) can also make a backdoor cut, 
playing with the post, 5, who flashes to the 
high-post area, receives from 2, and passes 
to 1 on the backdoor (figure 7.15).

Figure 7.12 The backdoor cut with the help of the 
center. NBA_E3709_fig 7.12_314438_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.13 The guard’s backdoor cut: The guard 
passes to the guard.

Figure 7.14 The guard’s backdoor cut: The wing passes 
to the guard.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.13_314439_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.14_314440_Lineworks_R2

Guard
Backdoor Cut With the Pass From the Other 
Guard. If the guard (2) is overplayed and 1 
can’t pass him the ball, 2 makes a direct 
backdoor cut (figure 7.13).
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Post
High-Post Backdoor Cut. If the defender of 
the high post (5) denies the pass reversal 
when the ball is in the hands of the wing 
(1), 5 fakes to go toward the ball and then 
cuts behind the defender to receive the ball 
from 1 for a layup (figure 7.16).

Figure 7.16 The high-post backdoor cut.

Figure 7.17 The low-post backdoor cut.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.16_314442_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.17_314443_Lineworks_R2

Basic actiOn
As we’ve said, the initial set is a 2-3 for-
mation, with two guards (1 and 2), two 
forwards (3 and 4) near the free-throw line 
extended, and one post (5), who can start 
from the low-post position and then flash 
to the high-post area at the elbows or at the 
free-throw area.

This is the initial formation, but remem-
ber that all the players are interchangeable 
on the court and also that we can start the 
action on both sides of the court or by 
passing to the high post. As we mentioned, 
the four perimeter players must be able 
to play both the guard and wing position 
because they’ll often exchange their posi-
tions on the court. The “basic” has three 
set options:

Pass and screen away from the ball.•	

Pass and cut away.•	

Pass and follow the ball (high split).•	

Pass and Screen Away  
From the Ball Set
We’ll now show different options for the 
screen away from the ball based on defend-
ers’ reactions.

Option 1. 5 flashes to the high-post position 
and receives the ball from 1; 1 then screens 
away from the ball for 2, who cuts backdoor 
and moves to the other side of the court, 
where he receives a down screen from 3.

As you can see just from these two simple 
moves—one side screen and one down 
screen—we keep all the defenders busy and 
create several options for shooting. 5 can 
pass to 2 on the backdoor when he comes 
off the screen set by 3, or, if 2’s defender 
cheats on 3’s screen, when he runs back 
under the basket. 5 can also pass to 3, who 
rolls to the basket after the screen; or 3 can 

Low-Post Backdoor Cut. The backdoor cut 
can also be made from the low post. If 5’s 
defender denies his receiving the ball while 
he’s flashing to the high-post area, 5 makes 
a strong backdoor cut to receive the ball and 
shoot under the basket (figure 7.17).
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post down low and receive the ball from 1 
(figure 7.18). Finally, 5 can also pass to 1, 
who pops out after setting the screen.

Option 3. Let’s now assume that 1 can’t 
make the entry pass to 3 or to 5, and he can’t 
reverse the ball to 2 to start the offense on 
the other side of the court. 1 then drives 
toward 3 for a hand-off pass, while 2 and 4 
exchange their spots (figure 7.20). 3 passes 
to 4 and 4 passes to 5, who has flashed to 
the elbow, while 3 cuts to the other side of 
the court. 5 can pass to 3 (figure 7.21).

Figure 7.21 Pass and screen away set, option 3: 3 
passes to 4, 4 passes to 5, and 3 cuts off 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.21_314447_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.18 Pass and screen away set, option 1: 1 
passes to the high post and screens for 2, and then 3 
screens for 2.

Figure 7.19 Pass and screen away set, option 2: 2 
passes to the high post and then screens for 4; then 3 
screens 4 again.

Figure 7.20 Pass and screen away set, option 3: a 
hand-off pass from 1 to 3 and an exchange between the 
other two perimeter players.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.18_314444_Lineworks_R5-alw
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 NBA_E3709_fig 7.19_314445_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.20_314446_Lineworks_R2

Option 2. 2 passes the ball to 5 and then 
screens for 4, who goes backdoor, while 2 
pops out. 5 can pass to 4 for a layup when 
4 comes out of 3’s screen, or, if 4’s defender 
cheats on 3’s screen, when he runs back 
(figure 7.19). 5 can also pass to 2, who pops 
out after the screen, or to 3, who rolls to the 
basket after setting the screen, or 3 can post 
down low and receive the ball from 4.

4, after passing to 5, screens for 2, who 
goes backdoor, cuts to the other side of the 
floor, and is screened for by 1, who then goes 
to the corner. 5 can pass to 2 on the back-
door, or to 4, who, after setting the screen 
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for 2, rolls to the low-post position or pops 
out. 2, if he doesn’t receive the ball from 5, 
continues his cut and rubs off the screen set 
by 1. If 2’s defender cheats on 1’s screen, 2 
runs back and receives the ball from 5 under 
the basket (figure 7.22).

Option 4. 2 reverses the ball to 1, and 1 
passes to 3, while 2 cuts to the other side 
of the court. 1 screens down for 2, while 5 
pops out of the lane (figure 7.24).

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.22_314448_Lineworks_R2
Figure 7.22 Pass and screen away set, option 3: 4 
screens for 2 and then 1 screens for 2; 5 has several 
passing options.

Figure 7.23 Pass and screen away set, option 3: 5 
passes to 3 and 4 screens for 5.

Figure 7.24 Pass and screen away set, option 4: 2 
passes to 1, 1 passes to 3, and then 1 screens for 2.

Figure 7.25 Pass and screen away set, option 4: 3 
passes to 5, and then 3 and 4 screen for 2 and 1.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.23_314449_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.24_314450_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.25_314451_Lineworks_R2

If there’s no solution, 5 makes one or two 
dribbles to the other side of the court and 
passes to 3. 4 then back-screens for 5, who 
receives the ball from 3. 3 can also pass 
to 4, who has popped out after the screen 
(figure 7.23).

3 passes to 5 and screens down for 2, 
while 4 screens down for 1. 5 can pass to 
2 or 1, who come out of the down screens 
of 3 and 4, respectively, or to 3 or 4, who 
have rolled to the basket after the screens. If 
nothing happens, 5 passes to one of the two 
guards—to 1, in this example (figure 7.25).
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After the pass to 2, 5 then screens away 
for 1, who goes backdoor, while 2 dribbles 
to the other side of the court. 2 can pass to 
1 on the backdoor, or to 5, who rolls to the 
basket after the screen (figure 7.26). After 
the pass to one of the guards, who came up 
after the screen, 5 can also post down low.

Figure 7.26 Pass and screen away set, option 4: 5 
picks and rolls for 1 or cuts to the low post.

Figure 7.27 Pass and screen away set, option 4: 2 
passes to 1 and cuts; 1 passes to 5 and then screens 
for 4.

Figure 7.28 Pass and screen away set, option 5: 1 
passes to 2 and screens for 5; 2 passes to 5 and screens 
for 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.26_314452_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.27_314453_Lineworks_R4-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.28_314454_Lineworks_R2
If, after the pass to 2, 5 posts down low, 

he can then flash to the high-post area at the 
elbow, while 2 passes to 1 and cuts to the 
other side of the court. 5 receives the ball 
from 1, then 1 screens away from the ball 
for 4, who goes backdoor, while 1 pops out. 
5 can pass to 2 on the cut or when 2 comes 
out on the other side of the floor, or 5 can 
pass to 4 on the backdoor or to 1, who has 
popped out after the screen (figure 7.27).

Option 5. 1 passes to 2, cuts and screens for 
5, and then goes out on the wing on the other 
side of the court. 5 goes to the high-post posi-
tion and receives from 2, who then screens 
for 4, who goes backdoor. 5 can pass to 4 on 
the backdoor, to 1, who pops out after the 
screen, or to 2, who rolls to the ball after 
screening for 4 (figure 7.28).

Pass and Cut Away Set
We always want to have the four perimeter 
spots occupied, and we also want to con-
stantly move the defense so we don’t have 
a weak and strong side of the court. For this 
reason, we tell our players that they can also 
pass the ball and cut away from the ball. 
Here is an example; from the previous plays, 
you can see that the pass and cut away is an 
important move of this offense.

2 passes to 1; 5 flashes to the high-post 
position at the elbow opposite the ball; 1 
passes to 5; 2 cuts to the other side of the 
floor; 1 cuts and goes to the opposite side 
of the court, timing his cut after the cut of 
2 (figure 7.29). 5 can pass to 2 or to 1 on 
the cut.
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While he’s coming out of the lane, 1 
receives a down screen from 4 (or he can 
replace 2). 5 can pass to 1 off the down 
screen of 4, or to 4, who rolls to the basket 
after the screen for 1. If 5 can’t pass to 1 or 
4, he dribbles toward 3, who, if he’s over-
played, goes backdoor and can receive a 
pass from 5 (figure 7.30). 3 can also screen 
down for 2, and 5 can pass to 2. In this case, 
if 2 can’t shoot, he can pass to 3, who has 
posted down low.

Figure 7.29 Pass and cut away set: 2 passes to 1, 1 
passes to 5, and 2 cuts away.

Figure 7.30 Pass and cut away set: 4 screens for 1, 
and 5 has several passing options.

Figure 7.31 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 2 
passes to 1; 1 passes to 5; 2 cuts off 5 and receives a 
screen from 3.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.29_314455_Lineworks_R2
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 NBA_E3709_fig 7.31_314457_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.32 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 1 fol-
lows the pass to 5, while 4 goes backdoor.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.32_314458_Lineworks_R3-alw

Pass and Follow the Ball  
(High Split)
As we’ve said, in this offense the post must 
be a good passer and able to read different 
defensive situations. 2 passes to 1 and cuts 
to the opposite side of the court, while 5 
flashes to the high-post position at the elbow 
opposite the ball to receive the ball from 1. 
5 can pass the ball to 2 on the cut or after 2 
comes off 3’s screen (figure 7.31).

If this solution is not possible, these are 
the alternatives:

After the pass to 5, 1 follows the pass,  •	
while 4 fakes a split and goes backdoor 
to receive from 5 (figure 7.32). 5 can 
also pass to 1, who pops out.
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1 screens for 4, and 4 receives the ball •	
for a jump shot or a drive to the basket 
(figure 7.33). 5 can also pass to 1, who 
rolls to the basket.

1 splits with 4, who goes backdoor and •	
then to the low post; 1 then pops out to 
the wing area (figure 7.35).

Figure 7.33 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 1 
picks and rolls with 4.

Figure 7.34 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 1 
picks for 4 and pops out.

Figure 7.35 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 1 
splits with 4, who goes backdoor.

Figure 7.36 Pass and follow the ball (high split): 4 
back-screens for 5 and then pops out.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.33_314459_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.34_314460_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.35_314461_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.36_314462_Lineworks_R2

1 screens for 4, 4 goes backdoor, and 1 •	
pops out for a jump shot (figure 7.34).

After the pass to 1, 5 is back-screened •	
by 4 and receives the ball from 1 (figure 
7.36). 1 can also pass to 4, who pops 
out after the back screen.
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OptiOns tO “Basic”
No matter what type of offense you run, you 
must have different options to start your play 
in case the defense stops your primary entry 
option. As we’ve said, there are two basic 
options for starting a play: either with a pass, 
as we described previously, or with a dribble. 
In this section we’ll review options for start-
ing the offense with a reverse dribble.

Reverse Dribble
Option 1. 1 can’t pass to one of his team-
mates, so he starts to dribble toward 2, who 
cuts away from the ball to the opposite side 
of the court; 1 then reverse dribbles toward 
4, who goes backdoor (or screens for 2) and 
then to the low-post position; 5 flashes to the 
elbow on the weak side (figure 7.37).

Figure 7.37 Reverse dribble, option 1: 1 reverses the 
dribble, 2 cuts away, 4 cuts backdoor, and 5 flashes to 
the high post.

Figure 7.38 Reverse dribble, option 1: 1 passes to 2 
and is screened for by 5. 2 can then pass back to 1 and 
screen for 4.

Figure 7.39 Reverse dribble, option 2: 2 reverses the 
dribble and passes to 3, 3 passes to 5, and then 4 and 3 
down-screen for 1 and 2.
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After the reverse dribble, 1 passes to 2, 

receives a side screen from 5, and gets the 
ball from 2 for a jump shot or a drive to 
the basket. 2 can also pass to 5, who has 
rolled to the basket after the screen. 2, 
after the pass to 1, can also screen down 
for 4, and 4 can receive the ball from 1 
(figure 7.38).

Option 2. 2 dribbles toward 1, then reverse 
dribbles and passes to 3; 5 has flashed out-
side the lane to receive the ball from 3. 2 
and 1 cut to the same side of the court from 
which they started and are screened respec-
tively by 3 and 4 (figure 7.39). 5 can pass 
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Figure 7.40 Reverse dribble option 2: 5 passes to 1 
and goes on the low post, while 1 passes to 2.

Figure 7.41 Reverse dribble option 2: 2 reverses the 
dribble and passes to 1, coming off the screen of 3, or to 
3 as he’s rolling to the basket.

Figure 7.42 Reverse dribble, option 2: 1 passes to 3, 
and 3 has several passing options.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.40_314466_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.43 Reverse dribble, option 3: 1 reverses the 
dribble and passes to 2, coming off the screen of 4, or to 
4 as he’s rolling to the basket.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.41_314467_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.42_314468_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.43_314469_Lineworks_R2

to 2 or 3 off the screens or to 4 or 5, who 
have rolled to the basket after the screens. 
5 passes to 1 and goes to the low-post area, 
while 4 goes outside the three-point arc. 1 
passes to 2 (figure 7.40).

2 then starts to dribble toward 1, who cuts 
in the lane and comes out on the other side of 
the court, brushing off the screen of 3. 2 makes 
a reverse dribble and passes to 1 or to 3, who 
rolled to the basket after the screen (figure 7.41). 
1 passes to 3, while 5 side-screens for 2 and then 
pops out (figure 7.42). 3 can pass to 1, who spots 
up, to 2, to 5, or to 4, who spots up.

Option 3. 2 is overplayed, so 1 dribbles 
toward him; 2 makes a backdoor cut and 
gets out on the opposite side of the court. 
1 reverse dribbles and has these options on 
the strong side:

4 screens for 2 and then rolls to the •	
basket (figure 7.43).
4 fakes the screen and cuts to the •	
basket.
4 posts up down low (figure 7.44).•	

1 can also pass to 2, receive a screen from 
5, and get the ball back from 2; 1 then plays 
pick-and-roll with 5 (figure 7.45).
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Reverse Dribble  
with Double Screen High
1 dribbles toward 2, who is overplayed and 
can’t receive the ball, so 2 and 3 exchange 
spots as 1 reverses the dribble and passes to 
5, who has flashed to the elbow (figure 7.46). 
3 and 1 double-screen on the other side of 
the court. 5 has these options:

Pass to 2, who rubs off the double •	
screen high or low.
After a couple of dribbles, pass to 4, •	
who cuts backdoor if he’s overplayed 
(figure 7.47).

Figure 7.48 Reverse dribble double screen high option: 
5 can pass to 2 on a backdoor cut or to 1.

Figure 7.46 Reverse dribble double screen high option: 
1 reverses the dribble and passes to 5, while 2 and 3 
exchange.

Figure 7.47 Reverse dribble double screen high option: 
5 can pass to 2 or to 4 on the backdoor.
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 NBA_E3709_fig 7.47_314473_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.48_314474_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 7.45 Reverse dribble, option 3: 1 passes to 2, 
receives the ball back from 2, and plays pick-and-roll 
with 5.

Figure 7.44 Reverse dribble, option 3: 1 reverses 
the dribble and passes to 4, who has faked a screen or 
posted down low.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.44_314470_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.45_314471_Lineworks_R2

Pass to 2, who fakes to rub off the double •	
screen and then cuts backdoor.
Pass to 1, who pops out of the screen •	
(figure 7.48).
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Figure 7.50 Chin, option 1: 3 can’t pass to 2, so 5 
screens and rolls on 1.

Figure 7.52 Chin, option 2: 3 passes to 4 and 4 passes 
to 1, while 3 is screened by 5.

Figure 7.49 Chin, option 1: 2 passes to 1, and 1 passes 
to 3; 2 rubs off the back screen set by 5.

Figure 7.51 Chin, option 2: 2 passes to 1 and is 
screened by 5; 1 passes to 3 and is screened by 5 on the 
other side.
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Chin
This action, called chin, starts with a back 
pick by the high post on the weak side of 
the half-court.
Option 1. 2 passes to 1, then rubs off the back 
screen set by 5 and gets to the other side of the 
court, while 1 passes to 3 (figure 7.49). 3 can 
pass to 2. If 2 can’t receive the ball, 5 screens 
on the other elbow for 1, who receives the ball 
from 3 for a shot or a drive to the basket (figure 
7.50). 5 can roll to the basket in the opposite 
direction of 1 and receive from 3.

Option 2. 2 passes to 1, rubs off the back 
screen of the high post (5), and cuts to the 
other side of the court. 1 passes to 3 and 3 
dribbles to the right, while 5 screens for 1, 
who cuts to the opposite side of the court 
and replaces 4, who gets to the guard posi-
tion (figure 7.51). 3 passes to 4 and 4 passes 
to 1, while 3 rubs off the back screen set by 
5 and goes to the ball-side corner. 1 can pass 
to 3 (figure 7.52).
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Figure 7.54 Chin, option 2: If there’s no solution, 4 
back-screens for 5 and pops out.

Figure 7.53 Chin, option 2: 5 back-screens for 4.
 NBA_E3709_fig 7.53_314479_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.54_314480_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.55 Chin pass to strong side, option 1: 2 
passes to 3, is back-screened by 5, and posts down low.

Figure 7.56 Chin pass to strong side, option 1: 3 passes 
to 5 and screens down for 2, while 1 makes a flare screen 
for 4; 5 has several passing options.

If nothing happens, 5 flashes to the other 
elbow and back-screens for 4 (figure 7.53). 
1 can pass to 4. If 4 can’t receive the ball, 
he comes back and back-screens for 5. 1 
can pass to 5 or to 4, who pops out from the 
screen (figure 7.54).

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.55_314481_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.56_314482_Lineworks_R2

Chin Pass to Strong Side  
(Flare Action)
Option 1. 2 passes to 3 and receives a back 
screen from 5, who has flashed to the 
strong-side elbow. 2 posts down low on the 
ball side, while 5 pops out after the screen 
(figure 7.55).

3 passes to 5 and then screens down for 
2, while 1 makes a flare screen for 4. 5 has 
several options (figure 7.56):

Pass to 2, who comes off 3’s screen.•	

Pass to 4, who comes off 1’s screen.•	

Pass to 3, who rolls to the basket after •	
setting the screen for 2.
Pass to 1, who rolls to the basket after •	
setting the screen for 4.

4 can also make a backdoor cut if his 
defender slides over the screen.
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Option 2. 1 passes to 2, screens on the ball, 
and pops out to replace 2. 2 dribbles on the 
other side of the court, while 1 posts down 
low on the weak side and 5 gets to the other 
elbow (figure 7.57). 2 passes to 4, rubs off 
the back screen of 5, and goes out on the 
ball side, while 5 pops out after the screen 
(figure 7.58). 5 receives the ball from 4, and 
1 screens for 3, who pops out and receives 
from 5 (figure 7.59).

Figure 7.59 Chin pass to strong side, option 2: 5, who 
popped out, receives from 4, while 1 back-screens for 3. NBA_E3709_fig 7.59_314485_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.60 Sets out of the high pick, option 1: 5 pops 
out to screen for 1, while 2 cuts into the lane and is 
screened by 3.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.60_314486_Lineworks_R2

Figure 7.57 Chin pass to strong side, option 2: 1 passes 
to 2, screens 2, and then pops out and posts down low 
on the weak side.

Figure 7.58 Chin pass to strong side, option 2: 2 
passes to 4 and is back-screened by 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.57_314483_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.58_314484_Lineworks_R2

Sets Out of the High Pick
One of the possible entries on this offense is 
the high pick. From this entry we can start 
different sets.
Option 1. 5 flashes to the elbow, then pops 
out and sets a high screen for 1. 2 cuts into 
the lane, is screened for by 3, and gets out 
to the other side of the court, replacing 1 
(figure 7.60). After the screen, 5 rolls out-
side.
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Figure 7.61 Sets out of the high pick, option 1: 1 passes 
to 5; 5 passes to 2; 2 passes to 3 and then screens for 
him and rolls.

Figure 7.62 Sets out of the high pick, option 2: 5 pops 
out to screen for 1, while 2 cuts into the lane.

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.61_314487_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.62_314488_Lineworks_R2

1 reverses the dribble and passes to 5; 5 
passes to 2 and then posts down low; 3 gets 
outside the three-point arc. 2 passes to 3 and 
screens on the ball. 3 drives to the basket 
or passes to 2, who has rolled to the basket 
(figure 7.61).

 NBA_E3709_fig 7.63_314489_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 7.63 Sets out of the high pick, option 2: 5 and 
3 form a double screen for 2; 4 receives a hand-off pass 
from 1, drives, and passes to 2, who has several passing 
solutions.

After the screen, 5 runs down and forms 
a double screen with 3 for 2, who rubs off 
and gets out to the three-point arc. 1 drib-
bles toward 4 for a hand-off pass to him. 4 
dribbles to the other side of the court and 
passes to 2. If 4 is overplayed, he can go 
backdoor while 1 is dribbling toward him. 
2 can also pass to 5, who rolls to the basket, 
or to 3, who can pop out or curl around 5 
(figure 7.63).

Option 2. 5 flashes to the elbow, pops out, 
and sets a high screen for 1, while 2 cuts 
down low (figure 7.62).

implementing the Offense
Some coaches are reluctant to adopt this 
offense. It’s wise to be cautious before 
accepting and implementing any particular 
manner of attack. However, any drawbacks 
to this offense are more imagined than real. 
We’re convinced this style of offensive play 
has far fewer shortcomings and many more 
appealing features than the popular alter-
natives, so let’s address what we’ve heard 
coaches cite as their major concerns.
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•	 The offense is too slow to develop. 
True, this offense requires a bit of patience. 
It might very well take a while before the 
offense gets an open, high-percentage shot 
during a possession. And that’s the point: 
It forces the defense to work over longer 
stretches, reacting to the players’ and the 
ball’s movement. But just because the 
offense might require more passes and more 
seconds might tick off the shot clock before 
a field-goal attempt is made doesn’t mean 
the offense is slow. Indeed, it’s far faster 
than an offense in which players dribble too 
much, cuts are made too slowly or not at all, 
and passes are deliberate and telegraphed. 
In our offense, the ball never remains in 
one player’s hands for more than a couple 
of seconds, and the players without the ball 
are constantly moving (cutting or screening). 
Plus, we don’t have to waste time calling 
out plays or resetting the offense; players 
can flow immediately to new solutions 

without losing time. And, typically, there’s 
more than one good opportunity to score per 
possession—but if the first backdoor cut is 
open for a layup, hey, we’ll take it.

•	The offense is difficult to teach. Because 
execution is the key to any set, as with any 
offense, you need to take care and practice 
details when learning it and all its options. 
Think of it this way: You’re not teaching an 
offense but are teaching the game of basket-
ball, including all the basics a player must 
master to play the game well. If a player 
can master the fundamentals involved in 
this offense, he can play in any other type 
of offense. By adopting and working on this 
offense, a coach improves not only his play-
ers’ offensive skills but also their defensive 
skills, because they must work on any type 
of defensive situation that occurs on the 
court, including screens on and off the ball, 
every type of cut, blocking out in difficult 
situations, and so on.

Sound fundamentals must be taught and executed in any successful offense, including the Princeton or high-post 
offense.
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•	This offense hampers players’ scor-
ing averages, and the best scorer on 
the team gets fewer touches. Would you 
prefer to have a happy scoring leader who’s 
averaging 30 points a game on a losing 
team riddled with dissension caused by 
selfishness and a one-pony style of attack, 
or would you prefer having every player 
participate in and contribute to the offense 
of a successful and cohesive team, though 
no individual averages more than 18 points? 
And, considered from a different angle, 
which team would you rather defend—the 
team with only one threat or the team with 
five threats? Basketball is a team sport, and 
the team wins, not a single player. Besides, 
gifted offensive players can and do shine 
in the Princeton offense, though their scor-
ing stats might not be as gaudy as another 
team’s gunners.

•	This offense gives more freedom to the 
players, so the coach has less control. This 
is true. But, then again, a coach’s sense of 
control in other offenses is no more than an 
illusion. Ultimately, the fundamentals and 
execution of players determine the success 
of any team. We as coaches can’t shoot, pass, 
dribble, or make the hundreds of on-court 
decisions for players during the course of 
a game. The last thing any coach should 
want are robots on the court. Instead, we 

find great satisfaction in seeing our players 
take the principles they’ve been taught and 
practiced and apply them most effectively 
during competition. And we know our play-
ers appreciate the respect we show for their 
unselfishness and decision-making skills by 
allowing them such freedom.

final pOints
A few final points on teaching and practicing 
this offense: Emphasize working on those 
things that matter—the skills needed and 
situations most likely to be encountered in a 
game. Don’t waste hours of practice time on 
drills that don’t mean much when it comes 
to how your players and team perform in 
competition. If you watch what your players 
are doing when they play, they will show 
you what to teach them.

When you do work on a drill that’s directly 
related to game performance, put maximum 
effort and concentration into it. The quality 
of work is more important than quantity, 
though the best drills should be repeated 
often and done right. With this offense, as 
with others, taking shortcuts only adds to 
shortcomings. Winning is in the details, and 
we hope you have learned enough about the 
Princeton offense to at least seriously con-
sider it as an option for your team.
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8
Flex Offense

Ruben Magnano

c h a p t e r

Basketball in Argentina is more similar 
to the European style of play than to 

the brand of ball most common in the 
NBA, where one-on-one 
and pick-and-roll are more 
popular. But, as the NBA has 
become more international, 
with nearly 20 percent of its 
players coming from outside 
the United States, those 
distinctions are blurring. 
More and more aspects of 
the European or Argentin-
ean style of play are finding 
their way into not only the 
professional ranks but other 
levels of play in the States 
as well.

One of the first points I 
emphasize to my players 
is that offense starts with 
defense. And since we want 
fast action in our offense, 
we want to pair it with very 
aggressive defense. This 
gives our players a chance 
to make quick transitions 
from one end of the court 
to the other. In doing so, we 
can create high-percentage, 
quick scoring chances off 
the primary or secondary 
break. Those of you who 
have watched one of our 
fine players, Manu Ginobili, 

through the years have seen how he pushes 
the ball up the court and so often converts 
transition opportunities into scoring plays.

Pushing the pace upcourt and creating scoring opportunities before the defense 
can get into position is one of Manu Ginobili’s fortes.
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We want to attack the opposing defense 
as soon as we gain possession of the ball. 
But please don’t confuse this emphasis on a 
running game with playing in a rush. Among 
the great John Wooden’s many words of 
wisdom is the reminder to “Be quick, but 
don’t hurry.” And that certainly applies 
here. With proper teaching and correction 
through repeated practice, players will 
recognize the difference between effective 
speed of movement on offense and hasty, 
counterproductive activity.

TransiTion Game
On the primary break, players should fill 
the proper lanes and seek to create overload 
situations for high-percentage shots. We 
have different ways to fill the lanes on the 
court on a primary and secondary break.

Two Players on the Wing on Same Lane, Ball 
Side. For example, if 2 and 3 run on the same 
lateral lane and the ball is driven on offense 
on the same lane behind them, the player 
who is forward (2 in this case) continues 
his run and cuts under the basket until he 
reaches the other corner. 3, who is behind 
2, stays in the same lane and goes in the 
corner on the same side. At the same time, 
4, the other wing on the lane opposite 2, 
cuts into the three-second area to receive the 
ball; if he does not receive it, he posts up in 
the low-post position (this is the rule for the 
first trailer), while 5 runs as a second trailer 
and stops himself outside of the three-point 
line (figure 8.1).
One Player on the Wing, Ball Side. Another 
transition situation occurs when 3 (guard or 
small forward) is behind the ball. 3 runs to 
occupy the other open lateral lane, indepen-
dently from what the first trailer, 4, is doing 
(figure 8.2).
Trailer, High Over the Ball on Lateral Lane.  
4, one of the trailers, is high over the ball 
and on a lateral lane; he runs to receive the 
ball and shoot a layup. If he can’t receive 
and shoot inside the lane, he posts up on the 

same side of the ball, while 2 and 3 run on 
the lateral lanes, and 5 is the second trailer 
(figure 8.3).

These transition options should never 
preclude players from improvising when 
an easy basket is possible. You don’t want 
to hamper players’ creativity, but you do 
want to provide some basic principles and 
structure.

Our transition ends with players set on 
the court this way: two guards, 2 and 3, 
on the corners outside the three-point line, 
our power forward, 4, in the low-post posi-
tion, and 5, our center, the second trailer, 
outside the three-second lane; the ball is in 
the hands of 1 (figure 8.4). From this setup 
we start our flex offense.

Figure 8.1 The fast break: two players on the wing on 
the same lane, ball side.

NBA_E3709_fig 8.1_314490_Lineworks_R2
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Figure 8.2 The fast break: one player on the wing, ball 
side.

Figure 8.3 The fast break: trailer high over the ball on 
the lateral side.

Figure 8.4 The end of transition and setting the flex 
offense.

NBA_E3709_fig 8.2_314491_Lineworks_R2 NBA_E3709_fig 8.3_314492_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.4_314493_Lineworks_R2

Flex oFFense 
CharaCTerisTiCs

Though we want to use the transition game 
whenever we gain an advantage on the 
break, we prefer a more tactical, controlled 
half-court attack that involves all players. We 
encourage a flowing attack with quick and 
continuous passing and cutting, without as 
much physical contact as many European 
and NBA teams seem to favor.

That doesn’t mean our style of attack is 
soft. The success of not only Manu Ginobili 
but also Andres Nocioni, Carlos Delfino, 
Fabricio Oberto, Walter Herrmann, Luis 
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Scola, and other Argentinean players should 
dispel any such notion. All of these players 
benefited from a strong grounding in the 
fundamentals of the game and playing in a 
system that emphasized a team concept.

My preference for the flex offense was 
born many years ago, when I started coach-
ing at the youth level in Argentina. The 
appeal then, as now, was that the offense 
incorporated a lot of movement, with sev-
eral offensive options for all of the players 
in different positions on the court, either 
facing the basket or with their backs to it. 
This seemed the best way to keep all players 
involved and a good way to introduce them 
to the essential skills of passing, shooting, 
and driving with the ball, as well as playing 
without the ball.

Over time, my teaching of the offense 
and modifications to it allowed for even 
quicker learning and better execution. 
And, as Argentina’s National Team coach, 
I continued to employ the flex offense for 
additional reasons:

We lacked a dominant center, as none •	
of our players had great size or great 
back-to-the-basket inside moves. So it 
served no advantage to station a player 
on the low post.
Our players’ off-the-ball skills were •	
usually stronger than their individual 
moves with the ball. The offense’s 
emphasis on movement played more 
to our strength.
We sought to take advantage of our play-•	
ers’ versatility. They were accustomed 
to and very capable of facing the basket, 
shooting from outside when open, and 
cutting and driving to the basket as 
opportunities arose. This served to open 
up the lane and to expose larger and 
slower defenders’ weaknesses, which 
we could exploit.
Every player in the offense could •	
become a scoring threat, making it 
more difficult for opponents to focus 
defensively on just one or two posi-
tions.

The offense entailed a lot of movement, •	
with continuous cuts and screens; we 
found this wore opponents down as the 
game progressed.

In the course of running the offense, we 
also found our players liked the freedom 
to locate favorite positions on the court in 
which to receive a pass for a shot. Their 
confidence and comfort level in shooting 
from those spots led to a higher shooting 
percentage.

In teaching the flex, we believe players 
learn best if they first see a demonstration 
of the complete play. We walk them through 
the offense and all its options at a slow 
enough pace for them to grasp the spacing 
and actions we’re seeking. Only after that 
do we examine the different phases. Once it 
appears players have a basic understanding, 
we put all the pieces together again in a real 
game situation.

Flex Offense Essentials
Correct use of fundamentals, including • 
playing one on one, passing, shooting, 
and playing facing the basket as well as 
with the back to it

Moving without the ball—a must for • 
every player in every position on the 
court

Proper spacing and timing in the execu-• 
tion of fundamentals

Being able to perform at various posi-• 
tions on the court

Reacting to the reaction of the defense: • 
reading the defense and making coun-
termoves

Screening the screener—because the • 
player setting a pick for a teammate who 
has just screened for another teammate 
is often left wide open

Emphasis on two types of screens for • 
perimeter players: vertical and back 
screens

Overloading one side of the court• 
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We found that breaking 
the flex down into separate 
parts first and then trying 
to assemble it was not effec-
tive, because players need 
to establish a global picture 
and sense of flow of the 
attack to really grasp the ele-
ments and nuances later on. 
In addition to aiding their 
learning, showing players 
the flex in its entirety serves 
to motivate them as students 
because they see the many 
opportunities for themselves 
and potential for success as 
a team.

halF-CourT 
aTTaCk

The flex is our primary 
offense in the half-court 
and what we instinctively 
run when nothing happens 
in transition during a pos-
session. The offense starts 
with 1 passing the ball to 5. 
Simultaneous to that pass, 2 
brings his defender on the 
back screen of 4 and looks 
for a pass from 5 inside the 
three-second area. 2 reads 
the reaction of his defender 
and, based on his position, either cuts over 
or cuts behind 4’s screen; if he doesn’t 
receive the ball, he posts up. 4, right after 
the screen for 2, receives a screen from 1 in 
a screen-the-screener play (figure 8.5). After 
setting the screen, 1 pops out.

The same movement is made on the 
other side of the court with 5, who passes 
the ball to 4. 2 makes a back screen for 3 
and receives a screen from 5 (screen-the-
screener play) right after he screens for 3; 
then 5 pops out (figure 8.6). 4 now has two 
options: to pass to 3 inside the three-second 
area or to pass to 2, who comes up after 5’s 
screen.

A power forward like Luis Scola, who is adept at setting screens, moving with-
out the ball, and sharing the ball with teammates, makes the flex offense even 
more effective.

Figure 8.5 The back screen and screen-the-screener 
action. NBA_E3709_fig 8.5_314494_Lineworks_R2
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In this last option, we repeat the initial 
movement, with 1 receiving a back screen 
from 3 and then cutting into the lane, and 
4, who—after passing to 2 and after receiv-
ing the back screen from 3—screens for 3 
(figure 8.7). For this screen-the-screener play 
to work, all players on the court must read 
the situation (both the teammate with the 
ball and the teammates off the ball, who are 
setting and using the screens) and then react 
to the reaction of the defenders.

As you can see, none of the five offen-
sive players stay at a certain position while 
running the offense; they move in all posi-
tions on the court, with the center, power 
forward, and perimeter players playing both 
inside and outside.

If the ball is passed in the corner to 2, 
in this example, the player at the low-post 

position on the ball side, 1, makes a vertical 
back screen for 5, who goes to the low-post 
position. 2 can pass the ball to 5 in the low 
post or to 1, who pops out after the back 
screen (figure 8.8).

Figure 8.7 The repetition of the initial movement.

Figure 8.8 All players play in all positions on the half-
court.

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.7_314496_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.8_314497_Lineworks_R2

Figure 8.9 Option 1: 1 passes to 5 and screens for 4.
 NBA_E3709_fig 8.9_314498_Lineworks_R3

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.6_314495_Lineworks_R2
Figure 8.6 The same action on the other side, and the 
possible solutions.

Option 1. Every play is as effective as the dif-
ferent options and countermoves. Basketball 
is a game of chess—you need to study and 
react to the moves of your opponent. Here 
we show the first option. 1 passes the ball 
to 5 and makes a vertical screen for 4, who 
comes up and receives the ball from 5. After 
the screen, 1 rolls to the low-post position 
on the other side of the court (figure 8.9). 
When 4 receives the ball, 1 makes a back 
screen for 3 and then receives a vertical 
screen from 5 (screen-the-screener play). 4 
passes the ball to 1 (figure 8.10).
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Figure 8.10 Option 1: The play is run with the same two 
moves, using the back screen and screen-the-screener 
action.

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.10_314499_Lineworks_R2

1 has four choices for the pass. He can 
pass

to 2, who comes off from a screen of •	
3 or 4;

to 3, who comes off 5’s screen;•	

to 5 in the low post on the ball side; •	
or
to 4 in the low post on the opposite side •	
of the court.

Let’s come back to the situation when the 
ball is in the hands of 4. 3 can decide to go 
to the low-post position or, as we show here, 
to exploit the vertical screen of 5 and come 
up to receive the ball from 4 (figure 8.12). 
In this case, it will be 1 who moves to the 
low post opposite to the ball.

Figure 8.11 Option 1: The move of 3 is based on the 
move of 2.

Figure 8.12 Option 1: 3 can go to the low post or use 
the vertical screen of 5.
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The ball is in the hands of 1; 2 and 3 are 
on the weak side. 2 can now choose which 
screen to use:

the screen of 3, for cutting and receiv-•	
ing in the lane, or
the screen of 4, for coming up high.•	

Based on which screen 2 exploits, 3 
chooses from two options (figure 8.11):

to stay and receive a screen from 4 •	
(screen-the-screener play) if 2 cuts into 
the lane, or

to cut into the lane and go out to the •	
other corner, using the screen of 5.

With the ball in 3’s hands, 2 can choose 
which screen to exploit (figure 8.13). In any 
case, we always follow our basic rule, which 
is to give the man with the ball (in this case, 
3) four passing options.

Option 2. The play starts and is run as basic 
flex (figure 8.14). Then 3 uses 1’s screen, 
and 5 screens 1 in a screen-the-screener play 
(figure 8.15).
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But when we reach the point of the play 
in which 3 screens for 2 and the defenders 
start to change between 2 and 3, we want 2 to 
curl around 3 and come high to make a back 
screen for 4, while 3 exploits the screen of 5 
on the other side of the lane and then goes to 
the other corner of the court (figure 8.16).

Figure 8.15 Option 2: 5 screens the screener.

Figure 8.16 Option 2: When defenders change, 2 curls 
around 3 and screens for 4.
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Figure 8.13 Option 1: With 3 with the ball, 2 can choose 
which screen to use.

Figure 8.14 Option 2: The play starts as basic flex, with 
1 down-screening 4.
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 NBA_E3709_fig 8.14_314503_Lineworks_R2

1 now has several options. He can

pass to 4 after the back screen of 2;•	

pass to 2, who pops out after the •	
screen;
pass to 3, who comes out of the screen •	
of 5; or
pass to 5, who, after the screen for 3, •	
rolls to the basket.

The idea behind this last movement is 
to take advantage of the space given to the 
offensive players, above all to 3, after the 
defensive change.
Option 3. When we need to give the ball 
to the low post, we run this move, starting 
immediately at the end of the transition. 
1 passes the ball to 5; at the same time, 2 
exploits the back screen of 4 and goes to 
the low post on the other side of the court 
(figure 8.17).
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5, instead of skipping the ball to the other 
side of the court, makes a return pass to 1, 
who has gotten open, while 4 ducks into the 
lane to receive the ball from 1 and play his 
defender one on one (figure 8.18).

Drills For The Flex oFFense
The players must know all the options of an 
offensive set perfectly, but they must also 
practice the different shooting solutions 
generated by all the moves of the offense. 
For this reason we run the following shoot-
ing drills to practice shooting in the flex 
offense.

Shooting With Two Players
This is a shooting drill we use to practice 
getting off the vertical screen and on an 
overload in the corner. We run this drill with 
two coaches, who are the passers.

We start with two lines of players, each 
with a ball, outside the baseline (figure 8.19). 
The first two players come on the court at 
the low-post positions, pass the balls to the 
coaches, and then make these moves: 2 cuts 
on the baseline and comes off the screen of 
3, and then 3 comes high: they receive the 
balls, shoot, grab their own rebound, and go 
to the opposite line from which they started 
the drill. The next two players will invert 
the exit: 3 comes off the screen of 2, and 2 
comes high.

Figure 8.17 Option 3: the beginning of the play for 
passing to the post.

Figure 8.18 Option 3: 4 screens and rolls in the lane 
and receives from 1.
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Figure 8.19 Shooting drill with two players.

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.19_314508_Lineworks_R2
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Shooting With Three Players
This drill is done with three players, with 
two balls and two coaches as passers. 5 and 
2, with the balls, pass to the coaches, and 
2 moves with 3 for a specific move. In this 
case, if 3 chooses to exploit the screen of 5, 
2 then cuts to the baseline to the opposite 
corner of the half-court (figure 8.20). The 
coaches can then pass to the shooters or 
else pass to 5, who rolls to the basket after 
the screen for 3.

Figure 8.22 Shooting drill with two screens.
 NBA_E3709_fig 8.22_314511_Lineworks_R2

Figure 8.20 Shooting drill with three players.

Figure 8.21 Shooting drill after a back screen.
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Shooting After a Back Screen
This drill is the same as the previous one, 
but here 3, instead of using 5’s screen, goes 
around 2 and back-screens for 5, while 
2 cuts across the baseline to the opposite 
corner (figure 8.21). The two coaches can 
now

pass to 5, who uses the back screen •	
of 3;
pass to 2 in the corner, who has an •	
advantage over his defender; or
pass to 3, who pops out after the •	
screen.

Shooting With Two Screens
In this drill, 2 can choose which screen to 
exploit: the one set by 4 or the one set by 5. 
Here we play four offensive players against 
four defenders (figure 8.22). 1, with the ball, 
can pass to 2, who’s coming off one of the 
two screens, or pass to 4 or 5, who are rolling 
to the basket after setting the screens.
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2 decides which screen to use based on the 
move of his defender. If 2’s defender chooses 
to slide through the screen, screener 5 then 
changes the angle of the screen, and 2 fades 
from the screen to get enough space and time 
to receive and shoot (figure 8.23).

Figure 8.23 Rescreen of 5 for 2 if the defender slides 
through.

Figure 8.24 Curl of 2 if the defender follows behind.

Figure 8.25 Shooting drill on screen-the-screener 
action.
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Shooting on Screen-the-Screener Action
Another four-on-four drill. We run this drill 
to practice the screen-the-screener play. 
1 passes to 3; when the ball reaches 3’s 
hands, 4 makes a back screen for 2 and then 
immediately receives a high screen from 1 
(figure 8.25). 4 goes high and receives the 
ball from 3.

Figure 8.26 Continuity of the drill on both sides of the 
floor.

In another case, 2’s defender follows 
behind him. 2 then curls around, receives 
the ball, and shoots or passes to 5, who has 
rolled to the basket after setting the screen. 
1 can also pass directly to 5 on the roll 
(figure 8.24).

Note that if 2 decides to use 4’s screen 
(instead of 5’s) he’ll move in the same way, 
as shown in figure 8.24.

 NBA_E3709_fig 8.26_314515_Lineworks_R2

4 makes a skip pass to 1; when the ball 
is in the hands of 1, 2 screens for 3 and 
receives a screen from 4 (figure 8.26). We 
then play until we can’t find an effective 
shooting situation.
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Final PoinTs
Many coaches, especially early in their 
careers, are searching for a “miracle 
offense.” They mistakenly believe that one 
special offensive attack is used by winning 
coaches around the world. The point they 
miss is that every team is different, and what 
works well for one team very likely won’t 
work for another. That’s why coaches—at 
any level of the game—must tailor their 
offense to their personnel.

I have found the flex offense to be the 
best offensive attack for “my” players. In 
short, it gives our team the best chance to 
be successful and achieve our goals. Our 
particular version of the flex came from 
no one specific coach or program but from 
many different coaches and experiences I’ve 
learned from over the years. And of course 
I am still learning—all the time.

Embrace the opportunities available to 
learn to be a better coach, whether they 
come in the form of a clinic, a conversation, 
a book, or a DVD. Perhaps after reading this 
chapter and the others in this section, you 
have not found the exact attack that fits your 
philosophy or the strengths of your team, 

but I hope you have found at least a few 
valuable insights or drills to increase your 
knowledge and effectiveness as a coach.

I encourage you to be receptive to new 
ideas from other coaches—young or old, 
having high or low winning percentages, 
famous or lesser known; you might be 
amazed at what you can learn. The basket-
ball universe is home to few real geniuses, 
so remain curious, open-minded, and willing 
to adapt to a variety of approaches.

Here’s a closing point I hope you’ll take to 
heart. Even after you have devised the best 
offensive strategy and tactics possible for an 
opponent, in the end it’s your players who 
must execute the plan. While you should 
take individual talents and matchups into 
account in developing a game plan, success 
still hinges on how well that plan translates 
to action on the court. With this in mind, 
teach and prepare your athletes as well as 
you can, and remember they are humans, 
not robots. If you’ve been coaching long at 
all, you might agree that seeing five team-
mates space themselves properly to move 
about the court in a fluid, purposeful, and 
ultimately successful manner is as beautiful 
a sight as any in the game.
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9
Fast-Break Principles

George Karl and Doug Moe

c h a p t e r

All coaches have their own personalities 
that are reflected in the style of play of 

their teams. In our case, we’re pretty asser-
tive guys and not very patient. So we prefer 
to play up-tempo and create offense through 
defensive pressure. And, when we get the 
ball, we want to force the action.

Nothing against coaches who choose to 
have their teams walk the ball up the court, 
run set plays, and execute a more methodical 
offensive attack. That’s just not us. We favor 
the fast-break offense for several reasons:

It’s harder to prepare for and defend •	
because it has no strictly defined posi-
tions or set plays.
It hurries many opponents, setting a •	
tempo faster than they prefer to play.
It wears down the opposition, who will •	
typically like to run less than your play-
ers and won’t be as well conditioned to 
run more.
Run properly, it produces more easy •	
and open shots than an attack that 
allows the defense to get in place.
It’s generally more fun for players •	
because they get more shot attempts, use 
a greater variety of skills, and get to be 
involved more, both through more pass-
ing and more frequent substitutions.

History shows that every championship 
team has good chemistry, good spirit, tough 
defense, a positive, unselfish offensive 
energy, and a play-hard intensity that doesn’t 
waver. So, in addition to our personal prefer-

ence, we have a solid rationale for employing 
a high-speed attack. Let’s look at each of 
those five reasons in greater detail.

Be hard to guard. Because only the point 
guard in our system has what could be called 
a defined role, the opponent is challenged to 
match up with us every time we break down 
the court. And because the whole offense is 
based on players responding to each situa-
tion, the defense has no real notion of how 
the attack will materialize on any given pos-
session. This lack of predictability is very 
unnerving to opposing coaches and players, 
and a big plus for the fast-breaking team.

Rush the opposition. The very pace of 
a high-speed, fast-break offense often 
unsettles opponents. Their comfort zone 
is disrupted because they have to think 
and move faster than they do against other 
teams. Rather than dictating a more leisurely 
tempo, they are now reacting to—and trying 
to keep up with—what seems to them a 
helter-skelter style of play. When this hap-
pens to the opposition, you’ve got them 
where you want them. Not only will their 
defense suffer many breakdowns, but their 
transition game and offense will move into 
a quicker mode than normal as well, which 
leads to turnovers and poor shot selection 
on their end of the court.

Fatigue the opponent. You can’t count on 
the opposition being out of shape; any 
coach worth his salt will have his players 
fit enough to compete and win. But being 
in condition to run a standard, set offense 
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and being physically prepared to play a high-
speed, fast-break attack for a full game are 
two different levels of conditioning. And 
a winded or tired player is a very vulner-
able player. So what you’ll see during long 
stretches of continuous play and in the 
second half of games is the opposing team 
suffering defensive breakdowns, coming up 
short on its shots, and having to go deeper 
than it would prefer on its bench. Just watch 
how opponents of the better fast-breaking 
teams start tugging on their shorts during 
every dead ball. The pace takes its toll on 
athletes who aren’t trained to handle it.
Produce more and easier looks. At its most 
fundamental level, winning comes down to 
scoring more points than the opponent. We 
believe the best way to do that is to create 
more possessions and scoring chances than 
the opposition. A successful fast-break 
attack generates more shots. In addition, 
because the defense won’t have time to get 
in position every time down the court, it is 
more likely that one offensive player will get 
free for a jumper or a layup, which should 
increase your shooting percentage.
Use players’ preferred style. Although not a 
determining factor in our deciding to commit 
to the break, another plus is that players 
are enthusiastic about playing a fast-paced 
style. Whether a freshman in high school or 
a second-year pro, most athletes are going 
to want to display their talents in an open-
court situation rather than be confined in a 
more restrictive half-court attack. But taking 
part in a fast-break offense isn’t easy. Those 
who contribute to a fast-break system must 
sacrifice as well, as we’ll see when it comes 
to putting such an attack in place.

ImplementIng  
the Fast Break

Becoming a running team doesn’t happen 
with a snap of the fingers. It’s a process that 
involves firm and clear instruction and cor-
rection by the coach, and gradual acceptance 
by players until the system becomes second 
nature to them.

What’s essential is that everyone involved 
in the program understands that the team 
and coaching staff are committed to playing 
that style all the time. The fast break starts 
with establishing an unquestioning mind-set 
that eliminates hesitation and doubts, and 
instead thrives on a full-speed-ahead attitude 
and instincts developed through countless 
repetitions.

Apply Defensive Pressure
Every championship team has high energy 
on defense. That go-hard intensity you’re 
looking for from players on the offensive 
attack must also be evident when the oppo-
nent has possession.

Good fast-breaking clubs bring their 
defense to the offense; they don’t wait and 
react to what the offense does. This makes 
sense when you consider the unfamiliar, up-
tempo pace at which you want the opposing 
team to play.

Perimeter pressure is especially impor-
tant to prevent, or at least discourage, their 
guards from playing catch outside, running 
the clock, and slowing the game down until 
they decide to shoot or dump it inside to the 
post. We’ve benefited from coaching some 
outstanding defenders over the years. T.R. 
Dunn was a tremendous perimeter defender 
with the Nuggets’ teams of the 1980s. Of 
course, Gary Payton earned his reputation 
as one of the NBA’s all-time best defensive 
guards (hence his nickname, “The Glove”) 
playing in Seattle on some of the Sonics’ 
fine teams.

Yes, we want defenders to go for steals 
when the percentages are with them. Such 
takeaways should lead to easy buckets 
on the other end. But we don’t want our 
players taking chances, foolishly reaching, 
fouling, or getting out of position to allow 
an easy score. The key is for defenders 
to play hard and smart, and to assess the 
risk–reward of each possible steal attempt. 
Good, sound defensive pressure should 
disrupt an offense enough to generate a 
high number of turnovers without taking 
too many chances.
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Rebound the Ball
Obviously, besides turnovers 
and steals, the only other 
way to gain possession (other 
than after an opponent has 
scored) to start the break is 
to rebound missed shots by 
the opposition. So there’s no 
way to overemphasize the 
importance of rebounding 
in a running system.

Where so many teams that 
want to run fail is in too few 
of their players attacking the 
defensive boards. Instead, 
they have three or four guys 
cherry-picking, out at half-
court looking for an outlet 
pass from the only guy on 
the squad who’s going after 
the ball. To prevent that from 
happening, we demand that 
four players (all except the 
point guard) attack the glass 
every time the opponent 
shoots. They are not allowed 
to start toward the offensive 
end until they or a teammate 
claim the rebound.

Sprint the Court
Once possession is gained, 
the scene on the court should 
look like runners exploding 
out of their starting blocks 
to run a race. Our guys must 
think full-speed ahead and take off without 
hesitation.

Only with this mental approach can 
players fully accept the physical challenge 
of playing our energy-sapping style. The 
best up-tempo teams don’t just run, they 
sprint—the whole game. Breaking through 
that mental barrier of the natural inclination 
to rest or run less than full speed is perhaps 
the biggest hurdle to becoming a full-court 
fast-break club. This approach is something 
a coach must insist on every day in practice 

and in games, and correct immediately if 
the pace of the team up and down the court 
starts to slow.

Move the Ball
The effort required to sprint the court is 
worthwhile only when combined with 
equally fast movement of the basketball. 
Nothing puts the brakes on the break 
quicker than a player holding the ball in 
a stationary position. Quick passes, on 

A great rebounder and shot blocker like Marcus Camby on the defensive end is 
a great asset to a fast-breaking team.
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the other hand, are impossible for even 
the quickest defenses to stop. It’s quite 
simple—if you move the ball faster than 
the defense can react, someone will have 
an open shot.

Of course, it helps if those quick passes 
are accurate. Hitting a teammate in stride 
where the ball can be caught easily and 
converted quickly into a shot attempt is the 
goal. Sloppy passes that require a receiver to 
make an adjustment just to gain possession 
allow the defense to catch up to the ball and 

perhaps create a turnover or deny 
what would have been a good shot 
attempt that trip down the court.

Moving the ball also has the 
beneficial effect of wearing down 
an opponent. Making the defense 
work continuously through each 
possession just to keep up with the 
ball and to try to deny passing lanes 
will take its toll over the course of 
a game.

Take Quick, Good Shots
The final piece of the puzzle is to 
insist that players shoot the ball 
quickly. If players pass the ball 
around the perimeter and run the 
clock down while looking for a 
perfect, wide-open shot each time 
down the court, you’re in trouble. 
They need to have the green light 
and take immediate advantage of 
shot opportunities on the primary 
and secondary breaks. If the shot 
clock comes into play when you 
have the ball (and you aren’t simply 
expending time at the end of the 
first half of the game), this should 
send a warning signal. We don’t 
recommend anything like a “chuck 
and duck” shooting mentality, but 
the whole basis for this system is a 
relentlessly fast attack.

To do this, players must develop 
a good sense of what is and isn’t a 

“good” shot for them, and be very confident 
in what they define as good. Their sense of 
good versus bad shots comes largely from 
the coaches’ feedback during practices. 
Once their good shots have been defined, 
players must be prepared—even eager—to 
take those shots during games.

We do not set strict rules, but our play-
ers must understand their roles and be 
conscious of their offensive ability and the 
range of their shot. For example, Carmelo 
Anthony has great offensive skills and is free 

Carmelo Anthony has an array of skills to finish on a break, be it from 
the perimeter, midrange, or at the basket, as shown here.
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to shoot on a fast break whenever he wants. 
Other players, such as Marcus Camby and 
Kenyon Martin, are not our best options 
for the first shot on the fast break or when 
they’re open on the perimeter, because they 
possess different offensive skills.

executIng the Fast Break
When it comes to running our break, the 
rules are few. The freedom we allow execu-
tion-wise has a purpose—we want players 
to learn to think for themselves and react 
instinctively in the most effective manner 
in each situation. That’s because each situ-
ation on any given break presents unique 
challenges and opportunities. If we were 
to preprogram players to always move to a 
certain spot on the court or always run the 
same pattern, we’d make life much easier 
for our opponent and miss a lot of scoring 
chances along the way.

This less-structured approach is a good 
basis for player development. Through being 
forced to make many fast decisions on the 
fly repeatedly every practice, they gain a 
good sense of what the game is about and 
how to play it. Mind you, it won’t always 
be pretty, but it’s essential that you stand 
firm behind what you’re teaching and stay 
positive with the players.

When we were implementing the offense 
in Denver, we had an exhibition game in 
Wyoming versus Golden State. The War-
riors just killed us, and we committed 30 or 
more turnovers. After the game, everyone 
was commenting on how poorly we were 
executing the break and even suggesting that 
we might want to slow down our offensive 
attack. So they were surprised when we 
sounded so optimistic after the blowout. 
From our perspective, our pressure defense 
was great, our rebounding was great, and 
our running was great. What we hadn’t 
quite developed yet was a feel for the pass-
ing game.

Starting Point
As we mentioned before, only one position 
on our team has a defined role in our break. 
The point guard is responsible for receiv-
ing the ball from the rebounder (assuming 
the point guard hasn’t rebounded the ball). 
We’ll emphasize once again just how impor-
tant defensive rebounds are to making a 
fast break successful. When the opposition 
shoots, your players must crash the boards 
with all their might and make sure they get 
the ball quickly to the point guard, who 
should either come to the ball or create 
a clear passing lane between himself and 
the rebounder. We want our point guard to 
receive the outlet pass as far away as possible 
from the defensive basket (figure 9.1). He’s 
our main target when we start the fast break. 
However, if there is good defensive pressure 
on him, making this first pass extremely dif-
ficult, we want the guard to quickly come in 
closer and get the ball (figure 9.2).

Once the ball is in hand, the point guard 
quickly brings the ball up the middle of 
the court, where defenders can’t use the 
sideline to trap him. We believe having the 
ball in our point guard’s hands places pres-
sure on the defense. The point guard can 
penetrate to the basket, pass the ball to an 
open teammate, shoot a pull-up jumper, or 

Figure 9.1 We want to make the outlet pass to the point 
guard as far as possible from the basket. NBA_E3709_fig 9.1_314517_Lineworks_R2
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even launch a three-pointer on occasion. In 
our system, as in many fast-break attacks, 
the point guard is the key cog in initiating 
the offense and making the first key decision 
in the frontcourt.

Winging It
Once possession is gained, the two players 
closest to the wings (roughly the free-throw 
line extended on each side of the court) 
should sprint to those spots. We want them 
as wide as possible to create space to allow 
more room for the point guard to receive the 
ball from the rebounder. Then, as the point 
guard takes off with the ball, the wings dash 
down opposite sides of the court, staying 
wide until they reach the free-throw line 
extended on the offensive end (figure 9.3). 
The most difficult thing to teach the players 
who run on the wings is to stay wide. The 
wider they are, the better the passing lanes, 
thereby increasing our chances to score.

Again, we don’t force any rules on the 
wings. Depending on the defensive situa-
tion, they must read and react. In short, the 
two wings can cross in the lane (figure 9.4), 
they can stop at the free-throw line extended 
(figure 9.5), they can play give-and-go with 
the point guard (figure 9.6), or they can try 
any other option the defense allows.

NBA_E3709_fig 9.3_314519_Lineworks_R2
Figure 9.3 The two wings stay wide and run near the 
sideline.

Figure 9.4 Depending on the defense, the wings can 
cross in the lane.

 NBA_E3709_fig 9.4_314520_Lineworks_R2

Figure 9.2 When pressured by the defense, the 
point guard might receive the first pass closer to the 
rebounder. NBA_E3709_fig 9.2_314518_Lineworks_R2
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Ideally, your 2 and 3 players will fill the 
role of the wings most of the time. They’ll 
usually be faster than your big men and 
better able to convert a scoring opportunity 
during the initial onslaught. But we don’t 
have any strict rules on this because in some 
cases the 4 or 5 could fill the wing lane.

Support Troops
Assuming your 4 and 5 players gain the 
majority of your defensive rebounds, they’ll 
most often be the last two team members 
up the court. If 4 grabs the rebound, he’ll 
fill the lane between the point guard and a 
wing on one side of the court. 5 will trail 
the point, moving to a position near the top 
of the key (figure 9.7).

Figure 9.6 The wings can also play give-and-go or try 
any other option the defense allows.

Figure 9.5 The wings can also stop at the free-throw 
line extended. NBA_E3709_fig 9.5_314521_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 9.6_314522_Lineworks_R2 NBA_E3709_fig 9.7_314523_Lineworks_R2
Figure 9.7 The big men (4 and 5) are usually the trail-
ers—but not always.

As with the wings, the spacing of the two 
trailers is important. They should be far 
enough apart that they both can’t be covered 
by one defender, and they must stay aware 
of what’s happening as they run upcourt, 
ready to alter their paths as necessary.

prImary Break
As you’d expect, quickness and speed are vital 
to the primary break. By “primary break” we 
mean a fast break run when there’s a real 
advantage over the defenders.

In all situations in which there’s an offen-
sive advantage, defenders are outmanned 
and kept off balance, creating a variety of 
possible mismatches. The defense simply 
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can’t cover all spots on the court. Instilling 
this notion in our players is not as simple as 
it seems, and coaches must teach and prac-
tice these situations regularly, using a few 
basic and practical rules to increase the odds 
that the advantage will go to the offense.

However, before discussing the fast-
break rules and how to teach them, we 
want to say something about the mental 
game. We’re convinced the first ingredi-
ent of an effective fast break is the mental 
switch, the “offensive transition”—that is, 
rapidly changing the mind-set from defense 
to offense within a split second. This quick 
switch must occur after a basket, a defen-
sive rebound, a steal, a turnover, a sideline 
or baseline inbounds play, or a made shot 
or free throw.

Following a score by the opponent, if 
the inbounder is slow to inbound the ball, 
or, following a defensive rebound, if the 
rebounder doesn’t make a quick outlet 
pass, the fast break will almost certainly 
be affected. We think an extremely quick 
“mind switch” is the basis of an effective 
fast break.

The second fundamental aspect of the 
fast break is running. The main rule here 
is that players must always maintain proper 
spacing on the court. If the offense runs a 
two-on-one fast break and the two offen-
sive players are too close to each other, one 
defensive player might effectively guard the 
two players and prevent what should have 
been an easy basket (figure 9.8).

These are the premises from which a 
coach can build the primary break, and 
without these two vital aspects, we don’t 
think a primary break can be successful. 
Basketball is a game of habits, and these 
two habits must be taught and practiced 
to be reinforced. It’s a big mistake to skip 
the teaching and learning of these basics. 
Failing to do so is like driving a Ferrari 
equipped with motorbike tires: You won’t 
get anywhere!

Coaches personalize their fast-break 
approaches, as can be seen from coach to 
coach. Some coaches run their primary 
break on the sideline or in the middle of 
the court (figure 9.9); others want the two 
wings to cut at the free-throw line extension 
or else work off a give-and-go move.

We’re different from the majority of 
coaches because we don’t give our players 
specific rules. We tell them to react to what 
the defense gives them. This doesn’t mean 
our philosophy is necessarily better than 
that of others—just that it works best for us. 
As always, you’ll want to gear your approach 
around your players.

Figure 9.8 Spacing is vital on the fast break and also 
on the two on one.NBA_E3709_fig 9.8_314524_Lineworks_R2
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Figure 9.9 A primary break run in the middle of the 
court.

NBA_E3709_fig 9.9_314525_Lineworks_R2

secondary Break
The secondary break occurs after the pri-
mary break has failed to produce a basket. 
In this case, the team quickly tries to take 
advantage of the defense—which is still not 
yet set—and find a quick-scoring play. On 
the secondary break, all five offensive play-
ers are involved. Normally, the secondary 
break lasts just a few seconds and tries to 
punish the ill-formed defense (characterized 
by poor matchups and bad rotation).

There are many ways to run the second-
ary break, but the break typically involves 
one or two trailers, generally the big men, 
who are used for reversing the ball and post-
ing down on the low-post position (figure 
9.10) or for a stagger screen for an outside 
shot (figure 9.11).

NBA_E3709_fig 9.10_314526_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 9.11_314527_Lineworks_R2

Figure 9.10 Two trailers post down and reverse the 
ball.

Figure 9.11 A staggered screen formed by the two 
trailers.
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We don’t have an established secondary 
break. If we don’t score right away, we 
immediately run our passing game, which 
in effect is our secondary break, including 
cuts, backdoor plays, the give-and-go, and 
screens on and off the ball.

Again, we want to underline that the game 
and the decisions belong to the players, who 
react to the defense, and that they don’t 
depend too much on the input of the coach-
ing staff. The players must be responsible for 
their moves and decisions: We don’t want to 
call every play like a teacher in a classroom 
directing her students.

One of our favorite and most respected 
coaches, Dean Smith, was convinced that 
to have a good passing game without rules 
you needed five very smart players on the 
court—which is not always possible. He 
believed that if you lacked savvy players, 
you needed to set rules, lest your passing 
game be ineffective. With all due respect to 
Coach Smith (and there is much that is due), 
we happen to think differently. We believe 
players must have the freedom to make 
the proper decisions on the court based 
on the reaction of the defense. However, 
based on the number of ACC and national 
championships Coach Smith won and the 
dozens of All-American players he coached, 
maybe, just maybe, Coach Smith was on to 
something.

drIlls For the Fast Break
Our practices typically last no longer than 75 
to 90 minutes. We believe you get more out 
of high-speed, high-concentration practices 
than you do long sessions, when physical 
and mental fatigue set in.

Our typical practice focuses on the fast 
break and teamwork. More isolated drills 
have their place with developing players, 
especially in the off-season and preseason, 
but once the competitive season gets under 
way, our emphasis shifts to helping our 
squad execute as a unit.

Standard Practice Session
Three-line full-court fast break  

10 to 15 minutes
Five-player passing game fast break 

15 minutes
Half-court defense with a fast break 

30 to 40 minutes
Scrimmage  

20 minutes 

The three group drills we run to develop 
and sharpen our execution on the break are 
the three-line and five-player breaks and 
what we call a “beep-beep” drill. Here’s 
how they work.
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Three-Line Drill
We run this drill as a way to teach our wings 
to stay as close as possible to the sidelines. 
They must start to run only when the point 
guard receives the ball and starts the dribble. 
We form three lines, toss the ball off the 
backboard, and start the fast break without 
the defense (figure 9.12). Players are free to 
cut at the free-throw line extension, make 
a give-and-go, or try any other variation as 
long as they maintain proper spacing.

NBA_E3709_fig 9.12_314528_Lineworks_R2

Figure 9.12 Three-line drill without the defense.

Figure 9.13 Five-player passing game drill without the 
defense.NBA_E3709_fig 9.13_314529_Lineworks_R2

Five-Player Passing Game
The second drill is a five-player passing 
game drill without the defense (figure 9.13). 
We run this drill until one player asks for 
a time-out because he’s out of gas. Players 
can run any options they want on the pass-
ing game, but everything must go at full 
speed.
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Beep-Beep
We call this five-on-five drill “beep-beep” 
after the cartoon character the Roadrunner. 
We tell our players the rule is that the point 
guard must bring the ball down as quickly 
as possible on offense and either shoot as 
quickly as he can or make only one pass, 
and that whoever receives the pass must 
shoot immediately (figure 9.14). The defense 
then switches to offense and runs the play 
down the other end of the court. This drill 
works the fast break and conditioning at 
the same time.

We run all our drills at top speed to help 
our players maintain the essential habit of 
sprinting the court. The pace also raises the 
level of competition during practice, which 

in turn challenges players to step up their 
performance each time on the court, not 
just in games.

FInIshIng up  
the Fast Break

Many coaches are reluctant to adopt the 
fast break as a primary offensive attack, 
citing the various challenges to playing an 
up-tempo style. To close the chapter, we’ll 
address the common concerns coaches have 
about committing to a running system. Just 
remember that no system is flawless, and 
whatever means of attack you choose will 
require fine-tuning to your situation and 
personnel.

•	 What	 happens	 when	 the	 team	 lacks	
a capable point guard? Admittedly, this is 
probably the Achilles’ heel of the fast-break 
system. It’s very difficult to have much 
success without a playmaker who can put 
pressure on the defense each time down 
the floor. At the high school level, what 
you must do is ensure your feeder schools 
are developing players who can step into 
this role when they come of age. At the col-
lege level, you must make your point guard 
position a priority for at least every other 
recruiting class. And at the pro level, you 
need to draft or trade for at least a starter 
and capable backup point guard if you hope 
to have success running the fast break.

•	Can	the	break	be	effective	without	an	
especially fast team? That’s like asking if 
you can rebound without a tall team. The 
answer to both is yes, but it sure helps when 
players have the physical tools so they don’t 
always need to work that much harder than 
the opposition just to keep on a level play-
ing field. If your team is overmatched from 
a speed standpoint, you can still run the 
break effectively with superior condition-
ing, hustle, smarts, techniques, and tactics. 
The important thing is that the players don’t 
consider their lack of speed a handicap or 
use it as an excuse when they come up short. 

NBA_E3709_fig 9.14_314530_Lineworks_R2
Figure 9.14 The beep-beep drill.
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Sharp cuts, quick passes, and fast thinking 
can offset faster feet.

•	Don’t	fast-breaking	teams	commit	too	
many	turnovers	to	win	consistently? If you 
adopt a fast-break system, you must accept 
that you’ll incur more turnovers. That’s not 
because your team is being loose with the 
ball or playing too risky—it’s just that there 
are so many more possessions, trips down 
the court at a high speed, and passes to be 
thrown and received. That all adds up to a 
higher turnover total for a fast-break team 
than for a half-court club. We don’t like a 
high number of turnovers, but we believe a 
more important statistic is turnover ratio. As 
long as we consistently have fewer turnovers 
than our opponents, our per-game turnover 
average isn’t that much of a concern.

•	Won’t	 the	team	wear	down	over	 the	
course of a season? Yes, the cumulative 
effect of a running game can take its toll in a 
season as long as the NBA’s. That’s why we 
keep our practices short and more intense. 
It also helps to have a decent bench, so you 
can call on your 8, 9, and 10 players to give 
your starters occasional rests. At the college 
and high school levels, you can maintain 
a higher pace over the season because the 
season and length of games are shorter. Plus, 
players are younger and less susceptible to 
the kind of fatigue that athletes encounter 
in their pro careers. We always felt that the 
conditioning factor—both in a particular 
game and over the course of a season—was 
in our favor because we were well trained 
to maintain the fast break better than our 
opponents were.
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Primary and Secondary Breaks
Mike D’Antoni, Alvin Gentry, and Marc Iavaroni

More than half our points are scored off 
our fast break. That includes both the 

baskets we make quickly off the initial offen-
sive surge at our end of the court (primary 
breaks) and the baskets we score quickly 
afterward once all our players make it into 
the frontcourt, before the defense is able to 
fully recover (secondary breaks).

A successful running game starts not 
with Xs and Os but with a proper state 
of mind. Basketball is a game of reaction; 
players must react immediately to new situ-
ations and change instantly from defense 
to offense. Players don’t have time to think 
about where they should go or what they 
should do; they must simply respond in 
a flash. The rebounder who hesitates in 
throwing the outlet pass, or the guard who 
fails to anticipate and break to the pass to 
push the ball up the floor, will render what 
appears to be a perfect fast break on paper 
ineffective on the court. A “move it, now” 
mind-set is essential to the success of a 
breaking team.

The second prerequisite for the fast break 
is understanding how to run. That means as 
soon as we gain possession—or as soon as it 
appears we’ll gain possession—of the ball, 
we’re off to the sprints. The rebounder, or 
more likely the recipient of the outlet pass, 
should high-tail it up the court with the ball, 
looking for a free teammate further down 
the floor. Everyone else is sprinting to the 
offensive end. There should be no wasted 
motion. That’s easier to say than do because 
proper running and sprinting technique 

take a willingness to work and a high level 
of conditioning. Watching videos showing 
correct running mechanics and then prac-
ticing these techniques will help establish 
the basics; then it comes down to applying 
those same movements at full speed in game 
situations.

The simple part of instituting a running 
system is selling the players on it. Few 
athletes in today’s game want to walk the 
ball up the court and hold it for the full 24 
seconds each possession. They want to play 
up-tempo—just as they play in full-court 
pick-up games when given the chance. The 
fast-break style appeals to players’ natural 
preference to make something happen, and 
quickly. The style is a lot of fun when it 
works. But what most players fail to appre-
ciate, at least at first, is what it takes to 
execute a consistently effective, fast-paced, 
full-court offense.

Coaches are often reluctant to commit to 
a running-style game for fear of too many 
turnovers. That’s understandable; a helter-
skelter-type break almost invariably leads to 
a high percentage of lost possessions, even 
before the team can attempt to score. In our 
system, however, we remain in control. In 
fact, our turnover total is among the lowest 
in the NBA, and is extremely low given 
the number of additional opportunities we 
create with the break.

In this chapter we’ll explain how we do it. 
You might be limited by the personnel of your 
team, or your league might have rules that 
limit your commitment to such a system, but 

10c h a p t e r
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even so, you’re sure to find many elements 
here to benefit your offensive attack.

ElEmEnts of thE BrEak
Before getting into the specifics of how we 
run our primary and secondary breaks, let’s 
first look at the core components that make 
our style of play possible.

Personnel
Every team must have a good point guard 
who can see the whole picture on the court. 
Naturally, it helps if that point guard is Steve 
Nash, the two-time NBA MVP, who is like 
a second coach on the court. But not every 

point is going to have Steve’s tremendous 
court vision, superb passing skills, and 
fantastic ability to anticipate on the court. 
What’s essential, though, is that the point 
guard can read situations and pass the ball 
quickly with no wasted dribbling.

Nothing undermines a fast-break offense 
quicker than a point guard who fails to 
advance the ball upcourt or who misses an 
open teammate in position to score. Every 
player without the ball must be in motion, 
sprinting the court, cutting, and using 
screens—doing whatever it takes to get open. 
If a point guard fails to deliver the ball to 
teammates who are making such an effort, 
before long they’ll stop moving as quickly 
and persistently on the floor. When that 

happens, your fast break is 
effectively shut down.

To complement a capable 
point guard, successful run-
ning teams also have quick 
athletes who are totally com-
mitted to this style of play. 
Amare Stoudemire is one of 
the quickest power forwards 
in the NBA, and Leandro Bar-
bosa is also very fast. Players 
with such quickness love the 
opportunity to use that asset, 
and the fast-break game cre-
ates those situations.

Conditioning
A high level of physical condi-
tioning is mandatory for any 
team committed to running 
the fast break. All players, 
including reserves, must be 
in top shape and have the 
stamina to sprint the court 
from the opening tip to the 
final buzzer. For reaching 
the best possible shape, we 
run a lot in practice, and 
we do all our drills, on full- 
or half-court, at maximum 

Steve Nash is a transition team’s coaching staff’s dream due to his amazing 
court vision, decision-making ability, ingenuity, and passing skills.
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speed, from the usual full-court break drills 
to shooting drills.

Defense
Fast-breaking teams are sometimes accused 
of playing poor defense. Critics point out 
that we allow opponents more points than 
other teams do and that our opponents’ 
field-goal percentages aren’t the best. What 
they neglect to mention is that we typically 
outscore our opponents by more points than 
almost anyone.

Our defense has to fit our running offense, 
so we’re not going to play a sit-and-wait, 
slug-it-out style favored by more physical, 
deliberate teams. When we play well defen-
sively, we disrupt the opponent’s flow and 
create loose balls and turnovers that we can 
convert quickly into baskets. Our fast break 
is most productive when we’re aggressive on 
the defensive end, stealing the ball, stepping 
into the passing lane, contesting shots, and 
blocking out.

We harass the opposing offense, keeping 
them unsettled by the pace of our game and 
forcing them into taking bad shots. When 
that happens, they often miss, and then we’re 
off to the races. We’re dictating the action 
and making our opponent exert a great deal 
of energy in the transition game. The result 
is that we create more and better scoring 
opportunities for ourselves, taking our oppo-
nent out of its comfort zone and wearing it 
down over the course of the game.

Rebounding
Obviously, the more possessions you have, 
the more chances you have to run the fast 
break. The most common way to get the 
ball is to take the defensive rebound, which 
is easier said than done. All five players 
must be alert on every opponent’s shot and 
block out the offensive players; they need 
the strength of will to prevent opponents 
from getting into the paint and grabbing 
rebounds. This task is demanded not only 

of the big men but also of the guards and 
small forward—an example is small for-
ward Shawn Marion, a great rebounder and 
among the best in the league.

Ball Handling
We strongly believe that every player, from 
the starting five to the last of our reserves, 
must have good ball-handling skills if we’re 
going to run a sound fast break. If the ball 
is in the hands of Nash the majority of the 
time on the primary or secondary break, 
there will be more than one occasion when 
the play requires our forwards and centers 
to drive when running the fast break. When 
we talk of ball handling, we include the skills 
of dribbling the ball at full speed as well as 
executing proper passes at proper times.

Shooting
When a player is free on a primary fast 
break, he has the green light to shoot. Yes, 
players must exercise good shot selection—
taking shots within their range that they 
can shoot with confidence—but they must 
not hesitate to put the ball up when scor-
ing opportunities present themselves. I get 
much more upset when players fail to shoot 
open shots than I do when they miss the 
shots (unless, of course, an open shooter 
passes to a teammate who has an even 
better shot).

A signature of our break involves players 
spotting up on the three-point arc, ready to 
launch a shot. This feature really spreads 
the defense because the players who have 
hustled back to defend must decide whether 
to extend out to the perimeter or stay back 
in the lane to deny easy layups. Often we’ll 
catch defenders in no-man’s land, unsure 
of what to do, in which case our man on 
the arc can shoot, fake, and drive, or fake a 
shot and pass to a teammate in better posi-
tion to score.

Ideally, every player on the team will have 
excellent shooting mechanics, but that’s 
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rarely the case. Regardless of how much 
instruction they receive and practice they 
put in, some players are going to have idio-
syncratic technical flaws in their shooting 
motion. That doesn’t always mean they’re 
incapable of shooting at a high percent-
age, especially if they’re consistent in their 
technique, release the ball quickly, and get 
decent elevation at release. Again, shot selec-
tion comes down to each player understand-
ing what a good shot is for him.

Primary BrEak
A standard way of defining the primary 
break is the first two or three seconds a 
team has the ball after transitioning from 
defense to offense. This is when the oppos-
ing defense is most vulnerable. Once we 
gain possession, there’s no hesitation—we’re 
sprinting toward our end of the court.

We fast break on every possession in the 
following situations:

Fast, agile, and versatile, Amare Stoudemire can get out front for a slam 
on a primary break or fill the lane with the best of them on a secondary 
break.

A defensive rebound following a •	
missed field goal or free throw.
An out-of-bounds play, whether •	
after a score or a violation. 
(Normally, the power forward is 
supposed to make the inbounds 
pass, but we don’t strictly follow 
this rule. Any player nearest 
the ball after an opponent’s 
score can make the inbounds 
pass if doing so gains us pre-
cious seconds in getting the ball 
upcourt.)
A steal by the defense or a turn-•	
over by the offense.

Although a very fast player 
with good ball-handling and 
shooting skills might be called a 
“one-man fast break,” rarely is a 
team successful if it relies on a 
single player to convert in its tran-
sition game. Rather, the two most 
common primary break scenarios 
involve two offensive players and 
three or more offensive players on 
the attack.

Two-on-One Break
When two players fast break 
against one defender, the offen-
sive players must keep good 
spacing between them, which is 
the secret of any fast break. This 
prevents the single player back 
on defense from covering both 
offensive players.
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As the two offensive players move toward 
their basket, the ball handler should stop 
(but continue to dribble) near the corner of 
the free-throw lane, while the other offen-
sive player, keeping proper spacing, cuts at 
a 45-degree angle to the basket (figure 10.1). 
At this point, it is up to the ball handler to 
read the situation and react based on what 
the defender does. If the defender moves out 
to cover him, the ball handler passes the ball 
to an open teammate. If the defender sags 
back or hedges toward the offensive player 
without the ball, the ball handler takes the 
open shot or drives to a point where an 
unimpeded shot can be taken.

We don’t have definite rules for players 
in our fast break except that they maintain 
proper spacing and an eagerness to run. Of 
course we try to correct them when they 

make the wrong decision on a two-on-one 
fast break, but we generally allow their court 
sense to determine the best option.

Break With More Than  
Two Players
After a basket by the opponents, let’s assume 
that 4, the power forward, makes the inbounds 
pass to 1, the point guard, and the two other 
perimeter players—2, the shooting guard, and 
3, the small forward—run as wide as possible 
(exaggerating, we tell them to “touch” the side-
line to give them precise lanes to occupy) and 
go deep into the two corners of the offensive 
half-court (figure 10.2).

These three players must recognize that 
with the fast break they can go straight 

NBA_E3709_fig 10.1_314533_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.1 Two-on-one fast break.
NBA_E3709_fig 10.2_314534_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.2 Fast break with three players.
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to the basket and score with a layup, but 
without the fast break there’s no advantaged 
situation in which the offense outnumbers 
the defense. In this case, the two wings run 
until they reach the baseline and then stay 
deep in the corners; in this set, the spacing 
is very important—you want to force the 
defenders to cover a wider area. 5, who is 
the first trailer (4 has made the inbounds 
pass and is the second trailer), sprints the 
floor, following the first three players on the 
fast break. 5 has two options:

He can, once he reaches the free-throw •	
line extended, receive the ball and 
shoot, or cut into the lane at a 45-degree 
angle and receive the ball for a shot 
under the basket (figure 10.3).

He can stay in the middle of the floor •	
to reverse the ball to the other side of 
the court.

In this second case, 1 moves the ball to 
an area in which he can take advantage of 
spacing and possibly pass the ball to 5 to try 
to score with a layup.

Alternatively, 4, a shooter who made the 
inbounds pass, sprints on offense and spots 
up for a three-point shot (figure 10.4). The 
players’ movements can also create the 
chance for a three-point shot by 2 or 3, who 
are spotted deep in the corner, or a shot 
by 5, who, in this case, is the first trailer 
(figure 10.5).

NBA_E3709_fig 10.3_314535_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.3 Fast break with the first trailer.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.4_314536_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 10.4 Fast break with the second trailer.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.5_314537_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.5 Three-point chances on the fast break.
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If there are no quick solutions on our 
primary fast break, we immediately run a 
pick-and-roll play. 4 sets a screen on 1, and 
they play a quick pick-and-roll. This action 
can create a situation in which 1 can pass to 
perimeter players 2 or 3, who are in the deep 
corners, for a three-point shot; 1 can pass to 
5, who has cut into the three-second lane; 1 
can make a layup; or 4 can shoot from the 
lane, rolling to the basket after setting the 
screen for 1 (figure 10.6).

Roll 4 Pop
If in this case 4 is the first trailer and 5 is 
the second trailer, 4 cuts into the lane and 
posts up, while 5 stops outside the three-
point line.

1 passes the ball to 5 and goes in the 
opposite direction; 5 reverses the ball, pass-
ing it to 3, who comes high. At the same 
time as the pass from 5 to 3, 2 cuts along 
the baseline, using the screen of 4, and then 
moves into the opposite corner, replacing 3 
(figure 10.7).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.6_314538_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.6 With no solution on the primary break, we 
run a pick-and-roll.

sEcondary BrEak
Our secondary break is in the hands of Steve 
Nash, who is an unbelievable passer and 
creator of scoring options for himself and 
his teammates. Again, such a player is the 
base of the success of our fast break.

We play our secondary break in a differ-
ent way from other teams. We post up our 
centers and power forwards for no more 
than a few seconds because we want to take 
advantage of the quickness of our big men 
and their shooting skills from the outside. As 
you’ll notice, we always want to have at least 
three, if not four, players on the perimeter, 
and we give them the green light to shoot if 
they’re free. We also want to reverse the ball 
as quickly as possible to create open shots 
on the perimeter. Let’s now look at some 
of our plays generated from the offensive 
transition.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.7_314539_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 10.7 Roll 4 pop.

If 3 can’t pass to 2, 1 screens down for 
4, who comes high and receives a stagger 
screen from 5, who, after the screen, sets 
up in the short corner. 4 goes to the middle 
of the court and receives the ball from 3. 
1, after setting the screen, returns to his 
original position (figure 10.8).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.8_314540_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.8 A stagger screen for 4 by 1 and 5.
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4 drives to the basket, where, if he can’t 
shoot, he kicks the ball to a teammate on the 
perimeter: either to 5, who pops out to the 
corner, or to 1, 3, or 2 (figure 10.9). At least 
one of these four players on the perimeter 
will be free for a shot.

1, after the pass to 5, starts to cut down; 
this time he doesn’t screen for 4, but receives 
a screen from 5, goes high in the middle of 
the half-court, and receives the ball from 3. 
Right after the screen, 5 rolls to the basket 
and moves to the short corner on the other 
side of the court, while 4 goes to the angle 
of the free-throw area (figure 10.11).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.9_314541_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.9  Passing options for 4.

Roll 1 Pop
The play starts like the previous one but 
this time is run for 1. 1 passes to 5; 5 passes 
to 3, who comes high. At the same time as 
the pass from 5 to 3, 2 cuts on the baseline, 
using the screen of 4, and then moves to the 
opposite corner, replacing 3 (figure 10.10).

Figure 10.10 Roll 1 pop.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.10_314542_Lineworks_R4-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.11_314543_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 10.11 After receiving a screen from 5, 1 receives 
the ball from 3.

1 passes the ball to 4, cuts around him for 
a possible hand-off pass, and then goes out 
to the corner. Meanwhile, 3 cuts into the 
lane and moves to the short corner on the 
other side of the court. 4, if he can’t shoot or 
drive to the basket from this position, drives 
toward 2 for a hand-off pass. 2 can penetrate 
or pass to 4, 5, 3, or 1 (figure 10.12).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.12_314544_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.12 4 can shoot, drive, or make a hand-off 
pass to 2, who has several options.
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Through Flare 1 Man
Starting from our set after the offensive 
transition with 5 as the second trailer, 4 as 
the first trailer on the low post, and 2 and 3 
in the deep corners, 1 passes the ball to 2, 
who comes high, or to 5, in this case, and 
then cuts to the opposite side of the court 
in the low-post area (figure 10.13). 3 screens 
for 1, who comes off the screen and receives 
the ball from 5. After the screen, 3 moves to 
the low-post area (figure 10.14).

If 1 isn’t free to shoot, he passes the ball 
to 3, receives a screen from 5, goes to the 
middle of the court, and receives the ball 
back from 3. He can now drive to the basket 
or drive and kick off the ball to 2, 4, 3, or 5, 
who rolls after the screen (figure 10.15). PracticE

Running teams must run a lot during prac-
tice. This goes back to one of the basic 
aspects of the fast break, maintaining a 
running attitude, a state of mind that’s 
developed in practice.

We do some work on half-court in prac-
tice, but once the season starts we devote 
most of the 90 minutes to full-court running. 
Sometimes execution is sloppy, but we don’t 
want to compromise our running. Our style 
of basketball is based on quickness and 
speed, not on power and set plays, so our 
players must be able to react immediately 
to any defensive situation. This is why we 
practice all the possible plays of the second-
ary break at full speed.

We divide the team into perimeter players 
(point guards, guards, and small forwards) 
and big men (power forwards and centers). 
Our big men have different skills from most 
big men on other teams; they don’t post 
up much, but they can face the basket and 
also drive and shoot from the outside. One 
of our main offensive rules is that we want 
the middle of the court open.

In the following drills we’ll show how we 
work with our big men, while on the other 
side of the court, our perimeter players 
practice shooting off the different options 
of our secondary break.

Figure 10.13 1 passes to 2 or to 5, as in this case.

Figure 10.14 3 screens for 1 and moves to the low 
post.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.13_314545_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.14_314546_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.15 Option for the drive of 1 or a penetration 
and kickoff pass. NBA_E3709_fig 10.15_314547_Lineworks_R3-alw
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drills for Primary  
and sEcondary BrEaks

You cannot simply ask the team to run on 
offense if you do not run in practice and you 
do not practice the different solutions that 
will be applied on the court. Here are some 
simple drills we run to cover the different 
options on the break.

Double Drag
We set up one coach on one side of the half-
court and another coach at the free-throw 
line, while a line of big men, each with a 
ball, are in the middle of the half-court.

The first player passes the ball to the 
coach on the perimeter; the second player 
passes the ball to the coach at the free-throw 
line. These two players then set a stagger 
screen (we call this a “double drag”) for the 
coach on the perimeter. The first player 
picks and rolls to the basket, receives a pass 
from the coach at the free-throw line, and 
shoots a layup or a dunk; the other player, 
after the second pick for the coach outside 
the three-second lane, pops out, receives the 
ball from the coach on the perimeter, and 
shoots from outside (figure 10.16).

Dribble Drags
We set up one coach in the corner without 
the ball, one coach with the ball on the 
same side outside the three-point line, and 
one line of players. The coach with the ball 
starts to dribble toward the other coach, who 
comes high and receives a hand-off pass. 
The first player in line makes a screen for 
the second coach, then rolls to the basket 
to receive the ball from the second coach, 
who has dribbled around the screen (figure 
10.17).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.16_314548_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.16 Double drag drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.17_314549_Lineworks_R3-alwFigure 10.17 Dribble drags drill.

Rim Runs
We set up one coach with a ball on a wing 
and another coach on the opposite wing, 
without a ball; players form a line in the 
middle of the half-court.

The drill starts with the coach with the 
ball dribbling toward the baseline and then 
receiving a side screen from the player at 
the front of the line. The coach goes around 
the screen and reverses the ball, passing it 
to the coach on the other side. After setting 
the screen, the player rolls to the basket on 
the side opposite the ball and receives a lob 
pass for a layup or a dunk (figure 10.18).
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The same drill can be run with a differ-
ent finish. The coach dribbles toward the 
baseline and receives a screen from the 
player, but this time, after the coach goes 
around the screen and reverses the ball to 
the coach on the other side of the court, the 
player cuts straight to the opposite short 
corner, receives the ball, and takes a jump 
shot (figure 10.19).

Read the Defense: Step Up
If the defense wants to force the ball handler 
to the sideline, we counter this defensive 
move with a step-up move. Following is the 
drill for practicing this move.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.18_314550_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.18 Rim runs drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.19_314551_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.19 Rim runs drill with a different solution.

We run this drill on both halves of the 
half-court, with a coach with the ball on the 
wing and a line of players behind him. The 
coach starts to dribble to the baseline, and 
the first player follows him; then the player 
comes back and screens. After the screen, 
he rolls to the basket, going inside the lane, 
and receives the ball from the coach for a 
layup or a dunk (figure 10.20).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.20_314552_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.20 Read the defense: step-up drill.

Pinch Post Series
We set up two lines of players at the baseline, 
facing the midcourt line. Each player has a ball. 
Two coaches are in front of the two lines.

The first player of each line passes the 
ball to the coach at the head of the line, then 
posts up at the corners of the free-throw area 
and receives the ball back; after the pass, the 
coach cuts around the player. While cutting 
around, the coach, acting as a defender, tries 
to hit the ball so that the offensive players 
must face a game situation. We run this drill 
with two finishes:

The player drives right away to the •	
basket for a layup or a dunk after faking 
a hand-off pass. As soon as the player 
receives the ball, he protects it, watch-
ing over his shoulder to get used to 
locating the defender, and then drives 
to the basket. Because two players are 
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involved simultaneously, they must 
coordinate their drives to the basket.
The player can also turn, face the •	
basket, and make a jump shot (figure 
10.21).

The initial routine is as described •	
before, but now the player makes a 
hand-off pass to the coach, who dribbles 
toward the baseline. The player then 
screens for the coach, who dribbles 
toward midcourt and passes the ball to 
the player, who, after the screen, can 
roll to the basket for a layup (or dunk) 
or to the short corner for a jump shot 
(figure 10.23).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.21_314553_Lineworks_R2
Figure 10.21 Pinch post series: driving and shooting.

The initial routine is as described •	
before, but now the player receives 
the ball and dribbles outside the lane 
toward the coach, who after the pass 
has cut toward the corner. The player 
then makes a hand-off pass to the 
coach, who dribbles toward midcourt 
and passes the ball back to the player, 
who has rolled to the basket for a layup 
or a dunk (figure 10.22).

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.22_314554_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.22 Pinch post series: hand-off pass and 
layup.

 NBA_E3709_fig 10.23_314555_Lineworks_R2

Figure 10.23 Pinch post series: hand-off pass, screen, 
and layup or jump shot.

final Points
We’ve discussed the primary and second-
ary breaks, the practices, and the drills, 
but we would now like to say a few words 
about the foundation on which to build your 
running game—that is, all players must be 
in superb physical condition and have the 
proper mental approach.

We have spoken of endurance, stamina, 
and strength—all physical skills that a player 
builds through hours of conditioning on the 
court and in the weightlifting room. As we 
mentioned, we run all-out in practice; we 
do everything at full speed to build up the 
conditioning necessary to run for an entire 
48-minute NBA game.

Yet you create this style of play not only 
through conditioning and drills but by talk-
ing to your players, giving them examples to 
follow, designating leaders who are totally 
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committed to the running game, and instill-
ing the idea that every player on the court 
will have a chance to score as long as he 
trusts this style of play. In short, you need to 
work on the physical and technical aspects 

of the fast-break game, yes—but you must 
also tend to the mental side. You must moti-
vate your players to buy into this system. 
Once they do, they’ll find it’s an effective 
and exciting way to play basketball.
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High-Percentage Plays
Lionel Hollins

Coaches must adapt their offense to the 
rules of their team’s level of play—

particularly to the rules of the clock because 
there’s a big difference between playing 
with the 24-second clock of the NBA and the 
WNBA, the 35-second clock of NCAA men’s 
basketball (30-second clock of women’s), 
and no shot clock in high school.

In the NBA the time factor is crucial; the 
24-second clock forces every team to create 
offensive options as quickly as possible. We 
don’t have the chances to create a continuity 
of offense as high school and college teams 
do; we must create plays that offer two or 
more options within a few seconds.

In professional basketball we base play 
more on individual matchups and one on 
one. We use plays to isolate our best offen-
sive players, with fewer passes and players’ 
movements compared to high school and 
college basketball.

No matter what level of play you’re 
coaching, you’re always looking to create 
the most and best opportunities to score. In 
this chapter we’ll look at high-percentage 
scoring plays that have worked with teams 
I’ve been associated with. You can adapt 
these plays as necessary for the rules of your 
team’s level of play and to best use the skills 
of your players.

Offensive PrinciPles
I would like to describe some high-percent-
age offensive plays that our team has used 
effectively in the NBA—our offensive philos-

ophy centers around a few simple principles. 
Conscious of the 24-second clock, we get the 
ball as quickly as possible to the man we 
want to run the play; this allows him time 
to survey the situation and make a play for 
himself or a teammate. In keeping with our 
quick-striking emphasis, we strive to get to 
the shot with one or two passes to reduce 
the chance of a steal by our opponents.

We frequently use screen-the-screener 
plays, where the player who makes the 
screen then receives a screen himself right 
away (which forces defenders into diffi-
cult recoveries). We also use the staggered 
screen—a series of two or three screens in a 
row, which are very difficult for a defender 
to get through. With these screens, the 
defender must go through a maze of screens 
to cover his man. If he’s a poor defender or 
doesn’t like physical contact, he’ll never get 
through all the screens, and the shooter will 
get an open shot. Or, in some cases, another 
defender must help, which leaves another 
offensive player open.

Like all NBA teams, we use pick-and-roll 
in many situations. We set high and middle 
screens, side screens, “elbow” screens (at the 
corners of the free-throw lane), and step-
up screens. When you have a big defender 
who doesn’t like to leave the basket area or 
who isn’t mobile, the pick-and-roll is very 
effective. If you have a point guard who is 
a three-point shooter and a penetrator, it’s 
tough for the defense to decide how to play 
the screens. We also use any of our big men 
in the screens and different ball handlers 

11c h a p t e r
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to take best advantage of whomever we  
want to exploit, such as a weak or slow 
defender.

Personnel can dictate just how much 
you rely on the pick-and-roll. One season 
we had forwards and centers who could 
shoot from outside. We could force other 
teams to rotate to cover our big men on the 
perimeter, which allowed us pick-and-pops 
for jump shots and fake-and-drive situations. 
Our opponents were often forced to double 
team our post, which afforded us open jump 
shots and drive-and-kick situations on the 
perimeter.

We call most of our plays from the bench, 
but our point guard also has opportunities 
to call plays. We want to have control of 
the game on offense, but we give our point 
freedom to alter the play when the defensive 
situation changes.

We want to attack matchup advantages 
involving our two or three best offensive 
players. We also want to fast break after an 
opponent’s missed shot when we have the 
numeric advantage. If we lack that advan-
tage, we flow into our early offensive set, a 
transitional set with different options read 
by our point guard.

The priorities of the point guard in this offense, in this case Mike Conley, are to drive and distribute the ball to teammates 
where and when they are most likely to score.
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As common sense dictates, if we have a 
player with a hot hand we want to milk or a 
matchup we want to exploit, we set up those 
plays after our opponent’s made field goals 
or free throws.

PersOnnel skills
These are the skills we look for from our 
starting five:

1 is the point guard, with good court •	
vision and passing and dribbling skills. 
He also needs to be a good penetrator.
2 is a big guard, a good outside shooter, •	
a good passer, and able to put the ball 
on the floor and post up smaller play-
ers.
3 is the small forward, our best shooter •	
from the three-point range and a capa-
ble post player.
4 is the power forward, who can score •	
inside and is quick and agile enough 
to move outside for the shot or drive 
to the basket.
5 is the center—tall but agile, aggres-•	
sive on the boards, and able to run the 
floor.

scOring Plays
We start the game with our “special 1” play 
for our top scorer. We want him to score 
the first basket of the game to build his 
confidence. We then run plays for our other 
scorers, mainly our 2 (off guard) and 3 (small 
forward), while trying to include solutions 
for every player on the court. We want to 
get everyone involved offensively as early 
as we can. We use a lot of isolation plays for 
our top scorer, as well as for the other four 
players on the court.

Special 1
This is an excellent play to use at the start 
of a game, usually for your top scorer. Put 
5 and 4 outside the three-second lane, 2 at 

the low post, and 3 at the wing below the 
free-throw line extended.

1 drives the ball on offense, dribbling 
to the left side of the court, where the top 
scorer is set. When 1 reaches the free-throw 
line extended, 2 makes a diagonal screen 
for 4, who cuts to the basket to receive the 

Rudy Gay, who can play the 2 or 3 position, is a threat to 
score from a variety of areas on the court.
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ball from 1. Usually once or twice a game 1 
can make a lob pass to 4 when 4’s defender 
(X4) moves to the top of the screen and no 
defender can help. If 4 can’t receive the ball 
off the screen, he sets up at the low post, 
where 1 hits him with a pass (figure 11.1). 
If there’s no pass open to 4, 5 screens for 2 
(screen-the-screener action), who comes off 
the screen to receive from 1, or 5 can roll 
and receive from 1.

You can run this play as described if your 
point guard draws a lot of defensive pressure 
and has a difficult time passing the ball to 
the low post. If you can get your 3 man free, 
you relieve the pressure on the point guard 
and get a bigger passer to the post.

Utah Special
We also run a variation of the Utah in which 
we try to get the ball to 4. Here 4 sets up on 
the right corner of the free-throw area, 5 is 
at the top of the key, 2 and 3 form a stack 
on the left side of the court, and 1 dribbles 
on the left side. 2 rubs off the shoulder of 3, 
and 3 moves into the deep corner. 2 contin-
ues his cut and screens for 4, who receives 
a lob pass from 1.

After setting the screen for 4, 2 is screened 
for by 5 (screen the screener; figure 11.3). 
1 also has the option to pass to 2 or to 3 in 
the corner.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.1_314571_Lineworks_R2

Figure 11.1 The special 1.

Utah
We took this play from the Utah Jazz, who 
ran it for Karl Malone. Here 2 and 3 form 
a stack on the left side of the court, 5 is out 
at the top of the three-second lane extended 
opposite the stack, and 4 is just outside the 
three-second lane on the right side of the 
court. 1 drives the ball on the left side of 
the court, staying high; 2 curls around 3; 
and, as soon as 2 rubs around the shoulder 
of 3, 3 pops out of the lane to receive the 
ball from 1. 1 can also pass to 2 on the curl. 
If 2 doesn’t receive the ball on the curl, he 
continues the cut and screens for 4, who 
crosses near the baseline and receives the 
ball from 3.

After screening for 4, if the defenders are 
cheating too much, 2 is vertically screened 
by 5 (screen the screener), and 1 holds the 
ball for a moment before passing to 2 (figure 
11.2). Another solution for 3 is the pass to 
5, who has rolled to the basket after setting 
the screen for 2.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.2_314572_Lineworks_R2
Figure 11.2 Utah.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.3_314573_Lineworks_R5-alw

4

2

3

1

5

Figure 11.3 Utah special.
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55
This is an excellent play. 2 sets up on the low 
post on the left side of the court, with 4 on the 
opposite side outside the three-second lane; 5 is 
at the corner of the free-throw area on the same 
side as 4; 3 is outside the top of the key.

1 dribbles to the left side of the free-throw 
line extended, which signals 2 to make a 
baseline screen for 4. 1 feeds 4 in the low 
post, and then 1 and 3 make a fake split—1 
screens at the free-throw area for 3, who 
first fakes to cut to the screen before cutting 
backdoor to the basket. 1 pops back outside 
of the lane as a spot-up player in case the 
defense double teams 4 (figure 11.4).

from the post, so we want to get him the 
ball while he is moving. We run this play 
out of our flex set.

4 is at the low post, 2 is in the corner, 5 
is at the top of the key, and 3 is at the free-
throw line extended. 1 dribbles on the right 
side and passes to 5, while 2 make a flex cut 
past 4 (figure 11.5).

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.4_314574_Lineworks_R4-alw
Figure 11.4 The 55.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.5_314575_Lineworks_R2

Figure 11.5 The 43 post.

Figure 11.6 The 43 post: other solutions.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.6_314576_Lineworks_R3-alw

If 3 doesn’t receive the ball, he comes out 
of the lane and moves to the corner. After 
setting the screen for 4, 2 receives a verti-
cal screen from 5 (screen the screener) and 
pops out. 4 plays one on one or passes to 3, 
2, or 5, who has rolled to the basket after 
setting the screen.

You form a triangle on the weak side of the 
court, with 1 as the spot player on the strong 
side of the court. If 4 is double teamed, he 
passes out of the double team to his team-
mates around the perimeter (1, 3, or 2) or to 
5 near the basket. Note the good rebounding 
positions maintained by the offense.

43 Post
Our defenders tend to bump and switch 
a lot on our best scorer to keep him away 

If 2 is open out of the flex cut, 5 gives him 
the ball; 5 can also hit 4, who has ducked 
into the three-second lane.

If there’s no option, 5 dribbles back 
toward 1. 1 receives a hand-off pass from 
5 and dribbles to the center of the floor. In 
the meantime, 4 screens for 2, and, after the 
screen, opens up to the ball and receives 
from 1. Meanwhile, 2 continues his cut and 
receives a screen from 5. 1 can also hit 2 off 
the screen of 5, or 5, who has rolled to the 
ball (figure 11.6).
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We like to use this play for two purposes: 
to get our shooting guard’s jump shot or to 
get the ball to our power forward inside the 
lane while he is on the move.

3 Quick
This play is run for the 3 player in the post. 
He posts up in the low-post position on the 
right of the court. 4 is on the left corner of 
the free-throw lane; 5 is on the opposite side, 
outside the three-second lane; 2 is on the 
right side of the free-throw line extended; 
and 1, with the ball, is in the middle of the 
court.

1 passes to 4 and then goes in the opposite 
direction, spotting up outside the three-point 
line; 2 runs to the corner.

As soon as 4 receives the ball from 1, 3 
makes a flash cut to the lane. If he doesn’t 
receive the ball right away, he moves to the 
opposite low-post position, and 4 tries to get 
him the ball.

After the pass, 4 dives opposite diagonally 
and replaces 3 at the right low post. 5 holds 
his position for a moment and then flashes to 
the left corner of the free-throw lane and, if 
his defender goes to double team 3, receives 
the ball to take a jump shot (figure 11.7).

3 has three options for where to start the 
play: on the right low post, on the left box, 
or on the left wing.

50
The following play is one of the best for get-
ting the power forward to the front of the 
basket. Start this play on the right side of the 
basket with 1 dribbling to the free-throw line 
extended, 5 at the free-throw line, 3 and 4 
forming a stack on the left side of the court, 
and 2 outside the lane on the left side.

2 fakes a cut into the lane and then cuts 
off 5 and moves into the right corner. 3 pops 
out of the stack and moves to the corner. As 
soon as 2 rubs off his shoulder, 5 steps out. 
1 hits 5, who then hits 4, who has flashed 
into the lane (figure 11.8).

5’s defender can’t help inside on 4 because 
that leaves 5 open for the outside jumper. 
We spent a lot of time in practice working 
on this high–low post play.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.7_314577_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 11.7 The 3 quick.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.8_314578_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 11.8 The 50.

52–53
We run this play for our 2 or 3. The set is the 
same as the previous one, but this time 2 (or 
3), after making the cut on 5, posts up on the 
low post and receives the ball from 1.

After 2’s cut, 5 opens to the ball and can 
receive from 1 or 2 (if 2 is double teamed). 
Meanwhile, 3 pops out of the stack and 
replaces 2 (figure 11.9).
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Fist Out—Isolation 4
This play, usually called “single–double” 
because it forms a single screen on one side 
of the lane and a double screen on the other 
side, is a standard play in the NBA to run 
along the baseline.

4 is on the left low post, 5 is on the right 
low post, and 2 and 3 are under the basket. 3 
screens for 2, and then 2 runs off, curls around 
4, and moves to the opposite corner. 3 cuts off 
5 and moves up to the three-point spot.

1 passes the ball to 4, who has popped out 
to the short corner or to midpoint (halfway 
between the lane and the sideline). 4 faces 
the basket. This play works excellently when 
4’s defender is a slow post player. If 4 is 
quick, he can beat his defender and get to 
the basket with one dribble (figure 11.10). 
Obviously, if your 4 player is not quick, this 
play won’t work as well for you.

If 4 can’t get a shot off, he can skip the 
ball to 2 or 3, who have spotted up for the 
shot. 5 is in good rebounding position, or he 
can receive the pass.

Fist Counterplay
We run this play for our 5, and it is effec-
tive if the defenders switch. 5 and 4 are on 
the opposite low-post positions, 3 screens 
across for 2, and 2 goes outside the three-
second lane.

If there’s a switch of defenders, 3 curls 
around 4 and goes either over the top or back 
off and then under 5, making a figure-eight 
cut. 1 has the ball at the top of the key. After 
the switch, X2 is guarding 3 on his back side, 
waiting for 2 to come off 5 (figure 11.11). 3 
now turns and comes out on the other side, 
rubbing off the shoulder of 5. 1 passes to 3, 
and 3 passes to 5. 1 can also pass to 2, and 
2 to 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.9_314579_Lineworks_R2

Figure 11.9 The 52–53.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.10_314580_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 11.10 The fist out—isolation 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.11_314581_Lineworks_R2
Figure 11.11 The fist counterplay.

Fist 1
When your point guard is covered by a 
weaker defender, this play is a good choice. 
The set is a box formation, with the two 
big men, 5 and 4, on opposite corners of 
the free-throw area, and 2 and 3 on the low 
post at opposite positions.

1 starts to drive to the right side of the 
court, which signals to 4 to make a vertical 
screen for 2, who comes high to the middle 
of the floor to receive the ball from 1.
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After setting the screen for 2, 4 steps out 
and screens for 1, who then also receives 
a staggered screen from 3 in the middle 
of the lane, and from 5, also in the lane. 3 
then comes out of the lane on the other side 
of the court. 2 passes to 1 (figure 11.12). If 
1 can’t shoot, 5 screens for 1, and the two 
players play pick-and-roll. 2 can instead 
pass to 3—or to 4, who has opened up after 
setting the screen.

We also have another option: 5 makes a 
screen away from the ball for 3, and then 
rolls to the ball. 2 can pass to 4, 3, or 5.

Zipper
4 and 5 are on the corners of the free-throw 
lane, and 2 and 3 are at the low-post posi-
tions. 1 dribbles to the left side of the court, 
while 4 screens down for 2, who comes up to 
receive the ball from 1. 3 can either cut near 
the baseline and go to the opposite corner 
or clear out to the corner on the same side. 
5 brings a high pick for 2, then rolls to the 
basket to receive from 2 (figure 11.14). If X4 
helps on 5, 4 replaces 5, who can receive 
and shoot.

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.12_314582_Lineworks_R2
Figure 11.12 The fist 1.

Turn 42
This is another play designed for our 4 
player that we run after a time-out. 4 and 
2 form a stack on the left side of the court, 
with 2 near the baseline. 5 sets up high in 
the middle of the court. 3 is on the wing on 
the free-throw line extended. 1, outside the 
three-point line, is on the side of the court 
where the stack is positioned.

2 curls off 4, rubbing against his shoulder, 
and moves to the wing at the free-throw 
line extended, receives the ball from 1, and 
passes it to 4 in the low post. 1 then cuts into 
the lane and moves to the opposite corner. 
Normally, when 4 receives the ball in the 
low post, X2 will sag back and try to help on 
4. In this case, 5 will come over and screen 
for 2, and then roll to the basket or pop out 
for a jumper (figure 11.13).

Figure 11.13 The turn 42.
 NBA_E3709_fig 11.13_314583_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.14_314584_Lineworks_R2
Figure 11.14 The zipper.
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Zipper Special
If 2’s defender overplays him and he can’t 
receive the pass from 1, we run the same 
play, but now as soon as 2 comes high, he 
receives a screen from 5.

1 passes to 2, who can shoot or pass the 
ball to 5, who rolls to the ball after the pick; 
or 5 and 2 can play pick-and-roll (figure 
11.15).

this play to isolate our 4 man or our other 
big man (5).

Position four players near the baseline: 
2 and 3 in the opposite corners, and 4 and 
5 in the opposite low-post positions, while 
the point guard (1) dribbles in the middle 
of the court. The two post players flash to 
the corners of the free-throw area. 1 passes 
to one of the high posts (4 in this case) and 
then moves to the wing position on the same 
side as the pass.

As soon as 4 receives the pass, 5 makes 
a diagonal cut into the lane and goes to the 
low-post position on the same side of the 
ball. 4 has the chance to play one on one 
and drive to the basket. If 3’s defender (X3) 
helps, 4 dishes the ball off to 3 in the corner 
for a three-point shot, or he passes to 5, if 5’s 
defender (X5) tries to help (figure 11.17).

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.15_314585_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 11.15 The zipper special.

Open–Close
We run this offensive option versus a blitz 
defense—when the defense double teams 
the ball handler coming off the screen.

1 dribbles on the left side of the court. 2 
is in the deep corner on the opposite side, 3 
is outside the three-point line, 4 is outside 
the free-throw lane, and 5 is in the middle 
of the court. 5 runs to set a screen, then slip 
cuts to the basket and goes to the low post 
on the opposite side. 4 follows and sets a 
pick for 1; 4 then rolls to midpoint. 1 can 
pass to 4 or to 5, who has ducked in (figure 
11.16).

2X Isolation 4
We use the following plays at the end of the 
quarter but also during the normal course of 
the game if there are seven to eight seconds 
left on the clock. The aim of these plays is 
to create space and isolate one player to give 
him a chance to play one on one. We call 

Figure 11.16 The open–close.
 NBA_E3709_fig 11.16_314586_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.17_314587_Lineworks_R2

Figure 11.17 The 2X isolation 4.
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2
This play can be called to isolate the point 
guard, especially if he has an excellent drive 
to the basket. Start from the same set as 
described before, with four players at the 
baseline.

1 has the ball in the middle of the court 
and drives right to the basket. If he pen-
etrates on the right side of the lane, 5 clears 
this side, moving to the other low-post 
position. Meanwhile, 4 ducks into the lane 
behind 1 (figure 11.18).

If 1 can’t score, based on the help and 
reactions of the defenders, he can pass to 4 
or 5, or he can dish off to 2 or 3 in the corner 
for a three-point shot. Teaching POinTs

In practice, we teach the whole play and 
then break each play down to its parts, and 
players work on these situations, such as 
the pick-and-roll, the staggered screen, the 
duck into the lane, and screen-the-screener 
plays.

We break down sessions at both ends of 
the court for the big players and the small 
players. For instance, while the big men 
work on picking and rolling to the basket 
and to the midpoint for a jump shot, on 
the other half-court, the guards work on 
feeding the screener and the duck-in man. 
They also work on coming off screens for 
jump shots.

If we want to practice on a post play, we 
have our big men work on post position and 
the guards on feeding the post and cutting. 
Then we bring them together and put the 
whole play into action. Doing it this way, 
we are able to teach the play better, show 
the different positions their responsibilities, 
and get players a lot of repetitions.

final POinTs
When planning your offensive strategy, strive 
to create an offense that uses the strengths of 
your players and also hides their weaknesses. 
Don’t, for example, use a staggered screen 

 NBA_E3709_fig 11.18_314588_Lineworks_R2

Figure 11.18 The 2.

2 Clear
This play starts similarly to the 2X isolation 
4 play but is run when 4 and 5, who flash 
cut to the corners of the free-throw area, are 
overplayed and can’t receive the ball. 1 drib-
bles toward the free-throw line extended, 
while 5 makes a diagonal cut into the lane 
and posts up on the low-post position on 
the same side as the ball. 3 clears out to the 
opposite corner, and 2 comes high. 1 passes 
to 4, who flashes high after the cut of 5, and 
4 drives to the basket (figure 11.19).

You can also leave 3 in the corner to 
receive the ball if his defender helps on 4.

Figure 11.19 The 2 clear.
 NBA_E3709_fig 11.19_314589_Lineworks_R2
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for a player who’s not a good shooter. Don’t 
base a play on a drive to the basket and a 
kickout for a player with relatively weak 
ball-handling and dribbling skills.

Another mistake some coaches make is to 
adopt a play because it has been used by a 
famous or winning coach, failing to consider 
that every team has different players with 
different skills and that one winning offense 
doesn’t guarantee success for another team 
at another level of competition.

Finally, coaches must always remember 
that the success of a play depends mainly 
on the sound fundamentals—passing, shoot-
ing, dribbling, playing without the ball, the 
ability to read defensive situations—of the 
players involved, not on the play itself. The 
details are important, and the details of any 
play are the sound fundamentals. Without 
sound individual and collective fundamen-
tals, such as how to set and use screens, 
there can be no winning offense.
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Out-of-Bounds Plays
Brendan Malone

12c h a p t e r

Well-executed out-of-bounds plays, as 
well as other special-situation plays, 

can be critical because late in a game they 
often make the difference between a win 
and a loss. All NBA teams run several of 
these plays, practicing them until they are 
automatic. Another name for the out-of-
bounds play is the inbounds play.

There are keys to success at every level of 
basketball, but two stand out in our league. 
One such key is detail, which applies to 
individual fundamentals as well as to team 
offense and defense. Maybe more than any 
other team sport, basketball is a game of 
details, as well as of finesse and strength. A 
player might miss a shot by a fraction of an 
inch, costing his team the game. A screen 
set at a slightly improper angle won’t be 
effective in freeing up your shooter for his 
shot. A pass that is a trace too slow or barely 
off target will likely result in a steal. When 
it comes to running out-of-bounds plays, 
detail is as important as ever. When a team 
is working on the fundamentals necessary to 
run a baseline or sideline out-of-bounds play, 
the coach must attend to every detail.

Another key is execution. To perfectly 
execute a play, and to know that the play 
will be executed perfectly every time, teams 
must practice the play over and over until 
it becomes automatic. Never assume that 
players will run a play in a game properly 
after they’ve practiced it only a few times. 
Execution doesn’t come naturally to all 

players. You must run the play initially at 
moderate speed without the defense, then 
with the defense playing at 50 percent, and 
finally with the defense playing as they 
would in a game.

Run each out-of-bounds play many times 
during each practice. Players must have 
complete knowledge of the entire play. 
They must master the play’s first option as 
well as all the other options. They also must 
master the timing of the different actions of 
each option.

As coach, you need to make sure every 
player understands not only how to run the 
out-of-bounds play but why to run it; you 
want the skills of the play to be automatic, 
but you don’t want your players to play like 
robots. You want smart players who are 
conscious of the reasons behind each play. 
But before inserting and teaching specific 
plays, it’s useful to specify to players what 
you consider the keys to making your team 
optimally successful in such situations.

Basic concepts
Before we get into each play, I want to 
emphasize some concepts I feel are impor-
tant in the effective and successful execution 
of the out-of-bounds play.

• Get the ball inbounds. This is top priority. 
The inbounder can’t waste time or commit a 
turnover because he has locked into a single 
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idea for the inbounds play. He needs to get 
the ball into the court, be it underneath or 
outside of the lane—this is the first aim of 
the play!

• Make your best passer your inbounder. 
The inbounder must pass the ball into the 
court with speed and accuracy, preferably 
to particular teammates, so use your most 
reliable passer for the best execution of the 
inbounds play. If your best passer is out of 
the game, designate a player who handles 
the ball a lot, usually a 2 man or a 3 man. 

Your inbounder should always be the best 
passer you have on the court at the time.

• Your best scorer should be the first option 
to receive the pass. Don’t use your best scorer 
as the inbounder. This player should be the 
first option to receive the inbounds pass. 
Your team’s best shooters must get into 
position to receive the inbounds pass in 
the right spot when the passer is ready to 
inbound the ball.

• Use fakes. The inbounder will be aggres-
sively pressured and in many cases should 
use pass fakes and other deception to get the 
ball inbounds. The inbounder might fake a 
pass up and then throw a bounce pass; he 
might fake a bounce pass and then make a 
pass over the top. He should also use eye 
and head fakes to throw the defender off, 
looking in one direction and passing in the 
other.

• Make good screens. You’ll usually use 
your big men to set screens and get their 
teammates open. But you can also use your 
2 or 3 man to screen your big man or to 
force a defensive switch, or in screen-the-
screener action to get the ball to the 2 or 3 
man for shooting. The player who receives 
the screen must set up his defender. Mean-
while, the screener should screen a body, 
not the air, and, after the screen, he must 
step to the ball. Two other important points: 
Remind your players that the screener will 
always be freer than the teammate who is 
screened for, and make sure the screened 
player waits for the screen and doesn’t rush 
his shot.

• Screen the screener. This action is 
common in the NBA but is especially effec-
tive in inbounds situations. “Screening the 
screener” simply means that the player 
who first makes the screen then receives a 
screen himself. In most cases, the screener’s 
defender won’t have time to react to the 
second screen.

• Back screener will always be open. In 
certain situations, such as at the end of a 
game when opponents put a lot of pressure 

The inbounder should be the best passer on the court at 
the time.
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on your best shooter, the player who sets 
the back screen is always open. This player 
might become your first option—the player 
who gets the shot—or, if he can’t shoot, have 
him play pick-and-roll.

• Don’t panic. The inbounder must keep 
his poise. He should be counting, and if he 
can’t make the inbounds pass by the count 
of three, he should call a time-out. If no 
time-outs are left, he should throw the ball 
off a defender’s leg.

calling the 
plays

Different teams have dif-
ferent names for their 
inbounds plays. Some 
teams use the name of 
another team (New York, 
Indiana, and so on); other 
inbounds plays might be 
called a “quick,” “special,” 
or “home-run.” Sometimes 
numbers are used to indi-
cate the player or players 
involved. For instance, 
if we call “53,” it means 
the play is run for our 
big man, 5, and our small 
forward, 3; if we call “42,” 
the play is run for our 
power forward, 4, and our 
2 guard.

An out-of-bounds play 
can occur during a game 
or after a time-out. In 
either case, the coach 
calls a particular play, 
and the inbounder com-
municates the call to his 
teammates. 

Remember that repeti-
tion and close attention 
to details will ensure the 
flawless execution of your 
out-of-bounds plays.

Baseline  
out-of-Bounds plays

In the NBA, most out-of-bounds plays are 
against a man-to-man defense, so most of 
the plays described here reflect that. On 
page 202, we show one play versus a zone 
defense.

“Series” Plays
The first play I want to introduce is one 
we call “series,” which includes sequences 

With .7 seconds remaining in overtime, Hedo Turkoglu hits a game-winning shot 
off an inbounds play in which the opponent’s defenders switched on a screen-
and-roll.
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designated by an action and a number. The 
first number designates the receiver of the 
inbounds pass, and the second number des-
ignates the receiver of the guard-to-guard 
pass. The action is designated by the second 
part of the call and will be explained soon. 
It’s not imperative that we line up in the 
same spots each possession, but we must get 
to the proper spots to receive the inbounds 
pass and execute the action.

The first number (the receiver of the 
inbounds pass) catches the ball in the “catch 
area,” which is an area around the elbow 
extended on the side of the inbounder. The 
second number (the receiver of the guard-
to-guard pass) catches the swing pass even 
with the catch area on the opposite side of 
the free-throw lane.

The proper receiver must make himself 
available to receive the ball in the proper 
area at the time the passer is ready to make 
the pass. Also understand that the pass 
doesn’t have to go directly to the catch area 
from the out-of-bounds pass. If the defense 
prevents this pass, the ball can go through 
the corner to the catch area and you’ll still 
have the same option.

Here are the different action sequences 
for “series.”

42 Strong
1 is the inbounder; the other four players 
are set on a flat formation on the baseline: 5 
and 3 are near the sidelines on the corners; 
4 and 2 are on the low-post areas above the 
blocks.

4 (the receiver in the “catch” area) fakes to 
go to receive the ball from 1 and then pops 
up toward the midcourt line and outside of 
the three-point line. 2 (the receiver of the 
guard-to-guard pass) makes the same move-
ment. 1 passes the ball to 4 and then enters 
the court and replaces 4 (figure 12.1).

4 swings the ball to 2; 5 comes off the 
shuffle screen of 1; 4 screens the screener, 
1; and 2 has the following choices:

pass to 5,•

pass to 1, or•

pass to 4, who rolls to the basket after •
setting the screen for 1 (figure 12.2).

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.1_314590_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 12.1 42 strong: the set and the start of the play 
with 1, who passes to 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.2_314591_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 12.2 42 strong: the passing choices of 2.
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24 Weak
The set is similar to the previous one, but 
now 4 and 2 invert sides and roles: 2 receives 
the pass in the catch area, and 4 receives 
the guard-to-guard pass; 1, after the pass 
to 2, enters the court and replaces 4 (figure 
12.3).

43 Counteraction
The set is similar to the previous one, but 
now 2 and 5 are in the corners near the side-
lines and 3 and 4 are on the low-post areas 
above the blocks. 4 pops up and receives 
the inbounds pass in the catch area. 3 also 
pops out to take his defender high, while 1 
enters the court and goes out to the three-
point line. 3 then makes a backdoor cut to 
receive a lob pass from 4 (figure 12.5).

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.3_314592_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 12.3 24 weak: the set and the start of the play 
with 1, who passes to 2.

Now 2 swings the ball to 4, and 5 sets a 
flare screen for 2. 5 reads the defense—if 
his defender jumps out, he slips the screen 
and cuts to the basket (figure 12.4). 4 has 
the following choices:

pass to 2, or•

pass to 5, who slips the screen or rolls •
to the basket after setting the screen 
for 2.

Figure 12.4 24 weak: the passing choices of 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.4_314593_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.5_314594_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.5 43 counteraction: same set and start of 
the play, but now 1 passes to 4 and 3 makes a backdoor 
cut.

43 Triple Action
The set is similar to the previous ones, but 
now 5 and 2 are near the sidelines above 
the blocks, and 4 and 3 are on the low-post 
areas, with 4 the receiver in the “catch” area, 
and 3 the receiver of the guard-to-guard 
pass.

4 pops out over the three-point line and 
receives the inbounds pass from 1, while 3 
also pops out over the three-point line. After 
the pass to 4, 1 enters the court and cuts 
opposite to the ball (figure 12.6).
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1 screens for 2, who cuts into the lane and 
receives another screen from 5. 4 swings the 
ball to 3 and cuts down to the lane to make 
a third screen for 2, who pops out over the 
three-point line. 3 dribbles toward 2 and 
either passes 2 the ball or chooses one of 
these options (figure 12.7):

pass to 4, who goes to the ball after the •
screen,
pass to 5, who rolls to the basket after •
the screen, or
pass to 1, who opens up to the ball after •
the screen.

24 Weak Dive
The set is similar to the previous ones, but 
now 2 and 4 are on the low-post areas above 
the blocks, with 2 the receiver in the “catch” 
area, 4 the receiver of the guard-to-guard 
pass, and 5 and 3 near the sidelines.

2 pops out over the three-point line and 
receives the inbounds pass from 1; 4 pops 
out over the three-point line (figure 12.8). 
After the pass to 2, 1 enters the court and 
replaces 4.

Figure 12.6 43 triple action: same set and start of the 
play with 1, who passes to 4. NBA_E3709_fig 12.6_314595_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 12.7 43 triple action: 3’s passing choices.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.7_314596_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.8_314597_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.9_314598_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.8 24 weak dive: the set and the start of the 
play with 1, who passes to 2.

Figure 12.9 24 weak dive: the passing choices of 2.

2 swings the ball to 4; 5 sets a flare screen 
for 2. On the pass over the top from 4 to 2, 
4 dives to the basket to receive the ball from 
2. 2 can also pass to 5, who, after the screen, 
rolls to the free-throw area (figure 12.9).
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Stack Plays
One common offensive set in the NBA is the 
stack, in which two or three players are lined 
up in a straight line, either perpendicular 
or parallel to the sideline. This special set 
is often used and recommended for out-of-
bounds plays. Here is a series of plays that 
start from this formation and have different 
solutions.

Stack Regular
1 is the inbounder; 5, 4, and 3 line up in 
the stack formation on the left side of the 
court parallel to the sideline; 2 is at the top 
of the key. 3 curls around 4 and 5, rubbing 
off 5’s shoulder, and goes to the opposite 
corner, outside of the arc of the three-point 
line. As soon as 3 curls around 5, 2 fakes a 
cut to the middle of the lane and then uses 
the double screen of 4 and 5 to go to the 
midpoint outside the lane (figure 12.10). 1 
has the following choices:

pass to 2 on the curl,•

pass to 3 in the opposite corner, or•

pass to 4 or 5, who roll to the basket •
in opposite directions after setting the 
double screen.

Option. If 2 receives the ball and doesn’t 
have a shot, 5 goes to the low-post area oppo-
site of the stack; 4 plays pick-and-roll with 
2; 1 enters the court, rubs off 5’s shoulder, 
and goes outside the arc of the three-point 
line (figure 12.11). 2 now has the following 
choices:

shoot, using the pick of 4, or drive to •
the lane;
pass to 4, who after the screen rolls to •
the basket;
pass to 1;•

pass to 3 in the corner; or•

pass to 5, who ducks into the lane.•

If 1 receives the ball, he has these options:

shoot,•

pass to 5 in the low post, or•

pass to 3 in the deep corner.•

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.10_314599_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.10 Stack regular: the set, start, and passing 
choices of 1.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.11_314600_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.11 Stack regular option: the shooting and 
passing choices of 2.

Stack Special 1
Now let’s look at some options to the regular 
stack. As said before, on every play a coach 
must have options based on the reactions 
of the defenders. The initial set here is the 
same as described for the stack regular: 1 is 
the inbounder; 5, 4, and 3 form the stack; 
and 2 is at the top of the key. After 3’s curl, 5 
screens for 4, 4 pops out, and then 5 screens 
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again, this time for 2, and rolls to the basket 
(figure 12.12).

1 has the following choices:

pass to 3 on the curl;•

pass to 4, who has popped out to the •
corner;
pass to 2, who has cut into the lane; or• 

pass to 5, who has rolled to the basket •
after the screen.

Stack Special 3
The starting set is the same as before. Here 
3 doesn’t cut into the lane. Rather, 3 and 5 
pinch in and screen for 4, who pops out to 
the corner to receive the ball from 1. 1 might 
instead pass to 5 or 3, who roll to the basket 
in opposite directions (figure 12.14).

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.12_314601_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 12.12 Stack special 1: the passing choices of 1.

Stack Special 2
Starting from the same set as just described, 
this time 3 doesn’t curl around the stack but 
pops out to receive the ball from 1. 1 might 
instead pass the ball to 5, who’s rolling to 
the basket after the screen (figure 12.13).

Figure 12.13 Stack special 2: 3 pops out to receive the 
ball from 1, who might instead pass to 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.13_314602_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.14_314603_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.14 Stack special 3: 3 and 5 double-screen 
for 4.

Golden State
In this play we still form a stack but opposite 
to the ball and with different players. 1 is 
always the inbounder; 4, 2, and 3 set a stack 
formation on the right side of the court; and 
5 is on the left low post, facing the ball.

2 pops out of the stack to the corner, while 
4 and 3 squeeze the defenders, forming a 
double pick. 1 passes the ball right away to 
2 for a three-point shot, or to 4, who rolls to 
the basket after the screen (figure 12.15). 1 
can instead pass to 5, who’s cutting to the 
basket, or to 3, who’s rolling opposite to 4.
Option. With a few seconds left on the clock, 
after the inbounds pass directly to 5, 1 enters 
the court and cuts off 5 after faking away. 
5 passes the ball back to 1 for a quick shot 
(figure 12.16).
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Indiana
I call this play Indiana because when I was 
assistant coach with the Indiana Pacers, we 
ran this set with a high rate of efficiency for 
Reggie Miller or Jalen Rose. You might recall 
Miller as one of the best outside shooters 
ever to play in the NBA.

Start in a flat formation on the baseline. 
1 makes the inbounds pass; 5 is at the low 
post; 4 is at the low-post position opposite to 
5; 2 is under the basket; and 3 is in the oppo-
site deep corner on the same side as 4.

2 comes out of the lane using the screen 
of 5, goes to the deep corner, and receives 

the ball from 1. After the pass to 2, 1 enters 
the court, is screened by 5, goes high, and 
receives the ball from 2 for a shot (figure 
12.17). 2 can also pass to 5, who has rolled 
to the basket after setting the screen for 2.

Figure 12.15 Golden State: the passing choices of 1.

Figure 12.16 Golden State option: a quick action for 
the inbounder (1).
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Figure 12.17 Indiana: a play for a good outside 
shooter.

On the pass from 1 to 2, 4 goes out of 
the lane opposite to the ball and screens 
down for 3 in the corner. 1 can pass to 3, 
who comes off the screen of 4, or to 4, who 
rolls to the basket after the screen (figure 
12.18). After we ran this play a few times, 
we were able to give the ball right away 
to 3 (or to 2 in the corner) because all the 
defenders jammed the three-second lane 
(figure 12.19).

Figure 12.18 Indiana: If 1, 2, and 5 are not free, 1 can 
pass to 3 or 4 after a pick-and-roll.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.18_314607_Lineworks_R3-alw
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New York
In this play, 3 is the inbounder, 5 is at the 
low post, 2 is in the opposite low-post posi-
tion, 4 is at the corner of the free-throw area 
on the same side as 5, and 1 is set up above 
the three-second lane, making himself avail-
able as a safety. 2 screens for 4, and then 
5 screens 2 in screen-the-screener action 
(figure 12.20). 3 has the following choices:

pass to 4, who is screened for by 2;•

pass to 2, who cuts to the strong-side •
corner off the screen of 5; or
pass to 5, who rolls to the basket after •
screening for 2.

After he has received the screen from 2 
and can’t receive the ball, 4 goes down and 
screens for 3, who, after the inbounds pass 
to 2, has entered the court. 2 passes to 1; 1 
passes to 3, who comes off the screen of 4 
(figure 12.21). 3 can then pass back to 4, who 
is rolling to the basket after the screen.

Figure 12.19 After you have run this play a few times, 
1 can pass directly to 3 because the defense jams the 
lane.
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 NBA_E3709_fig 12.20_314609_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.20 New York: the passing choices of 3.
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Figure 12.21 New York: if nobody is open, 4 screens 
for 3.

I remember a game when I was on the 
bench with the New York Knicks. We were 
down by three points at the end of the game, 
and we called this play (though it had a dif-
ferent name then). 1 was completely free at 
the top of the key, and Hubie Brown, our 
head coach, yelled to pass directly to 1 for a 
three-point shot. That tied the game. In fact, 
all the defenders, recognizing the play, were 
so worried about jamming the lane that they 
failed to cover 1.

25
This play is run for 2, the shooting guard, 
and 5, the center. 1 is the inbounder; 2, the 
best scorer, is under the basket; 3 is at the 
midpoint of the three-second lane; 5 is at 
the top of the lane, inside the three-point 
line; and 4 is outside the lane on the right 
side.

2 screens for 5, who cuts to the basket 
(the big men are not accustomed to being 
screened, so this move can surprise them). 
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On this type of screen, very seldom is there 
a switch because a smaller player cannot 
guard a big man, so 5 is left open.

3 pops out to the three-point line in the 
corner. 2, after setting the screen for 5, pops 
out on the ball side (figure 12.22). 1 has the 
following choices:

pass to 5, who cuts off the screen of 2;• 

pass to 2, who pops out after the •
screen;
pass to 3, if his defender helps out on •
5; or
pass to 4, who has spotted up on the •
other side of the court.

Now I would like to show two inbounds 
plays particularly designed for the big men: 
4, the power forward, and 5, the center.

54
3 sets up on the low post near the baseline 
on the same side as 1, the inbounder; 4 is 
at the corner of the free-throw area on the 
ball side; 5 is in the low-post area, opposite 
to 3; and 2 is set up outside the three-point 
line, opposite the ball.

3 pops out in the corner to take away the 
help; 5 makes a diagonal screen for 4, who 
cuts into the lane; 5 rolls to the basket after 
the screen; and 2 spots up on the ball side 
(figure 12.24). 1 has the following choices:

pass to 4, who cuts off the screen of •
5;
pass to 5, who rolls to the basket after •
setting the screen for 4;
pass to 3, if 3’s defender helps on the •
roll of 5; or
pass to 2, who spots up for a three-•
point shot.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.22_314611_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.22 25: the passing choices of 1.

Option. The set is the same as just described, 
but on this option, while 3 pops out in 
the corner, 2, after setting the screen for 
5, receives a screen from 4 (screen-the-
screener action) and then pops out at the 
three-point line. After the screen, 4 rolls to 
the basket (figure 12.23).

1 has the following choices:

pass to 5, who cuts off the screen of 2;• 

pass to 2, who receives the screen from •
4 and then pops out;
pass to 3, who pops out in the corner; •
or
pass to 4, who is rolling to the basket •
after setting the screen for 2.

Figure 12.23 25 option: screen-the-screener action 
and the passing choices of 1. NBA_E3709_fig 12.23_314612_Lineworks_R2
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Quick 2
The action and the set are similar to the 
previous drill but this time involve mainly 
the guard (2) and the center (5). 1 is the 
inbounder; 4 is at the low post on the left 
side of the three-second lane, on the same 
side as the ball; 5 is on the low post on the 
right side of the three-second lane; 2 is at 
the corner of the free-throw area, facing the 
ball; and 3 is outside the arc of the three-
point line. 5 screens diagonally for 2 and 
pops out, while 4 pops out of the low post 
and goes to the corner (figure 12.25). 1 has 
the following choices:

pass to 2, who rubs off the screen of •
5;

Figure 12.24 54: a play for the big men.

pass to 5, who, after the screen for 2, •
pops out;
pass to 4, if 4’s defender helps on 2’s •
cut; or
pass to 3, who spots up for a three-•
point shot.

Baseline Out of Bounds vs. Zone  
or Combination Defenses
1 is the inbounder; 5, 4, and 3 form a stack 
parallel to the sideline near the lane on the 
ball side; and 2 spots up in the opposite 
corner for a potential direct pass. 5 and 4 
cut into the open gaps of the zone while 3 
cuts to the open area in the middle of the 
three-second lane. The cuts of 5, 4, and 3 
shrink the zone defense, which enables 1 to 
make a direct pass to 2 in the corner (figure 
12.26).
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Figure 12.25 Quick 2: a play run for 2, and the passing 
choices of 1.
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Figure 12.26 A play vs. zone or combination defenses.

sideline out-of-Bounds 
plays

Let’s now look at some sideline out-of-
bounds plays, another basic aspect of the 
game that every coach at every level must 
be ready to face—but especially in the NBA, 
where many games are won or lost by 1 or 
2 points.
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End of the Game or Quarter Plays
The following plays are used on the sideline 
and when there are few seconds left on the 
clock at the end of the game or a quarter. 
This situation can give a definite advantage 
to the team on offense, because the opposing 
players are not accustomed to facing plays 
that are not run throughout the course of the 
game, and a basket scored on one of these 
plays can be crucial at the final buzzer.

Winner
Option 1. 3 is the inbounder; 5 is at the low 
post, ball side; 1 is outside the three-point 
line; 4 is at the elbow opposite the ball; 
and 2 is opposite to 5 and outside the lane. 
The easiest option is a direct pass to 5 for a 
quick shot (figure 12.27). If 5 receives the 
ball but can’t shoot, 3 steps inbounds to 
receive a pass back from 5 for a three-point 
shot (assuming you need a three-pointer to 
win the game) (figure 12.28).

Option 2. 3 has the option to pass the ball 
to 2, who cuts into the lane, gets a screen 
from 5, goes out past the three-point line 
(assuming you need the three-pointer), and 
shoots. If you need a two-point shot, 3 can 
pass to 1, who is screened by 4, or to 5, who 
rolls to the basket (figure 12.29).

Figure 12.27 Winner, option 1: a quick pass to the low 
post.

Figure 12.28 Winner, option 1: a pass back from 5 to 
3.
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Figure 12.29 Winner, option 2: The play can also be 
run with a baseline pick-and-roll and a side screen at the 
top of the key.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.29_314618_Lineworks_R2
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Option 3. The play is run as before, but this 
time after setting the screen for 2, 5 rolls to 
the ball and receives the inbounds pass from 
3 (figure 12.30). Right after the pass, 3 steps 
inbounds and receives a screen from 4, and 
5 passes the ball to 3 for a three-point shot 
(figure 12.31).
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Figure 12.30 Winner, option 3: The play is run as 
before, but 5 receives the inbounds pass after setting the 
screen for 2.

Figure 12.31 Winner, option 3: 4 screens for 3, and 3 
receives from 5.

Option 4. 4 screens for 1, who goes to the 
corner, and 4, immediately after the screen, 
cuts to the ball and receives from 3, while 
2 cuts to the other side of the court and is 
screened by 5 (figure 12.32). 5 can then roll 
to the basket. 3 passes to 4 and cuts off him; 
4 hands the ball off to 3, who drives to the 
basket, looking to score or to kick the ball 
off to 5 on the low post, or to 1 in the corner 
(figure 12.33).
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Figure 12.32 Winner, option 4: After the screen for 1, 4 
flashes to the ball to receive a pass from 3.

Figure 12.33 Winner, option 4: a hand-off pass from 4 
to 3, who drives to the basket.
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Option 5. 4 screens for 1, who goes to the 
corner away from the ball. 4, immediately 
after the screen, cuts to the ball (figure 
12.34). 3 passes the ball to 4, who hands 
the ball off to 3; 3 passes the ball to 1 in the 
corner, and 1 passes to 2, who receives a 
screen from 5 and cuts into the lane (figure 
12.35).

Hook
The following plays were created by Chuck 
Daly, who won two NBA championships as 
coach of the Pistons. He was also coach of 
the original Dream Team, which won the 
1992 Olympic Games. This was one of his 
favorite sideline out-of-bounds plays when 
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Figure 12.34 Winner, option 5: same start as option 4.

Figure 12.35 Winner, option 5: 2 receives another 
screen from 5, then cuts into the lane to receive the ball 
from 1.

he needed a basket at crunch time. 3 is the 
inbounder; 4 and 5 set up outside of the 
free-throw elbows; 1 is near 4 on the ball 
side; and 2 is under the basket. 4 screens for 
1, and 1 cuts off the screen and goes to the 
deep corner, ball side. At the same time as 
4’s screen for 1, 5 screens for 2, trying to set 
the pick at a certain angle. 2 comes out to 
the three-point line. As soon as 1 cuts off the 
screen, 4 pops out to receive the ball from 
3. 4 passes to 2, who can shoot a two- or 
three-point shot. If 2 can’t shoot, he passes 
the ball to 5, who has frozen his defender 
under the basket after setting the screen for 
2 (figure 12.36).

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.36_314625_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.36 Hook: 4 pick-and-rolls with 1, who then 
goes in the corner; 4 pops out and receives the ball from 
3, while 5 screens for 2. 2 can shoot or pass to 5, who 
has rolled to the basket.

X
4 is the inbounder; 3 and 2 are set up out-
side of the three-point line; 5 is at the top 
of the key; and 1 is under the basket. 3 and 
2 cut off 5; 2 sets up at the low-post posi-
tion, ball side, and 3 goes to the opposite 
corner (figure 12.37). Right after the cuts 
of 3 and 2, 5 turns and screens down for 1, 
who comes up and receives the ball from 4. 
After the screen, 5 cuts back to the ball as a 
safety valve in case 4 can’t pass to 1. Right 
after 1 has received the ball from 4, 4 and 
5 start to move to set a double pick inside 
the three-point line (figure 12.38).
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4 and 5 set a double screen for 2, who 
receives from 1 for a three-point shot. If 5’s 
defender helps out on 2, 5 cuts to the corner 
to receive the ball and shoot a three-pointer 
(figure 12.39). Naturally, not all teams have a 
post and a power forward able to shoot from 
the three-point range, so change the role of 
your players as necessary. If your 5 is not a 
good three-point shooter, have your 4 set the 
down screen for 1 instead of 5. If you don’t 
have a 4 or 5 that can shoot from the three-
point arc, have a small forward inbound the 
ball. If 1 is denied the ball, 4 passes to 5, 
who has popped out after the screen, and 
then screens down for 2, who receives the 
ball from 5 to shoot (figure 12.40).

Line
3 is the inbounder; 5, 4, 2, and 1 are set in 
a straight line parallel to the baseline at the 
free-throw line. 1 cuts off 2, 4, and 5, look-
ing for a pass from 3, but 1 is rarely open. 
After the cut, 1 goes to the deep corner on 
the weak side. After 1’s cut, 2 brings his 
defender down into the lane and then cuts 
back off the double screen set by 4 and 5, 
looking for a pass from 3 (figure 12.41). If 
5’s defender shows to help on 2’s cut, 5 cuts 
to the basket to receive the ball and shoot a 
layup (figure 12.42).

Figure 12.37 The X: 2 and 3 cut around 5, who then 
screens for 1, who receives from 4.

Figure 12.38 The X: After the inbounds pass, 4 and 5 
start to move to set a double pick.
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Figure 12.39 The X: 2 cuts off the double pick to 
receive from 1 for a three-pointer; 2 passes to 5 if 5’s 
defender helps.

Figure 12.40 The X: If 1 can’t receive the ball, 5 pops 
out after the screen, receives the ball from 4, who then 
screens for 2, who receives the pass from 5.
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If the ball is inbounded by 3 to the deep 
corner, you can still run this play. The only 
thing that changes is the angle of the line, 
which will be at about 45 degrees to the 
corner on the ball side and is formed by four 
players. With 5, 4, 2, and 1 lined up in this 
order, 1 cuts around 2, 4, and 5, looking for 
a pass from 3 (figure 12.43).

If 1 doesn’t receive the ball, he goes to 
the weak-side corner. The second option is 
the pass to 2, who, after having brought his 
defender down into the lane, cuts off the 
double screen set by 4 and 5 (figure 12.44). 
Finally, 3 can also pass to 5, who rolls to 
the basket if his defender steps out to help 
on 2, or 3 can pass to 4, who pops out after 
setting the screen for 2 (figure 12.45).
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Figure 12.41 Line: 1 cuts off 2, 4, and 5 and, if he 
doesn’t receive the ball, goes to the corner; 2 steps into 
the lane and then cuts back off the double screen of 4 
and 5 and receives from 3.

Figure 12.42 Line: If 5’s defender helps on 2, 5 slips to 
the basket to receive from 3.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.43_314632_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.43 Line: The ball is inbounded to the deep 
corner; 1, 2, 4, and 5 set up in a 45-degree line.

Figure 12.44 Line: 2 steps into the lane and then cuts 
back off the double screen set by 4 and 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.44_314633_Lineworks_R2
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C
This is another play for when you need a 
basket late in the game. 3 is the inbounder; 
1 and 2 are at the low-post positions; and 
5 and 4 are at the elbows of the free-throw 
area, 5 on the ball side and 4 on the other 
side in a box set. 2 clears out to the opposite 
corner; 5 screens down for 1, who cuts off 
the screen and out to the three-point line; 5 
rolls to the ball and receives from 3. At the 
same time, 4 screens for 1, who receives the 
ball from 5 for a three-point shot or a drive 
to the basket (figure 12.46).

Corner
3 inbounds the ball from the deep corner, 
always starting from a box set—this time 
with 1 on the ball side and 2 on the weak 
side. 2 clears out to the corner; 1 sets a 
diagonal back screen on 5’s defender; and 
4 sets a screen on 1’s defender (screen-the-
screener action). 3 can pass the ball to 1 or 
5 (figure 12.47).

Figure 12.45 Line: If 5’s defender helps on 2, 5 slips to 
the basket to receive from 3. NBA_E3709_fig 12.45_314634_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.46_314635_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.46 The C: 3 passes to 5 on the pick-and-roll; 
5 passes to 1, who cuts off 4’s screen.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.47_314636_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.47 Corner: 1 sets a diagonal screen for 5 
and then receives a screen from 4 in screen-the-screener 
action.

Argentina
This play was not taken from any NBA team 
playbook, but other NBA coaches and I had 
the chance to watch it at the 2002 FIBA 
World Championship in Indianapolis. We 
were impressed. 3 is the inbounder; 1 is 
on the weak side; 4 and 2 are at the low 
post spots; and 5 is on the high post, ball 
side. 2 back-screens for 5, is screened for 
by 4, and goes out to the three-point line. 
3 passes the ball to 2 for the three-pointer 
(figure 12.48).

San Antonio
I watched the San Antonio Spurs run this 
play to win a game. 1 is at the low post, ball 
side; 5 is out of the lane; and 4 is at the elbow 
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of the free-throw area on the same side as 
5. 4 and 5 make a stagger screen for 2, who 
cuts out to the three-point line. 3 can pass to 
2 for a wide-open shot. If 5’s defender helps 
out, 5 rolls to the basket to receive from 3 
and shoot (figure 12.49).

ball side. Right after setting the double 
screen, 5 rolls to receive from 3 and shoots 
under the basket (figure 12.50).

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.48_314637_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.48 Argentina: 2 back-screens for 5 and is 
then screened for by 4 in screen-the-screener action; 2 
receives the pass from 3 for the three-point shot.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.49_314638_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.49 San Antonio: 4 and 5 set a stagger screen 
for 2, who receives from 3; or 3 can pass to 5, who slips 
to the basket if his defender helps on 2.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.50_314639_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.50 Short clock: 4 and 5 set a double screen 
for 2; 5 slips to the basket to receive from 3.

Short Clock  
(1 or 2 Seconds Remaining)
3 is the inbounder, 1 is at the low post, 2 
is under the basket, and 5 and 4 are at the 
free-throw line. 5 and 4 set a double screen 
in the lane for 2, who cuts high out to the 
three-point line; 1 pops out to the corner, 

Short Clock 2
1 is at the low post, ball side; 5 is on the 
weak-side low post; 4 is at the elbow of the 
free-throw area; and 2 is outside the three-
point line. This action all occurs at once: 1 
cuts to the ball; 4 and 2 make V cuts to the 
ball; 5 cuts first to the free-throw line and 
then backdoor to the basket; and 3 makes a 
high lead pass at the rim to 5 (figure 12.51). 
The 5 player must be tall and able to catch 
a tough pass.

 NBA_E3709_fig 12.51_314640_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.51 Short clock 2: 2 and 4 V-cut to the ball; 
5 fakes a cut to the ball and runs a backdoor cut to the 
basket immediately after to receive a pass from 3.
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three-Quarter court 
sideline out-of-Bounds 

plays
Following are two plays to run against a 
three-quarter press, one of the many defen-
sive situations an NBA team, but also a team 
at the high school or college level, could face 
and must be able to beat.

Line Play vs. Three-Quarter  
Court Pressure
3 is the inbounder; 1, 2, 4, and 5 form a line 
outside the lane parallel to the baseline. 3 
calls the name of one of his teammates (2, 
in this case), who fakes to cut high but then 
sprints to the basket to receive a long pass 
from 3 to shoot the layup (figure 12.52).

X Play vs. Three-Quarter  
Court Pressure
3 is the inbounder; 4 and 2 set up outside 
the three-point line; 5 is in the midcourt; and 
1 is at the other half-court near the three-
point line. 4 and 2 cut around 5 and sprint 
to opposite corners. Right after 4 and 2 are 
past him, 5 screens down for 1, who comes 
high. 3 can pass to 4 or 2 (figure 12.53). 
After the screen, 5 rolls back to the ball. 3 
can also pass to 5 or 1.

NBA_E3709_fig 12.52_314641_Lineworks_R2
Figure 12.52 Line vs. three-quarter court pressure: 3 
calls the name of 2, who fakes a cut high and then sprints 
down the court to receive the ball from 3.

NBA_E3709_fig 12.53_314642_Lineworks_R2

Figure 12.53 X vs. three-quarter court pressure: 4 
and 2 cut around 5 and sprint to the three-point line; 5 
screens for 1, then rolls back to the ball.
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final points
Depending on personnel and game situa-
tions, a coach can change the inbounder and 
the receiver of the passes. For example, if his 
best three-point shooter is a small forward 
(3), he can designate another player as the 
inbounder and 3 as the receiver of the pass 
for the shot. In short, the coach adapts the 
inbounds play to the skills of his players.

During my career I noticed a common 
mistake coaches make, so I’ll share it with 
you by way of closing remarks: Don’t take 
for granted that any play you watch and 
then adopt for your team will work as well 
for you as for the team you first saw use 
it. Very few coaches prove to be basketball 

geniuses, and while you can benefit from 
taking some ideas from others, remember 
that you must also be intelligent enough to 
evaluate whether certain plays really fit the 
skills of your players.

One final comment: Don’t complicate 
your life and the lives of your players. Using 
strange and difficult inbounds plays is usu-
ally not wise for several reasons. Fatigue, 
stress, crowd noise, game momentum, and, 
above all, your opponents can all affect a 
play’s dynamic, and when all these factors 
come together, as they often do, the last 
thing you need is to try something com-
plicated. Sometimes the KISS rule (keep it 
simple, stupid) should override all others.
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Last-Second Scoring Plays
Dave Wohl

13c h a p t e r

In any NBA season, fewer than 25 percent 
of all teams will have an average winning 
or losing margin greater than 6 points, and 
anywhere between 20 and 40 percent of a 
team’s games will be decided by that number 
of points or less. Think about that—your 
team’s winning or losing margin can often 
come down to a last-second three-pointer 
to end each of the two halves, or three two-
point field goals (or some combination of 
field goals and defensive stops) at the end 
of any of the four quarters.

In short, close games mean golden 
opportunities—chances to make a significant 
difference in a season’s success simply by 
consistently converting before the buzzer. 
And last-second conversions become even 
more important in the postseason, when 
games tend to be even closer and more 
competitive.

Recall that in the 1994 Finals, no margin 
in the entire seven-game series between 
the Rockets and Knicks was greater than 10 
points. Houston won the series four games 
to three, but the result might well have been 
reversed had John Starks been able to get 
an open three-pointer off before the final 
buzzer sounded in game six. (Starks’ attempt 
was blocked by Hakeem Olajuwon.) More 
recently, in Cleveland’s 4-2 Eastern Confer-
ence series victory over Detroit in 2007, only 
the final game was decided by a margin 
greater than 6 points, and three games were 
decided by 3 points or less.

Whether a title contender or a squad 
simply seeking to earn a postseason berth, 

One of the rare players who can take over and deliver 
in the final seconds, LeBron James hits a game-winning 
buzzer beater from the arc over Kobe Bryant.
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every team needs to be able to execute 
plays that can beat the clock. This chapter 
provides both the key principles for develop-
ing last-second plays as well as detailed dia-
grams and descriptions for executing them. 
When taught well and performed properly, 
these plays are proven game winners.

PrinciPles of  
Game-WinninG shots

You might be of the opinion that the key to a 
successful last-second shot is to get the ball 
to Kobe Bryant, Dwyane Wade, or LeBron 
James and let him create a scoring opportu-
nity. Well, most of us don’t have the luxury 
of having such an elite player on our roster, 
and even if we did, what do we do when 
that player is injured, fouled out, or denied 
the ball by a great defender?

The point is, resting all your last-second 
scoring hopes on a supreme talent isn’t 
much of a plan. Instead, keep these concepts 
in mind when devising your array of buzzer-
beating plays:

• Keep things simple. Go with a play in 
which players can understand what they’re 
trying to do in the heat of competition and 
under the pressure of a big game. The sim-
pler, the better.

• Thousands of plays might look great on 
paper, but the ones with the fewest passes 
before a shot usually have a higher rate of 
success. The more passes, the more chances 
that something will go wrong.

• When talking to your team during a 
time-out, remain calm and controlled; your 
team will feed off your confidence and not 
get caught up in the frenzy of the moment. 
Make eye contact with each of your players 
as you diagram your play. This lets you know 
whether they are focused on the play or 
still caught up in the pressure of the game. 
Draw your plays a little slower than usual. 
Help your players to slow down and focus. 
Make sure everyone knows his role before 
leaving the time-out.

• Know the best lineup at the end of the 
game that can execute the winning play. This 
lineup might not be your five best players. 
In a last-second shot situation, you might 
need five good shooters on the floor one 
night and two terrific offensive rebounders 
the next night, if there’s time for a tip-in off 
a missed shot.

• Know who you want to take the shot 
and who you want to make the inbounds 
pass. These are the two most important 
components involved in successful last-
second shots. The coach has to know which 
of his players enjoys the pressure of a big 
shot and won’t hesitate to take it, and who 
has the vision, passing skills, and coolness 
under fire to make the right inbounds pass. 
I have seen more plays fail because the 
player passing inbounds, afraid of making a 
mistake, held onto the ball too long or tried 
to pass too quickly and threw it right into a 
defender’s hands.

• Know your players’ strengths and weak-
nesses. Many players, even good players, 
don’t really like pressure situations at the 
end of a game. Know which players thrive 
on pressure, and make sure they’re in the 
game.

UsinG the clock
Teach your players to use the clock in game-
winning situations. Unless they practice a lot 
for these types of plays, players often rush 
through a play, failing to execute, thinking 
time will run out on them. The result is 
usually unsuccessful.

One method of explaining the clock to 
players is to divide the remaining time into 
smaller and smaller segments and discuss 
what can be accomplished with fewer and 
fewer ticks left on the clock. Here are some 
examples:

If you have 8 seconds left on the clock •
and the ball is going to be thrown 
inbounds from the sideline at your 
basket, you have time to set up a quick 
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isolation for a drive and one 
more pass. Or you probably 
have time to make two quick 
passes before the last shot 
must be released to beat the 
buzzer.
If the ball must be brought up •
full court in 8 seconds, your 
dynamic for getting the ball 
across half-court must change 
significantly.
With 4 seconds left, a player •
might have time to take a 
dribble or two to get away 
from his defender, but if he 
does, there’s probably no time 
left for an extra pass.
When the clock is down to 2 •
seconds, the situation usually 
demands a “catch-and-shoot” 
type of player; the shooter 
should try to come off a screen 
to get free for a good look 
at the hoop on the inbounds 
catch.
With one second or less left, •
the lob pass comes into play.

Once your team knows how to 
best use the time left on the clock, 
they’ll know what they can and 
cannot do in any situation, and the 
clock becomes their friend and not 
their enemy.

roles and Players
If you were writing up a recipe for 
success at game-winning shots, the ingredi-
ents might look something like this:

One great individual scorer, either •
with size inside or athleticism outside, 
in order to create and make a tough 
shot.
One terrific inbounds passer with great •
court vision, a keen sense of timing, 
and no fear.

Two deadeye three-point shooters to •
spread the court.
One great screener unafraid to put his •
body on a defender.

Mix these together, bake at high heat 
under the bright lights, and admire the 
result: a team that always hits the big shots 
when it counts.

Super three-point shooter Ray Allen fulfills his role perfectly by net-
ting this game-winning jumper just before the buzzer.
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fUll-coUrt Play
On full-court plays, especially with no time-
outs left, players must stay “on” the play 
and avoid getting creative unless they read 
a defensive mistake. The full-court play 
might be the most dramatic and difficult 
play when the clock’s ticking because you 
need to bring the ball up from one side of 
the court to the other.

With 8 to 5 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles of the players 
who should run the play and receive the ball 
for the final shot or drive to the basket with 
8 to 5 seconds remaining on the clock:

5 and 4 are your screeners.•

3 is your small forward with a good •
three-point shot.
2 is your player designated to catch the •
ball and shoot or drive to the basket.
1 is your ball handler.•

1 pushes the ball hard on offense, 2 and 
3 run on the wings near the sidelines, and 4 
and 5 are the trailers but stay ahead of the 
ball. 2 makes a change of pace and direction, 
pops back, and catches the ball passed by 
1 while 4 and 5 set a double screen (figure 
13.1)

See figure 13.2. 2 drives around the corner 
of the double screen and looks to

drive straight to the basket;•

pass to 3, if X3 helps;•

pass back to 4, who comes high off •
the double screen if X4 sinks into the 
three-second lane to help; or
pass to 5, who has rolled to the basket •
after the double screen if X5 sinks into 
the three-second lane to help.

NBA_E3709_fig 13.1_314643_Lineworks_R2
Figure 13.1 Full-court play with 8 to 5 seconds on the 
clock: 2 receives the ball; 4 and 5 double screen.

Figure 13.2 Full-court play with 8 to 5 seconds left on 
the clock: passing options for 2. NBA_E3709_fig 13.2_314644_Lineworks_R4-alw
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Half-Court Play
On special half-court last-second plays, your 
players need to be very quick in getting 
into proper position. If they fail to do so, 
the defense likely won’t let them adapt and 
change their position; plus, they don’t want 
to take the time.

With 7 to 5 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles for players 
involved in running the play and receiving 
the ball for the final shot or drive to the 
basket with 7 to 5 seconds remaining on 
the clock:

5 and 4 are your screeners.•

2 should be a great scorer.•

1 should be a good shooter.•

1 is the point guard, who brings the ball 
down the court; 5 is at the high post; 2 is 
at the low post on the left side of the three-
second lane; 4 and 3 are in a stack on the 
right side.

3 cuts in the lane as if to go around a 
screen of 2, but 2 leaves early and cuts high 
after the down screen (also called “zipper”) 
of 5. 1 passes to 2, while 3 goes to the corner 
and 4 goes to the elbow of the free-throw 
area (figure 13.3). 4 makes a back screen 
for 1, and 2 makes a skip pass to 1 (figure 
13.4).

If 1 is not open, 2 plays pick-and-roll with 
4 (figure 13.5). 2 can

drive straight to the basket;•

make a jump shot;•

pass to 4, who has rolled to the basket •
or popped out, if he is a good three-
point shooter;
pass to 1 in the corner; or•

pass to 5, who has faked to come up •
and then cut to the basket.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.3_314645_Lineworks_R2
Figure 13.3 Half-court play with 7 to 5 seconds on the 
clock: first option for 2.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.4_314646_Lineworks_R2
Figure 13.4 Half-court play with 7 to 5 seconds on the 
clock: second option for 1.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.5_314647_Lineworks_R2

Figure 13.5 Half-court play with 7 to 5 seconds left on 
the clock: other passing options for 2.
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sideline inboUnds Plays
Players usually have a little more time to 
set up on the sideline inbounds play. The 
coach usually has a few seconds to call the 
play from the bench. But perfect execu-
tion, timing, and spacing are still vital to 
success.

With 8 to 1 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles for players who 
run the play and receive the ball for the 
final shot or drive to the basket with 8 to 1 
seconds remaining on the clock:

5 is your post player.•

4 is your screener.•

2 and 3 are designated to catch the ball •
and shoot on the run.
1 is the inbounder (or another 3, a small •
forward, can be the inbounder, who can 
make a tall pass if the defense puts a 
big man on the inbounds play).

3, 4, and 5 set a wall screen (vertical stack 
with three players) on the side of the ball; 2 
is under the basket.

2 curls over the top of the screen, catches 
the ball, and shoots on the run (figure 13.6). 
5 screens for 3, and 4 curls around 5 to 
screen again for 3 (stagger screen). If 2 is 
not open, 1, the inbounder, looks to give 

the ball to 3 (figure 13.7). 5 keeps walking 
deep in the lane, and then opens to receive 
the ball right under the basket if 2 or 3 can’t 
receive the ball (figure 13.8).

Figure 13.8 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 8 to 1 
seconds on the clock—third option: the pass to 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.6_314648_Lineworks_R22

Figure 13.6 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 8 to 1 
seconds on the clock—first option: the pass to 2.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.7_314649_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.8_314650_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 13.7 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 8 to 1 
seconds on the clock—second option: the pass to 3.

With 5 to 3 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of 
the players who run the play and receive 
the ball for the final shot or drive for a two-
point basket with 5 to 3 seconds left on the 
clock:

2 and 3 are quality shooters.•

4 is the inbounder and should also be a •
good shooter so that the defense must 
play up on him.
5 is the screener.•
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4 is the big inbounder, 5 is set up on the 
high post, and 3 is on the low post near the 
three-second lane; if 3 is covered by a tall 
defender, 1 and 2 set a horizontal stack on 
the ball side. 1 sprints over the top of 2 to 
the wing position, 2 sprints toward 3, and 
5 goes to the low-post position, ready to set 
a screen (figure 13.9).

The defense often switches late in the 
game with defenders of the same size, so 
2 breaks off 5’s screen, leaving the defend-
ers caught in between, and receives the 
ball from 4 (figure 13.10). If 2 is not open, 
3 sprints to receive the pass from 4, and 4 
sprints onto the court and plays pick-and-
roll with 3, who comes off the screen for a 
quick shot (figure 13.11).

With 4 to 3 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of 
the players who run the play and receive 
the ball for the final shot or drive for a two-
point basket with 4 to 3 seconds left on the 
clock:

3 is an athletic player, able to catch and •
shoot on a lob pass.
5 is a good passer and shooter.•

4 is the screener.•

1 is a good passer.•

3 is the inbounder; 4 is set up on the low 
corner near the baseline; 5 is at the high-post 
position at the corner of the free-throw lane; 
and 1 and 2 are near each other, facing 5.

1 slices off 5 to free him, and 3 passes 
the ball to 5. 4 comes up to flare-screen for 
2, who runs wide and sets up in the low 
corner on the opposite side of the court 
(figure 13.12).

1 screens for 3, who runs onto the court, 
slashes to the hoop, and receives an over-
the-top pass from 5. If 5 can’t pass to 3, 1 
curls around 5 and receives a quick dribble 
hand-off pass (figure 13.13). 1 looks for his 
own shot or can pass to 5, who, after the 
hand-off pass, has rolled to the basket oppo-
site the drive of 1 (figure 13.14).

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.9_314651_Lineworks_R2

Figure 13.9 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 5 to 3 
seconds on the clock: 1 sprints to the wing, 2 sprints 
toward 3, and 5 posts down low.

Figure 13.10 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 5 to 3 
seconds on the clock: 5 screens for 2, who receives from 
4.

Figure 13.11 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 5 to 
3 seconds left on the clock: 3 sprints outside, receives 
from 4, and plays pick-and-roll with him.

NBA_E3709_fig 13.10_314652_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.11_314653_Lineworks_R2
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With 3 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of the 
players who run the play and receive the ball 
for the final shot or drive for a two-point 
basket with 3 seconds left on the clock:

4 and 5 are the screeners.•

2 catches the ball and shoots.•

3 is at the low-post position.•

1 is the inbounder; 5 and 4 are at the 
corners of the free-throw area; and 2 and 
3 form a vertical stack in the middle lane 
of the half-court. At the same time, 2 and 
3 start to curl over 4, who takes a step out 
to screen. 2 stops right past 4 to screen 3’s 
defender. 1 passes to 3 in the low post, while 
5 takes a step toward 4 (figure 13.15). 4 and 
5 run a stagger screen for 2, who comes back 
off the stagger screen. 1 passes to 2. If X5 
helps out early on 2, 1 looks to pass to 5 on 
a roll to the basket (figure 13.16).

Figure 13.12 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 4 to 3 
seconds on the clock: 1 cuts around 5, who flashes to the 
ball and receives from 3, while 4 screens for 2.

Figure 13.13 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 4 to 3 
seconds on the clock: 5, after the screen of 1 for 3, can 
pass to 3 or make a hand-off pass to 1.

Figure 13.14 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 4 to 3 
seconds on the clock: 1 can shoot, drive to the basket, 
or pass to 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.12_314654_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.13_314655_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.14_314656_Lineworks_R2

Figure 13.15 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 3 sec-
onds on the clock: 2 and 3 curl around 4’s screen, and 2 
also screens for 3, who cuts and receives from 1.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.15_314657_Lineworks_R2
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With 3 to 1 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of the 
players who run the play and receive the 
ball for the final shot or drive to the basket 
for a two-point or three-point basket with 3 
to 1 seconds left on the clock:

2 is an athletic player.•

3 is a solid passer with a three-point •
jump shot.
4 is a solid three-point shooter.•

3 is the inbounder; 2 is set up on the low 
post on the ball side; 5 is on the high post 
at the corner of the free-throw lane on the 
ball side; 4 is in the middle of the central 
lane of the court; and 1 is at the low post 
on the opposite side of the ball. 1 cuts on 
the baseline around 2, and 3 has this first 
option to pass him the ball. Just before 1 
gets to 2, 2 runs up, curls over 5, and goes 
to the basket to receive a lob pass from 3 
(figure 13.17).

If 2 is covered, 4 comes to the ball, 
receives from 3, and then 3 runs onto the 
court for a hand-off pass and a quick shot 
or drive to the basket (figure 13.18). After 
the curl of 2 around 5, if X5 has helped on 
2’s cut, 5 dives to the low post. 3 passes to 
1, and 1 passes to 5 (figure 13.19).

Figure 13.16 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 3 sec-
onds on the clock: 2 comes off the stagger screen of 4 
and 5 and receives from 1, who can also pass to 5 as he 
rolls to the basket.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.16_314658_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 13.17 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 3 to 1 
seconds on the clock: 3 can pass to 1 or to 2, who curls 
around 5.

Figure 13.18 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 3 to 1 
seconds on the clock: 3 can also pass to 4, receive the 
ball back from 4, and shoot or drive to the basket.

Figure 13.19 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 3 to 
1 seconds left on the clock: 5 dives to the low post; 1 
receives the ball and passes to 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.17_314659_Lineworks_R3-alw 

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.18_314660_Lineworks_R3-alw

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.19_314661_Lineworks_R2
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With 2 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of the 
players who run the play and receive the 
ball for the final shot or drive to the basket 
for a two-point or a three-point basket with 
2 seconds left on the clock:

4 must be a solid passer, unafraid to •
throw the pass required on this play.
2 and 3 are good scorers.•

5 is a solid screener.•

4 is the inbounder; 1 is in the low-post 
position on the ball side; 3 is in the corner; 
2 is outside the lane opposite the ball; and 5 
is at the elbow of the free-throw lane oppo-
site the ball. 2 and 3 can also be set up on 
opposite spots.

1 runs to the sideline on the corner; 2 and 
5 turn and move toward 3, setting a stagger 
screen for him (figure 13.20). Just before 3 
gets close to 2, 2 slips and cuts hard to the 
basket, and 4 makes a hard and crisp pass to 
2. This play is based on perfect timing and 
can be successful because defenders X2 and 
X3 will usually try to switch their assigned 
offensive players, and 2 slips to the basket 
before the switch (figure 13.21).

baseline oUt-of-boUnds 
Plays

Because they’re run with the ball near the 
basket, baseline out-of-bounds plays usually 
involve a lot of body contact. They require 
screeners to be tough and aggressive, though 
they must avoid pushing and shoving.

With the Need  
of a Three-Point Shot
For success in this play, the player who 
receives the ball for the three-point basket 
must be a good three-point shooter.

3 is the inbounder; 2 is set up at the free-
throw area; and 4, 5, and 1 set a triple stack 
on the same side as the ball. 1 dives to the 
weak side, 4 curls over 5, and 5 follows 4 
to set a stagger screen for 2 (figure 13.22). 
2 brings his defender to the stagger screens 
of 4 and 5, and then goes to the corner to 
receive from 3. When 2 goes over 4, 4 turns 
and receives a screen (screen-the-screener 
action) from 5 (figure 13.23).

Figure 13.20 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 2 sec-
onds on the clock: 2 and 5 make a couple of steps toward 
3 for a stagger screen.

Figure 13.21 Sideline out-of-bounds play with 2 sec-
onds left on the clock: Just before 3 gets close to 2, 2 
slips to the basket to receive a pass from 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.20_314662_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.21_314663_Lineworks_R2
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If 2 is not open, 4 continues his cut, 
screens for 2, and then pops out beyond 
the three-point line. 1 screens for 5, who 
also pops out beyond the three-point line. 1 
then rolls to the basket after the back screen 
(figure 13.24). 3 can pass to 2, 4, or 5 for a 
three-point shot.

After a Made Free Throw
As in every offensive action, spacing, the 
right angle of a cut, reading the defense, 
setting the screens, and crisp passes away 
from the defender are the keys for success 
of all these plays. But when we come to the 
last-second shot after a made free throw, two 
other factors come into play: blocking out 
for the defensive rebound and a very quick 
baseline out-of-bounds pass. Players need 
to run the whole court to get to the shot, 
which means they must be quick without 
being rushed.

With 5 to 6 Seconds on the Clock
Here are the skills and roles required of the 
players who run the play and receive the ball 
for the last-second shot after a free throw:

3 is a solid rebounder and makes the •
inbounds pass.
1 is the designated shooter or driver to •
the basket.
5 is a solid screener.•

Figure 13.22 Baseline-out-of-bounds play for a three-
point shot: 1 cuts to the weak side, 4 curls on 5, and they 
start to set a stagger screen for 2.

Figure 13.23 Baseline-out-of-bounds play for a three-
point shot: 2 comes off the stagger screen; 4 turns and 
receives a screen from 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.22_314664_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.23_314665_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 13.24_3146666_Lineworks_R2
Figure 13.24 Baseline-out-of-bounds play for a three-
point shot: 4 screens again for 2 and pops out; 1 screens 
for 5, who then pops out; and 3 has three passing options 
for a three-point shot.
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3, on the left block of the three-second 
lane, is the inbounder; 5 is already on the 
offensive half-court at the midpost position; 
1 is in the right lane of the court outside the 
three-point line; 4 is on the block with 2, 
ready to go after the rebound.

2 blocks out the free-throw shooter and 
then sprints to the left side of the court, 
while 4 sprints to the midcourt. 1 sprints to 
the same side as 2, and then both of them 
sprint past each other to the right side of the 
court, with 2 going deep on the offensive 
half-court and 1 coming back off 4’s screen. 
3 passes to 1 on the run, and 1 dribbles fast 
to the basket (figure 13.25).

5 comes high to screen for 2. 1 passes to 
2 early if he’s open; if he’s not, 1 receives 
a screen from 5, and then 5 rolls to the 
basket (figure 13.26). 1 can shoot, drive to 
the basket, pass to 2 on the drive, or pass 
to 5 on the roll.

Figure 13.25 An out-of-bounds play after a made free 
throw: 2 and 1 sprint on the same side; 4 sprints and 
screens for 1, who receives from 3.

Figure 13.26 An out-of-bounds play after a made free 
throw: 5 sets a high pick for 1, who has several options.

NBA_E3709_fig 13.25_314667_Lineworks_R2

NBA_E3709_fig 13.26_314668_Lineworks_R1

final Points
Sometimes luck seems to play a huge part 
in the success or failure of this type of shot. 
I’ve seen many situations in which a coach 
drew up a terrific play that got his best 
shooter open, but the shooter simply missed 
the shot. I’ve seen other games when the 
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defense seemingly guarded the play per-
fectly, and the offensive player still managed 
to throw in an acrobatic no-look bank shot 
over two defenders for three points that 
closed out the game as the horn sounded.

Though it’s nice to have luck on your 
side, last-second plays are usually success-

ful because a coach has put a great deal of 
thought and preparation into what he wants 
to do in each situation. Through repetitions 
in practice, he imparts a confidence in his 
players that they can execute the play no 
matter what the defense does to try to stop 
them.
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On-the-Ball Pressure
Mike Fratello

The phrase “defense wins champion-
ships” applies to all levels, from high 

school through college to the pros. For our 
purposes in this chapter, defense means to 
aggressively attack an opponent’s offense, 
harassing and disrupting its every move.

Playing defense requires being extremely 
active. It means generating pressure on the 
offense, acting rather than reacting, looking 
to force turnovers, trying to confuse the 
offense and keep them off balance, and not 
waiting for mistakes to occur but creating 
them through aggressive, disruptive pres-
sure.

To establish a defensive foundation for 
his team, a coach must consistently preach, 
teach, and be firm on this basic aspect of 
basketball. Defense is not a play a coach 
invents during a time-out or as a desperation 
move—it is a constant practice after practice, 
game after game, and season after season.

Rules foR Building  
a defense

To build a defense, you want precise rules 
that are easy to understand. Establishing 
individual defensive rules strengthens the 
importance of defense. Here are my building 
blocks for a pressure defense:

• Force the dribbler to make as many 
turns as possible, blocking his complete 
view of the court and making him lose 
time. This disrupts the flow of the offense, 

forces delays at the beginning of the play, 
and presents the defense chances to trap 
the ball handler.

• Don’t give an easy path to the basket to 
the player with the ball; always stay between 
him and the basket. If the defensive player 
on the ball handler is beat, all other defend-
ers must rotate to stop the drive, which can 
create easy shots for the opponents.

• Pressure the ball as long as it’s in the 
hands of the offensive player; this means 
pressuring the dribble and also the pass. 
Pressuring the ball handler and contesting 
the pass means preventing the ball from 
getting inside the lane and taking away high-
percentage shots.

• In general, force ball handlers to the 
sideline to block their view of the court and 
limit their passes to one direction. (Depend-
ing on the situation, you sometimes might 
want to force the ball handler to the middle.) 
If the defense keeps the ball on one side of 
the court, the ball handler stops or delays 
the quick reversal of the ball to the other 
side of the court. This is a great advantage 
because the reversal of the ball can create 
the problem of closeouts for the defenders 
on the weak side and rotation.

• Take away as many strengths of the 
opposing player as possible. Force the offen-
sive player to shoot if he’s a nonshooter, to 
dribble with his weak hand, or just to drib-
ble if he’s not a great ball handler. Basketball 
is a game of moves and countermoves; if 

14c h a p t e r
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you’re clever enough to take away the most 
dangerous moves of your assigned offensive 
players, you’ve done half your job.

• Remember that a defender is respon-
sible for one offensive player and a half: his 
own assigned offensive player and “half” of 
the player assigned to the teammate nearest 
him. Each defender must understand he’s 
part of a defensive system, and his job is not 
only to stop his assigned offensive player 
but also to be part of a collective defense. 
The defender must always be ready to help, 
taking a charge whenever possible as well as 
blocking out and rotating as necessary.

fouR foundations  
foR Building  

the defensive Wall
Playing defense is like building up a wall 
between the offense and the basket. To build 
the wall you start with four foundations: 

mental skills, physical skills, technical skills, 
and communication.

Mental Skills
An offensive player must have skills such 
as passing, dribbling, and shooting. Playing 
defense is more a state of mind, but some 
individual and collective fundamentals are 
involved.

Any player—small or big, quick or slow—
can play defense. He needs no particular 
physical assets but only these mental skills 
that any player can develop:

Aggressiveness (but also control)•

Strong will to never give up•

Determination to give 100 percent•

Individual and collective pride and •
motivation

A big heart•

Enthusiasm (which is contagious)•

One big reason San Antonio has been the league’s best team since 1999 is its emphasis on defense. Perennial All-
Defensive Team selection Bruce Bowen typically draws the Spurs’ opponent’s offensive leader, whether he’s 6-foot-11 
or 6 foot tall.
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Court intelligence to help read and •
react to the offense
The desire to help a teammate who’s •
been beaten

As I’ve said, playing defense requires 
a total commitment from all players on 
the team. A coach must reach this goal by 
practicing all phases of defense: stance, foot 
movement, strong- and weak-side position-
ing, and rotations. Talk constantly, challeng-
ing and motivating your players to be the 
best they can be on defense. Set goals for 
each player as well as for the team. Goals 
give an exact vision of what you intend each 
player and the team to accomplish.
Individual Goals. Having all players, start-
ers and reserves, keep a defensive goal in 
mind helps build both individual defensive 
pride and team pride. These are some of 
the defensive goals a coach can assign to a 
defender:

Keep an assigned offensive player •
under his usual scoring average.
Stop a great passer from recording his •
usual number of assists.
Block out a great rebounder to reduce •
his offensive rebounds.

Team Goals. In addition to individual goals, 
also set team goals, which are important to 
motivate your team on defense. Here are 
some examples of team goals:

Reduce the opponent’s number of •
dribble penetrations.
Reduce the number of assists.•

Take away as many passes inside the •
lane as possible.
Minimize fast-break opportunities.•

Talk about the importance of defense at 
the first team meeting and then throughout 
the season. Talk both to the team and to 
individuals, perhaps particularly to your 
point guards, who are your right-hand men 
on the court. Also meet with team captains, 
who tend to have a positive influence on 
the team.

When you correct players in practice, 
be positive. Tell them what to do right, not 
what they’re doing wrong. Be sure to praise 
players when they perform techniques cor-
rectly.

Physical Skills
It’s true that playing defense is a state of 
mind. It’s also true that superb physical con-
ditioning can enhance mental skills. When a 
player is on the defensive end of the court, he 
needs strength, stamina, and power to deal 
effectively with talented offensive players. 
This conditioning helps defensive players to 
sprint and recover in defensive transition, 
to pay the toll necessary in fighting through 
screens, to cope with all the bumping that 
occurs in the lane, to take charges and dive 
on the floor for loose balls, to rotate to help 
a teammate, and to block out a big, tough 
player. Without proper conditioning, the 
defender loses his mental toughness and is 
much easier to beat.

To attain superb physical conditioning, 
players must work on several areas, includ-
ing

flexibility, to improve performance and •
prevent injuries;
core strength, to improve muscle bal-•
ance, muscle movement, efficiency, and 
durability;
agility, to be able to perform such •
demanding moves as changing direc-
tion and pace, repeated jumping, 
sprinting, cutting at various angles, and 
sliding while moving side to side and 
backward and forward; and
speed, to be able to beat offensive players • 
to spots and for recovering from rotations 
back or close up to their own men.

Preparing players for the tough demands 
of a long basketball season is the job of the 
strength and conditioning coach, an essen-
tial member of the coaching staff at any level 
of the game. This coach must work on indi-
vidual programs appropriate to the physical 
and body characteristics of each player.
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Technical Skills
Whenever you are building something, you 
need to start with a foundation, laying the 
first brick on the ground. On defense, the 
first brick is the coverage of the player on 
the ball, usually made by your point guard, 
the first line of your team’s defense.

If you watch players like Chauncey Billups 
or Tony Parker, you see perfect examples of 
how to pressure the offensive player with 
the ball. The primary technical skills for 
pressuring individually on the ball are the 
defensive stance, step-and-slide moves, the 
close out, and stealing the ball.

Defensive Stance
Just as an offensive player must assume a 
correct basic triple-threat position as soon as 
he receives the ball, the defender must start 
in a proper defensive stance. Balance is key 
on all offensive moves with or without the 
ball, and the same is true on defense. Let’s 
examine the details.
Foot Position. To establish a good base, place 
one foot forward and the other back, about 
shoulder-width apart. From here, you can 
quickly slide side to side or back and forth 
and can move either foot forward or back. 
Feet should be no more than shoulder-width 
apart to prevent loss of quickness. The lead 
foot is ahead of the back foot, and the toes 
of the back foot are aligned with the ball of 
the lead foot.

This foot positioning allows good balance, 
both laterally and back and forth. Which 
foot should be forward? It depends on the 
defensive philosophy of the coach. If a coach 
wants to funnel the dribbler to the middle of 
the floor, the defender keeps the foot nearest 
the sideline forward; if he wants to push the 
dribbler to the baseline, the defender keeps 
the foot farthest from the sideline forward 
(figure 14.1).

There’s often debate over where to place 
body weight. Many coaches say body weight 
should be on the balls of the feet; others dis-

Chauncey Billups knows that good defense starts with a 
balanced stance that allows him to move quickly in any 
direction.  NBA_E3709_fig 14.1_314669_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 14.1 Foot position to funnel the dribbler to the 
middle of the floor or to push him to the baseline.
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agree. In my view, players should do what’s 
most comfortable. Whether they put their 
weight on the balls of their feet or keep their 
feet planted, it’s all the same to me. All I ask 
is that their positioning doesn’t hinder their 
defensive sliding ability or quickness.

The key is how quickly players can move 
their feet. They must move with what I call 
a “step and slide” technique, which involves 
moving in a sequence of steps and slides—
not bringing the feet together or crossing 
them. If they bring together or cross their 
feet, balance and quickness are affected, as 
is the ability to change direction quickly. 
They must lead with the foot closest to the 
direction of the dribbler. Here’s the pattern: 
right dribble, left foot lead step, right foot 
slide; left dribble, right foot lead step, left 
foot slide.
Leg Position. Bent knees make for quicker 
defenders. The knees should be bent as far 
as comfort allows. In most cases, we like 
our players to appear as if they’re trying to 
sit on a chair.
Trunk Position. The trunk should be slightly 
bent forward, but not too much. The pri-
mary bend should be at the knees, not the 
trunk. Too much bend at the trunk causes 
a loss of balance.
Hand Position. The role of the hands in the 
defensive stance is crucial. I teach defend-
ers to raise the hand on the same side as 
the forward foot. The hand corresponding 
to the back foot (the back hand) is placed on 
the side to take away the passing lanes. This 
hand is constantly tracing the ball, trying to 
get a piece of it. The defender stays half a 
man away from the ball, with his nose on 
the ball.

Once the ball has been picked up and the 
offensive player can’t dribble anymore, the 
defender swings up the back hand and mir-
rors the ball, tracing the ball’s movements 
with hands crossed at the wrists, chesting up 
to the offensive player and aggressively pres-
suring him, trying to deflect the ball, taking 
away the passing lanes, and restricting the 

view of the offensive player by forcing him 
to turn his shoulders away from where he 
wants to pass.
Chest Position. This is an important point. I 
tell players that when pressuring the oppo-
nent with the ball, they must always have 
their chest in front of them. When they’re in 
the middle of the court, on the wing, or in 
the deep corner, they should be in a direct 
line between the offensive player and the 
basket, with the chest always fronting the 
offensive player (figure 14.2).

Figure 14.2 The chest of the defender on the ball must 
always be in a direct line between the offensive player 
and the basket.

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.2_314670_Lineworks_R2

When pressuring the ball, never assume 
a fencer or boxer stance. Athletes in these 
sports turn sideways, reducing exposure of 
the target to the opponent to avoid being 
hit. If a defender turns too much, he offers 
the ball handler a straight-line drive to the 
basket—a drive we want to avoid because 
it disrupts the entire defense.

Step-and-Slide Moves
As mentioned, when pressuring an offen-
sive player dribbling upcourt, the defensive 
player moves with alternating steps and 
slides. The initial step-and-slide technique 
must take into account the speed and quick-
ness of the offensive player as well as that 
of the defensive player. The quicker the 
defender is than the offensive player, the 
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closer he can get up on the ball initially. 
The slower the defender, the farther away 
he needs to start.
Side to Side. This technique is used when 
the defender is quicker than the offensive 
player or the defender is trying to impede 
all progress of the ball, taking away all 
angles to the ball handler. It is the basic 
step-and-slide technique described earlier. 
Lead with the foot closest to the direction of 
the dribbler, keeping feet spread apart and 
moving them as quickly as possible. Try to 
anticipate which direction the ball handler 
is trying to take; then beat him to the spot 
and take it away, forcing the ball to change 
direction and repeating the process in the 
other direction.
Retreat Step Slide. This technique is used 
when the defender encounters a quick and 
clever ball handler or when the coach wants 
to force the offense to take time off the clock 
under pressure. The retreat step helps keep 
the ball in front of a slower defender. The 
defender takes his first step slide movements 
in retreat, giving ground and letting the ball 
come to him. This technique ensures that 
the ball remains in front of the defender and 
is not designed to force a change in direction 
of the ball.
Drop Step. Use the drop step in a step and 
slide to change directions quickly. As the 
defender is stepping with his left foot and 
sliding with his right foot, he cuts off the 
direction of the ball and forces it to change 
direction.

On the drop step, plant the outside foot 
and push off and change direction with 
the ball. Drop the inside foot and open up 
to avoid contact with the offensive player, 
retreating until you can get in front of the 
ball and gain control again.
Crossover Step. When executing the step-
and-slide technique and losing ground to 
the offensive player, stay low and execute a 
crossover step to turn and then run to catch 
up with the ball. Sometimes you might need 
to take two or three running, or crossover, 

steps to catch up to the ball. Once back in 
front of the ball, revert to the step-and-slide 
technique.

Closing Out
One of the most important techniques in 
pressuring the ball is the closeout, which is 
used in simple help-and-recover situations, 
when rotating out of double teams on the 
post, when rotating out of traps in pick-and-
rolls, after offensive rebounds, or when chas-
ing loose balls. All these situations require a 
defender to close out on his man.

The closeout technique is about quick-
ness, balance, and control. When closing 
out, you must recover quickly and get close 
enough to take away initial shots while also 
preventing drives to the basket. You must 
move quickly, maintain control, and stay 
low. You want to be able to challenge a three-
point shot while also being prepared for a 
drive to the basket. As you get close to the 
offensive player, run in short, choppy steps 
so that you’re ready for a quick drive to the 
basket and can maintain balance when chal-
lenging a shot. If you’re standing upright or 
are off balance, you’ll tend to lunge at the 
shooter, who will fake and drive easily to 
the basket.

Stealing the Ball
Pressuring the ball means trying to create 
turnovers and force the offense into mis-
takes. It also means trying to steal the ball.

There’s no special technique to teach here 
because some players have the instincts to 
know when to go for the steal and some 
don’t. Ball steals are based on timing and 
gambling, but keep the gambling to a mini-
mum. If you go for the steal and miss, the 
dribbler gets inside the defensive gut and 
puts the defense at a disadvantage. A missed 
steal can force defensive rotations and cause 
mismatches, such as guards defending and 
blocking out big men, and big men getting 
into foul trouble because they’re guarding 
smaller players—all serious problems for 
the defense.
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Communication
Communication among defenders is 
extremely important. We created a defensive 
terminology that we use all the time, both 
in practice and games. Consistent terminol-
ogy helps defenders move in a synchronized 
way; it alerts teammates that a screen is 
coming, where help is needed on the court, 
and how to play the pick-and-roll.

Here are some examples of the terminol-
ogy we use:

When we want to double team the •
ball handler on a pick-and-roll, we say 
“Blitz!”
When we want to change defensive •
assignments as offensive players cross, 
we say “Switch!”
When a defender gets over, under, •
or through a screen, we say “Over,” 
“Under,” or “Through!”
In pick-and-roll situations, when the •
defensive player guarding the screener 
can’t stay attached to his man (usually 
in quick-hitting screens in transition) or 
when one offensive player sets a screen 
across, before that player goes and sets 
the screen, we say “Track!”

I want to add a quick note about tracking. 
The rule is that when a defender can’t stay 
attached to his man, he’ll take a defensive 
stance with chest facing the half-court, feet 
sliding sideline to sideline, trying to keep 
the ball in front of him until the original 
ball defender can recover. He doesn’t trap 
or show but just tries to contain the ball. 
Tracking is a passive technique. It prevents 
quick splits by guards coming off the pick-
and-roll.

tips on special  
individual defense

Mainly in the NBA, but also at the high school 
or college levels, teams often face the prob-
lem of how to defend in special situations, 

such as against a great penetrator, a great 
shooter, or a player with a signature move. 
When trying to defend a player with special 
offensive skills, there’s always a trade-off. 
You need to determine how the player can 
hurt you most. If he’s dangerous in several 
areas, don’t expect to shut him down com-
pletely, but try to minimize his options so 
that he can’t beat you by himself.

Let’s looks at some guidelines for defend-
ing players with unusually strong offensive 
skills.

A Great Penetrator
When defending a great penetrator, you 
want to give yourself enough space without 
giving him too much space. There might be 
a very thin line between too much space 
and not quite enough, but you want to find 
that line. If the penetrator also has a good 
pull-up jump shot, you’ll want to play him 
a little closer but not so close that he can 
get by you. Most coaches choose to give up 
the perimeter shot rather than the penetra-
tion because penetration hurts the interior 
of the defense, creates foul trouble, and 
allows wide-open shots to be created when 
defenders help on the penetration.

A Great Shooter
You defend a great shooter by relentlessly 
dogging him to restrict his opportunities to 
touch the ball. You always want to be close 
enough to touch him when he catches the 
ball, before he has a chance to put up a 
shot.

Once the shooter catches the ball, don’t 
go for ball fakes; crowd him and force him 
to put the ball on the floor. Don’t let him get 
a good look at the basket. If he goes up for 
a shot, get an extended hand to the ball to 
challenge the shot. If you’re smaller than the 
shooter or if you have quick hands, try to strip 
the ball from his hands before he can get the 
ball into shooting position. Always force him 
to shoot with his weaker hand and from the 
direction he least prefers.
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A Player With a Signature Move
Great players like Kobe Bryant, Tracy 
McGrady, Kevin Garnett, LeBron James, 
and Dwyane Wade have signature moves 
that make them dangerous on offense. 
When possible, watch film of such players 
to understand their tendencies. Study pre-
game scouting reports to develop a defensive 
strategy. A player might be weaker from 
one side than the other. You must learn 
his signature move and try to take it away 
from him as often as you can. If you take it 
away, he might find another way to score, 
but don’t get discouraged. Continue to focus 
on his most dangerous move. Team defense 
plays a big part in this. No single defender 
can guard these great players.

dRills foR  
pRessuRing the Ball

To pressure the ball, a player must have the 
desire and will to stop his offensive player, 
but he must also possess the proper defen-
sive skills and techniques. These are only 
some of the many drills that can help to 
build a pressuring defense on the ball.

Zigzag
We use all four corners of the court for 
this drill. Big men play with big men, and 
the small with the small. You can run the 
drill on each half of the court or on the full 
court, depending on how many players are 
involved. The drill has four parts.

1. Players line up on the baseline at the 
right corner. Player 1 jumps onto the court 
facing the baseline, his back to the court and 
his hands together behind his back. He steps 
and slides, stepping with the left foot and 
sliding with the right foot, along the baseline 
from the right corner to the left corner. He 
then places his left foot at the intersection of 
the baseline with the sideline, drop-steps his 
right foot, changes direction, and then steps 

and slides with his right foot stepping and 
left foot sliding. When he reaches the free-
throw line extended, he plants his right foot, 
drop-steps with his left foot, pushes with his 
right foot, and steps and slides with his left 
foot. He now steps and slides to the other 
free-throw line extension, drop-steps again, 
and then steps and slides until he reaches 
the intersection of the sideline and baseline. 
He then steps and slides along the entire 
baseline and repeats the same moves as he 
returns to the starting point on the other side 
of the court (figure 14.3). Once player 1 has 
reached the midpoint of the baseline, player 
2 enters the court to begin the drill.

Figure 14.3 Zigzag drill: part 1.

NBA_E3709_fig 14.3_314671_Lineworks_R2
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2. Players line up outside the baseline in 
one corner. This part of the drill starts with 
two players, one on offense, with the ball, 
and one on defense. The offensive player 
dribbles hard to the lane while the defensive 
player steps and slides to cut the dribbler 
off. The offensive player reverses the dribble 
and dribbles hard to the sideline, while the 
defensive player steps and slides to cut off 
the sideline. The offensive player continu-
ally dribbles to the lane and to the sideline 
while the defensive player continually slides 
and steps and cuts the dribbler off from the 
lane and from the baseline (figure 14.4).

4. The offensive player now plays nor-
mally, trying to beat the defensive player to 
half-court, while the defensive player steps 
and slides and cuts the dribbler off as in a 
game situation. At the half-court line the 
two players exchange roles.

Five-Second Drill
Players are paired, with defenders inside 
the court and offensive players outside the 
court. We run this play on the half-court, 
using the two half-court sidelines, the base-
line, and the half-court line (but you can use 
any line on the court).

The defender with the ball passes to 
the offensive player, who makes two hard 
dribbles, picks up the ball, and raises it over 
his head. The defender steps and slides to 
guard the two dribbles and, when the offen-
sive player picks up the ball, jams the ball 
with the same technique as described in the 
previous drill (figure 14.5).

Figure 14.4 Zigzag drill: part 2.
 NBA_E3709_fig 14.4_314672_Lineworks_R2

This part of the drill ends at the half-court, 
where the two players exchange roles. They 
then return to the baseline in the same way 
as described.

3. The start is the same as the second 
part of the drill, but now the dribbler takes 
two hard dribbles and picks the ball up. 
The defensive player raises his hands, with 
wrists crossed, to jam and mirror the ball 
to prevent the pass.

The dribbler picks up the ball three or 
four times, and each time the defensive 
player jams the ball. The two players then 
exchange roles.

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.5_314673_Lineworks_R2
Figure 14.5 Five-second drill: the defender steps and 
slides and then jams the ball.

The ball handler dribbles back and forth 
from where he started the drill, and then the 
two exchange roles. This is a very short but 
intense drill; we emphasize the technique 
of jamming the dribbler.
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One-on-One
Six players line up on the baseline; the coach 
has the ball on the wing. At the call of the 
coach, the six players run onto the court. 
The first player is on offense, the second on 
defense, and so on; the three pairs set up on the 
two wings and in the middle of the court.

The coach passes the ball to one of the 
offensive players, who can go to the basket 
with only two dribbles or pass the ball to one 
of the teammates (figure 14.6). The drill ends 
only with a score or if the defense recovers 
the ball. If the offense makes more than two 
dribbles, the ball goes to the defense, and 
the defense goes on offense.

Closeout
A coach has the ball in the middle of the 
court. Two offensive players are set up at 
the wing positions, and a defender is in the 
middle of the three-second lane. The coach 
passes the ball to one of the offensive play-
ers, who drives to the baseline. The defender 
closes out, slides, and cuts off the path to 
the baseline, hitting the dribbler with his 
chest (not pushing him with his hands). At 

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.6_314674_Lineworks_R2
Figure 14.6 One-on-one drill.

this time, the offensive player passes the ball 
back to the coach, who reverses the ball to 
the other offensive player, who drives to the 
baseline. The defender must recover, close 
out, and cut off the path to the baseline, 
while the offensive player can only drive, 
not shoot (figure 14.7).

Figure 14.7 Closeout drill.
 NBA_E3709_fig 14.7_314675_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.8_314676_Lineworks_R2
Figure 14.8 Two-on-two help-and-recover drill.

Two-on-Two Help-and-Recover
The ball is in the wing area or at the top of 
the lane in the hands of 1, while 2 is on the 
opposite wing. X1 covers 1; X2 helps and 
recovers on the baseline. 1 drives to the 
baseline or into the lane. As soon as 1 drives, 
2 slides to the corner to receive the pass. X1 
and X2 must communicate and not let the 
ball go to the baseline (figure 14.8).
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of the court, X2 traps the ball, X3 rotates to 
2, and X1 rotates to 3) (figure 14.11).

These drills are designed to help with 
communication and quick reaction in help-
and-recover and full-rotation situations. At 
the end of the drill, the offense goes off and 
the defense goes to offense. A new defense 
comes on the court. (Always send the next 
three players in on defense, not offense.) You 
can make the drill competitive by keeping 
score.

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.9_314677_Lineworks_R2
Figure 14.9 Three-on-three help-and-recover drill.

Out of the same set, the ball can be forced 
to the middle of the court to work on the 
help-and-recover and full rotation. The 
help-and-recover happens when the closest 
defensive player to the ball stunts to help 
take away middle penetration and recov-
ers to his own offensive player. That is, X2 
steps in to help stop the penetration by 1 
and recovers to 2; X1 stays with 1; X3 is in 
a position to help X2 on 2’s penetration and 
then recovers to 3 (figure 14.10).

The full rotation occurs when the next 
closest defender rotates off his offensive 
man and traps the ball on penetration. The 
next defensive player then rotates to cover 
for that defensive player by picking up his 
open man (that is, 1 penetrates to the middle 

Figure 14.10 Help-and-recover drill.

Figure 14.11 Help-and-recover drill: full rotation.

Three-on-Three Help-and-Recover
The drill starts with offensive players 1, 2, 
and 3 on both wings and at the top of the 
key. The ball can start at any position on 
the court—top of the key or either wing (in 
the figure, the ball starts on the right wing). 
X1 guards 1 and forces him to drive to the 
baseline. X3 rotates off 3 and cuts off 1’s 
baseline drive. X2 rotates off 2 and picks up 
3 on the baseline. X1 rotates off the baseline 
back to 2 at the top of the key (figure 14.9). 
The play is live and doesn’t end until the 
ball is secured by the defense or the offense 
scores a basket.  NBA_E3709_fig 14.10_314678_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 14.11_314679_Lineworks_R2

final points
As coach, you can decide to play any type 
of defense you choose—half-court or full-
court man-to-man, zone, or matchup—based 
on the rules at your level of play and your 
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philosophy of the game. But no matter what 
defense you play, if you want to be aggres-
sive, the most important step is to pressure 
the offensive player with the ball. If the 
ball is easily passed around the perimeter, 

gets easily inside to the low-post area, or is 
quickly reversed, your defense won’t be at all 
effective. Pressuring the ball is the key to any 
type of defensive set and is by far the most 
important aspect of this phase of the game.
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Full-Court Pressure
Jim O’Brien

15c h a p t e r

The full-court press can be a terrific 
weapon at any level of basketball. There 

have been some great teams that have used 
the press impressively. Some teams use 
it every once in a while, and others have 
total commitment to an all-game harassing 
style of play. Many coaches are somewhere 
in the middle, using the press off and on 
during a game to suit their purpose or the 
game’s situation. With experience, coaches 
who put on the press and take it off at dif-
ferent times of the game are able to dictate 
the tempo they feel is advantageous to their 
team.

A total commitment to pressuring all 
game is certainly not for every coach, but 
those who embrace this style of play are 
no fun to play against because they never 
give their opponents a moment’s rest. Most 
players love to play this aggressive style of 
defense, and fans really enjoy watching 
pressure basketball.

I was introduced to pressure basketball 
at a young age in Philadelphia at Roman 
Catholic under Speedy Morris. Jack Ramsay 
had a strong influence on my approach to 
defense, too, with his full-court 1-2-1-1 zone 
press, which dramatically impacted how 
basketball was played in the East during 
the 1960s and ’70s. His book, Pressure Bas-
ketball, remains one of the finest books on 
defense ever written. As an assistant coach 
at the University of Oregon for five years, 
I had the chance to observe Ralph Miller 
of Oregon State University. Ralph’s teams 

used pressure all over the court and often 
ranked among the top defensive squads in 
the country.

When I joined the New York Knicks and 
Rick Pitino in 1986, I observed a coach who 
brought full-court pressure to another level, 
making the Knicks a contender with a very 
aggressive brand of pressure basketball. A 
decade later, when Rick asked me to be on 
his staff at the University of Kentucky, I 
witnessed the best pressing team I have ever 
watched. The 1996 Kentucky team pressed 
the entire game, held opponents under 40 
percent shooting from the floor, and won 
the national championship.

The potential effectiveness of an attacking 
defensive style has only been confirmed in 
all my head coaching jobs at Wheeling Jesuit 
University in West Virginia and Dayton 
University, and with the Boston Celtics, 
Philadelphia 76ers, and Indiana Pacers. And 
it is with those experiences and evidence in 
mind that I present the following informa-
tion on full-court defense.

MatchUp press
The matchup press starts with a zone con-
cept and quickly switches to man-to-man 
when the ball is thrown inbounds. This press 
seeks to force a high tempo and concede 
no passes except for those that take a team 
backward. This defense attempts to pressure 
the ball handler into an uncontrolled speed 
dribble and then to trap him.
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The full-court matchup press works best 
when a coach is fully committed to it and 
practices it hard every day. The best way 
to begin is for everyone to understand that 
your team must be extremely well condi-
tioned. Your conditioning must be a weapon 
in itself. In most cases you don’t enter a 
season with the most talent in your confer-
ence or league. If you’re at the high school 
or college level, once the season starts you 
have the players that you’ll have all season, 

and you must work with what 
you’ve got. At this point you can 
only do so much. You can work 
with your players to improve 
their individual skills and drill 
your team to execute your plan, 
but your talent to a large extent is 
set. However, one thing you can 
do with any team, no matter its 
talent level, is ensure you have 
the best-conditioned players on 
the floor on any given night.

Ask your players if they think 
they can become the best-con-
ditioned team in your confer-
ence. Of course they’ll say yes. 
Everyone wants the best chance 
of success for the team. Now it’s 
imperative that you drive them 
to meet this objective. When they 
tire and want to stop, remind them 
that they set the goal—you’re just 
helping them get there. There’s no 
better confidence booster than to 
know every time you set foot on 
the court that you’re better condi-
tioned than your opponent.

Black and White 
presses

For each of these styles of press, 
I’ll explain the entire press first 
and then break it down into seg-
ments later in the chapter. This is 
the same way we teach the press 
from day one. You’ll note that 

the difference between the black press and 
the white press is small—the white press 
pressures the inbounder, whereas the black 
press does not.

White Press
There are many ways to adjust the white 
press, but for now I want to explain the 
all-out full-blown press that denies the 
inbounds pass and looks to force a high 
tempo (figure 15.1).

Very successful applications of high-pressure, full-court defense through-
out my career, including a stint at Kentucky in which our press was the key 
to winning a national title, have made me a believer.
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On the inbounds play, I like to put

our most mobile big man at the front •	
of the press (X4);
our most athletic wing man on the left •	
side (X3);
our other wing on the right side (X2);•	

our point guard near the half-court line •	
(X1); and
our other big man back (X5).•	

Note that these spots are just areas of the 
court where your defenders will generally 
find someone to match up against imme-
diately after you score. The alignment of 
your players is ultimately determined by 
the opponent’s press offense. Each of your 

players is matched to a player in his area and 
does not concede the inbounds pass.

The defender on the ball, X4, must be 
directly in front of the inbounder and seek to 
deflect the inbounds pass. If the inbounder 
runs the baseline, X4 shadows him until 
the pass is made. We prefer him to have 
his feet almost on the line—to the point the 
referee might warn him he’s too close to 
the inbounder.

The wings, X3 and X2, are shoulder to 
shoulder with the players they’re guarding. 
They must maintain vision of the inbounder 
and play their offensive player in much the 
same way a defensive back guards a receiver 
in football, staying squared to the quarter-
back and reading the passer’s intent.

X3 in particular reads where his player is 
lining up in the press offense. If the offensive 
player—usually the point guard—is directly 
in front of the passer, X3 wants to stay on 
the side closest to the left sideline.

X2 lines up next to his man and is gener-
ally on the offensive man’s left shoulder. If 
the offensive player is further away, X2 can 
allow some space until the inbounder turns 
to look at X2’s player, and then X2 must 
close the gap.

No defensive player wants to allow the ball 
to enter the court in his area. All defenders 
position themselves in order to see both the 
passer and the player they’re guarding.

X1 picks up the player closest to half-court 
on ball side; X5 picks up the remaining 
opponent, wherever he might be.

Black Press
As mentioned, the difference between the 
white press and the black press is how play-
ers begin the press on the inbounds play. In 
the black press, instead of pressuring the 
inbounder, X4 is off the ball and behind the 
front line of the press (behind X2 and X3). 
His job is to support X3 and X2 and make it 
more difficult for the opponent to inbound 
the ball. In many cases, X3 will be picking 
up the opponent’s point guard, 1, on the left 
side, and X4 will be shading this area (figure 

NBA_E3709_fig 15.1_314680_Lineworks_R2

Figure 15.1 The white press pressures the inbounder.
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15.2). As in the white press, if the inbounder 
runs the baseline, X4 goes with him to the 
other side to make it difficult for the passer 
to inbound the ball (figure 15.3).

situations, when the opponent has the ball 
on the baseline with a chance to set up its 
offense while the referee handles the ball. 
We believe we’re more vulnerable to the 
deep pass in these situations.

Denying the Inbounds Pass
All players play with their hands no lower 
than their shoulders. We believe the best 
position of the hands and arms is elbows 
bent and close to the body like a boxer, with 
hands close to the shoulders and thumbs 
pointing at the shoulders. This positioning 
allows for quickest movement of the hands 
in deflecting the ball. Again, we don’t want 
any pass conceded; the man guarding the 
ball always believes he can deflect the next 
pass. The player guarding the receiver of 
the pass also believes he can intercept or 
deflect every pass.

If any two offensive players come together 
prior to the inbounds pass and cross one 
another, their defenders automatically 
switch (figure 15.4). If the offensive player 
guarded by X3 (or X2) leaves his area and 
goes beyond the top of the key extended, 
he is released, and X3 (or X2) moves to 
the middle and searches for a new player 
coming into the area (figure 15.5).

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.2_314681_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.2 The black press puts no pressure on the 
inbounder; X4 stays behind the defensive front line.

Figure 15.3 If the inbounds passer runs the baseline, 
X4 goes with him to the other side. NBA_E3709_fig 15.3_314682_Lineworks_R2

Using Both Presses
Generally speaking, we use the white press 
when we score a basket inside the paint. We 
use the black press when we make a perim-
eter shot. We’ve found that this method 
confuses teams, at least at first. We also 
generally use the black press on dead-ball 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.4_314683_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.4 When two offensive players come together 
prior to the inbounds pass and cross one another, their 
defenders switch automatically.
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Matching Up on the Inbounds Pass
Once the ball is thrown inbounds, all defend-
ers immediately match up with the offensive 
man closest to them. The only exception is 
in the white press when the ball is passed 
into the “coffin” corner—the corner near the 
baseline. If this happens, X4 immediately 
traps the ball handler (figure 15.6).

from sideline to sideline. In the black press 
X4 is in this position anyway. In either case, 
X4 matches up with the player who has 
thrown the ball inbounds.

Because nearly every press offense looks 
to attack the pressure defense with a pass to 
the middle, it’s important for the defense to 
take any middle pass away behind the front 
line (figure 15.8). As the ball is in the air on 
the inbounds pass, all weak-side defenders 
move to the middle of the court to prevent 
the lethal middle pass.

Notice that although X2 has sprinted to 
the middle, he’s still responsible for 2, who 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.5_314684_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.5 When an offensive player leaves X3’s (or 
X2’s) defensive area and goes beyond the top of the key, 
X3 (or X2) runs to the middle to find a new player enter-
ing the area.

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.6_314685_Lineworks_R2

Figure 15.6 If the ball is passed into the corner near 
the baseline, X4 immediately traps the ball handler.

In the white press, if the ball is passed to 
any area other than the coffin corner, X4 
drops below the ball line (figure 15.7), which 
is the imaginary line drawn through the ball 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.7_314686_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.7 If the ball is passed into any area other 
than the coffin corner, X4 drops below the ball line.

Figure 15.8 On both types of press, X4 matches up 
with the player who has inbounded the ball, preventing a 
pass to the middle of the floor.

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.8_314687_Lineworks_R2
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is his matchup. A general rule is this: If the 
second pass is allowed to be completed to 
the middle of the court behind the front line, 
the press is off and the defense retreats into 
its half-court defense. For any pass thrown 
backward, the press remains on. The press 
is happy to allow any pass that takes the 
offense backward.

Ball Pressure
Once the ball is passed, the player with 
the ball is pressured hard. Any advance 

pass must be denied, and the ball handler 
must be pressured to dribble the ball. This 
pressure on the ball is the key to the press. 
Whoever is guarding the ball must make it 
uncomfortable for the offensive player. The 
goal is to force the player with the ball into 
a speed dribble in which he’s likely to lose 
control. This can happen only with extreme 
pressure on the ball and denial of all passes 
up the court. Later we’ll look at drills that 
work on pressuring the ball.

The defender on the ball does not force 
the dribbler to the sideline. Forcing the ball 

handler up the sideline reduces 
the type of pressure we want 
to exert. We don’t want to 
influence the ball—we want to 
pressure the ball! Ball pressure 
should force the dribbler into 
a fast tempo without allowing 
him to blow by you.

Trapping the  
Speed Dribble
Once the ball handler is pres-
sured into the speed dribble, 
he’s trapped by the closest 
defender in the direction of the 
dribble (figure 15.9).

The player trapping the ball 
wants to trap the ball handler 
in a controlled manner, similar 
to a defender closing out on 
an offensive player in the half-
court. The defender guarding 
the ball wants to be as close to 
the ball handler as possible as 
the ball enters the trap area. 
In figure 15.9, X3 and X1 trap 
the ball.

As you teach this press, make 
your team understand the dif-
ference between a controlled 
dribble and a speed dribble. 
The more your pressure has 
forced the ball handler into an 
uncontrolled dribble, the better 
chance you have of turning 

Effective traps are essential in any pressure defense. Here the two defend-
ers have caused the point guard to turn completely away from his basket 
and teammates, disrupting the offense and perhaps setting the stage for a 
turnover.
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him over. You don’t want to trap a player 
who’s under control and can easily change 
direction or pass the ball. In your drill work, 
teach your players that the speed dribble 
triggers the trap.

Rotations on the Trap
Coaches teaching the press for the first time 
sometimes focus too much on rotations. 
We’ve always thought that rotations after 
a trap are mostly instinctive and evident to 
players. Overburdening players with strict 
rules of rotation hinders their ability to react 
quickly.

In figure 15.10, X3 and X1 have trapped 
the ball. Who rotates to 2, whom X1 has left 
to trap the ball?

Either X2 or X5 could rotate to 2. We want 
to teach aggressiveness and let our players 
react. Whoever rotates wants to be thinking 
of a steal.

If X5 rotates up to 2, X2 protects back. If 
X2 rotates to 2, X5 stays in the basket area. 
In either case, the key defender is X4, who 
has middle responsibility to take away the 
pass to the gut. X5 has rotated up, X2 is pro-
tecting back, and X4 has middle responsibil-
ity (figure 15.11). The only pass undenied is 
the pass backward. Note that all defenders 
are staying below the ball line.

Alternatives to the Trap
Trapping good teams is difficult. In such 
cases, instead of trapping, try to turn your 
opponents over by forcing them into an 
out-of-control tempo. Teach your team to 
pressure the ball to force opponents to speed 
up the dribble. This is best done via one-
on-one defensive drills, without fouling but 
ensuring the ball can’t be advanced upcourt 
on a pass.

Ball handlers at times will beat your 
defenders and blow by them on the dribble. 
You don’t want this to happen, but you can 
turn this situation to a possible advantage 
by training your players to sprint after the 
dribbler and try to tip the ball from behind 

Figure 15.9 If the ball handler speed dribbles, he’s 
trapped by the closest defender in the direction of the 
dribble.

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.9_314688_Lineworks_R2

Figure 15.10 Rotation on the trap.

NBA_E3709_fig 15.10_314689_Lineworks_R2
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Figure 15.11 Rotations on the press—either X2 or X5 
can rotate. If X5 rotates, X2 covers the basket.NBA_E3709_fig 15.11_314690_Lineworks_R3-alw

(back-tip). When a player who is dribbling 
fast must suddenly slow down as he con-
fronts a defender upcourt, he’s often sus-
ceptible to the back-tip from a defender who 
has come up quickly from behind.

The Decision to Trap or Level
The decision to trap or level is probably the 
most important decision in the press. Every 
player must have the discipline to know 
when to trap and when to level the speed 
dribbler.

The speed dribble is trapped when the 
defender can force the speed, or uncon-
trolled, dribble and maintain a close guard-
ing position alongside the ball handler. In 
figure 15.12, X1 would trap 1.

When trapping, the defender stays low 
and chops his feet in a closeout position, 
with hands high enough to prevent a bullet 
pass over his head. The trap should occur 
on the imaginary line between 2 and 1. 
Again, the trap is triggered only by a speed 
dribble and when the defender can stay in 
close proximity to the dribbler.

As X3 pressures 1 into a speed dribble, 
he’ll sometimes be beaten and won’t be able 
to stay on 1’s hip. In such a case, X3 may 
be trailing 1. If this occurs, X1 attempts to 
“level” the ball handler by faking at him 
back and forth in an attempt to slow him 
down or force him to take a sideways dribble 
(figure 15.13). As this is happening, X3, in 

Figure 15.12 The speed dribbler is trapped when his 
defender maintains a close guarding position alongside 
him. NBA_E3709_fig 15.12_314691_Lineworks_R2
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full sprint, is trying to back-tip the dribble. 
Intense back-tipping can force a turnover 
by the best of ball handlers.

drills for the  
fUll-coUrt press

When you want to teach an offensive play, 
you need to break it down into different 
parts and then practice each segment of 
the play. The same must be done with any 
type of defense. The players must see the 
big picture and then work on the parts. 
Following are drills I use for building our 
full-court pressure.

One-on-One
The court is split down the middle from 
basket to basket, and only one side of the 
court is used. We usually run this drill 
simultaneously at both ends of the court. 
A coach inbounds the ball into the shaded 
area in figure 15.14.

This drill works on disallowing the ball 
to be inbounded in front of the defender. 
Once the ball is inbounded, we work on 
pressuring the ball handler into a speed 
dribble, while remaining in contact with 
the dribbler. If the dribbler blows by 
the defender, the drill’s focus is now on  

NBA_E3709_fig 15.13_314692_Lineworks_R2

Figure 15.13 If X3 is trailing the ball handler, X1 fakes 
to slow the ball handler down or to force him to take a 
sideways dribble; meanwhile, X3 recovers to tip the ball 
from behind.

NBA_E3709_fig 15.14_314693_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.14 One-on-one drill: Disallow the inbounds 
pass in front of the defender, and then force the ball han-
dler into a speed dribble.
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sprinting in an attempt to back-tip the ball 
away from the dribbler.

The ball can be passed only to the offen-
sive player on one side of the court and from 
the top of the key extended to the baseline 
from where the ball is being inbounded.

We start the drill with the offensive player 
directly above the coach inbounding the 
ball. The defender lines up on the sideline 
side, facing the coach. The defender is in 
contact with the offensive player with his 
hip and his elbow (figure 15.15).

Because the area is limited, the defensive 
player can be very aggressive in preventing 
the ball from being caught. At the beginning 
of the season, we make the defender aware 
that this denial must happen with vision 
of the inbounder and without fouling the 
offensive player.

figure 15.17). Either way, the emphasis is 
on denying the inbounds pass. We’re always 
emphasizing trying to deflect a pass with the 
hopes of turning our opponent over.

If the ball is inbounded successfully, we 
play live two-on-two basketball. We’re look-
ing to force the speed dribble and get a trap. 
We don’t worry that we’re trapping and leav-
ing a man open. This forces defenders to try 
to get a piece of the pass. If the pass is com-
pleted after the trap, defenders sprint out of 
the trap and try to back-tip the ball handler, 
who has a breakaway opportunity.

In these drills, because of the limited 
space on one side of the court, it should be 
very difficult to get the ball inbounds against 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.15_314694_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.15 One-on-one drill: The defender lines up 
on the sideline side in physical contact with the offensive 
player.

Two-on-Two
This drill is similar to the one-on-one drill. 
It’s done on one side of the court, with the 
line from basket to basket being an imagi-
nary out-of-bounds line. The inbounder, 
however, is now a player. We run this drill 
in two ways. First, the inbounder is guarded 
by a defender (white press; figure 15.16).

Second, the defender is in the off position, 
not guarding the inbounder (black press; 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.16_314695_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.16 Two-on-two drill: The inbounder is cov-
ered by a defender.

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.17_314696_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.17 Two-on-two drill: Here the inbounder is 
not covered by a defender.
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either press. This builds confidence in your 
players at the front of your press.

Three-on-Three
In this drill we open up the entire court and 
don’t limit where the ball can be inbounded. 
Again, defenders can line up in either the 
white press or the black press. As always, in 
the white press alignment, the inbounder is 
covered (figure 15.18); in the black press, the 
inbounder is not guarded (figure 15.19).

We start the drill by designating which 
press we’re in and then play it live until the 
ball is dead. This is a key drill in helping 
your defense develop new concepts. As play-
ers are allowed to play live three on three 

on a full court, they must learn to recognize 
which press to use depending on how the 
three players on offense have scored (near 
the basket or from the perimeter). The drill 
also promotes aggressiveness in denying the 
inbounds pass, especially when defenders 
are in the black press alignment. Your play-
ers quickly learn the necessity of keeping 
the ball in vision and how to read and react 
to various situations.

4–4–4
The 4–4–4 drill is a very good offensive and 
defensive drill that we use every day. Break 
the team up into three teams of four: team 
A, team B, and team C. The alignment to 
begin the drill is shown in figure 15.20.

Team A starts with the ball in the back-
court at the top of the key. It’s attacking 
team B, who has two defenders guarding the 
basket in tandem. The other two players on 

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.18_314697_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 15.19_314698_Lineworks_R2

Figure 15.18 Three-on-three drill: white press align-
ment.

Figure 15.19 Three-on-three drill: black press align-
ment.

NBA_E3709_fig 15.20_314699_Lineworks_R2
Figure 15.20 The 4–4–4 drill: initial alignment.
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team B are at the intersection of the center 
line and the sideline, one on each side of 
the court. The defenders at half-court can’t 
enter the action until the ball is passed or 
dribbled over the center line. When the 
ball passes the midcourt line, the two trail-
ing defenders must touch the center circle 
before they can defend.

The drill is run live. If team A misses 
the shot, team B rebounds the ball and 
fast-breaks against team C, who has two 
defenders in tandem at the other end and 
two players out of bounds at half-court. 
The same rules apply to the defensive team 
regarding when the two trailers can become 
involved.

If team A scores with original possession, 
it immediately presses team B with either 
the white press or black press, depending 
on whether it scored in the lane or on a 
jump shot.

Team A can defend team B only to half-
court, where team C takes over. Because of 
this rule, team A can be extremely aggres-
sive in its press.

If team B beats the press, team C defends 
it as it attacks, with the two players on C 
coming in to touch the center line when 
team B crosses half-court with the ball. Team 
A then puts two defenders at half-court out 
of bounds and two others in a tandem, ready 
to protect the basket it just attacked.

We generally run this drill live to a certain 
score and allow the winner of the contest a 
water break while the losers run.

This can be a wild drill at times, and the 
coaching staff must be diligent in striking 
a balance of nonstop aggressiveness and 
teaching the rules of the press.

final points
A common mistake among coaches who use 
a full-press defense is to get discouraged and 
change it after the opponent has scored one 
or two easy baskets. Don’t be swayed by this 
negative side of the full-court press. Every 
defense has weaknesses. That you’ll give up 
an easy basket here and there is the negative 
side you must accept if you decide to adopt a 
full-court pressure defense. Of course, your 
reason for adopting this defense is that you 
see more positives to it than negatives. You 
need to trust your defensive philosophy if 
you want to sell it fully to your players.

Finally, considering our subject in this 
chapter, it’s fitting to end with a few final 
words on conditioning. To run this defense, 
your players must be able to run at full 
speed for an entire game. They need to be 
in better shape than your opponents. On top 
of this, they must also have great defensive 
conditioning. That is, they must be able to 
play long periods with their knees bent so 
they can make quick defensive slides and 
close out their rotations. You can’t run an 
effective full-court press if your players lack 
defensive conditioning.
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Defensive Strategies
Del Harris

16c h a p t e r

There are three phases to consider in plan-
ning defensive strategies as you prepare 

your team for confident team play on the 
defensive end: pregame strategy, in-game 
adjustments, and late-game adjustments.

We can’t address each of these phases in 
depth in one chapter, but we will provide 
an overview in the hopes of stimulating you 
to think more deeply about these issues of 
vital importance to winning basketball.

Pregame Plan
First, you must determine if your primary 
defense will be man-to-man or zone. No 
matter which you choose, I recommend 
teaching the other as well so that your team 
can switch to its secondary defense when 
you think it’s called for. Of course you’ll also 
want to teach a couple of presses. Although 
many successful coaches have decided to 
live or die with one chosen defense, we 
believe (to use a baseball expression) that 
you need more than one pitch once you have 
advanced to the highest levels of competi-
tion. On the other hand, one fools himself if 
he thinks he can be equally successful with 
several defenses.

Use one defense as your bread and butter, 
and reserve the other for special occasions. 
When I was in Dallas, our use of multiple 
defenses over the years was predicated on 
two factors:

1. You have to play against various defenses 
in games, so you need to practice playing 

against them to be prepared. It does little good 
to practice against a defense that’s not effec-
tive, that doesn’t understand what’s supposed 
to happen in its particular form. Thus, you 
need to teach something about man-to-man, 
zones, and presses in order to have an effec-
tive offensive practice against each.

2. Once your team learns to use each 
of the major styles of defense reasonably 
well, you might as well try your secondary 
defense occasionally, such as when things 
aren’t going well for the primary defense 
against a particular opponent. Changes of 
pace can upset your opponent’s flow just 
long enough to allow your team to get back 
into position to win the game.

Matchups
We’ll assume that the basic defense pre-
ferred by most good teams is man-to-man 
because that’s the case about 90 percent of 
the time. Other defenses tend to be used 
when the lack of talent, depth, or athleticism 
disallows success in one-on-one confronta-
tions. And that’s quite an acceptable deci-
sion for the coach to make. Certainly zone 
adjustments helped the Mavericks win a lot 
of games over the years.

Within a basic man-to-man defense there 
are several items of strategy to consider, and 
the first of these is matchups. While it’s easy 
to match centers with centers, point guards 
with point guards, and so on, that’s not 
always the best strategy. The advantages to 
that method are in its simplicity and during 
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in-transition defense, when it’s often easier 
to be matched up than cross-matched. That 
said, cross-matching is not an insurmount-
able obstacle and often has advantages. 
Ideally, you’ll have a perimeter defensive 
stopper on your team with enough versa-
tility to guard two or even three positions. 
You can put this player on your opponent’s 
best perimeter player immediately, or you 
might decide to switch him over if the player 
gets on a roll, or you might wait until the 
last quarter to switch him to save him from 
foul trouble.

Small, quick point guards can pose 
problems for many teams, and the normal 
response is to put small defenders on them 
to match them speed for speed. But if the 
opponent is quicker still, the matchup might 
be an exercise in futility. In such a case, try 
putting a taller man on the guard and have 
him leave enough space to contain him 
but still challenge his shot with his greater 
length.

Powerful big players can also be prob-
lematic to guard if your bigs are weaker 
or slower than theirs—though occasionally 
you can win a matchup for a while with 
a smaller, quicker player on their big one. 
Eddie Najera, at 6-foot-7, for example, was 
instrumental in stopping the great Yao Ming 
just long enough to get us a victory in a big 
game. Najera used his quickness to deny 
Ming the ball and to gain great position to 
hold him off the board in that game.

Playing a small on a big won’t work every 
time, but on some nights you need to try 
something unusual to win the game at hand. 
You can worry about another strategy once 
the current one fails. And it’s true that most 
big players don’t like to have the smaller ants 
under them, banging on their knees, fronting 
them, and outrunning them to their favorite 
spots. Also, playing small and fronting on 
their big man might give your own big man 
time to help out when the opponent tries to 
lob over your small man’s head.

There are many ways that cross-matching 
can confuse your opponent just long enough 

to throw the momentum of a game in your 
favor, and sometimes that’s all you need for 
the win.

Pressure Defense Adjustments
Another game plan decision is how, when, 
and where to apply the press. A full-court 
press can be used to advantage in many situ-
ations, and sometimes for totally opposite 

Assigned a player nearly a foot taller, Eduardo Najera was 
up to the challenge of Yao Ming on this particular night. 
Such cross-matches can be the best solution to an oppo-
nent’s apparent offensive advantage in a given game.
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reasons. For example, you can play full-court 
pressure man-to-man to disrupt timing, wear 
a thin opponent down, gear up your own 
aggressiveness, or speed up a game. On the 
other hand, you can run a softer position 
press to slow an opponent down.

When a good ball handler is able to push 
the ball up the floor against you too easily, a 
full-court man-to-man or zone press can trap 
him and get the ball out of his hands. Once 
he has passed the ball out of the trap, his 
main defender should try to deny him from 
getting it back. For that matter, you might try 
to deny him the ball on the initial inbounds 
play by playing his defender behind him while 
the defender of the inbounds player plays in 
front of him, forcing another player to receive 
the ball. Once the ball is passed in, the trap 
is released, but the original defender tries to 
deny their good ball handler the ball as long 
as possible.

As mentioned, the irony of pressing is 
that a team can employ a press such as a 
2-2-1 that can either slow down or speed 
up an opponent’s play. And it’s easier to 
get into the 2-2-1 after scores or even after 
some rebounds than many coaches think, 
especially if you practice it. A team that’s 
trying to slow an opponent or slow a game’s 
tempo can get into the 2-2-1 quickly at the 
three-quarter court and be selective in its 
trapping, while still being sure to set a few 
traps to keep the opponent off balance. This 
is usually a one-trap-only situation, and then 
you’ll fall back into a half-court man-to-man 
or zone (zones tend to slow teams better than 
man-to-man).

If you want to increase tempo, you can 
be aggressive enough to trap initially and 
then continue to trap as the ball is advanced 
downcourt. When I was a young coach at 
Earlham College (1965-74), we used the full-
court press considerably with a team that 
finished sixth in the NAIA in scoring at over 
101 points per game (out of 700 schools in 
those days). With a different set of players 
a few years later, our team pressed with 
a different purpose and finished sixth in 

fewest points allowed. Both teams used a 
lot of pressing, but the styles and results 
were entirely opposite.

Pick-and-Roll Strategy
Further, in pregame strategy you must 
decide how to play against your opponent’s 
key plays. For instance, when playing a 
pick-and-roll team (as is quite prevalent in 
the NBA and increasingly so in top Division 
I NCAA schools), you’ll need to determine 
how to defend in the five areas in which 
pick-and-roll attacks are initiated: the top of 
the key, the wing, the high wing (the area 
between the top of the key and free-throw 
line extended), and the elbows of the free-
throw lane.

While pick-and-rolls along the sideline 
angles may be covered in the same way (or 
not, depending on the coach’s decision), the 
top and elbows generally require different 
techniques if you want to be successful. 
(There are even variations within these basic 
five angles that we can’t go into here.)

There are many types of coverage to 
choose from when determining your pick-
and-roll strategy, but we suggest having 
one way that you become best at and then 
also a plan B to revert to when plan A isn’t 
working.

In the NBA, teams often employ four or 
five different techniques for certain situa-
tions, but the best defensive teams have a 
basic choice and then a counter or two at 
most, knowing that most opponents won’t 
be proficient in stopping too many tech-
niques. Again, the principle applied here 
is that you can’t do a great job at any one 
thing in basketball if you try to do too many 
things. Following are standard choices in 
pick-and-roll coverage.

Help-and-recover. Some coaches call this 
hedging or showing. The idea is that the 
defender on the pick player helps the 
defender on the ball at a prescribed angle 
to negotiate (defeat) the screen, and then 
each defender recovers to his own original 
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man (ideally). There are many variations 
of this:

• Hard help. Here the helper is right up on 
the picker as the pick is set in order to jump 
quickly out at a hard angle (90 degrees facing 
the sideline) in the path of the ball handler. 
This prevents the ball handler from “turning 
the corner” over the pick and getting into the 
middle of the defense. It forces the ball han-
dler to break his angle of attack or to charge 
into the defender. Of course, this allows his 
defender space and timing to go under the 
defensive helper but over the player setting 
the pick to reengage the ball handler. The 

helper then recovers back to 
the picker, unless he gets too 
extended and someone has to 
pick him up, in which case he 
rotates to the paint to find an 
open offensive player. In this 
“hard” help method, the helper 
might be told to stay with the 
ball handler until his teammate 
recovers, until the ball handler 
passes, or for a certain number 
of steps, ranging from zero to 
three.

These are strategic deci-
sions based on the abilities of 
the opponents and how they 
attempt to score on their pick-
and-roll action—by rolling, pop-
ping, or having the ball handler 
shoot or else penetrate and 
swing the ball to the weak side 
to shooters or to a post player.

• Soft help. The helper might 
help at a much softer angle (45 
degrees or less), attempting to 
jam up the middle with his cov-
erage. “Covering the turn” means 
that the defender on the picker 
will drop back roughly in line 
with the “box” along the strong-
side foul lane and give a sort of 
zone coverage to the ball handler 
and the foul lane. The defender 

on the ball must continue a hard pursuit over 
the pick. This method is less aggressive but 
prevents splits and tends to offer the jump shot 
more than the roll or penetration for teams 
that are strong in that area.

In any coverage, the defender on the ball 
might be told to go over or under the man 
setting the pick on him. That decision is 
made based on two factors: the distance the 
pick is set on the floor and the ability of the 
ball handler to shoot behind the screen rela-
tive to his skill at penetration. We prefer to 
go under the picks set far out on the floor 
and against poor shooters, and we prefer 
to go over on closer setups and against 

Every coach and team needs to establish preferred ways to handle screens. 
Here, because of the location on the floor and orientation of the ball handler, 
the defense appears prepared to offer the picked player soft help until he 
can recover.
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good shooters. Again, these are strategies 
that scouting or time-out adjustments must 
address.
Trap. A more aggressive coverage is to trap the 
ball handler with the defender of the picker. 
The most aggressive is for the defender of the 
picker to trap the ball handler before the pick 
is actually set, but the more common way is 
to trap just as the ball handler is coming over 
the pick. Naturally, with either form of this 
aggressiveness comes some risk. A rotation 
is necessary if the ball handler is able to pass 
the ball to the picker quickly on a pop or 
roll, with the lowest defender near the goal 
rotating to him. X5 jumps out to trap 1, and 
X4 rotates over to pick up 5 as he sees the 
ball in the air from 1 to 5. X5 rotates oppo-
site the pass into the paint and picks up the 
open man, normally 4, although X3 has to 
help until X5 can get there. Sometimes X5 
is late, making it necessary for him to cover 
3 on the weak side (figure 16.1).

to seven seconds. The open shots kill you, 
especially the threes. Mismatches caused by 
switching are far less dangerous than giving 
up an open shot to a good shooter. Teach 
players to pass off mismatches quickly, or 
drill them on how to trap out of mismatches 
when they occur. That is, a big player must 
automatically trap down for a small team-
mate being posted by a big post, as X4 does 
in figure 16.2.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.1_314700_Lineworks_R2

Figure 16.1 Pick-and-roll coverage: trap and rotation.

Switching. This method is the easiest form 
of help-and-recover and is used most often 
when equal-sized players are involved in the 
pick-and-roll. However, late in the game, 
most NBA teams will use the switch with 
four or even all five defenders to prevent a 
quick easy shot, especially a three-pointer.

Note that switching is a critical strategy 
when protecting a lead late in the game. 
It’s also a good strategy at any time in the 
game when the possession clock is down 

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.2_314701_Lineworks_R2

Figure 16.2 Pick-and-roll coverage: switching.

A small player must rotate over to replace 
a bigger teammate stuck out on the perim-
eter defending a quick-penetrating, smaller 
player caused by a switch or emergency cov-
erage, as X3 does for X5. The mismatched 
man rotates off to the weak side and picks 
up an open man. X2 rotates to 3, and X1 
picks up 2 (figure 16.3).

Figure 16.3 Pick-and-roll coverage: A small player 
rotates over to replace a bigger teammate. NBA_E3709_fig 16.3_314702_Lineworks_R3-alw
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Overplaying down to the baseline. Another 
often-employed technique is to push the 
ball handler down toward the baseline. To 
do this, the defender on the picker must 
immediately call out the signal for the cov-
erage (usually a color, or simply “Down!”) 
as he sees the pick about to be set. He 
then assumes a position two to three steps 
below the picker in the direction that the 
ball defender must push the ball, and the 
defender on the ball must overplay severly, 
pushing the ball handler “down” toward the 
baseline and into the defender on the picker 
(figure 16.4). This play usually occurs on 
wing and corner coverage.

to the weak side to pick up an open man, 
in this case 4 (figure 16.7). The same deci-
sions must be made on the coverage of the 
top-angle pick-and-roll.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.4_314703_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.4 Pick-and-roll coverage: overplaying down 
to the baseline.

The down play can be used on the top as 
well, but it’s less safe there. The defender 
on the picker calls “Down right!” or “Down 
left!” depending on which way he wants the 
defender to send the ball handler. The ball 
defender then gets into a position on the high 
side to push the ball handler down toward 
the defender on the picker (figure 16.5).

In either case X1 must maintain contact 
with the ball handler to keep him from split-
ting quickly between himself and X5. On 
the sideline pick-and-roll, you must decide 
if you want to have X5 recover back to 5 
on a pass to him, or to have a player rotate 
to 5 (figure 16.6). X2 rotates to 5 because 
the game plan dictated that 5 was a great 
shooter from 15 to 17 feet out. X4 rotated 
to 5 on the roll because X5 didn’t get back 
to 5. The defender (X5) then rotates across 

Figure 16.5 Pick-and-roll coverage: the picker’s 
defender calls “Down right!” or “Down left!” NBA_E3709_fig 16.5_314704_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.6_314705_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.6 Pick-and-roll coverage: In either case, X1 
maintains contact with the ball handler.

Figure 16.7 Pick-and-roll coverage: X4 rotates to 5 if 
X5 doesn’t get back to 5. NBA_E3709_fig 16.7_314706_Lineworks_R2
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Defensive Strategy  
Against the Post-Up
Another pregame decision concerns how to 
best defend the posts. Against teams that 
dominate with one or more low-post threats, 
it might be best to stay man to man and give 
help to the defenders in the low post either 
when a player catches the ball or when he 
penetrates toward the free-throw lane. Or it 
might be preferable to try to front some or 
all of the players in the low-post area and 
come to help from the weak side during 
the air time of the lob pass inside. Another 
option is to trap a particular player in the 
post, only to dig back and bother others 
in the post until they get the ball into an 
extremely deep position. Yet another pos-
sibility is to zone up against a strong low-
post team. How to execute the traps and 
rotations is not the subject here. But your 
team must be equally prepared to cover the 
low post as it is to cover the pick-and-roll 
game.

Isolated Player Strategy
Some teams have one or two good one-on-
one players whom they try to isolate in 
one-on-one attacks. If you’re the coach, you 
must decide if you’re willing to go one on 
one with the player, to trap from the top, or 
to push the player to the baseline to set a 
trap there. In figure 16.8, X2 is influencing 
the ball to the middle, and X1 is coming to 

trap 2 in the isolation. The defenders X3 and 
X4 rotate accordingly.

In figure 16.9, the ball is being shaded to 
the baseline; X5 steps out to trap while the 
defense rotates behind X5, with X4 fronting 
5 and X3 V-cutting back to cover 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.8_314707_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.8 Isolated player strategy, option 1: forcing 
the ball to the middle and trapping.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.9_314708_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.9 Isolated player strategy, option 2: Force 
the ball handler to the baseline; X5 traps with X2, while 
the other defenders rotate.

It’s also possible to shift into a zone 
defense, usually a 2-3, when a player is 
isolated to be in a position to give help. 
Players simply fill in the four zone spots 
around the defender on the ball, ready to 
give help or to trap on penetration. Figure 
16.10 shows players filling in around X2 on 
the isolated player (2) and forming the 2-3 
zone. Naturally, this shift to the zone must 
be planned for and a verbal signal given on 
the court.

Figure 16.10 Isolated player strategy, option 3: Play a 
2-3 zone. NBA_E3709_fig 16.10_314709_Lineworks_R2
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Clarifying the Switching Concepts
It’s important that a team understand what 
the strategy in general is relative to rules 
for switching in the man-to-man defense. 
Some coaches prefer never to switch, some 
allow emergency switching when a man is 
beaten, and others prefer to switch quite 
readily, whenever the situation allows. 
Coaches have won championships with each 
of these techniques (and other variations as 
well). There’s no one answer on this issue. 
What’s of utmost importance is to drill your 
team on the strategy that’s selected, commit 
to the strategy, and ensure consistent com-
munication so that doubt is eliminated when 
potential switches arise. Such preparation 
requires concerted practice time.

Setting Strategy Against the 
Opponent’s Key Play Actions
To conclude this section: It’s important not 
only to get the matchups right and to have 
a system to cover the general offensive situ-
ations that will arise, such as pick-and-rolls, 
post-ups, isolations, and so on, but you must 
also look at the two to five or so key plays 
that an opponent employs in its offensive 
schemes and clarify how you want your 
defense to adjust to help minimize these 
plays. Your team won’t be able to study 
every play a team uses (some NBA teams use 
more than 60), but there will always be some 
key actions that the opponent does best, and 
your defense must prepare for those. Your 
game plan might involve trapping, switch-
ing, or overplaying to make the opponent’s 
execution more difficult.

Don’t fail to be prepared for an oppo-
nent’s out-of-bounds plays. An assistant 
coach should have a diagram of the key 
out-of-bounds plays an opponent has used 
in close, late-game situations. Equally impor-
tant is to have general concepts of how the 
team will defend out-of-bounds plays, be 
they from the side, under their own basket, 
or at the full court.

Sideline out of bounds. Our basic plan 
with the Mavericks in this situation was 
to prevent two particular passes: the direct 
pass from out of bounds into the low post, 
and the pass down to the strong-side corner 
(which sets up either a quick drop pass to 
the low post or a three-point shot). Figure 
16.11 shows X3 (who needs to have active 
hands) playing in the passing lane to the 
corner and X5 in denial on 5.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.11_314710_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.11 Sideline out-of-bounds: no pass to the 
strong-side corner or to the low post.

We have used our advantage in numbers 
for our side out-of-bounds defensive plays 
to dictate some trick coverage:

We can call a shift to zone.• 

We can call for a trap to be made on the • 
first pass below the foul line.
We can call for a trap to be made when • 
the ball is passed to the weak side.
We can call for switching certain play-• 
ers or all players, and so on.

The advantage to tricking up on the 
defense in this situation after a time-out 
is that the opponent will normally have 
set a play, and you want to make it hard 
for him to run the play easily. It is danger-
ous to trap the first pass in, particularly 
if the inbounds passer is a good shooter. 
After passing the ball, he’s a dangerous 
man as either a step-in shooter or a slice 
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cutter. A technique we’ve often used is 
to pressure the inbounds man toward the 
baseline side for two, or even three, counts 
and then jump off to face the other four 
players inbounds to try to deny the pass 
to the first man who becomes open. The 
defender must quickly get back to his 
own man, however, if the ball is passed 
in. Other times we’ve told the defender 
on the ball out of bounds to check the ball 
two counts and then quickly find the one 
opposing player we don’t want to get the 
ball, such as a Kobe Bryant type. Again, 
that defender must get back quickly to the 
passer once he does this.

Note that some teams prefer to pressure 
the passer with a man (or even with two 
men) the entire five seconds. This is most 
effective when one or two seconds remain 
and the lob is the most likely scenario. Then, 
putting a taller player with active hands on 
the ball out of bounds is necessary.

Baseline out of bounds. Our general cover-
age is man-to-man, and we emphasize trying 
to prevent two easy looks here as well—the 
direct pass under the goal and the easy 
catch-and-shoot in the strong-side corner, 
where most passes are made. We also have 
zoned up against the end out but find it to 
be more risky against great players. Still, 
in high school and college, the zone can be 
effective, but the better the skill of players at 
any level, the more risky the zone under the 
goal becomes. A mistake can permit a quick 
layup if the offense overloads the baseline 
or draws the middle man and cuts a player 
into an opening.

To help keep the ball from coming 
inbounds right under the goal, we play man-
to-man and have the man on the ball out of 
bounds move to an angle off the ball and 
toward the basket. He’ll stand in such a way 
as to see both the ball and what’s going on 
behind him toward the goal (figure 16.12). 
He must have active hands. In this position 
he can also usually prevent an easy weak-
side pass to the corner.

To prevent the easy strong-side corner 
catch-and-shoot, we have some choices of 
strategy:

We might just have our players body •
up and play their own men, switching 
only in an emergency.
We might put a smaller player on the •
outside of a stack or pick and one in the 
lane area and have them switch. The 
man on the outside won’t go through 
with the first cutter, passing him off 
and getting back to cover the corner 
area (figure 16.13).

Figure 16.12 Baseline out of bounds: no pass under 
the rim or to the weak-side corner. NBA_E3709_fig 16.12_314711_Lineworks_R2

Figure 16.13 Baseline out of bounds, option 1: Put a 
smaller defender outside the stack and another one in 
the lane, then switch.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.13_314712_Lineworks_R2
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Some teams will have the defender on 
the ball out of bounds check the middle of 
the lane and then switch out to the corner 
to cover there. The player in the lane (X3) 
will switch into X1’s position, but that’s all 
predetermined or communicated by X3 and 
X1 (figure 16.14). While this maneuver can 
be effective if not overdone, it’s also risky.

and pressure the pass; though that’s quite 
defensible as a strategy, we prefer the cen-
terfield method.

In-game adjustments
The three most important strategic elements 
to monitor during the flow of the game 
are momentum, game pace, and matchup 
changes. As the coach reads these, he’ll be 
led to make or not to make strategic adjust-
ments. Let’s address these situations one at 
a time.

Momentum
Much of the game should be dictated by 
momentum, which can be described as 
having three phases: positive, negative, and 
zero, which means up for grabs. We like 
to avoid making changes when we have a 
positive flow. We stick with our lineup and 
our coverages and avoid calling time-outs. 
When there’s zero momentum, we might 
try to stimulate the game with a play call, 
a key substitution, or a defensive adjust-
ment. When momentum is negative, we’re 
definitely on alert to make a change in our 
matchups, our lineup, or either our offensive 
or defensive scheme. In general, defensive 
adjustments tend to be more effective in 
changing momentum. A change from man 
to zone or vice versa, to a type of press, 
to trapping a key player, or some other 
defensive change can potentially bother the 
opponent’s offense while stimulating ours. 
Even when momentum is negative, we usu-
ally resist giving up entirely on what we’re 
doing. A subtle adjustment can be easier to 
make and less confusing to the team while 
still getting the job done on the opponent. 
Don’t let panic be your guide, but also don’t 
be too stubborn to adjust.

Pace
Most teams find a pace in which they tend 
to play better, and then they stick with it—

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.14_314713_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.14 Baseline out of bounds, option 2: Put a 
defender in the middle of the lane, then switch out to the 
corner.

Full-court out of bounds. Over the course 
of a game, a team’s philosophy of pressure 
defense will dictate how this situation is 
played. It can vary in a myriad of ways. 
But when there are short seconds left in a 
period, regardless of whether a team prefers 
a full-court man or zone press or a half-
court defense, we recommend having the 
defender of the inbounds player back up to 
the half-court area to play “centerfield.” He’ll 
watch the ball and follow the long pass to 
help the defender on that man contain the 
man and prevent a shot. If a short inbounds 
pass is made first, he won’t go for that but 
will wait to see where the next long pass is 
made and then go to it on air time to double 
team. Or, if the receiver tries to drive the 
ball upcourt for a quick penetration and 
shot, he’ll give help to stop that.

Alternatively, some teams like to pressure 
the man out of bounds to bother his vision 
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though the opponent might like that same 
pace and be better at it, which is never a 
pleasant discovery. You can determine your 
team’s best pace by keeping track of the 
possessions over a period of time, starting 
with practice scrimmages, to see how your 
team plays with more and less possessions 
per period of play. Averaging over 1.75 pos-
sessions per minute marks a faster pace, 
and less than that indicates a slower pace 
(at least in our unscientific but experienced 
opinion). In scoring this way, a possession 
doesn’t end until a team has given the ball 
over to the opponent. That is, in this system, 
a ball that’s knocked out of bounds by the 
opponent is still regarded as the same pos-
session, as is an offensive rebound. It’s our 
ball until it’s theirs, basically, is the way we 
keep the chart.

Determining Momentum and Pace 
Strategically During the Game
We’ve found it’s best not to trust “feel” for 
momentum and pace unequivocally. The 
best way to assess momentum and pace 
is to use a possession chart that includes 
multiple bits of information, depending on 
how in depth you want your stats man to go. 
He can note various details, including how 
each possession was attained and how it was 
lost, who took the shot, who rebounded or 
stole it or turned it over, what play action 
was used, and more, if so assigned. But the 
key elements of the chart are momentum 
and pace. Tables 16.1 and 16.2 show two 
ways the chart can be kept. Table 16.1 is the 
simple chart, and table 16.2 is an example 

of making your chart more complex and 
informative.

Your chart gives concrete evidence of the 
pace of the game. Have your chart keeper 
simply circle the possession if a score occurs, 
or put an X through the possession number 
if no score occurs. Have a chart for each 
period in the game. This kind of charting 
might seem elementary, but a closer look 
at what you get out of it gives the system 
credibility. Knowing the pace of the game 
can be of significant help. For instance, if 
you’re a team that prefers to run the ball 
and get volume shots, you’ll want to know 
halfway through the period the number 
of possessions you’ve had. If you want to 
average somewhat over two possessions 
per minute, eight possessions after five or 
six minutes is not your pace. Conversely, if 
you want to keep your opponent from get-
ting into a full-court game, that number of 
possessions might be just what you want for 
your half-court pace that night. If you’re not 
doing well in a slow-paced game, you can 
attempt to speed up the pace with either an 
offensive or defensive adjustment. And, of 
course, if the fast pace is not working, you 
can try to slow it down.

The chart keeper should inform the coach 
or an assistant whenever the team fails to 
score on four possessions in succession or 
when the opponent has scored on four pos-
sessions in a row (this number is somewhat 
arbitrary; you might prefer three). The chart 
keeper’s marks tell you what you need to 
know about momentum. You might or might 
not call a time-out or make a change when 
first given this information, but if negative 

Table 16.1 Simple Possession Chart
Our team

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

their team

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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momentum persists, you have good reason 
to make some kind of adjustment.

As a head coach, I have often asked my 
stats man, “How many times have we had 
the ball?” People near the bench probably 
wonder what difference that makes, but to a 
coach it might mean the difference between 
making a change or not.

Table 16.2 shows a more complex system 
of charting. This chart is virtually a sum-
mary of the game. The table informs us 
that we got the ball off the jump ball (jb), 
and player 14 took the shot (if he scored, 
his number is circled; if he missed, it’s not). 
The play we used was the 3 up, and the 
shot came in the low post. If 14 is circled 
and the comment is “lob pass,” we assume 
that player 5 assisted (Ast.). We then got our 
second possession via a steal by our player 5 
(st-5). However, we lost the ball because 44 
traveled (tr-44) on the fast break. The third 
possession came as a result of the opposing 
team’s number 13 scoring (fg-13). Player 
20 shot and missed but scored on his own 
offensive rebound (orb-20).

This chart gives you an idea of some of 
the details that can be included by a good 
stats man, if so desired. When I coached 
at Earlham College many years ago, I had 
a manager named John Shiffert who could 
script virtually an entire game. He has gone 
on to be a successful public relations direc-
tor and author. When I coached high school 

basketball, a friend who was a car dealer 
managed this chart for me, so you don’t have 
to be a coach to do this.

Matchup Changes
Obviously, one strategy a coach can choose 
is to change his matchups when the origi-
nal choices are not effective. Sometimes 
a change to a “small ball” lineup can be 
effective to increase the tempo and the 
pressure on defense in the game. At other 
times a switch to “big ball,” or the post-up 
game, can be effective. Maybe one lineup 
is better with a zone and another better for 
a press, and so on. Again, sometimes going 
small on a big man works well; or going big 
on a small player can at times be a solution 
because you force him to shoot over the 
longer defensive hand.

Other Tools to Help Determine  
In-Game Adjustments
I don’t think that statistics are the tool a 
coach should use to run a game or to evalu-
ate teams or individuals, but they certainly 
are one of the tools you can use intelligently. 
This being the case, we like good chart keep-
ing during the game. The chart information 
is given to an assistant coach at each time-
out and plays a big part in our halftime 
evaluation. The information most helpful 

Table 16.2 Complex Possession Chart
hBO FGa-FG Fta-Ft hBL Play action ast. FB SeC Comments

1 jb 14 3 up, low post 5 lob pass

2 st-5 tr-44

3 fg-13 20-20 4 down orb-20

4

Key: HBO—how ball was obtained; FGA-FG—a space to record the number of the player who shot the ball; circle it if he scores. 
FTA-FT—free throws made and missed; HBL—how the ball was lost (unnecessary to note after a score of ours); play action—
record the play call that was used, if any; ast.—assist and the player’s number; FB tells us if we got a fast break and SEC tells us 
if it was a secondary break action; comments—comments on any action, good or bad, that we may want to mention or edit; can 
also be used to give the time and score or to note any defensive changes or substitutions by either team. You can make your own 
abbreviation system to fit what you need to know.
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to our team, in addition to the possessions 
chart, is the following:

• Pick-and-roll chart. We want to know 
how we’re doing on defense against their 
pick-and-rolls and how successful we are in 
using this play action ourselves. We break 
it down to indicate the participants in the 
play and the location of the pick—top, wing, 
corner, elbow, and the high-wing area. We 
also keep track of transition pick-and-rolls 
set on the move. We want to keep the scor-
ing ratio below one point per possession on 
defense. If we’re not doing that, we change 
our coverage or put in a different player.

• Man-to-man versus zone chart. We want 
to know how many possessions we’ve used 
in our different defenses and how many 
points we’ve given up on each. We also 
include variations such as pressing defenses 
and combination defenses that we might 
use, such as box and one, triangle and two, 
or switching from man to zone during a 
possession or, conversely, from zone to man 
during a particular play action.

• Low-post defense chart. We want to know 
how many times we’ve allowed the ball 
into the low post and what’s happened. We 
chart whether we’ve trapped, dug, or played 
it one on one and how many points have 
been given up on each attempt. The results 
determine whether we increase or decrease 
our tactics in the post.

• Fast-break game. We keep close track of 
how our transition defense is holding up. 
We also want to know whether we’re getting 
our share of fast breaks and what percentage 
we’re converting.

• Penetration game. We’re quite concerned 
about how many penetrations we’re allow-
ing off the dribble in the front court. If 
we’re giving up too many, we might soften 
our man-to-man defense or go to a zone for 
a time, though that defense might allow 
penetration as well. If a particular player 
is having trouble, we might sub him out or 
perhaps try to trap the player who’s beating 
our guys one on one.

Many other details can be tracked, but 
these are the main ones we want to see; they 
indicate to us that a strategic move might be 
in order to begin the second half or during 
the flow of the game.

Using Combination  
and Alternating Defenses
While we can’t show the dynamics of the 
techniques involved here in this chapter, the 
flow of a game can often be changed in your 
favor by deviating some from your standard 
defenses. We don’t suggest trying anything 
too unusual when you can overpower a 
team with your basic system. Such defen-
sive tactics are more suited to the underdog 
role. But sometimes your team, especially 
if you’re at the high school or college level, 
is put into situations in which your normal 
bag of tricks just isn’t enough to produce 
a victory. Many an upset has been staged 
by teams applying some of the following 
strategic defensive moves:

• Box-and-one defense is used in a 2-2 or 
a 1-2-1 zone formation for chasing a par-
ticularly dominant player, with one man 
who’s trying to prevent that player from 
getting the ball. When coaching college 
ball in the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, I used a 
“matchbox-and-one” defense that comple-
mented our matchup zone and our man-to-
man defenses. The four men in the box used 
matchup rules to stay matched to the other 
four players, while we chased the hot man 
with one player.

• Triangle-and-two defense is a variation 
of the box and one that uses two chasers in 
the man-to-man.

• Zone to man adjustment is a technique 
in which a team shows a zone defense and 
then shifts into a man-to-man on a particular 
key, such as when the ball goes to the high 
post, when the ball is swung from the first 
side to the wing area on the second side, or 
when the ball is passed to the corner. The 
advantage here is that the team may stay 
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with its zone attack against your man to 
man, and most zone attacks are much easier 
to cover than man-to-man sets.

• Man to zone is an adjustment that 
reverses the one just described and is used 
when an opponent is having success with a 
certain man-to-man action. Here, when the 
ball goes to a predetermined spot or player, 
the team shifts into a zone. This adjust-
ment can be effective against certain pick- 
and-roll combinations, especially against a 
player who’s a good isolation one-on-one 
attacker. It’s also useful against some low-
post attacks.

• Alternating defenses keeps opponents 
guessing and perhaps disrupts an offense 
that’s clicking a little too efficiently. We’ve 
had success at confusing opponents by 
changing defenses in various ways other 
than during time-outs. For instance, we’ve 
played man-to-man when the ball comes 
across the half-court (in a non-fast-break 
situation) depending on which side of the 
floor we’re on—the right side might be man-
to-man and the left side a zone. We’ve also 
changed from zone to man-to-man when the 
ball swings to the weak-side wing or when 
it’s passed to certain areas or certain play-
ers. We’ve changed our defense based on 
whether we scored on our last possession 
or whether our score ended in an even or 
odd number. Remember that these kinds of 
tactics are reserved mainly for an underdog 
team or for situations when your team is 
behind and your normal stuff is not working. 
These are not ways a good team will start a 
game but are tactical adjustments only.

late-game adjustments
You’ll generally want to plan your late-game 
strategies well in advance to avoid coming 
up with something desperate and ill-advised 
when you’re under pressure at the end of a 
big game. Here are some late-game consid-
erations you might want to mull over from 
the security of your office rather than in the 
heat of the moment:

• When to foul when trailing late in the 
game. The lower the level of competition, the 
sooner a team should try to stop the clock by 
fouling. That said, a wise coach also teaches 
how to foul while going for the ball in an 
aggressive defense. Sometimes the referee 
will swallow the whistle when a team is 
aggressive and is forging a comeback; you 
might get a steal or turnover without having 
the foul called. In any case, the lower the 
level, the less likely teams are to make their 
pressure free throws. If the opponent’s 
stats are available to your team, you should 
always know who the best and worst foul 
shooters are. In the NBA, our teams have 
made some news with the “Hack-a-Shaq” 
approach of fouling Shaquille O’Neal and 
other poor foul shooters intentionally to 
force them to score via the free throw rather 
than the dunk.

Of course, a primary factor to consider in 
this situation is the number of points you’re 
behind. By the time your team is in these 
situations, you should have made decisions 
on when to start fouling with a 10-plus point 
deficit, a 7- to 9-point deficit, and a 6- to 
1-point deficit. The larger the deficit, the 
sooner the fouls must start to stop the clock 
and lengthen the game. A deficit in the 6- 
to 1-point range is a one- or two-possession 
game with far different considerations for 
fouling than you’ll have with larger deficits. 
The time remaining in which you choose 
to foul will depend on the level of competi-
tion and their ability to shoot free throws. 
The important thing is to have a formula 
ahead of time. In the NBA, we like to foul 
at three minutes with a deficit of 10 points 
or more and at the 90-second mark with a 
9- to 7-point spread. We foul with 30 seconds 
or less in a two-possession game. In every 
situation we try to steal the inbounds pass 
before fouling.

• When to foul with a three-point lead. Many 
people argue the pros and cons of fouling 
late in a game with a three-point lead to send 
your opponent to the free-throw line instead 
of risking its scoring on a three-pointer to 
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tie the game. When I was at Dallas, we had 
owner Mark Cuban’s favorite stats genius 
figure this problem out over a cross sec-
tion of many games. According to him, the 
odds favor you (though not by a lot) to foul 
with 6 or fewer seconds remaining, even if 
the opponent makes 90 percent of his free 
throws. Before getting this information, our 
tendency had always been to foul at 5 sec-
onds or less, and that had been effective for 
us. Whatever your decision on this matter, 
figure it out ahead of time and have your 
players practice it.

• Switching to defend the three-point line. In 
protecting a lead late in the game, it becomes 
even more important to protect against the 
three-point shot. When the opponent needs 
a three-pointer in the waning seconds, good 
switching techniques are vital. Put in a 
lineup that can switch readily, taking out 
a bigger, slower player or a poor defender. 
You have the game won if you can stop 
the shot. But it’s important to remind your 
players not to perform the normal defensive 
maneuver of dropping back to help on pen-
etration or to trap in the low post or foul a 
shooter. The natural tendency to drop to the 
level of penetration allows the opportunity 
for penetration followed by a pass out to a 
three-point shooter for a nice rhythm-up 
catch-and-shoot. Resisting this natural urge 
takes some discipline and repetitions in 
practice.

There are three plays that tend to beat a 
defense that’s trying to hold onto its lead 
late in a game:

the three-pointer, which gives the •
quickest route to the opponent;
the quick two-point score that takes •
little time off the clock; and
the offensive rebound put-back, which •
is the single play that decides most 1- or 
2-point games.

A team trailing by 5 points with a minute 
or less to go and a chance for two posses-
sions will often try to get the quick 2 points 

first and then go for the three-pointer later, 
knowing that if they miss on the lower-
percentage three-pointer first and then foul, 
two more points for the opponent makes it a 
three-possession game. Thus, although you 
must tell your players to be ready to switch 
out to three-point shooters and to switch all 
switchables in pick situations, they must 
still be in containment mode, defending the 
ball against the quick score, and must be 
reminded to block out to prevent giving up 
the rebound that leads to the second shot.

Many a game has been lost, even despite 
good defense, because the opponent had 
nothing to lose and crashed the board with 
all players for a second shot. Naturally, in 
a 2-point game, the chance for a tie is obvi-
ous. But if the rebounder is fouled or if he 
can pass it out deep to a player standing 
behind the three-point line, the game can 
still be lost. And the careless foul of a two- or 
three-point shooter can be a game-breaker 
as well.

When an opponent needs a three-point 
basket to tie with short seconds remaining, 
all defenders must play on the top side of 
their assignments (figure 16.15) and prevent 
the pass to the strong-side corner. Your team 
should drill this situation—and we have 
some suggestions for doing so in the drill 
section that follows.

Figure 16.15 Late-game adjustments versus a three-
point shot: All five defenders must play on the top side of 
their offensive players.

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.15_314714_Lineworks_R2
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Players will switch out on picks, but they 
must communicate. A strategy to use—but 
try it in practice first—is to have all five play-
ers line up in an arc above the three-point 
line, as shown in figure 16.16.

• Two-minute game. Just as football play-
ers have done for years, basketball players 
can benefit from playing two-minute games. 
These can be structured in various ways. 
You can play as you would a regular game, 
puting a score on the board and playing the 
game out. Or you can try a variation we like: 
Let the situation stay the same for the entire 
two minutes. That is, the defense is always 
2 points behind, for example, regardless of 
which team is on defense. This way, each 
time possession changes, the team with the 
ball will be playing to protect a 2-point lead 
and the team on defense will be playing to 
catch up. The only change in the situation is 
that the time will continue to decrease. By 
playing this way, you can work on how to 
play when your team is 2 points ahead and 2 
points behind. Of course, you’ll want to vary 
the situation from one practice to the next. 
Play two-minute games with a tied score, 
with the team 3 points up/behind, 1 point up/
behind, 5 points up/behind, and so on.

• Seven- or nine-possession game. We will 
have already drilled the offense playing 
against no defense on some play actions to 
perform in these situations, so now it’s up 
to the defense in this drill. Each team keeps 
the ball for either seven or nine possessions. 
The possessions go like this:

Full-court inbounds play versus a 
man-to-man press.

Full-court inbounds play going back 
the other way versus a zone press.

Three-quarter court inbounds play 
versus either a man defense or a 
zone going the other way.

Front-court side inbounds play versus 
man-to-man.

End inbounds play on the same end 
versus man-to-man.

Set play versus man-to-man with a 
need to score.

Set play versus zone with a need to 
score.

You can add two more possessions if you 
prefer, such as side and end inbounds plays 

 NBA_E3709_fig 16.16_314715_Lineworks_R2
Figure 16.16 Late-game adjustment versus a three-
point shot: All five defenders line up in an arc above the 
three-point line.

Remember that it’s only the three-point 
shot that ties you, and that you have the 
option to foul with under 6 seconds, but the 
foul must come in a situation in which the 
player can’t go into a quick shooting motion 
and get three free throws or, much worse, a 
chance for a four-point play.

drIlls for strategIes
If you’re going to be successful in winning 
close games, you must drill your players so 
they’re accustomed to playing in strategic 
pressure situations. Below is a list of some 
of our techniques for teaching. Use this 
abbreviated list to set up your own extended 
program.

• Play a game or series of three games to 
three baskets from the various out-of-bounds 
positions—side out, end out, full court, 
three-quarter court, and in the corners of 
the front court along the baseline. Change 
the time on the clock in these games from 
20 to 10 to 5 to1 seconds remaining. In this 
drill every change of possession starts an 
out-of-bounds play.
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versus the zone, a half-court inbounds play 
needing the three-pointer, or an inbounds 
plays with only 5 seconds on the clock, and 
so on.

• Three-possession offense-defense-offense 
game (O-D-O). The coach determines the 
score and the time situation. One team starts 
a possession wherever the coach instructs: 
full court, side, or end out of bounds, or from 
a rebound or steal. The offense gets a point 
if it scores, and the defense gets a point if it 
gets a stop. Either way, the ball goes to the 
other team, and it goes to the other end in 
the same situation with the same scoring 
opportunities. The original offensive team 
then advances the ball for the third posses-
sion under the same conditions. After three 
possessions there is a winner, with a score of 
either 2-1 or 3-0. The winning team gets the 
ball to begin the next game, and the coach 
picks a new situation.

• Set up a series of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-point 
situations. Some of the basic situations in a 
series would look like this:

1 point behind and opponent shooting 
two free throws.

1 point behind and opponent’s ball 
out on the side.

1 point ahead and opponent’s ball 
under the goal.

1 point ahead and opponent’s ball out 
at full court.

• Do the same with 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-point 
deficits. Now the offense is in the opposite 
situation, playing with a lead. Change the 
time on the clock to anything from one 
minute down to a few seconds.

• Draw cards describing various situations. 
We have printed up 100 game situations on 
cards and will mix up our late-game drills 
by having a player pick a card and having 
the team play out the situation described. 
The player who has picked the card might 
even be the coach of his team and tell it 
what to do, as will the “coach” of the other 
team, who will pick a card also. See which 
team is able to succeed in the two posses-
sions drawn up and then discuss what went 
right and wrong.

The main goal is to use a variety of stra-
tegic defensive situations and to work on 
them as often as possible in practice. Coach 
Jim Calhoun of the University of Connecti-
cut drills nine of them per practice, and his 
teams are always prepared.
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Productive Practices
Lawrence Frank

17c h a p t e r

There’s an old adage in basketball: “The 
will to win is meaningless without the 

will to prepare to win.” To perform at a 
high level over a long season, a team must 
be committed to invest the time and effort 
required to develop good practice habits.

Preparation is more than just practice. 
Player development that occurs before and 
after practice sessions; film sessions; strength 
and conditioning sessions; individual meet-
ings with players; meetings with the coaching 
staff, individually and collectively; and net-
working with other coaches to learn new plays 
and stay abreast of current developments in 
the game are also part of preparation.

Every member of your team, including the 
coaching staff, must be willing to pay the 
price to get the team prepared to excel. Oth-
erwise, excellence won’t happen; it’s that 
simple. It’s easy to be motivated on game 
day, but if your players and staff aren’t moti-
vated to commit themselves during practice 
and other preparation sessions, game day 
won’t go the way your team wants it to go. 
It’s during games that you most rely on the 
training and preparation.

PhilosoPhy and Plan
A team needs to have both a philosophy 
and a plan, and all members of the team 
need to buy into both. Your philosophy is 
the basis of your plan. You implement your 
plan during detailed practice preparation. 
Never practice just to practice. Have a goal 
in mind. A goal early in the season is to 

get all players clear on your basketball phi-
losophy. Once they understand what you’re 
trying to accomplish and how you’re going 
to implement your plans, they can start to 
make it happen on the court. Enthusiasm 
is contagious, so get enthused about your 
plan for the team and for the season. Your 
players will follow your lead.

Master Calendar
The first thing our staff does is put together a 
master calendar outlining the entire season. 
We label practice days, game days, and off 
days. We list the skills we want to work on 
and the objectives we want to achieve each 
day, week, and month.

Included in these objectives are areas 
related to individual player development, 
team development (offense and defense), 
special situations, and our message of the day. 
Once we have constructed a master schedule, 
we start scripting our individual practices. We 
want every practice to have a purpose. After 
developing a comprehensive plan, we start 
prioritizing and allocating the appropriate 
amount of time to develop our team.

On our staff we are firm believers in 
having a detailed practice plan every time 
we’re on the floor with the players. I was for-
tunate to have learned from one of the best 
coaches in the history of the game, coach 
Bob Knight. He taught me that preparation, 
discipline, and organization are keys to suc-
cess. Whether we’re in training camp or a 
midseason shoot-around, we have a detailed 
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minute-by-minute plan of exactly what we 
want to accomplish (see figure 17.1). Our 
plan helps us stay organized, helps our 
coaches and players be prepared for each 
segment of practice, and keeps practices 
moving at an efficient and intense pace.

Before every practice, we meet as a staff 
to prepare our practice plan. As the head 
coach, I come to the meeting with a pretty 
good idea of what I want to get done that 
day, but I feel it’s important to get input 
from my staff and to adjust my plans as 
necessary. We all value each other’s opinion 
and, even if we differ in the meeting room, 
we’re always united on the court.

PraCtiCe rePetition and 
ConsistenCy in the GaMe

We’ve found that to have great execution 
we must practice the same things over and 
over. We try to teach and emphasize both 
the physical and mental skills we want to 
see repeated in the game during our practice 
sessions. We believe that every drill must 
have a purpose and that what you practice 
must translate to games. If you’re a running, 
pressing, up-tempo team, you’re going to 
have high-energy practices in which you 
run the team up and down the court without 
much rest. You can’t practice one way and 
expect to play another.

Your players repeat in the games what 
you demand from them in practice. If you 
want your team to be persistent and tough-
minded, find a way to instill these traits in 
practice. If practices are loose and free flow-
ing, your players will probably play the same 
way in games. If your practices are detailed 
and precise, your players will probably carry 
that into games as well.

teaChinG Methods
We use numerous teaching methods to get 
our points across in practice. We are believ-
ers in the part–whole method in which we 

break down and isolate specific skills, then 
build the whole back up. Whether it’s the 
head coach leading five-on-five drills or an 
assistant coach working individually with 
a player in breakdown drills, our primary 
goal is to get our players to understand and 
perform correctly the actions we want to 
see repeated in games. We use different 
means to achieve this goal. Sometimes 
we show players the desired objective on 
film; other times they might need to watch 
a teammate perform the task. For some 
players, it takes an assistant coach to pull 
them aside and talk with them individually, 
but we have found the best way to learn is 
to have them participate and execute the 
desired skill.

PraCtiCe CoMPonents
We practice according to our predetermined 
plan, but we allow some flexibility to 
account for unexpected changes or to fit our 
players better. Keep in mind that there’s a 
fine line between long, demanding practices 
and overtraining. You need to read your 
team and allow recovery time as necessary. 
We believe it’s important to pace your team 
during the course of the season. We want to 
have a high level of intensity but also to have 
our players fresh and ready to play at game 
time. Sometimes a crisp 90-minute practice 
is more effective than a grueling three-hour 
session. Assess your plan throughout the 
season and makes changes as necessary. In 
the next session we discuss the main seg-
ments of our practice and factors that affect 
how we run them.

Practice Rules
We have some basic practice rules. We 
require everyone (coaches included) to tuck 
in their shirts and drawstrings. Regardless 
of whether it’s the start of training camp 
or four months into the season, we start 
every practice by coming together as a 
team at midcourt. Our players sprint to the 
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Figure 17.1 Sample practice plan.

Sample Practice Plan
Practice 24                 November 7, 2007               Time: 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

9:30-10:00 Prepractice skill development
10:00-10:15 Huddle, talk, walk-through

1. Message of the day
2. Foul to give rules
3. End of quarter execution
4. Post offense (spacing) (cuts off feed)
5. Intro open set

10:15-10:35 Stretch/warm-up/closeouts
10:35-10:45 Shooting (three men/two balls); shots off the move
10:45-11:00 5-0 rehearsal offense

1. Get to the second side
2. Post-up plays: rub, chin/fo power, chin LA, 45
3. P/R plays: fist out swing, chin/fo to 15, elbow get
4. Catch-and-shoot: rub chase, chin thru twist, thumb

11:00-11:10 Transition defense: 5-on-5 change drill
1. 1 and 2 sprint back on rhythm of the shot
2. Load to the ball
3. Point and talk

11:10-11:15 Green drill
11:15-11:30 Shell/defensive game

1. Defend flares to rescreens
2. Defend flex action
3. Defend side P/R to step-up

11:30-11:45 5-on-5 offensive execution
1. Post-up plays
2. Run-out pick-and-roll plays
3. 2nd side
4. Drive and kick/spacing

11:45-12:00 Work vs. 2-3 zone with conversion
1. Sets: chin opposite, thumb up 32/23
2. Attack middle and short corners
3. Dribble penetrate the gaps

12:00-12:15 Position skill work
1. Guards: P/R recognition, pinch post
2. Forwards: logo moves
3. Centers: post moves

12:15-12:25 Free throws
12:25-12:30 Huddle/postpractice comments
12:30-1:00 5-on-0 half-court offensive review
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huddle and start clapping. We line up in a 
circle formation and don’t allow anyone to 
hide behind teammates. We like to bring 
our players together to quickly talk about 
what’s going on both inside and outside of 
basketball.

Whether it’s somebody’s birthday or we 
have a new father on the team, it’s good 
for the camaraderie of the team to come 
together and learn about each other. With 
all the practices, meetings, trips, and games, 
we end up spending more time with each 
other during the season than we do with our 
own families, so it’s important to us that we 
encourage a feeling of unity.

If you’re at the pro or college level, or even 
in high school, you might have a foreign 
player who is homesick, or another player 
might just be going through a tough time in 
his life. Sometimes just coming together as 
a team, as a family, and laughing or smiling 
is all it takes to pick someone up.

Once the fun has been had, we begin to 
discuss the previous day’s results. In train-
ing camp, we talk about the previous day’s 
practice; during the season, we discuss the 
previous night’s game. We feel it’s important 
that our players understand why we won or 
why we lost. Regardless of the outcome, we 
talk about what we did well and what we 
need to do to improve. We try to point out 
positive performances and efforts, the things 
we want to see repeated. This prepractice 
meeting is kept brief so that we can get right 
into practice.

Practice Format
We believe we should have a format to our 
practices. It doesn’t have to be the same 
every day. Some coaches like to have the 
same routine; others try to avoid monotony. 
Read your team to determine what works 
best for you.

Before our team practice begins, we have 
prepractice skill-development work with 
selected players. We might work with cer-
tain players individually, in small groups, 

or as an entire group. Daily skill work is 
important to us.

After prepractice work, we like to start 
our practices differently from some other 
teams. Many coaches prefer to get their guys 
loose or stretch them out first. We begin 
each day with a teaching segment before 
the players get stretched. This segment is 
simply a talk- or walk-through of any skill, 
concept, or play set that we want to intro-
duce, review, or improve. In training camp, 
we use this segment to implement our basic 
offensive and defensive packages, special 
situations, and drills.

We’ve found that if we walk through 
and teach things slowly at the beginning, 
practice flows smoothly once we get the 
players moving. For example, if our side 
pick-and-roll defense was poor the night 
before, we’ll walk through our adjustments 
at the beginning of practice. This way, when 
we get to the side pick-and-roll defensive 
segment of practice, we don’t have to stop 
for review. The players already understand 
what we need to improve, so we can give 
them a quick reminder and get right into 
the drill. At one point or another, we talk 
or walk through everything we’ll work on 
in practice. From new drills to end-of-game 
defense to press offense, we teach it at the 
beginning of practice and drill it once the 
contact part of practice has begun.

Warm-Up Routine
After our teaching segment, we devote 
the next 20 minutes of practice to getting 
our players physically ready to practice. 
Rich Dalatri, our outstanding strength 
and conditioning coach, puts our players 
through a series of movement and stretch-
ing techniques to prepare them to hit the 
floor running for practice. Rich uses several 
techniques, including Pilates, yoga, station-
ary bikes, and kinetic stretching exercises 
to get players ready for practice. The last 5 
minutes of his warm-up include some type 
of closeout or stance drill.
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Practice With the Ball
Once players are warmed up and stretched, 
we usually begin practice with some sort 
of three-man, two-ball shooting drill. We 
want our players to shoot game shots at 
game speed and game rhythm. We mix up 
the shooting drills throughout the season. 
After shooting, we rehearse our offense 
in a 5-on-0 full-court format. We want our 
players to flow into our offense and pay 
attention to detail. We emphasize timing, 
spacing, setups, hard cuts, proper angles on 
screens, and passing the ball on time and 
on target.

We want our players constantly running 
through our plays, which we believe helps 
our offensive flow during games. Not only 
do the players get to their spots quicker, 
which gets us into our sets quicker, but they 
get a better understanding of what options 
we’re looking for in each play as well.

In our 5-on-0 rehearsal segments, we like to 
not only give them a play call but to also give 
them the exact option we’re looking to get out 
of that particular play. We take a couple of 
plays and have them explore all the options 
within that set. We’ll also incorporate dribble 
penetration at the end of the play instead 
of always taking a catch-and-shoot jumper. 
For example, if we call a side pick-and-roll 
play, we don’t always need to rehearse the 
ball handler coming off the screen for a 
jump shot. We want to incorporate as many 
offensive concepts as we can. We might tell 
the ball handler to “pass ahead and get into 
a drive-and-kick game on the second side of 
the floor.” Now we’re not only rehearsing our 
offensive sets but incorporating our drive-
and-kick principles as well.

Improving Shooting Skills
Shooting is important enough to us that we 
have a full-time shooting coach whose sole 
purpose is to work with players on shoot-
ing mechanics. He works daily with players 
both before and after practice, focusing on 

technique and often using film breakdowns 
to help them with their mechanics.

Pace and Flow of Practice
As mentioned earlier, we like to run an up-
tempo, fast-paced practice (though we also 
try to be flexible enough to slow down to 
emphasize teaching points as necessary). 
Once players get loose, we want to keep 
them loose. There are no breaks between 
drills. One drill flows immediately into the 
next. We require our players to sprint from 
drill to drill. If we’re working as a team 
on the half-court, when we move to the 
next drill we sprint to the other end of the 
floor.

As a time-saver, we give every drill or seg-
ment of practice a unique name. This way 
when we repeat the drill the next day, we 
don’t need to explain it again. We just call it 
by its name, and the players jump into it.

Flexibility in the Practice Plan
Our master practice calendar helps us 
pace our team throughout the season. For 
instance, we know that over a long season 
every practice can’t be three hours long. We 
try to combine a live-in-the-moment mental-
ity with a big-picture view regarding how 
long we want to practice the last third of the 
season. As the season progresses, we try to 
take into account the number of minutes 
certain players have played the night before. 
Instead of practicing long, we might have a 
shorter but more intense practice.

As is true for most teams, not all our roster 
players play heavy minutes in games. This 
being the case, some players don’t get the 
same workout during games as other play-
ers do. We keep this in mind when planning 
our practices and have our bench players 
play some additional three on three or work 
extra time on individual skills. Otherwise, 
they’ll coast through the shortened practices 
and their progress might slide. We want 
to have a concrete plan for each player’s 
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development. All bench players who don’t 
play regular minutes must have the same 
preparation mentality as they would were 
they regulars in the rotation. They must 
always be ready to contribute when their 
opportunity arises.

role of assistant CoaChes
We’re fortunate to have an outstanding 
coaching staff. Our assistant coaches do an 

excellent job and are a big reason for our 
success. Each member of our staff under-
stands his role and responsibilities. Each 
one has designed a detailed teaching plan 
for developing the players assigned to his 
area of responsibility.

Not only are our assistant coaches excel-
lent teachers, but they also have a good 
sense of the pulse of the team. They spend 
enough time with players to gain their trust. 
They have insight into the players’ states 

Even veteran pros like Jason Kidd benefit from individual shooting technique instruction and practice.
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of mind. As a result, their help in planning 
or tweaking a practice comes in handy. For 
instance, an assistant might remind me that 
the guys have been working hard, giving 
great effort, and could use a slightly shorter 
practice. Because of their relationships and 
interactions with our players, our assistants 
can anticipate problems and nip them in the 
bud before they turn serious.

Our assistants spend a great deal of time 
working individually with players. Because 
the NBA season is quite long, it’s vital that 
our players continue to improve throughout 
the season. Whether it’s working on pick-
and-roll recognition, post moves, shoot-
ing, on-ball defense, or ball handling, the 
assistant coaches are at the forefront of our 
player-development program.

PraCtiCe drills
Drills are an integral part of our practices. 
We want to make sure what we expect from 
our players in games is what we emphasize 
in practice, and we place this emphasis 
through drills. Like most coaches, we believe 
that drilling is the best way to make things 
become automatic in games. We’ll look now 
at some of our favorite drills that we run 
regularly in practice.

Defensive Drills
At the core of our practices are our defensive 
breakdown segments. We place a great deal 
of importance on team defense. Every day 
we try to work on transition defense, post 

Assistant coaches add great 
value to practice sessions, 
from providing player instruc-
tion to ensuring that drills are 
conducted crisply and prop-
erly. N
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defense, pick-and-roll defense, individual 
on-ball defense, defending baseline screens, 
closing out, blocking out, and rebounding.

One of the core defensive drills we run 
every day might be familiar to you. It’s 
called the shell drill. We start with basic 
positioning and then build from there. From 
day one, our players understand that we 
want to take away the middle of the floor, 
protect our three-second lane, contest shots, 
and block out and rebound. We incorporate 
every action we must defend over the course 
of the season into our shell drill. We also 
drill our pick-and-roll defense; here, the 
defense must guard multiple pick-and-rolls 
within the same possession.

Closeout 1
X1 starts on the left block, sprints to the 
right corner of the free-throw lane, and 
closes out, not giving up the middle of the 
court. He then slides down the lane to the 
right block, sprints to the left corner of the 
free-throw lane to close out, again not giving 
up the middle of the court, and then makes 
defensive slides to the same position from 
where he started (figure 17.2). This equals 
one trip. Each player goes three times.

he gets there, he drops the medicine ball 
and then slides to the cone directly under 
the rim. There he picks up another medicine 
ball and defensive slides to the cone outside 
the right corner of the free-throw lane. When 
he gets there, he drops the medicine ball and 
defensive slides to the cone in the right corner 
(figure 17.3). This equals one trip. Go three 
times. T wo coaches pick up the balls when 
X1 drops them and return them to the base-
line for the next cycle. Players need to stay in 
a stance. Don’t let their feet come together. 
Slides should be short, quick, and low.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.2_314724_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.2 Closeout 1 drill.

Closeout 2
X1 starts in the left corner with his back to 
the basket; he’s holding a medicine ball. He 
defensive slides to the first cone just outside 
the left corner of the free-throw lane. When 

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.3_314725_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 17.3 Closeout 2 drill.

Shell Shooting
In our shell drill, we have three teams of 
four players (with substitutes, if necessary), 
but instead of having one team off the floor 
waiting, we send them to the other end of 
the floor to do shooting drills with a coach. 
We call this our shell shooting segment of 
practice. We learned this drill format from 
coach Dean Smith. By having the third team 
in an organized shooting segment, there’s no 
dead time for any group and they don’t get a 
break. Teams rotate from offense to defense 
to the other end of the floor for shooting. 
The first time through, each segment lasts 
six minutes. The second time through lasts 
four minutes. Each group ends up going 
twice on offense, twice on defense, and 
twice to the other end for shooting. This 
takes 30 minutes. On half the court we play 
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a shell four on four; on the other side we 
shoot with a line of shooters, one passer, and 
one rebounder (figure 17.4).

defend the cut, and then get to a “green.” As 
the guard is getting to a green, the weak-side 
forward gets to what we call a tag position. 
He must be in the three-second lane to pre-
vent the lob pass versus the front.

If necessary, the weak-side forward comes 
all the way over and tags the offensive player 
posting up to make sure that he’s not called 
for a defensive three seconds. The defender 
on the ball must apply good ball pressure 
using the nearest hand to trace the ball to 
limit the vision of the passer. The defender at 
the top, closest to the ball, gives elbow pro-
tection and is ready to help if the ball handler 
drives to the middle. As the ball is reversed 
to the opposite side of the floor, the offensive 
players rotate out and fill their spots.

The drill now repeats on the other side of 
the floor so that defensive players are in differ-
ent spots. It works out that all four defensive 
players can both get to a green and tag the 
post. 1 and 2 are lined up outside the pro lane. 
3 and 4 are lined up at the corners. 1 starts 
with the ball. X2 is on the help side near the 
free-throw area; X3 is splitting the difference. 
1 passes to 4, and 2 cuts to the box. X2 gets to 
a green; X3 tags the player who’s going to the 
low post. X2 is now yelling “Green! Green! 
Green!” with hands high and butt low. X4 is in 
a hard, no-middle stance, pressuring the ball 
to discourage the post pass. X3 is in good help 
position, yelling “Tag! Tag! Tag!” and using all 
three seconds (figure 17.5).

NBA_E3709_fig 17.4_314726_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 17.4 Shell shooting drill.

Green
Green is our color command for fronting 
the low post. We start out playing four on 
four at the typical shell spots. We have two 
guards line up with the pro lane line and 
two forwards at the free-throw line extended 
outside the three-point line.

As the ball is passed from guard to guard, 
the defenders shift to their corresponding 
help positions, as in a typical shell drill. 
What’s different here is that when the ball is 
passed from guard to forward, the guard who 
didn’t pass the ball slice cuts to the ball-side 
post. His defender must jump to the ball, 

Figure 17.5 Green drill: the guard-to-forward pass; the 
weak-side guard cuts to the low post, who is covered in 
front.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.5_314727_Lineworks_R3-alw
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After 4 holds the ball for a count to let 
X2 green, 4 passes to 1. (3 doesn’t slide up 
until 4 passes back up top.) On this pass, 
X3 now gets near the free-throw area, 2 fills 
the weak-side corner, and X2 splits the dif-
ference (figure 17.6). 1 swings the ball to 3, 
who swings it to 2 in the corner.

1 now slice cuts to the post, and the drill is 
repeated. It works out that everyone gets to 
defend the slice into the post (figure 17.7).

Figure 17.6 Green drill: ball reversal from the wing 
to the guard to the weak-side guard, who’s covered in 
front.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.6_314728_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.7_314729_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.7 Green drill: The weak-side guard slice cuts 
to the low post, and the drill is repeated.

Figure 17.8 Five-on-four scramble drill.

NBA_E3709_fig 17.8_314730_Lineworks_R2

and two-players-in formation. The offense 
gets only five passes and three dribbles 
before it has to shoot. It has the advantage, 
so it should be able to get a good shot quickly. 
Defensively, we’re working on challenging 
shots, rotating to open men, and protecting 
the three-second lane. The defense has only 
four players in a diamond at the start, but 
it does have one guy at the opposite end of 
the floor (figure 17.8). As soon as the offense 
scores or the defense comes up with the ball, 
the fifth man is in play and can be passed 
the ball. This forces 1 and 2 to get back as 
soon as possible. Now you play five on five 
at that end, then come back and play five on 
five at the end where you started, and then 
stop. Tell the defense to keep coming.

Five-on-Four Scramble
Four defenders get into a diamond set versus 
five offensive players in a three-players-out 
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Five-on-Five Change
Offense plays five on five live until the 
coach yells “Change!” The offense then 
drops the ball and sprints back on defense. 
The offense can’t guard the same player as 
before. Defense now goes to offense and 
looks to score. As soon as the offense picks 
the ball, it must throw it ahead to a coach 
at the hashmark (the line at the extension of 
the three-point arc) on the other end (figure 
17.9). This forces the defense to get back 
quicker and get to the level of the ball.

passes to the coach and sprints to the ball-side 
corner of the free-throw lane; 2 moves toward 
the three-second lane. When the coach passes 
back to 1, X2 closes out and X1 helps the 
helper. 1 then drives hard to the right elbow. 
X2 helps and recovers back to 2 on 1’s pass 
out to 2 (figure 17.10). Play live.

NBA_E3709_fig 17.9_314731_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.9 Five-on-five change drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.10_314732_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 17.10 Help-and-recover drill.

Two-on-Two Help-and-Recover,  
Middle Drive

1 starts with the ball at the top of the key. 
2 is outside the corner of the three-second 
lane. 1 passes to the coach and sprints to 
the ball-side corner of the free-throw lane; 2 
moves toward the three-second lane. When 
the coach passes back to 1, X1 closes out 
and X2 helps the helper. 1 then swings the 
ball to 2, who drives hard to the middle. X1 
helps and recovers back to 1 (figure 17.11). 
Play live.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.11_314733_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.11 Help-and-recover, middle-drive drill.

Two-on-Two Help-and-Recover
1 starts with the ball at the top of the key. 
2 is outside the corner of the three-second 
lane, and the coach is on the opposite wing. 1 
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Offensive Drills
One of the main actions to watch on the 
offense of an NBA team is the drive of the 
ball handler and the kickoff pass to an open 
teammate. This technique must be mastered 
by perimeter players through practice and 
more practice. In fact, this action involves 
not only the ball handler but also the team-
mates on the floor, who must be able to 
move to the proper spots of the floor and 
create space to offer the driving teammate 
the passing lane. We run different drills 
with different situations that our players 
might face during a game, always followed 
by a shot taken by the player who receives 
the ball.

Drive-and-Kick Series  
(Three Out, Two In)

Middle drive. Three players set out, and two 
players set in. 1 attacks the three-second 
lane to either side, kicks the ball to 3, and 
continues to the corner on the ball side. 3 
now drives to the middle and hits 2 slid-
ing up. 3 follows his pass to fill that corner 
(figure 17.12). 2 now drives to the middle 
and makes a play. Players must take at 
least two dribbles and get two feet in the 
three-second lane. 4 and 5 flatten out to the 
baseline. Finish with a shot from anyone 
you want. Practice on both sides and with 
guards starting in different spots.

Baseline drive (peel). 1 passes to 3, who 
drives hard to the baseline. 4 “peels up” to 
the elbow of the free-throw line, always 
seeing the ball. 5 cuts until he “finds the 
dots” in the middle of the three-second 
lane. 2 drifts to the baseline. 1 drifts off to 
the elbow on the weak side. 3 passes to 4 
(figure 17.13).

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.12_314734_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 17.12 The drive-and-kick series: the middle 
drive.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.13_314735_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.13 The drive-and-kick series: the baseline 
drive (peel).

Baseline drive (find big at the dots). 1 
passes to 3, who drives hard to the base-
line. 4 peels up to the corner of the free-
throw lane, always seeing the ball. 5 finds 
the dots in the middle of the three-second 
lane. 2 drifts to the baseline. 1 drifts off to 
the elbow on the weak side. 3 passes to 5 
(figure 17.14).

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.14_314736_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 17.14 The drive-and-kick series: the baseline 
drive (find big at the dots).
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Baseline drive (baseline drift). 1 passes 
to 3, who drives it hard to the baseline. 4 
peels up to the elbow of the free-throw area, 
always seeing the ball. 5 finds the dots in the 
middle of the three-second lane. 2 drifts to 
the baseline. 1 drifts off to the elbow on the 
weak side. 3 passes to 2 (figure 17.15).

Baseline drive (skip it, second drive, and 
kick). 1 passes the ball to 3, who drives hard 
to the baseline. 4 peels up to the elbow, 
always seeing the ball. 5 finds the dots in 
the middle of the three-second lane. 2 drifts 
to the baseline. 1 drifts off to the elbow on 
the weak side. 3 finds 1 on the skip pass; 1 
drives hard away from where the defense is 
loaded up, draws X2 away, and then hits 2 
for an open jump shot (figure 17.16).

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.15_314737_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.15 The drive-and-kick series: the baseline 
drive (baseline drift).

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.16_314738_Lineworks_R3-alw
Figure 17.16 The drive-and-kick series: the baseline 
drive (skip it, second drive, and kick).

55-Second Shooting
Three players are involved in this drill: a 
shooter, a rebounder, and a passer with two 
balls. 1 comes hard to the wing for a catch-
and-shoot jumper, planting on his inside 
pivot foot (he takes a one-two step into the 
catch). 1 then fades hard to the corner for 
a second shot (figure 17.17). Repeat for 55 
seconds. Give five seconds to rotate shooter 
to rebounder, rebounder to passer, and 
passer to shooter.

 NBA_E3709_fig 17.17_314739_Lineworks_R2

Figure 17.17 55-second shooting drill.

final Points
You know by now that success starts with 
preparation. What you do every day in prac-
tice determines how you’ll perform in games. 
The greater attention you give to detail, the 
better chance your team will execute come 
game day. We believe in making the most 
of every minute of practice, which means a 
lot of organization up front. If you don’t use 
a master calendar, find another way to get 
organized. This will save you from wasting 
time and help you get the most out of your 
players. There are many different ways to 
be successful in this game, but most of them 
start with a plan.
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Game Preparation
Mike Dunleavy and Jim Eyen

18c h a p t e r

In the NBA, you have incredible talent on 
every team, from the starting five to the 

players sitting on the bench. On a given 
night, any team can beat another. To com-
pete at this upper echelon of basketball 
you must look for and use any and every 
advantage. Games are frequently decided 
in the final seconds. In fact, the average 
point differential of a NBA game is plus or 
minus 4 points. Consequently, an area we 
place a great deal of importance on is game 
preparation. In this chapter we will give an 
overview of our scouting program and the 
responsibilities of our staff. We’ll detail the 
role of the advance scout, the preparation 
of our game plan, and our use of video and 
technology. We’ll then describe what we 
do in practices on the days leading up to a 
game. In addition, we’ll look at our game 
day, pregame, and postgame routines. By the 
end of the chapter, you’ll have added insight 
into the logistics and thought processes that 
go into game preparation.

At the professional level, talent and skill 
are foremost in the quest for success, but 
preparation can be a great equalizer. A 
coach’s goal in his preparation is to maxi-
mize the talent on his team and minimize the 
effect of the opponent’s talent. Technology 
and available resources enable us to compile 
a great deal of information on a prospective 
opponent. The key is to convey to the players 
the correct amount of information—a dose 
that can be absorbed in the short amount of 
time that an NBA team has to prepare for 

each upcoming game. As a coach, you tend 
to feel that the more information you have, 
the better. As a player, you want only the 
information that can help your performance 
without creating confusion. Preparation 
time in the NBA can vary from a few hours 
to a few days. Each team is at the mercy of 
the schedule. Coaches always feel they could 
use more time to prepare than is available. 
However, unlimited preparation is not the 
nature of our league. But with the average 
point differential so minimal, never underes-
timate how detail and efficient preparation 
can affect outcome.

AdvAnce Scouting
In this age of video technology, some argue 
that actual on-site scouting should be 
replaced by watching games on video. We 
disagree. There’s no substitute for observ-
ing a team’s live performance. We prefer to 
scout an opponent as close to the date of our 
game as possible. Generally, our scout sees 
an opponent twice, including its last game 
prior to playing us. As we progress into the 
season, when an upcoming opponent is a 
team we’ve already played, we’ll often scout 
the opponent only one additional time. That 
decision might change depending on how 
much earlier we played the team or how 
important the game is to our season. We 
employ two scouts—one on the East Coast 
and one on the West—who travel many miles 
throughout the season, often seeing games 
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several nights in a row in a different city 
each night. At times they’ll travel with the 
team as the schedule allows, but typically 
they’re a city ahead of us. Scouting can be a 
thankless job, but many coaches have come 
up through these ranks and understand the 
rigors and greatly value the contribution of 
the scouts to game preparation.

First and foremost, our scouts try to 
obtain the play calls of the opponent, record-
ing them on a worksheet such as that shown 
in figure 18.1. In baseball, much energy is 
expended trying to steal signs because it’s a 
great advantage to know in advance when 
a base runner is going to steal or a hitter is 
going to bunt. Similarly, in basketball, it’s 
advantageous to know what a team is going 
to run as soon as you hear the call (or see 
the signal) from the coach or a player. A call, 
of course, is the way a coach (sometimes 
through a player) communicates his inten-
tions to his team. For example, when we 
want to get the ball in the post to Cuttino 
Mobley (our 2 man), the point guard calls 
out “2 down” or shows two fingers pointing 
down and the team executes accordingly.

Some coaches go to great lengths to 
hide or disguise their calls, whereas others 
apparently couldn’t care less if they’re 
stolen. Some coaches bark out fake calls, 
and others give two or more signs in an 
attempt to throw off the opponent. It is the 
job of the scout to differentiate what is real 
or fake, a job that’s not easy to do. Quality 
scouts have the ability to watch the coach 
and simultaneously see the point guard. If 
the calls are verbal, he must listen acutely. 
Often because of arena noise and distance 
from the court, a scout must resort to one of 
his most valuable acquired skills: the ability 
to read lips. Frequently, a scout can note a 
call but might miss viewing part or all of the 
play. In such cases, he’ll write down the time 
on the clock and then go back and review 
the game film to determine what play was 
being run with a particular call.

The ability to be resourceful and antici-
pate when, where, and how calls are made 

is an irreplaceable asset for a scout to pos-
sess. Obtaining calls is not something that 
can be accomplished through watching 
video unless the camera happens to catch 
a coach or player at just the right moment. 
This is one reason a scout needs to see the 
game in person. Other advantages to attend-
ing live games include the opportunity to 
witness bench behavior, body language of 
the players, interaction among players and 
coaches, and play action away from the ball. 
Sometimes these off-camera glimpses of an 
opponent lend insight into the overall state 
of the team.

Scouting RepoRt
A report is compiled for each game scouted. 
The depth and breadth of a written scout-
ing report is based solely on the philosophy 
of the head coach. Some coaches feel the 
need to include every detail of the opponent 
in the report; others desire only the basic 
tendencies. Our needs and the reporting 
format we use fall somewhere in the middle 
based on years of refining and working with 
several teams. Although we might present 
only certain tendencies to the players as we 
prepare, we do prefer to have more informa-
tion rather than less. The report consists of 
three sections:

Defensive tendencies•	

Offensive tendencies•	

Actual play sets•	

The defensive tendencies include ways in 
which a particular team attacks defensively: 
full-court presses, half-court traps, zone 
defenses, pick-and-roll schemes, and so on. 
All teams employ these tactics, but most 
teams have defenses they use more than 
others, particularly in certain situations. 
This is the information we like to know. For 
example, if a particular team shows a strong 
tendency to trap all pick-and-rolls that are 
set on the wing, it’s useful for us to know 
that as we prepare in practice.
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Figure 18.1 Scout’s worksheet.
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As for offensive tendencies, we want to 
know if an opponent runs a motion offense 
or more isolation. What type of pick-and-roll 
does it run? How effective is its low-post 
game? Again, although most teams have a 
certain level of expertise in many or all of 
these areas, we look for particular strengths, 
weaknesses, and definitive tendencies. For 
example, if we’re able to anticipate certain 
plays or actions, particularly in late-game 
situations, this can greatly benefit our defen-
sive preparation.

You can never be certain of an opponent’s 
game plan, but it’s crucial to familiarize 
yourself with the team’s dominant tenden-
cies. For example, if we know our impend-
ing opponent is an up-tempo, fast-breaking 
team, we’ll spend time in practice on floor 
balance and transition defense. Similarly, if 
a team’s offense consists primarily of pick-
and-rolls, then obviously our practice time 
will focus more on pick-and-roll coverages 
and schemes.

The final category of the report consists 
of the opponent’s play sets. This is the most 
detailed section, and specifics are important. 
The number of plays each team runs varies 
greatly. Some coaches have a large playbook 
but use only a few main sets. Other coaches 
will rotate their main sets over the course 
of the season and keep you guessing as to 
what plays you’ll see. But, again, we focus 
on tendencies, and teams often will use 
specific plays in certain situations.

video And otheR 
technology

The video coordinator and his staff are cru-
cial to our overall game-plan preparation. 
Countless hours are involved in recording 
games, logging the film, and establishing 
breakdowns. At the end of the day, the video 
personnel are as versed on the opponent as 
the scouts or coaches are.

The breakdown of game film is a long-
standing practice in all sports. Coaches 
need to view games of opponents and of 

their own team throughout the course of 
the season. The advent of digital technology 
has changed the methods and applications. 
Actual games are no longer recorded on film 
or video, although we continue to refer to 
them as such. We view games and break-
downs in digital form either on our laptop 
computers or from a DVD. This is more 
efficient and flexible when viewing alone or 
when presenting to the team. Through the 
use of special editing software, we can, in 
an instant, pull up specific points of a game. 
The edits can range from full-game mode to 
offense only, from pick-and-rolls to isola-
tion of individuals. The ability to customize 
the game film to focus on a desired area of 
emphasis is a valuable coaching tool.

What are “breakdowns” and “edits”? Each 
game is broken down (by our video staff) into 
individual plays. Each play is broken down 
into categories such as offense, defense, 
particular play sets, turnovers, offensive 
rebounds, and so on. Once the game has 
been logged into the computer program, 
we can pull out whatever we want to see 
from the game. For example, when we’re 
preparing to play the Phoenix Suns, an edit 
is produced that shows all the Suns’ recent 
pick-and-rolls with Steve Nash. We can view 
this as coaches, show it to the team, or view 
it individually with the one or more players 
who will defend Nash. Video is a teaching 
tool with numerous applications.

We begin showing the team film of our 
upcoming opponent prior to our practice 
the preceding day. Usually this consists of 
a 20- to 25-play edit of the opponent’s play 
sets lasting approximately 10 to 15 minutes. 
After viewing a sample of the offense and a 
quick discussion of the team’s tendencies, 
we then move onto the practice floor.

On the morning of a game day, prior to our 
pregame walk-through and shoot-around, 
the team views another edit. This edit is 
divided into five categories:

the opponent’s transition offense,•	

set offense,•	
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side out-of-bounds plays,•	

baseline out-of-bounds •	
plays, and
an example of the oppo-•	
nent’s defense.

Prior to the actual game, 
the team receives one more 
10- to 15-minute dose of the 
opponent. This edit includes 
more clips of its recent games 
but with an added emphasis on 
our last game versus this team. 
For example, versus Phoenix, 
the edit will include a series 
of examples of our defense 
versus Nash in pick-and-rolls 
or our double team against 
Amare Stoudemire. The edit 
will also include clips of Phoe-
nix defending our offense, in 
particular Chris Kaman in the 
post or a zone trap they might 
surprise us with after a time-
out.

After the game, complete 
copies and breakdowns are 
provided to coaches and play-
ers. In our postgame analysis, we refer to 
film often while addressing the team and 
on an individual basis. Film is an important 
ingredient to many postgame discussions, 
particularly when there’s a difference of 
opinion regarding a situation. As the saying 
goes, “The film doesn’t lie.”

gAme plAn
As a coach, the first order of business in 
preparing for an upcoming opponent is to 
compile as much information as is avail-
able. We rely on our scouts and video staff 
to assist in this area. Routinely, this process 
begins long before the upcoming game. In 
fact, the team might be playing one or two 
games versus other opponents while one of 
the assistant coaches begins preparation for 
a more distant game.

Our game-plan system operates by divid-
ing all 29 opponents in the league among 
the three assistant coaches. Each coach has 
a responsibility to become an expert on his 
teams. As a game approaches, he must view 
previous games, compile scouting reports, 
and begin to analyze statistical information. 
This type of preliminary work can be a jug-
gling process in which you’re practicing to 
play one team while you’re in preliminary 
preparation for another. This is the nature 
of the NBA schedule; when one game con-
cludes, you must be ready to prepare for the 
next. In our system, the onus is on the assis-
tant coaches to meet those needs, thereby 
allowing the head coach and the team to 
move forward immediately in preparation 
for the next scheduled game. All available 
information—scouting reports, film (edits 
and game copies), and the suggested game 

With detailed scouting reports, statistics, and video right at our fingertips 
in the office, on the road, or at home, computer technology has made game 
preparation more convenient and efficient.
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plan—must be ready and available for the 
staff when the preceding game is over. An 
example of a suggested game plan is shown 
in figure 18.2.

After experimenting with other systems, 
we’ve found this method to be the most 
effective. Although each assistant coach is 
involved in the preparation for every game, 
there’s value in having one coach account-
able for each team. Over the course of the 
season, you become familiar with your 
assigned teams, and this additional insight 
and expertise can be advantageous.

Statistical information is a foundation for 
many of our decisions. An opponent’s cumu-
lative stats (which include field-goal percent-
ages, free-throw percentages, rebounding 
averages, turnovers, and so on) clearly depict 
its strengths and weaknesses.

It’s the purely objective part of the equa-
tion that formulates the game plan. For 
example, before we decide to double team 
the opponent’s best player in the post, we 
need to know the three-point accuracy of 
their remaining shooters or we might pay 
a steep price when they get open shots off 
our double teams.

To analyze an opponent’s most recent play, 
we also use five-game stats; the information 
included is the same as for season cumula-
tive stats, but only for the most recent five 
games (tables 18.1 and 18.2).

In addition, we analyze individual stats, 
both cumulative and five-game. This gives 
us an indication of who’s hot and who’s not 
and any other trends. For example, if one 
player has a high number of turnovers, we 
might perceive him as turnover prone and be 
more apt to apply defensive pressure when 
guarding him; or if a player has made his last 
10 three-point shots, we undoubtedly will 
pay him more attention on the perimeter 
than usual. Again, statistics do not always 
tell the entire story, but they are certainly 
an integral part of the equation.

Along with the scouting report, film, and 
statistical information, the assistant coaches 
also submit a suggested game plan. This 

plan is the basis on which the coaching 
staff makes their decisions regarding defen-
sive matchups, coverages, and the overall 
defensive scheme. We discuss as a staff the 
questions at hand and, after viewing film, 
practicing (if schedule and time permit), and 
more discussion, the end result becomes the 
final game plan.

gAme-dAy pRepARAtion
The majority of our games are played at 
7:30 p.m. Routinely, our game day starts 
with an 8:30 a.m. coaches’ meeting, fol-
lowed by a film session with the team, a 
walk-through on the court, and a shooting 
session. The coaches’ meeting begins with 
a conversation regarding the latest infor-
mation on our opponent (injuries, updated 
stats, rumors, and the like). Next, we view 
the most recent film of the opponent and 
discuss the defensive coverages we’ll use 
against particular plays, preview the film 
edit that will be shown to the team, and 
finalize the defensive matchups and cover-
ages we’ll use that night. We also review 
the opponent’s depth chart (players avail-
able at each position), thus anticipating the 
substitution pattern and how it may affect 
our rotation. Our trainer drops in and pro-
vides a brief injury report on our players 
and the status of any lingering issues. We 
then put aside our defensive concerns and 
discuss how they might defend us and what 
we can do to attack their schemes, traps, 
and coverages.

The players’ film session begins with a 
synopsis of the opponents and their tenden-
cies. We elaborate on their strengths and 
weaknesses as a team and individually. We 
announce our starters for the game along 
with the defensive matchups. We encour-
age input and interaction from the players 
regarding any insight, questions, or sugges-
tions regarding anticipated coverages. After 
viewing the 15- to 20-minute film edit, we 
entertain any additional questions and then 
move onto the court.
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Figure 18.2 Suggested game plan.
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Table 18.2 Game Results, Last Five Games
Date Home Away Result Score

3/5/2007 Charlotte Utah Loss 95-120

3/7/2007 Charlotte Phoenix Loss 106-115

3/10/2007 Charlotte Memphis Loss 107-115

3/12/2007 Charlotte Orlando Win 119-108

3/14/2007 Charlotte Sacramento Win 111-108

Table 18.1 Charlotte Per Game Averages, Last Five Games

Player Games
Time per 

game FGM FGA
FGM 
avg.

FGA 
avg. FG% 3PM 3PA 3P% FTM

Wallace 5 39:09:36 38 81 7.6 16.2 46.9 6 11 54.5 30

Felton 5 32:44:12 29 71 5.8 14.2 40.8 8 24 33.3 20

May 3 27:24:00 20 35 6.7 11.7 57.1 2 2 100.0 5

Carroll 5 26:45:00 20 42 4.0 8.4 47.6 9 19 47.4 13

Anderson 5 25:44:24 19 36 3.8 7.2 52.8 9 17 52.9 9

Morrison 5 23:48:24 18 49 3.6 9.8 36.7 5 16 31.3 3

Knight 4 20:57:30 10 25 2.5 6.3 40.0 0 2 0.0 8

Voskuhl 5 26:00:00 15 29 3.0 5.8 51.7 0 0 0.0 4

Hermann 3 9:55:20 7 9 2.3 3.0 77.8 4 4 100.0 2

Brezec 5 16:45:48 15 28 3.0 5.6 53.6 0 0 0.0 3

Williams 1 7:41:00 2 3 2.0 3.0 66.7 0 0 0.0 0

Hollins 2 10:09:00 2 3 1.0 1.5 66.7 0 0 0.0 2

McInnis 3 15:29:20 3 9 1.0 3.0 33.3 0 0 0.0 0

Okafor 0 0:00:00 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0

Harrington 0 0:00:00 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0

Team totals 5 1152:00:00 198 420 46.3 95.7 47.1 43 95 45.3 99

FTA FT%
O-R per 
game

D-R per 
game

Reb per 
game

Ast per 
game

PF per 
game

Stl per 
game

TO per 
game

Blk per 
game

Pts per 
game

38 78.9 3.2 5.6 8.8 3.4 3.6 1.6 2.4 1.0 22.4

25 80.0 1.2 1.8 3.0 6.0 2.4 1.4 2.2 0.4 17.2

8 62.5 1.3 5.0 6.3 2.0 4.3 1.3 0.7 0.3 15.7

14 92.9 0.2 2.0 2.2 1.4 1.8 0.8 1.4 0.0 12.4

10 90.0 1.0 1.8 2.8 4.0 2.2 1.4 0.8 0.2 11.2

3 100.0 0.6 1.4 2.0 1.2 2.4 0.4 1.6 0.0 8.8

10 80.0 0.5 1.8 2.3 5.0 2.5 1.3 0.5 0.0 7.0

8 50.0 2.0 5.4 7.4 1.2 3.6 0.8 1.4 1.2 6.8

2 100.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.7 0.0 6.7

6 50.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 1.0 3.4 0.2 0.8 0.2 6.6

0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 4.0

7 28.6 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 3.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 2.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

131 75.6 12.3 28.2 40.5 28.5 31.5 9.5 14.5 3.3 123.8

At this point, we walk through the 
opponent’s actual plays. The numbers of 
plays vary from team to team. However, 
the average is 8 to 10 plays, including side 
out-of-bounds and baseline out-of-bounds 
plays. We have determined these to be the 
opponent’s most frequently run plays or 
its most important plays. We demonstrate 

how to cover these plays and, at times, 
provide alternative coverages in case we 
need to employ a backup plan. Again, we 
value input from the players, knowing that 
along with contribution comes ownership. 
We review the tendencies of our opponent 
regarding presses, traps, and defensive 
schemes it might use to cover our important 
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Table 18.1 Charlotte Per Game Averages, Last Five Games

Player Games
Time per 

game FGM FGA
FGM 
avg.

FGA 
avg. FG% 3PM 3PA 3P% FTM

Wallace 5 39:09:36 38 81 7.6 16.2 46.9 6 11 54.5 30

Felton 5 32:44:12 29 71 5.8 14.2 40.8 8 24 33.3 20

May 3 27:24:00 20 35 6.7 11.7 57.1 2 2 100.0 5

Carroll 5 26:45:00 20 42 4.0 8.4 47.6 9 19 47.4 13

Anderson 5 25:44:24 19 36 3.8 7.2 52.8 9 17 52.9 9

Morrison 5 23:48:24 18 49 3.6 9.8 36.7 5 16 31.3 3

Knight 4 20:57:30 10 25 2.5 6.3 40.0 0 2 0.0 8

Voskuhl 5 26:00:00 15 29 3.0 5.8 51.7 0 0 0.0 4

Hermann 3 9:55:20 7 9 2.3 3.0 77.8 4 4 100.0 2

Brezec 5 16:45:48 15 28 3.0 5.6 53.6 0 0 0.0 3

Williams 1 7:41:00 2 3 2.0 3.0 66.7 0 0 0.0 0

Hollins 2 10:09:00 2 3 1.0 1.5 66.7 0 0 0.0 2

McInnis 3 15:29:20 3 9 1.0 3.0 33.3 0 0 0.0 0

Okafor 0 0:00:00 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0

Harrington 0 0:00:00 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0

Team totals 5 1152:00:00 198 420 46.3 95.7 47.1 43 95 45.3 99

FTA FT%
O-R per 
game

D-R per 
game

Reb per 
game

Ast per 
game

PF per 
game

Stl per 
game

TO per 
game

Blk per 
game

Pts per 
game

38 78.9 3.2 5.6 8.8 3.4 3.6 1.6 2.4 1.0 22.4

25 80.0 1.2 1.8 3.0 6.0 2.4 1.4 2.2 0.4 17.2

8 62.5 1.3 5.0 6.3 2.0 4.3 1.3 0.7 0.3 15.7

14 92.9 0.2 2.0 2.2 1.4 1.8 0.8 1.4 0.0 12.4

10 90.0 1.0 1.8 2.8 4.0 2.2 1.4 0.8 0.2 11.2

3 100.0 0.6 1.4 2.0 1.2 2.4 0.4 1.6 0.0 8.8

10 80.0 0.5 1.8 2.3 5.0 2.5 1.3 0.5 0.0 7.0

8 50.0 2.0 5.4 7.4 1.2 3.6 0.8 1.4 1.2 6.8

2 100.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.7 0.0 6.7

6 50.0 0.8 1.6 2.4 1.0 3.4 0.2 0.8 0.2 6.6

0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 4.0

7 28.6 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 3.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.0 2.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

131 75.6 12.3 28.2 40.5 28.5 31.5 9.5 14.5 3.3 123.8

plays. At times we also walk through parts of 
our offense to refine our execution or apply 
subtle changes to existing plays.

We conclude the morning session with 
shooting drills and free throws. The shoot-
ing drills are geared toward shots taken out 
of our play sets. In most cases we split the 
team into bigs and smalls and work on each 
end of the floor. This game-day practice, or 
shoot-around as it’s referred to, is usually 
held on the actual game court; thus, you are 
limited to two baskets. We find this routine 
to be an efficient way to shoot the most 
number of shots in the least amount of time. 
After a prescribed number of free throws, 
we then adjourn. Coaches remain afterward 
and assist any players who want additional 
work; rookies and veterans alike often take 
advantage of this opportunity.

We then reconvene in the early evening 
and begin the pregame ritual. The coaches 
arrive at the arena between 4:30 and 5:00 
p.m., and players begin to arrive around 5:00 
p.m. The early arrivals consist of mostly 
younger players and rookies. However, some 
of the veterans opt for extra court time as 
well. Prior to any work on the floor, play-
ers check into the training room for ankle 
taping, treatment, or other training needs. 
Coaches are also available for last-minute 
individual film sessions. A common prac-
tice is to sit down with players and view 
briefly an individual edit of their defensive 
matchup for that night. At this point in the 
process, we try to keep it simple but remain 
focused.

With 45 minutes remaining before game 
time, all the players are in the locker room. 
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Since 5:30, a full-game copy of our last 
game versus our opponent has been running 
on the big screen for those who choose to 
watch. At this time players begin to look 
over the whiteboard, which has been made 
visible over the last few minutes. Because of 
the open access of the NBA locker room to 
the press and other credentialed people, the 
strategic notes on the board have remained 
covered until the 45-minute mark, when the 
doors are closed to outsiders. Shortly there-
after, our team meeting begins. The meeting 
starts with an additional 10- to 15-minute 
film edit, as described earlier. We then go 
through the basic points of our game plan 
and highlight the opposition’s strengths and 
weaknesses while reiterating particular cov-
erages of our morning walk-through.

Next, we turn our attention to the white-
board. Most of the information on the 

board is consistent 
with our basic defense, 
with some areas spe-
cific to this particular 
opponent. Based on 
our opposition, pick-
and-rolls and the low 
post are areas that can 
change on a nightly 
basis. If we face a Steve 
Nash in pick-and-rolls 
or a Tim Duncan in 
the low post, we must 
be willing to customize 
our basic coverages or 
we could be in for a 
long night. We might 
decide to trap all pick-
and-rolls with Nash or 
double team Duncan 
as soon as he catches 
the ball. Generally, 
our coverages remain 
consistent unless par-
ticular players war-
rant special attention. 
We will have a series 
of plays on the board 

that illustrate the opponent’s basic offense. 
Once again, we talk briefly about each play 
and how to defend it. There are statistical 
categories on the board that are addressed; 
for example, three-point shooting capabili-
ties and free-throw accuracy. If a particular 
player shoots a remarkably low percentage 
from the free-throw line, it is strongly noted. 
After any additional questions are answered 
and a few words of wisdom, the players 
move onto the court with approximately 20 
minutes to warm up.

At some point before both coaching staffs 
go onto the floor, the official scorekeeper 
informs each locker room of the starters as 
designated by each team. Ninety percent of 
the time, this is a predictable event. How-
ever, if there’s a surprise in the lineup, our 
staff will confer and decide on any defensive 
matchup changes.

Just prior to tip-off and during time-outs in the course of a game, it’s best to keep com-
munication with players about tactics and plays as specific and concise as possible.
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Once the game has started we rely on our 
detailed preparation. With the exception of 
a few instances, we have rehearsed in some 
fashion all defensive schemes, anticipated 
matchups, and possible backup options. 
Because of our preparation, we’re capable 
of making adjustments during time-outs, 
at quarter breaks, or, when necessary, on 
the fly.

At halftime, the staff converses briefly 
while the players have an opportunity to 
take care of any personal needs, speak to 
the trainer, and so on. The 14-minute break 
is brief, so our coaches’ meeting and the 
address to the team must be short as well. 
Based on observations of the first half, we 

discuss any changes or adjustments with 
the team and then confer individually with 
players as necessary. We have usually taken 
notes on a form such as that shown in figure 
18.3.

Immediately after the game, coaches meet 
for a few minutes to discuss any quick post-
game thoughts and then assemble with the 
team for postgame comments. The following 
day at practice, the depth of our postgame 
analysis depends on the upcoming schedule. 
We might spend a few minutes or a few 
hours with the team analyzing our past per-
formance. Yet one thing is certain—however 
long we dwell on yesterday’s game, prepara-
tion for the next game is looming.
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Figure 18.3 Halftime adjustment form.
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Player Development
Kevin Eastman

19c h a p t e r

In today’s game scouting is so sophisticated 
that an opponent will know your offense 

almost as well as your own team does. So, 
what happens when a play breaks down? 
Do you have players with the skill level 
necessary to beat the defense and get your 
team a basket? This is a common scenario 
that happens to all teams at all levels. The 
key question becomes: Have you prepared 
your players for those important possessions 
of the game, both on the technical and the 
motivational side?

A proper program for developing your 
players will get you through some trying 
situations, but having a quality skill-devel-
opment program in place is not enough. 
You must have players who are willing to 
understand that their game is not a finished 
product and that there’s still room for 
improvement. Even with a team full of play-
ers who understand they need to keep work-
ing, you’ll still have to find ways to motivate 
and teach them on a daily basis. Anyone can 
work on his skills on a given day, but true 
development comes in two ways: knowing 
what to work on and consistently working 
day in and day out.

Coaches and players must have a shared 
responsibility. Players must understand 
that improvement is a process that doesn’t 
happen overnight. They must comprehend 
the “theory of two”—that it takes a coach two 
minutes to explain a fundamental, it takes a 
player two weeks of daily practice on that 
fundamental to become somewhat comfort-

able with it, and it takes two months before 
the player can call the fundamental his own 
and use it effectively in a game. So, yes, 
improvement is a process that takes time.

The coach needs to understand that he 
has to “bring it” every day as well. It’s 
very important that the coach be into the 
skill work each day. Players respond much 
better to coaches who are enthusiastic, filled 
with energy, and convey a true interest in 
their improvement. Simply put, players like 
coaches who sweat with them.

Making Thorough 
PreParaTions

A coach has the responsibility to thoroughly 
study the game and his team. Just as players 
are required to work hard, so too must the 
coach. When creating your players’ develop-
ment program, you have several consider-
ations on a variety of issues and situations, 
ranging from the number of shots your 
players take in practice to creating drills that 
best address the needs of the team.

Study your practice sessions: How many 
shots does your best player get (excluding 
shooting drills)? Tape your practices and 
count the number of shots your players get. 
I have found that it’s a lot less than it should 
be; shooting is a skill, and skills require 
repetition.

Educate your players on how many  
shots they get during pick-up games in the 
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off-season. I’ve found that in an average 
game to 7 points, each player gets an average 
of 3.2 shots per game. Each game takes about 
15 minutes to complete, so extrapolated out, 
this gives each player 12.8 shots in an hour. 
This is not enough.

Develop a system of “bullet basketball” in 
which you have two or three quick teaching 
points to give each player on a particular 
fundamental. Keep them to just two or three 
so players will remember them. Here’s an 
example.

When working on shooting, ask the player 
to always make sure that 

he is ready on the catch, with knees •	
bent, hands up, and feet ready;
he has “perfect feet,” using the same •	
exact footwork on every shot; and
he has a perfect follow-through and •	
maintains it until the ball gets to the 
rim.

Establish areas of importance for each 
position. Your big men should know what’s 
expected of them, as should your perimeter 
players. Every player should have a required 
set of skills important to his position; then 
you must create drills that properly teach 
and train those skills.

Educate your players on the importance of 
giving themselves totally to the game. Many 
of today’s players are not familiar enough 
with these three concepts:

Hard work.•	  This should be a given and 
is the price of admission for playing the 
game and improving a player’s skills.
Competitiveness.•	  This is an attitude that 
won’t let him give in. He might not win, 
but he should do everything he can to 
be successful.
Commitment.•	  Being committed is an 
everyday attitude. Players must commit 
not only to developing their skills but 
also to contributing to the success of the 
team and to taking care of themselves 
via diet, strength and conditioning, 
treatment and rehabilitation, and team 

success. Commitment is a year-round 
dedication to doing everything in their 
power to improve themselves and the 
team.

CreaTing a Buy-in  
FroM your Players

Motivating today’s players is difficult. All 
coaches must come up with ways to encour-
age their players to buy into the system. 
Players will much more likely buy in if they 

Great veteran players like Kevin Garnett are a joy to coach 
because they keep pushing themselves and seeking addi-
tional insights from the coaching staff to take their games 
to an even higher level. They also serve as great models 
for younger, less developed players.
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believe that what you want is what’s best for 
their game. Here are five ways to promote 
players to buy into your system:

1. Thoroughly study the game. Your play-
ers should have no doubt that you know 
the game inside and out. Knowledge 
leads to respect.

2. Thoroughly study your system. Show 
your players that you know what it 

takes for them to improve within your 
system.

3. Catch them doing something right. If 
your players know that you believe in 
them, they’ll be more likely to give their 
best effort.

4. Understand that it’s not only what you 
know but what you bring to the work-
outs that will create a buy-in. Bring your 
energy, your enthusiasm, your work 
ethic, and your interest in the players—
let them see this and feel this.

5. Tell players the truth. They might not 
like it, but they need to know where 
they stand and how they’re doing. Tell 
them verbally, show them on video, and 
back up what you say with statistics. 
Communicate in a way that tells them 
you have their best interests in mind.

inCorPoraTing  
WorkouT MusTs

Players must know what they need to con-
sider when putting together their workouts. 
Along with the standard aspects of the game 
that they should always be working on 
(shooting, dribbling, conditioning, strength 
training, and so on), they should also include 
the following:

Weak-hand development. Better oppo-•	
nents will make players use their weak 
hand, so all players need to be as effec-
tive as possible with either hand.
Footwork and balance. They should •	
focus on being balanced on every shot 
and every move. Footwork should be 
as efficient as it can be.
Playing through contact. Players must •	
be able to make a play, a move, and 
even a shot while the defender is apply-
ing contact. Use workout partners to 
give your players a true feel for real-
game contact.
Contesting shots. As much as coaches •	
want players to take open shots, almost 

Keys to a Quality  
Player-Development Program
Practice at a rate equal to or faster than that 

which will occur in a game. Players must 
practice skills at game speed, or even 
faster in some instances (for example, 
doing two-ball drills or using a toss-back 
device).

Understand that improvement is a three-
step process:
Proper conditioning • allows

effective practice, • which leads to

improved skills.• 

To improve their skills, players must practice 
effectively, and to practice effectively, 
they must be in shape. So the founda-
tion of skill development is conditioning. 
Eliminate the “workout killers”—fatigue 
and boredom. Gradually condition your 
players and create a variety of drills that 
work on the same fundamental to avoid 
monotony.

Have a written workout plan each day. 
Know what it is your players want to 
accomplish. Work on these three areas 
every day: conditioning, dribbling and 
ball handling, and shooting.

Chart progress—players need to see that 
they’re improving. They might make 12 
shots on Monday and improve to 16 
made shots on Thursday. They need to 
see a record of this improvement so that 
they’re encouraged to keep up the hard 
work.
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every shooter will have a defender coming 
at him and putting a hand up to contest 
the shot. Practice under game conditions 
and, again, tell workout partners to be 
aggressive with their defense.

shooTing: every Player’s 
FavoriTe WorkouT

No matter what level of basketball you’re 
involved in, your players will always want to 
practice shooting the ball. Shooting is by far 
the single-most practiced skill in the game. 
But it’s up to coaches to make sure players 
are making the best use of their time while 
working on their shot. Here are seven keys 
to a quality shooting workout:

1. Incorporate catch-and-shoot shots (spot-
ups).

2. Incorporate cut-catch-and-shoot shots 
(shots off the cut).

3. Incorporate shots off the dribble.
4. Focus on perfect form during shoot-

ing drills (perfect feet, perfect follow-
though, and so on).

5. Contest all shots (get a hand in the face 
of the shooter).

6. Take game shots from game spots at 
game speed.

7. Chart makes and misses (players need 
to see their improvement).

Covering The BasiCs
The majority of skill-development programs 
are geared toward offensive skills. While it is 
important to have a variety of drills in your 
coaching repertoire, it’s imperative that you 
have some basic teaching points that are 
applicable to any drill you put your players 
through. Let’s look at some key points to 
consider for each drill you use with your 
players.
Remember that basketball is a game of 
precision. Attend to every small detail. For 
example, if you involve picks in your shoot-

ing drill, your players need to come off the 
screens tight, shoulder to shoulder. If they 
come wider, a defender will get through 
the pick. Again, if a player is beating his 
defender on a jab step, it is important that 
he go right past the defender in a straight 
line and not cut around him.
Use a “pound dribble” on any drill that 
requires dribbling.  A pound dribble is a hard 
dribble that’s pounded or pumped onto the 
floor. The harder and quicker the dribble, 
the more the ball is in the hand, and the 
more the ball is in the hand, the more the 
player can do with it.

Play the game low to high. Basketball is a 
game of centimeters and tenths of seconds. 
With players now so much quicker and 
longer than in the past, today’s game should 
be played low to high—that is, every player 
should be down in a stance and ready for 
the next play. When shooting, they should 
have their knees bent and feet ready upon 
receiving the pass; once they have the ball, 
they move immediately into their shot, with 
no wasted time. They must be down and 
ready on the catch.

Keep in mind that basketball is a “shoulders 
game.” To maximize quickness, explosion, 
and leverage, players must be aware of 
their shoulders: When using a screen, the 
cutter’s shoulders should be below the level 
of the screeners’ shoulders so that he’s 
down and ready as he cuts off the screen. 
In the post, the offensive player wants his 
shoulders to be lower than his defender’s 
for leverage and explosion; simply put, the 
lower player usually has the advantage. 
Think “shoulders–hips” when going by a 
defender. Get shoulders down to the level 
of the defender’s hips.

Use feet first, ball second on all offensive 
moves. Both in the post and at the perimeter, 
the feet can give the offensive player the 
advantage. Get the footwork done first and 
then put the ball on the floor. When going 
by a defender on a jab-step move, get the 
foot past the defender’s foot and then put 
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the ball down. Use feet to gain advantage; 
use the ball to attain separation. Tell play-
ers, “It’s a physical hand and forearm fight 
to get open (especially at the post), but it’s 
a foot fight to score.”

Find your feet on all shots. A critical part of 
any shot is the footwork. Often the quality 
of the footwork determines the quality of the 
shot. The shooter’s feet should be the exact 
same on every shot, be it a spot-up shot; a 
shot off the cut; or a shot off the dribble. Tell 
shooters to “point 10 toes at the rim.” Feet 
should always be squared up.

sTudying The gaMe

Today’s game has evolved to the point that 
players are much bigger, stronger, and 
quicker than they used to be. Not only 
are players more athletic, but they’re also 
specializing at an earlier age than ever. 
Combined, these two facts mean it takes 
more than just what a player does on the 
court and in the weight room to become 
the player he wants to be. The most suc-
cessful basketball players in the game have 
an incredible hunger to improve. They look 

Improvement in players who already possess abundant physical skills isn’t always so apparent, but the great ones like 
Chris Paul keep adding to their knowledge, technique, and leadership skills to make not only themselves, but also their 
teams, better.
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for every possible advantage they can find 
over their competition.

Watching games can be beneficial, but 
you have to watch actively, staying alert and 
focused. Study players to see what they do 
that makes them who they are. Consider the 
best thing to do on particular plays. When 
watching film of their own games, players 
need to be honest in their assessments of 
what they do well and what they need to 
improve on.

Along with games, have players watch 
video on whatever area they’re trying to 
improve. Any time a new drill or a new 
teaching point can be found, it’s well worth 
the cost. Players already know what they 
know; now they have to find out what they 
don’t know. They should also read articles 
and talk to other players. A lot can be learned 
from reading what other players do, what 
they say, and how they think. Observe how 
good players develop their workouts: How 
long do they last? How many shots are taken 
per day? What dribbling drills do they do?

develoPing ConsisTenCy 
and MoTivaTion

Any coach prefers a self-motivated player 
over one who has to be pushed every second 
of every day. What must be understood is 
that even the great ones have down days, 
and that’s when the coach steps in. Coaches 
can’t take a day off from motivation. Motiva-
tion comes in many ways, including in your 
actions and what’s in your locker room.

A coach has many eyes on him each day, 
including, of course, the eyes of his players. 
They are watching how you act, what you 
say, and what appears to be important to 
you. And whether they know it or not, they 
are in fact in a constant state of evaluation. 
This being the case, a good coach will take 
advantage of the influence he can exert.

When it comes to motivating your play-
ers, don’t underestimate the benefit of the 

obvious. Sometimes something seems so 
obvious or self-evident that you don’t think 
twice about it, but someone else might see 
it and think about it 100 times. For instance, 
consider the posters you put on the locker 
room walls. They’re just posters, right? Well, 
not necessarily. A simple message at just 
the right time can make a world of differ-
ence to a player. I remember posters from 
my locker room. One read, “If your mother, 
father, teacher, or preacher saw what you 
did today, would you be proud?” Another 
said, “If an NBA coach saw you work out 
today, what would he think?” What posters 
might you post to influence your players? 
In what other small ways can you make a 
big difference?

In all your dealings with your players, 
be enthusiastic. You’ve heard it so many 
times, but it really works. Don’t act bored 
when working with your players. If they 
sense you’re just there to throw them passes 
during drills, they won’t be fully engaged, 
either. Show your passion for the game and 
for teaching them the game; your passion 
should show in your eyes, in your voice, and 
in the way you move.

Improvement is a process that takes time, 
and not everyone is patient. Coaches know 
better than most people the importance of 
consistently working, and they must edu-
cate players on the importance of effective 
practicing day in and day out. The age of the 
player will dictate the number of practices 
per week, as well as the length of each work-
out. But some players, particularly young 
players who have been told time and again 
that they are gifted, don’t fully appreciate 
the idea that no matter what their skill level, 
there’s always room for improvement, and 
that improvement takes time. If you’re a 
coach, always ask yourself what you can 
do to open a player’s mind to improvement. 
For 10 different players, you might get 10 
different answers.

Always be looking for ideas and oppor-
tunities for creating new drills. When you 
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watch games and observe your players’ 
moves, look for things you could use in a 
drill. Being creative in your drills is impor-
tant; keeping workouts fresh is crucial 
because today’s players get bored more 
easily. Create fresh drills to mix in with the 
standard ones. Look for a variety of ways to 
work on the same fundamental.

Finally, cultivate relationships with 
your players that involve trust and mutual 
respect. You can’t motivate anyone with-
out trust. If players feel they can’t trust 
you and if they think you don’t have their 

improvement in mind, your workouts won’t 
be effective.

drills For develoPMenT
The drills in this section are meant both for 
use with your players and to stimulate your 
thinking to create drills of your own. You’ll 
notice that three of the drills require chairs. 
The chairs have balls on them that players 
pick up before they shoot. We’ve found this 
helps players focus better and gets them 
down low as they come into their shots.

Coaches involved in drills with players should approach the tasks with the same high level of enthusiasm and effort that 
we expect of the athletes.
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Warm-Up Drills

Circle Pass
Five players line up outside the three-point 
arc. Player A has a ball. Three other play-
ers are inside the three-point arc, including 
a corresponding player A, who’s under the 
basket with a ball. Players B and D are at his 
left and right side. The drill starts when A 
inside the arc passes to B on his right, while 
A outside the arc passes to B on his right. 
The two As then sprint to exchange posi-
tions, and the drill continues (figure 19.1).

Reverse, Replace, and Drive
Form a line of players on the left wing of the 
half-court, each with a ball. One player is in 
the middle of the half-court, and one is at 
the wing. The first player in line passes the 
ball to the player in the middle of the court, 
follows the pass, and replaces the player in 
the middle, who passes the ball to the wing 
and replaces the wing, who drives to the 
basket (figure 19.3). The drill continues for 
a set number of shots or for a set time and 
is then run on the opposite side.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.1_314750_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.1 The circle pass drill: The A players pass 
to the B players (and so on) and then sprint to exchange 
positions.

The drill progresses with each player pass-
ing the ball to his right and then sprinting to 
exchange positions with his opposite player: 
B with B (figure 19.2), C with C, and D with 
D. Run the drill for a set number of passes 
or for a set amount of time.

Figure 19.2 The circle pass drill: Players B pass to 
players C and then sprint to exchange positions with the 
player opposite them. NBA_E3709_fig 19.2_314751_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.3_314752_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.3 Reverse, replace, and drive drill.
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Reverse, Replace, and Shoot
This drill is the same as the one just 
described, but now the player who receives 
the ball on the wing takes a jump shot. If 
these are warm-up drills, players take care 
of every detail of each fundamental involved 
in the drill, while the coach corrects every 
mistake.

Basic Drills

Over and Under
Two coaches each have a ball. One is out-
side the baseline; the other is in the central 
lane of the half-court. Two rebounders are 
in the lane. Two players—player 1 in the 
corner and player 2 on the wing—sprint and 
exchange positions, receive the ball from the 
coaches, and take a jump shot (figure 19.4). 
They repeat the routine for a set number of 
shots or for a set amount of time. Then they 
repeat the routine on the other side of the 
floor. The players work on their jump shots, 
simulating game situations. 

Flex
One coach with two balls stands in the 
middle of the half-court. One player is set 
up on the low-post spot. The player fakes a 

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.4_314753_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 19.4 Over-and-under drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.5_314754_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 19.5 Flex drill.

Pin Down
The drill is similar to the one just described, 
but here the player starts outside the lane 
and can shoot from either inside or outside 
the three-point arc. Players simulate cutting 
off a pin-down screen, receiving the pass, 
and shooting (figure 19.6).

cut into the lane and then comes high at the 
elbow, receives the ball from the coach, and 
shoots (figure 19.5). He then cuts into the 
lane and repeats the movement to receive 
the ball and shoot from the other elbow. Run 
the drill for a set number of shots or for a set 
time. Focus on precision of all details, from 
the fake of the cut to the jump shot.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.6_314755_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.6 Pin-down drill.
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Quick Square-Ups
A coach with the ball is outside the three-
point arc, at the half-court line. A player is 
inside the arc, facing the coach. The coach 
passes the ball to the player, and, while the 
ball is in the air, yells “Right!” or “Left!” If 
the coach yells “Right!” the player pivots, 
squares up on his right foot, and shoots 
(figure 19.7). Run the drill for a set number 
of shots or for a set time. While pivoting and 
squaring up, the player stays low and then 
brings the ball up on the side between the 
shoulder and the chin (right for a righty, left 
for a lefty). The wrists of the shooting hand 
are bent back.

Run the Line
A coach is under the basket with a ball; a 
player is at the left elbow. The coach passes 
the ball to the player, who takes a jump shot 
and then sprints to the other elbow (figure 
19.8), repeating the routine for a set number 
of shots or for a set amount of time.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.7_314756_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.7 Quick square-ups drill.

Quick Square-Ups and Crossovers
The drill is similar to the one just described, 
but here the player, after squaring up, fakes 
a shot, makes a crossover dribble, and pulls 
up for a jump shot. Run the drill for a set 
number of shots or for a set time. Watch 
for players failing to make a true shot fake. 
During the crossover dribble, make sure the 
players sweep the ball quickly below the 
knees and make a lateral “pound” dribble 
so that the ball comes back up quickly to 
their hands.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.8_314757_Lineworks_R4-alw

Figure 19.8 Run the line drill.

Chair Drills
Intensity Layup

Two chairs are set at the elbows, with one 
ball on each chair. A rebounder is under the 
basket. A player begins in the middle of the 
floor. The player cuts outside the chair on 
the right side, picks up the ball, and makes a 
layup. He then cuts out of the lane and around 
the other chair, picks up the ball, and makes 
a layup on the left side (figure 19.9). The goal 
is to make four layups in 15 seconds. The 
rebounder puts the balls back on the chairs.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.9_314758_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.9 Intensity layup drill.
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Elbow Jump Shot
This drill is the same as the one just 
described, but here the player fakes to go 
to the left side, then cuts to the right side 
of the chair, picks up the ball, squares up, 
and takes a jump shot (figure 19.10); he then 
continues the movement on the other side. 
Run the drill for a set number of shots or 
for a set time.

Four Chairs
Two chairs are set up just inside the three-
point arc near the baseline and two more 
just outside of the two elbows, with a ball 
on each chair and one rebounder in the lane. 
A player is set up at the low post. He starts 
to cut to chair 1, picks up the ball, squares 
to the basket, and shoots (figure 19.12a). He 
then repeats the routine at chair 2, chair 3 
(figure 19.12b), and finally chair 4.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.10_314759_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.10 Elbow jump shot drill.

Reverse Elbow Pick-Up
The set is the same as just described, but 
here the player cuts to the right side of 
the chair, going past the chair, then stops, 
reverse pivots, comes off the other side 
of the chair, picks up the ball, and shoots 
(figure 19.11). He then continues the drill on 
the left side. Run the drill for a set number 
of shots or for a set time.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.11_314760_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.11 Reverse elbow pick-up drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.12a_314761_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.12b_314762_Lineworks_R4-alw
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Pin Down, Pull Up
Set up one chair (with a ball) on the wing and 
in the central lane of the half-court. Place a 
rebounder in the lane. A player is at the low-
post position. He fakes to cut inside, then 
sprints to the chair on the wing spot, picks 
up the ball, squares up, and takes a jump 
shot; he then sprints to the midcourt line, 
touches the line with one foot, and sprints to 
the other chair, picks up the ball, squares up, 
and shoots another jumper (figure 19.13). 
Run the drill for a set number of shots or 
for a set time.

Cut Intos
Three chairs are set up just outside the left 
elbow. A coach stands outside the three-
point arc with the ball. A rebounder is in the 
lane, with a player set opposite. The player 
fakes a cut to the basket and then cuts into 
the chairs, receives the ball from the coach, 
makes a two-count stop, and takes a jump 
shot (figure 19.15). He makes five shots and 
then repeats the routine on the other side 
of the court.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.13_314763_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.13 Pin-down, pull-up drill.

Dribble Intos
Three chairs are set up to form a tight tri-
angle at the free-throw line; one reounder 
is in the lane. The player with the ball is 
outside the three-point arc; he dribbles fast 
into the chairs, makes a two-count stop 
under control, pulls up, and shoots a jump 
shot (figure 19.14). The drill can be run on 
either side of the half-court.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.14_314764_Lineworks_R2

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.15_314765_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.14 Dribble intos drill.

Figure 19.15 Cut intos drill.
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Figure-8 Shooting
One chair is set up outside the right elbow 
and another near the baseline, inside the 
three-point arc. A ball is on each chair. A 
rebounder is in the lane. A player starts 
between the two chairs outside the three-
point arc, cuts around the baseline chair, 
picks up the ball, squares up, and takes a 
jump shot (figure 19.16). He then loops over 
this chair, sprints to the other chair, picks 
up the ball, squares up, and takes another 
jumper. He continues this figure-8 move-
ment for a set number of shots or for a set 
time before repeating the drill on the other 
side of the floor.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.16_314766_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 19.16 Figure-8 shooting drill.

Flare Screen Shooting
Set up two chairs on the right side of the 
court near the three-point arc, with one 
ball on each chair. A rebounder is in the 
lane. A player starts from the central lane 
of the half-court, cuts off an imaginary flare 
screen, picks up the ball, squares up, and 
takes a jump shot at the first chair. He then 
sprints to the other chair and shoots again 
(figure 19.17). He continues to repeat this 
movement for a set number of shots or for 
a set time before repeating the drill on the 
other side of the floor.

One-on-One Drills

One-on-One Baseline Touch  
(Perimeter Players)

Players 1 and 2 set up at the middle of the 
free-throw line; a coach is behind them with 
the ball. The coach yells “Go!” and the two 
players sprint to the baseline, touch it with 
one foot, and cut out to the wing area. The 
first player who gets out receives the ball 
and plays one on one against the other player 
until a basket is scored or the defender gets 
the ball (figure 19.18).

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.17_314767_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.17 Flare screen shooting drill.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.18_314768_Lineworks_R4-alw

Figure 19.18 One-on-one baseline touch drill for 
perimeter players.
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One-on-One Baseline Touch (Bigs)
Set up a chair in the middle of the lane with 
a ball on it. Two big men stand at the free-
throw line (figure 19.19). The drill is the 
same as the one just described but this time 
run inside the lane.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.19_314769_Lineworks_R2

Figure 19.19 One-on-one baseline touch drill for the 
bigs.

One-on-One Half-Court Attack
Set up two chairs a few feet away from the 
midcourt line. One player with a ball stands 
on the corner near the baseline and the side-
line, while a defender is near the lane. When 
the coach yells “Go!” the offensive player 
dribbles hard, curls around the chair in front 
of him, and attacks the rim. The defender 
runs around the other chair and tries to beat 
the offensive player to the inside spot. They 
play one on one until the offensive player 
scores a basket or the defender gets the ball 
(figure 19.20).

Final PoinTs
The ball is in your court. As coaches, we 
must always remember that it’s not about 
us—it’s about the players. No matter what 
level of play you coach, your mission is the 
same: to help your players reach the top 
of their potential. Very few will become 
the next Kobe Bryant or LeBron James, 
but we want them to be able to say they 
received from their coaches all the technical 
and mental support they required as they 
worked toward being the best players they 
could be.

There are few things in life more satis-
fying for a coach than to see your players 
do something they felt they could never 
do—and then realize that you had a lot to do 
with it. That’s just one of the many experi-
ences that makes the coaching profession 
so rewarding.

 NBA_E3709_fig 19.20_314770_Lineworks_R2
Figure 19.20 One-on-one half-court attack drill.
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Basketball is so much more than Xs and 
Os, flex offense, and matchup defense. 

It’s also a mental game, a motivational game. 
The examples of the power of the mind in 
basketball are many. Think of the injured 
Willis Reed hobbling onto the court, willing 
himself to spur the Knicks to the 1970 NBA 
title. Recall an ill and weakened Michael Jor-
dan’s amazing 38-point performance in game 
5 of the 1997 NBA finals that brought the 
Bulls to the doorstep of another champion-
ship. Remember a seemingly disheartened 
Dallas club overcoming a 24-point second-
half deficit to edge Toronto in overtime in 
2006. Such examples are numerous at every 
level of the game.

Of course, a negative psychological force 
can be just as damaging as a positive one 
can be inspiring. Prolonged shooting slumps, 
discord among coaches and players, injuries, 
and a host of other setbacks that we all expe-
rience in our careers can wreak havoc on 
an individual’s psyche and prove disastrous 
for team spirit.

In this chapter we’ll share our thoughts 
on player and coach motivation, as well as 
stories that highlight the importance of the 
mental side of basketball. By the time you’ve 
finished this section, you’ll appreciate that 
the psychological aspects of the game are 
equally important as the techniques, tactics, 
and strategies.

Motivating a teaM
Self-motivation is expected, especially 
among professionals. After all, we were all 
apparently driven enough to excel at some 
aspect of the game, be it playing or coaching, 
or else we wouldn’t be here. At our level, 
players and coaches should never suffer 
from a shortage of drive to compete and do 
their best.

Team motivation is another matter. Gen-
erating and maintaining team-wide motiva-
tion involves promoting enthusiasm and 
energy throughout your roster. This can be 
difficult, especially when a team is going 
through hard times, and many a coach has 
hung up his hat because he could no longer 
motivate his team to come together to play 
their best. A fellow coach once shared this 
advice: “If the game of basketball and the 
players in it excite you, then by all means, 
coach. But if it fails to excite you, do not 
coach.” The coach has a responsibility to 
infuse in the team a love for the game. Your 
players should sense your excitement for the 
game from the first day on the court through 
the final game of the season. If along the way 
you lose your passion for the game, you also 
lose your team.

Strive to establish a rapport with your 
team as a whole as well as individual 
relationships with each player. One of our 
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team’s goals is to be excited by the work 
and the opportunity to contribute to the 
efforts of our squad. If we love our work, 
we will do our best, and day-to-day opera-
tions won’t feel like work. The best teams 
achieve this viewpoint and apply themselves 
accordingly.

Cultivating  
a gaMe of Habits

A team’s excitement for the game and play-
ing together cannot be faked or forced; it 
must come naturally from the heart. High 
achievement in basketball requires good 
habits and behaviors that players maintain 
after practice sessions. Such behaviors are 
often not in place initially—unless a player 
comes from a program whose coaches taught 
and exercised good habits. Good technical 
and social habits need to be established, as 
we’ll discuss here.

Technical Habits
Walk into the locker room and on the black-
board write the word “Habit.” Say to your 
players something like this: “You see this 
five-letter word? A habit is something that 
you repeat so often that it becomes auto-
matic for you. You don’t have to think about 
it. It becomes a part of your game, a part of 
your life. Notice that if I erase the H, ‘a bit’ 
remains. If I erase the A, we still have ‘bit.’ 
If I erase the B, ‘it’ is still with us. The point 
is that habits remain with you long after you 
have first established them—that’s why they 
must be good habits. Because bad habits can 
stick with you just as long.”

A basketball team must develop good 
habits—routines that allow them to estab-
lish and then maintain such fundamentals 
as footwork, passing, rebounding, and so 
on. Executing the fundamentals of the 
game automatically, habitually, or without 
having to think about them turns a group 

His combination of hustle, conduct, unselfishness, sportsmanship, and performance makes Shane Battier a tremendous 
asset to his team and the league.
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of talented individuals into a winning team. 
A team doesn’t win without good, solid 
practice habits. The fundamentals of our 
game are becoming a lost art as more and 
more players rely more on jumping and 
strength skills than on the basics of the 
game. But basketball is a game of finesse 
and forever will be, no matter how big and 
strong players become. Basketball is about 
a soft and accurate jump shot, a perfectly 
timed cut to the hoop, a precise pass kicked 
out to an open teammate just as he arrives 
at the three-point line. Our game is a game 
of details that must be practiced every day 
until they become habits. Such practice 
requires motivation. We believe one of the 
best ways to motivate players in practice 
is through competitive drills that work the 
fundamentals until they become habits, 
until they flow naturally from all players 
during a game. If you’re a coach, you know 
what we’re talking about. Those practices 
that begin so ugly, eventually, through 
continuous repetitions in drills, result in 
perfectly timed screens set at precisely 
the right angle, free throws and jumpers 
shot with delicate rotation, and would-be 
rebounders consistently and methodically 
blocked out from the basket. Over time, 
those once-ugly practices bring beauty to 
the basketball court.

Social Habits
In basketball or any team sport, one of the 
most important social habits is to be on time. 
Punctuality shows respect for teammates 
and the coaching staff. Require your play-
ers to arrive on time, focused and ready to 
practice. The practice can’t be a good one 
if you start late. Starting late disrupts your 
carefully planned schedule and upsets the 
dynamics of the team.

Lack of punctuality can be a sign of other 
discipline problems. Don’t let it happen. 
Maintain discipline. An undisciplined team 
might win some games here and there, but 
consistent success requires order, control, 
and restraint. Don’t open the door to bad 

habits by letting your star player come late to 
practice. Next thing you know, he’ll want to 
end early. Run your practices on time, with 
drills that lead into one another and start 
and end when you want them to. Orderly 
transitions from one phase of the practice 
to the next help develop discipline and good 
habits on the basketball court.

Running DeManDing 
PRaCtiCes

If you’re a coach, you know that practice 
time is more important than game time. 
Practice is when you build your team. 
Good coaches don’t accept mediocrity or 
bad habits, and they often address them 
immediately. When a coach says, “This is 
the third turnover. We can’t go on making 
turnovers. Everyone get in line—we’ll run 
a set of sprints.” This makes players take 
notice, more notice than they would if the 
problem was just mentioned to them. Use 
running wisely in practices. A physical act 
like running, aside from being good for 
conditioning, can also bring a team together. 
Running your players might trigger them to 
think about the problem. They might decide, 
“The coach is right. We are making too many 
errors.” So in that way, your team starts 
improving. If you had let them off easy, they 
would have learned nothing. The result of 
demanding practices is that a team comes 
together, and, coming together, they begin 
respecting themselves, the opponents, and 
the people around them.

Some coaches present a team motto every 
day in the locker room, and then during 
practice ask a player to recite the motto of 
the day. If the player doesn’t know it, the 
whole team runs. Some coaches don’t punish 
the player who didn’t know the motto but 
instead have him stand next to them while 
everybody else runs. There are all kinds of 
ways to motivate. Figure out what works 
best for your team and don’t let go of it. Be 
relentlessly demanding in practice, and your 
team will thank you later.
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leaRning fRoM  
gReat MotivatoRs

Look at examples of coaches who are great 
motivators. A coach who loves the game and 
exudes intensity in his verbal and body lan-
guage is usually good at motivating players.

Phil Jackson is a great motivator. If his 
team did not speak on defense for one or two 
days, he called a “day of silence”—nobody 
was allowed to speak during drills. You can 
imagine the effect this had on the team. 
His players would wonder why, but he did 
not explain the reason—he expected them 
to understand why. Jackson is a coach who 
wants his players to grow; he doesn’t jump 
on their backs every time-out or during 
every stop in practice because he’s con-
vinced that his players will never develop if 
he must constantly make every decision for 
them. In many time-outs he would ask his 
players, “What do you think will work?” He 

threw the question out to the entire team, 
not just to his star players.

Another technique Jackson employed was 
to turn out the lights when the team was 
passing the ball very poorly. They practiced 
in the dark. There was enough light that 
they could see, but the players became very 
attentive at passing. He did not tell them 
why he turned the lights out; they figured 
it out on their own. He used some unusual 
methods, but always with a well-planned, 
clear objective because he knew what he 
wanted from his players—for them to grow 
as a team, not just as individuals.

tailoRing Motivation  
to tHe PlayeRs

Coaches can read all the books they want 
to on motivation, but motivation must be 
part of you. As a coach, you always need to 
be asking yourself what motivates you. Can 

Orchestrating hardworking, efficient, productive, and enthusiastic practice sessions will keep players attentive and moti-
vated throughout the entire session.
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you express it? Can you show it? Can you 
bring it out of you? If you are lackluster on 
the court and in your daily operations with 
the team, burned down by the schedule or 
your team’s standings, you can imagine the 
effect this will have on your team. It’s easy 
to be motivational when you’re winning, but 
even during the worst of times, you must find 
creative ways to motivate your players, ideas 
that suit the situation—sometimes a short 
practice, sometimes a longer practice, some-
times a team meeting in which players can 
air their dirty laundry, and sometimes very 
little talking or even no talking at all. Some-
times you need to try something unorthodox 
to jolt your team out of the doldrums or to 
give them a sense of a fresh start—even if 
you’re in the midst of a losing season.

In any case, and at any level of the game, 
you need to take care of your players, rec-
ognizing that some players need a day off, 
others need attention, some need you to walk 
over and put an arm around them and say, 
“Good job.” The great coaches in the NBA do 
that. They know they’re dealing with people 
who are susceptible to the same feelings as 
anyone else. The pressure of playing in the 
spotlight can get to some players and affect 
how they play their game. Be sympathetic. 
One of the challenges of coaching is know-
ing when to be tough and when to be soft. 
Don’t take the attitude that your players are 
grown men and don’t need to be coddled. 
Often it’s not coddling they need but simple 
respect and understanding.

I can tell you that the differences in 
NBA teams are not just the talent, but the 
people who have excitement, who submit 
themselves to the team, and ask themselves, 
“What can I do for the team?” Obviously, you 
can’t direct your attention only to the team’s 
top players. For instance, if role players don’t 
accept their roles or aren’t happy in them, 
it’s your job to show them what they can do 
for the team and convince them of the value 
in doing it. You can motivate some players 
by encouraging them or giving them the 
opportunity to play, but sometimes you need 

to do more. You need to talk honestly, give 
them confidence in their role on the team. 
Let them know they contribute. You might 
say something like, “You’ll be our backup 
center. You might not get the playing time 
you want or receive enough balls, but your 
role is important to our team. A team has 
to have a backup center.”

Vince Lombardi, a legend in football but 
also a very good basketball coach, once said, 
“There are players on the team who do not 
have the experience and the responsibility of 
others, so I spend my time with the players 
who really need me.” This illustrates a clear 
lesson: You need to give credit to the obscure 
players so they can feel big and important; 
they’ll repay you through the effort they give 
in practice and during games.

enfoRCing Rules
Al Attles, who won an NBA title with Golden 
State, had a terrific view of the psyches of 
NBA players. He came from the playgrounds 
and the streets himself, and he also played 
in the NBA, so he knew how to deal with 
the problems of the players. There were very 
few things that were important to him and a 
lot of others that were not important, such 
as smaller details or minor rules. He used to 
say, “I have a few rules, not a 40-page rules 
handbook. I believe in having a few rules 
and absolutely living with these few rules, 
which must be punctuality, respect for the 
teammates and the coaching staff, accepting 
the responsibility that each player has in 
the team, and few others.” He always had 
wonderful relationships with his teams.

Maybe you’re a coach like Attles, who 
doesn’t need a lot of rules, but you do need 
to enforce the rules that you have. You made 
the rules because you believe in them—so 
enforce them. If players don’t follow the 
rules, you need to address that. You might 
fine your players, sit them out for a game or 
more, or require them to buy breakfast for 
their teammates, depending on your level of 
play and the severity of their infraction.
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KeePing ReaCtions  
unDeR ContRol

Coaching requires a cool head. You don’t 
want to overreact. You don’t have to have 
a solution for everything, but you have 
to really see to observe, and you have to 
stay cool. You need to learn not to respond 
to everything. For instance, sometimes 
responding quickly to a loss can be detri-
mental to the team. Many coaches walk 
off the court at the end of a game, whether 
they have won or lost, played well or played 
poorly, and they say as few words as pos-
sible: “We’ll see you tomorrow at practice, 
and we’ll talk then.” Be careful in showing 
your emotions after a game, especially when 
you’re down on yourself or angry, because 

you run the risk of saying something that 
can negatively affect the team for days or 
even weeks to come. We recommend that 
coaches say very little after a game. Save it 
for the next day at practice.

A coach must be many people and do 
many things. He must be able to respect 
and adapt to different players’ personalities. 
Some players like a pat on the back; others 
don’t want to be touched. A coach needs to 
be flexible in his behavior and maintain bal-
ance for his team and for himself. If you’ve 
coached for at least a few seasons, you’ve 
probably learned about the role of balance 
in leadership—giving the team more of 
yourself without becoming exhausted and 
worrying too much.

We want to touch briefly on the subject 
of the coach–referee relationship. A referee 
might make some bad calls in a game, but 
a coach must always remember that the 
number of the referee’s mistakes is far less 
than that of his players. The coach–referee 
relationship should be one of mutual respect. 
Don’t be a bully. A team is a reflection of you 
as a coach, and while there’s a time to stand 
and dispute a call or to discuss a situation of 
importance to your team, you can’t constantly 
argue with the referees if you want your play-
ers to respect them. You must be in control 
and set an example for your players.

WoRKing WitH  
assistant CoaCHes

Each member of the staff should bring differ-
ent experiences and different perspectives. 
Look for assistant coaches who will be more 
than yes men. You want them to be loyal, but 
you also want them to make you think. Phil 
Jackson listens to every assistant coach, from 
the oldest to the youngest. During time-outs, 
he used to walk 20 feet away from the bench 
to give his assistants time to talk to the team. 
He constantly asked his assistants for input 
or advice on substitutions or what to do in 
certain situations. Then he made the final 
decision on what to do.

Reading each player’s mood and the situation and 
responding correctly will make player–coach interactions 
more positive on and off the court.
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Motivating  
DuRing tiMe-outs

Think of your time-outs not only as oppor-
tunities to share strategies or plays with 
your team but also as chances to motivate 
your players. Because time-outs are short, 
when it comes to instruction, you’ll want to 
use few words to express a short and sharp 
message: “Go to the rebound. We need more 
rebounds. You’ve got to do better.” Be terse 
and instructive without being negative or 
vitriolic. Now’s not the time to be compli-
cated. Players need to know what you want 
them to do and how you want them to do 
it. Keep it simple.

But along with clarifying your expecta-
tions for each player, take advantage of 
this short meeting to boost your players’ 
confidence, to make them believe in them-
selves and their abilities to get the job done. 

Remember that your players are likely tired, 
perhaps on an emotional verge. There might 
be 20,000 people or more watching. There’s 
crowd noise, there’s music, and there’s 
unbelievable pressure. If you know your 
players as you should, you’ll know what 
trigger to pull for each player to motivate 
him to block out all distractions and focus 
on his duties on the court.

In some cases, the coach might want to 
start the time-out away from the team. Phil 
Jackson would sometimes walk away from 
the bench to give players time to collect 
themselves and figure out what was going 
wrong on their own. You don’t want to have 
the answer every time, or you’ll have a team 
that totally depends on you and can’t think 
for itself. Teams that look regularly to the 
bench for guidance tend to be weak teams. 
In some cases (though not always or even 
often), players have to help themselves. 

Coaching staff interaction and respect are essential, not only during time-outs, but in every aspect of the job as well.
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They go out to the court, face their prob-
lems, and solve them.

All coaches I know motivate their play-
ers by subbing for them. Legendary coach 
Henry Iba once said, “There’s one funda-
mental aspect of bench coaching that I use. 
I say to the player face to face, never behind 
his back, ‘If you can’t do the job, you’ll be 
substituted.’” That sends a clear message; no 
one is going to dispute that the player who 
can do the job is the one who needs to be on 
the floor. When a player isn’t working hard 
enough or is doing something fundamentally 
wrong, we have no problem pulling him 
out and telling him, ”Sit down. Get yourself 
together. I’ll give you a chance to go back 
in.” Subbing is a stimulant for competitive 
players. They use it as self-motivation.

aCCePting tHe blaMe
When a team wins, there’s always enough 
credit for everyone. But when you lose, 
you as the head coach must take the blame. 
Don’t ever explain a loss by saying, “My 
team did not play tonight.” Instead say, “We 
were outplayed, and we’re coming back on 
this floor tomorrow to do something about 
it.” Step up for the team. Accept responsi-
bility. Your players will reward you with 
loyalty and effort.

Members of the media are smart, and 
they love taking the opportunity to tell you 
everything that’s wrong with you and your 
team. You need to accept this as part of 
the territory of being the head coach. Even 
when teams are surpassing all expectations, 
some people will find something to gripe 
about. You’ll have to read it in the papers 
and hear it on the radio. And if you’re 
losing, it never stops, and it comes from all 
directions. Think of coming to work each 
day knowing that you’re going to hear from 
your boss, from the media, from the fans, 
and even from your friends, “What’s wrong 
with your team? How are you going to turn 
it around?”

It’s as if you haven’t been asking yourself 
these questions every minute of every day. 
The amount of negative feedback you get 
when a team isn’t meeting expectations, even 
while you recognize the progress being made 
by a group of players who are still learning to 
come together as a team (which takes time!), 
can be demoralizing for everyone involved. 
Look at these times as your opportunity to 
show people how strong you are. Instead 
of losing patience, smile, remain calm, and 
go about your business of making the team 
better. Don’t let another loss tear you and 
your team apart. Take this attitude and share 
it with your players: “The game is over. Let’s 
practice for tomorrow and work to avoid the 
mistakes we made today.” Most teams are 
works in progress. It’s very rare for a team to 
be clicking on all cylinders. When they are, 
of course you hear about it, and those are the 
teams that people notice and remember. But 
for every winning team or program, there’s 
another team or program that’s struggling, 
trying to get a little better each time out. 
There’s no embarrassment in that.

final Points
On these few pages we’ve shared with you 
some of the experiences during our coaching 
careers. We have coached some great play-
ers and been associated with great coaches, 
and we have always tried to learn something 
from them—not only from a technical per-
spective but from a motivational standpoint 
as well. Just like every team, every coach is a 
work in progress as he learns how to create 
and maintain good relationships.

If someone were to ask which is more 
important in basketball, the technical or 
the motivational, we would answer that it’s 
about 50-50. Both are important at every 
level of the game, both in practice and 
during competition. We have seen many 
games won by teams with less talent but 
with greater motivation and mental tough-
ness than their opponents.
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In closing, we want to offer one last sug-
gestion to coaches: Attend as many clinics 
as you want, watch practices and games to 
improve your basketball knowledge and to 
develop your own philosophy of play, but 
don’t ever forget the human side of the 
game. Learning to understand your players 
psychologically so that you can recognize 

how to best motivate them on the court is 
as important to winning basketball as the 
Xs and Os. Basketball is a human game, 
played by people made of flesh and blood, 
and when we forget that and focus too much 
on the technical side of the game, we do our 
players a great disservice.
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There are many ways to train. If you’re 
reading this book, however, I’ll assume 

you’re interested in my specialty—training 
specifically for basketball performance. To 
build a good base of strength and provide a 
solid foundation to build on, the work we 
recommend will start out high in volume 
and low in intensity. With weekly progress, 
we gradually lower the distance and increase 
the speed so that in the weeks just ahead of 
the competitive season, the training regimen 
is close to the competitive speed encoun-
tered on the court. All training should follow 
this principle.

Exercises progress from general move-
ments over longer distances and time 
to more basketball-specific movements 
performed faster. In weight training, start 
with 10 to 15 repetitions with weights of 
40 to 60 percent of maximum, and as the 
season nears, lower the reps and increase 
the weight being lifted. This basic principle 
might be adjusted depending on the strength 
level and experience of the player.

When working with someone just begin-
ning a program, emphasize the basic move-
ment skills of running, maneuvering, and 
lifting. In running, proper arm movement 
and stride length are especially important. 
In footwork and on-court movements, 
coordination is reflected in adjusting one’s 
center of gravity effectively and starting and 
stopping properly. In weight training, lifts 
involving multiple muscle groups and total 
body movements are a good place to start.

HigH-LeveL Competition 
Conditioning program

The emphasis of this chapter is on players 
who play at a high level of competition. For 
these athletes, setting a good base is always 
a major part of the program. As I men-
tioned, they begin with longer, slower runs 
and with higher volume and less intensity 
in their lifting. The starting point is taken 
from their past performances in all areas. 
The starting point of any player’s current 
program is higher than that of the last pro-
gram he completed. The starting point of 
his next program will be higher than his 
current program.

We begin with warm-up and flexibility 
training and follow that with movement 
skill work and aerobic and anaerobic work. 
In running, we start with general running at 
slower interval times and longer distances. 
We progress to running with acceleration, 
stopping, and changing direction, and 
become more sport specific. Once we’re sure 
the muscles are conditioned well enough, 
we add functional strength exercises, which 
are at a higher level of intensity and place 
more stress on the muscles.

Warm-Up
At the start of every good practice or work-
out is a good warm-up to prepare the body 
for the upcoming work. The warm-up 
raises the body’s temperature from within 
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and increases blood flow to the working 
muscles. After a proper warm-up, the body 
can move more freely through all ranges 
of motions and movements. Your warm-
up can be anything you choose, specific to 
basketball or otherwise, as long as you’re 
working the muscles and joints you’ll use 
in the workout.

We always do a basketball-type warm-up 
using the ball and movements we focus 
on in practice. An example of a warm-up 
drill we like to use is called X with the ball 
tossed ahead.

X With the Ball Tossed Ahead
A player starts in the corner of the court. He 
sprints to the free-throw line extended and 
closes out. He then slides on a diagonal to 
the pro-lane line and baseline. From there, 
he sprints to the elbow and then slides on 
a diagonal to the initial start corner. At this 
point, the coach (or the next player in line) 
tosses the ball ahead down the court, and 
he chases it down and dribbles to score a 
layup at the other end of the court (figure 
21.1). From there, he repeats the routine to 
return to the original side of the court.

Not everyone can develop a physique like Dwight Howard’s, but dedication and the proper conditioning plan will allow 
each player to achieve his athletic potential.
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Flexibility
Flexibility is a term used to define range of 
motion through a certain movement pattern. 
Flexibility helps all athletes in reducing risk 
of injury, both acute injury and that which 
occurs from overuse. Flexibility exercises are 
generally done as part of a warm-up routine. 
For athletes, flexibility workouts should be 
sport specific. Basketball players need to be 
able to move with ease in all directions and 
to change directions at top speed, so they 
require full-body flexibility with emphasis 
on the hips, back, and legs.

Movement Skills
When we think of movement in regard 
to basketball, we think of the first step—
because no matter what you’re doing, the 
first step puts you either ahead or behind.

 Footwork exercises enhance foot–mind 
coordination and balance and make us more 
accustomed to moving our feet in all direc-
tions at a high rate of speed. These exercises 
are to be done at maximum speed for 6 to 
10 seconds, before fatigue sets in and the 
body slows down. These exercises train the 
neuromuscular system to elicit a stronger, 
faster response.

We start with stationary exercises in 
which movements occur in only one plane, 
forward and backward or side to side. Use 
tape to make the lines on the court that you 
need for these drills.

Three-Line Drill
Refer to figure 21.2 for guidance on this 
drill. Players begin with both feet to one 
side of the lines. They put the inside foot in 
the first space, and then the second foot in 
the same space. Both feet go between each 
line, and the drill is completed when both 
feet are outside the third line. Player should 
not cross over and should move their feet 
as quickly as possible, going back and forth 
laterally.

NBA_E3709_fig 21.1_314771_Lineworks_R4-alw
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Figure 21.1 X with the ball tossed ahead drill.
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Figure 21.2 The three-line drill.
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Line Slide With Change of Direction
See figure 21.3 for the configuration of this 
drill. Lines are straight and at 45 degrees. 
Players slide through the lines on the 
court, putting both feet in each space. At 
the 45-degree angle line, they pivot to turn 
around and face the opposite direction and 
continue without stopping. They should pick 
up the front foot as quickly as possible.

Now we can progress to movements in 
two or more planes and then to exercises 
in which players move through a predeter-
mined sequence of movements, which in 
our case are movement patterns specific 
to basketball. These exercises can be done 
early in practice while the body is still fresh 
to ensure maximum speed of movement.

Through drills we can get the body accus-
tomed to many of the situations we see in 
a game. Working on these movements with 
quality and intensity helps our neuromus-
cular system react and respond more easily 
in game situations. In the drills that follow 
we have mapped out movement patterns 
from basketball, taking them out of the 
game so we can work on them individually 
to improve them. We can then apply the 
improvements during play on the court. One 
example is help defense on the weak side.

Weak-Side Help
One player starts at the weak side of the 
basket. A player with a ball is on the other 
baseline, just inside the three-point line. When 
the player with the ball starts to dribble to the 
basket, the weak-side defender sprints to him, 
closes out, and forces him to make a decision. 
The offensive player now passes to another 
player or coach at the free-throw line. When 
the ball is swung to the top, the defender turns 
and sprints to close out on the coach or the 
player at the top. The offensive player now 
drives left or right, and the defender cuts off 
his penetration (figure 21.5).

 NBA_E3709_fig 21.3_314773_Lineworks_R4-alw

Figure 21.3 Line slide with change of direction drill.

Figure 21.4 Line slide with forward step drill.

Line Slide With Forward Step
Players slide through the lines, putting both 
feet in each space. When they come to a line 
that’s in front of them, they step forward 
with both feet and then back into the square 
space, and continue without pausing to the 
rest of the lines (figure 21.4).

 NBA_E3709_fig 21.4_314774_Lineworks_R4-alw
 NBA_E3709_fig 21.5_314775_Lineworks_R3-alw

Figure 21.5 Weak-side help drill.
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Aerobic and Anaerobic Work
To make the best use of their skills and play 
at the highest level, basketball players must 
be conditioned both anaerobically and aero-
bically. As mentioned earlier, we start our 
off-season with longer, slower distances in 
our workouts and week by week get shorter 
and faster, with specificity of movement 
also increased each week. As we near the 
competitive season, we are using the same 
muscles and energy systems in the same 
movements as we must use in our games.

Functional Strength
To gain functional strength for basketball, we 
choose exercises that replicate movements 
performed on the court but overload them 
for a certain number of repetitions. We then 
immediately follow with repetitions in an 
unloaded state, which replicates movements 
in basketball precisely. This method of over-
loading followed by unloading excites the 
neuromuscular system to a higher level.

In the overload segment, the muscles are 
put through movement that’s more difficult 
than the normal task, so they must push 
harder and adapt to doing so. Then, during 
the unload, the muscles, after adapting to 
the overload, are preparing to push the same 
load they had pushed in the first few reps, 
but now without the overload, and as a con-
sequence, they demonstrate a much greater 
force than they could generate during the 
previous reps. In fact, the force demon-
strated now in the underload is greater than 
it would have been had the muscles not first 
experienced the overload.

The key to this type of training is to not 
fatigue the muscles too much with the loaded 
reps, so that when the muscles are unloaded, a 
strong and forceful repetition at higher speeds 
than the previous reps can be generated. Usu-
ally I use two to four loaded reps, followed by 
one to two unloaded. This is very high-quality 
work, and you don’t want lactic acid buildup 
in the muscles to slow the actions down.

An example of this type of work as applied 
to basketball is to put a player under the 

basket with a medicine ball of 12 to 16 
pounds (6 to 8 kg). The player with out-
stretched arms taps the backboard three to 
five times, jumping as fast and high as he 
can. After the last tap, the medicine ball is 
immediately replaced with a regular basket-
ball, which is dunked or shot from under the 
basket as explosively as possible.

Another example is to put an elastic band 
around a player’s waist. He starts at the 
elbow facing the basket with a ball. The 
player drives to the basket and dribbles 
against the resistance of the elastic, held 
by a teammate or a coach at the other end. 
He returns back to the start as quickly as 
possible and repeats this process twice. On 
the fourth repetition, the elastic is removed, 
and he drives to the basket at top speed and 
lays the ball in.

Conditioning Workout
The conditioning workout load should 
depend on the level and expertise of your 
team. An experienced team can handle a 
longer, more difficult and taxing workout 
than a team that is at a low level.

Most of the conditioning we do is restricted 
to the confines of the basketball court. We 
use offensive, defensive, and transition situ-
ations to make up most of our conditioning 
drills. There are rare situations in which a 
circumstance, such as limited facilities at 
the basketball complex or a player’s condi-
tion, such as a particular injury, requires 
us to work on a treadmill or a track or in a 
pool, but for the most part we condition on 
the court.

By conditioning on the court on which we 
play, we use the exact muscles in the exact 
speed and movements that we use for our 
sport. Even the smaller muscles of the legs 
and feet are worked by all the starting, stop-
ping, and changing of directions that we do.

Also, by working on the court you elimi-
nate the physical problems that can arise 
when a player trains on grass or on a track, 
such as shin splints, plantar fasciitis, and 
tendonitis.
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By emphasizing skill work during condi-
tioning, you bring a much more heightened 
level of concentration to the task. When a 
player starts to fatigue, he must really focus 
and push to complete the task at hand. At 
the same time, he is improving his condition-
ing. Mental toughness, which is a quality all 
coaches look for, is also developed in this 
kind of workout. The nature of the drills, 
combining skill with overloading the body 
past its comfort zone, measured by results of 
familiar aspects of the sport, is a way your 
players can see progress day to day.

Some conditioning drills we have used 
with success are a sprint, catch, and shoot 
drill and an offense-transition-defense 
sequence.

Sprint, Catch, and Shoot
This drill focuses on offensive skills. A player 
starts at the baseline. He sprints down the 
wing to a spot where he’ll catch and shoot. 
After the shot, he turns and sprints to the 
other end and repeats. He then immediately 
sprints down the court to the wing, where 
he catches the ball, dribbles once or twice, 
and then pulls up and shoots. He does the 
same at the other end. The last sequence 
has the player sprinting, catching, and driv-
ing to the basket, where he either dunks or 
shoots a layup.

Offense-Transition-Defense Sequence
Here we try to simulate a game condition 
by using offensive and defensive movements 
and a transition in the same drill. The player 
starts at the baseline, sprints downcourt to 
receive a pass, and shoots from a random 
spot inside the three-point line. After the 
shot, he immediately sprints in transition 
to the other paint area, where he will do a 
defensive movement for 4 to 10 seconds. 
This movement can be as simple as lane 
slides or as complex as a help-and-recover 
defense. After this defensive movement, 
the player again sprints in transition to the 
other end, where he receives the ball and 
takes a shot with or without a dribble (figure 
21.6).

The offensive movements can be prede-
termined to replicate offensive moves in 
your offense, or they can just be random 
jump shots. The player continues this 
offense-transition-defense sequence for the 
prescribed amount of reps, usually four to 
six.

WeigHt training
The last part of our program is weight train-
ing. When weight training with basketball 
players, we must keep in mind that we train 
with weights to help us in our sport. We are 
not weight lifters. We are basketball players 
lifting to become better basketball players. 
Too often I see coaches get way too car-
ried away with weight lifting and actually 
hinder the performance of their players by 

Figure 21.6 Offense-transition-defense sequence drill.
NBA_E3709_fig 21.6_314776_Lineworks_R2
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making them less flexible and mobile or 
adding too much bulk without working to 
keep the players’ movement and agility at 
a high level.

Your program must be balanced among 
its parts, and weight training should not 
be overemphasized. Basketball is predomi-
nately a sport of hips, back, and legs. Most 
movements—posting up, running, shooting, 
defending the post, rebounding, and main-
taining a good stance—involve these parts. 
The upper body is always important for 
balance and is used to hold off opponents 
offensively and defensively, but for the most 
part, the rules of the game take a lot of upper 
body use away.

Strength Exercises
When we work the legs, we use a variety 
of exercises that we switch from workout 
to workout, including squats, step-ups, and 
split squats, which we’ll describe here.

Squat

The player starts with feet in the same 
position he jumps from, with toes slightly 
pointed out. The bar rests on the shoulders 
at the base of the neck. The player’s hands 
are close to the shoulders. Hands kept close 
will aid in keeping the shoulders, back, and 
chest out. Back is tight. From here, he lowers 
the body into a sitting position while always 
keeping the shoulders, back, and chest out, 
with the back tight. It’s very important that 
he keep the heels on the ground and the 
knees in a position behind the feet. His shins 
should be in a vertical position. He rises 
back to the start position after a moment at 
the bottom position. He does not bounce at 
the bottom of the squat.

Coaching Point f

To help the player stay in a good power posi-
tion with weight over his midfoot, he should 
widen his feet slightly and turn his toes a 
little more. To help keep his back straight, 
he can place a small disk under his heels or 
use a 2-3-4 piece of wood.

Step-Up
Holding dumbbells (or a bar on the shoul-
der), the player places one foot completely 
on a 24- to 30-inch (61-76 cm) box or a step. 
The other foot should be far enough back on 
the ground that he has to take a step similar 
to the length he takes when running. He 
keeps the back straight and the shoulders 
back on the way up and on the way down. 
He pushes off the back foot to start the 
motion and continues by pushing the body 
upward, driving the knee high as in a layup 
(figure 21.7). When up, he places the other 
foot on the box also. Then he descends by 
letting the leg go up through a full negative 
repetition, which means he must go down to 
the floor in complete control of the body.

Coaching Point f

To add difficulty to the lift in the down posi-
tion, the player could start the movement by 
raising up on his toes on the back foot. From 
here he steps up. In doing this, he eliminates 
all momentum and intensifies the work of 
the front leg.

Figure 21.7 Step-up.
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Split Squat
The player starts by holding dumbbells (or a 
bar on the shoulders). For balance, he places 
one foot ahead of the other in a slightly 
staggered position, not in a straight line. 
The front foot is placed far enough ahead so 
that in the down position, the heel remains 
down and the knee stays behind the foot, 
with the shin in a vertical position. The back 
foot is placed on a 12-inch (30 cm) box with 
the leg slightly bent (figure 21.8). When 
descending, hips are pushed forward and 
the back leg is kept as straight as possible. 
He’ll go down to a 90-degree angle with the 
front leg, then push back up to the starting 
position. The movement is done slowly and 
under control.

Coaching Point f

If it bothers the player’s back foot to have it 
on the top of the box, he can place it at the 
edge so the toes are off and the ball of the 
foot rests on the corner of the box. He must 
keep the shoulders back while descending 
to help him keep the back straight and the 
hips forward.

Strength Exercise  
Program Progression
We start the early weeks with higher reps 
with lower weights and, as the program 
progresses, move to heavier weights with 
fewer repetitions. A program might progress 
as shown in table 21.1.

When we have a good base of strength, 
we superset our leg work with an explosive 
speed type of movement. For example, we’ll 
do a set of squats, immediately followed by 
a set of box jumps (in which we jump up to 
a box and step down).

When doing this sequence, we load the 
body and muscular system with an over-
load of weight and perform the movement. 
Immediately after putting the weight down, 
we do the same movement with no overload, 
and the body explodes and elicits a much 
more forceful contraction because it has pre-
pared to push the overload again. We do this 
with the other lifts for the legs as well.

Explosive Exercises
The explosive movement can be anything 
that simulates the lift you just did with the 
weight. Explosiveness is a major component 
in basketball. We work on it in most facets 
of our program. In the weight room, we do 
Olympic lifts to improve in this area.

Following are a few of the lifts we do. 
These are all total body movements gener-
ated by a strong explosive push and exten-
sion of the legs, hips, and lower back (the 
areas identified earlier as the most important 
in basketball). These all use the fast-twitch 
muscle fiber, which is key in the develop-
ment of speed and explosiveness.

Clean

The player starts with the bar above the 
knees, holding the bar with the hands just 
outside the knees. Feet are shoulder-width 
apart, and the back is straight; the chest is 
out and the arms fully extended. From this 
position, he pulls the bar by extending the Figure 21.8 Split squat.
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Figure 21.9 Clean.

Table 21.1 Sample Strength Workout Progression
Week Sets 3 Reps Percentage Explosive reps Percentage

1 3x10 60% 3x6 60%

2 4x10 65% 4x6 65%

3 4x8 70% 4x5 70%

4 4x6 75% 4x4 75%

5 5x6 77.5% 5x4 80%

6 5x5 80% 5x3 85%

7 6x5 82.5% 6x3 87.5%

8 6x3 85-87.5% 3x3, 3x2 85%, 90%

9 8,6,4,2,2 60,70,85,90,95 6,4,3,2,2 60,70,80,90

10 8,6,4,2,2 60,70,85,90,95 6,4,3,2,2 60,70,80,90

back, hips, knees, and ankles simultane-
ously. The bar is pulled in a straight line 
close to the body. When the body is fully 
extended, he continues the pull with the 
arms and shoulders. At the last moment of 
the pull, before the bar starts to descend, 

he dips under the bar by bending the knees 
and hips. At this moment, he also flips the 
wrists and pushes the elbows forward. He 
catches the bar at his shoulders and stands 
erect with the lift completed (figures 21.9a 
and b).

a b
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Coaching Point f

He should drop as fast as he pulls. When he 
finishes the pull, he must drop immediately 
because the bar will begin to descend, and 
the slower the drop, the harder it is to finish 
the lift.

Snatch
The start is the same as for the clean (see 
figure 21.9a) From this position, he extends 
the body by extending the back, hips, 
legs, and ankles. When the body is fully 
extended, he begins the pull with the arms 
and shoulders. He’ll pull the elbows high 
with the bar moving in a straight line close to 
the body. At the height of the pull, he drops 
under the bar, catching it overhead with 
arms extended and locked at the elbows. 
The bar should be caught lightly behind the 
line of the shoulders in a line even with the 
back of the head.

Coaching Point f

To get a good starting grip, he should place 
the fingers together at the midpoint of the 
bar. He lays the arms along the bar, flat 
against it. Where his elbows touch is where 
he should grip the bar. As he becomes more 
experienced, he can widen the grip.

Push Press
The player takes the bar from the rack at 
shoulder height. He holds the bar above 
the shoulder. From this position, he bends 
the knees and hips slightly. Now he pushes 
with the legs to get the bar moving. The 
bar goes up overhead by continuing the 
push with the arms and shoulders. As the 
bar goes past the chin, he tucks the chin to 
the chest so to not look up and lean back. 
By doing this, he’ll avoid putting too much 
pressure on the lower back. The leg bend 
is just enough to get the bar started and 
moving upward (figures 21.10a and b). The 
push must be enough, but not too much, so 
the upper body does not work.

Figure 21.10 Push press.

a b
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Coaching Point f

The player rests the bar on the front deltoids 
by keeping the elbows high. If the bar isn’t 
touching the shoulders as he pushes up, the 
bar will probably go down and then upward, 
slowing the movement.

Clean and Press
The player starts the lift by doing a clean (see 
figure 21.9 on p. 331). With the weights now 
at the shoulders, he bends the knees slightly 
and drives the weight upward to an arm-
extended position, using the coordinated 
push from his whole body. As he pushes 
upward, he keeps his head in a neutral posi-
tion and does not look upward. (Looking 
upward causes his shoulders to go back and 
his back to arch backward.) He lowers the 
weight under control to the shoulders and 
then back to the thighs.

Coaching Point f

At the end of the clean he must be bal-
anced and under control before starting 
the press portion of the lift. On the dip for 
the press, he pushes the butt backward 
slightly to keep the weight over the center 
of gravity.

Developing the Upper Body
To develop the upper body, we’ll do tradi-
tional lifts such as the bench press, incline 
press, and shoulder press, as well as other 
assisted lifts, such as lat pull-downs, rows, 
and rear deltoid work. We also do medicine 
ball throws, pull-ups, and band work to 
supplement the program.

In the weight program it’s important to 
emphasize all three parts of the lift on all 
repetitions (concentric: way up; isometric: 
holding; eccentric: way down). Technique 
should always be stressed before weight 
is lifted to reduce risk of injury. We use 
dumbbells as much as we use the regular 
barbell. We do unilateral one-arm and -leg 
movements as well as bilateral movements 
using either arms or legs at the same time. 
Remember to vary the stimulus to the neu-
romuscular system.

Core Development
Core development is a part of the strength 
program that can’t be omitted. The core 
includes the abdominals and obliques, 
which make up a girdle of muscle that 
anchors the body through the moves we 
make in basketball. The core of every move-
ment changes because of angles and forces 
involved, but we try to train in many planes 
and movements to better prepare our bodies 
for the rigors of the sport.

Core Stability Circuit
The core stability circuit is a series of exer-
cises that strengthen the core of the body 
by constantly changing the base of the 
posture and the position of the limbs. The 
key is to keep the body aligned as long and 
straight as possible throughout the sequence 
of exercises. Through the constant change 
of position, the player changes the center 
of the posture and strengthens all the sur-
rounding muscles. Here are some exercises 
to perform for improving the strength of the 
core of the body.

Core Exercise 1
Lie facedown on the floor with the body 
extended as long as possible. Lay the fore-
arms on the floor, under the shoulders. Raise 
up and support the weight on the forearms 
and toes with the body as straight as pos-
sible. Keep the hips at or above body level, 
but don’t let them drop down to cause an 
arch in the back. It’s better to have the hips 
up in a bridge position (figure 21.11). Hold 
this position for 3 to 10 seconds, then lower 
the knees to the floor to rest.

Figure 21.11 Core exercise 1.
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Core Exercise 2
From the same starting position as in the 
previous exercise, raise one arm up and 
extend it to the side. After holding it out to 
the side for 3 to 5 seconds, extend the same 
arm forward and hold for another 3 to 5 
seconds. Repeat with the other arm (figure 
21.12). Keep the body level to the floor, not 
twisted to the side with the raised arm.

Core Exercise 5
Lie on the floor on one side with legs 
straight, one on top of the other, and the 
upper body leaning on the elbow. Place the 
elbow under the shoulder to give a strong 
base and protect the shoulder. From this 
position, raise hips off the floor and hold 
the body in a straight position, resting on 
the elbow and the side of the foot. Hold this 
position for 3 to 5 seconds, and then raise 
the upper leg about 6 to 12 inches (15-30 
cm) and back three times (figures 21.15a 
and b). Repeat the two movements on the 
other side.

Figure 21.12 Core exercise 2.

Figure 21.13 Core exercise 3.

Figure 21.14 Core exercise 4.

Figure 21.15 Core exercise 5.

Core Exercise 3
From the same starting position, raise one 
foot off the floor and hold it up with the leg 
straight for 3 to 5 seconds (figure 21.13). 
Repeat with the other leg. Keep the body 
level to the floor, not twisted to the side of 
the raised foot.

Core Exercise 4
From the same starting position, raise one 
arm forward and the opposite foot off the 
floor. Hold for 3 to 5 seconds and then do the 
opposite side (figure 21.14). Try to keep the 
body as long and straight as possible. Don’t 
allow the hips to drop below the level of 
the body. It’s better to keep the hips slightly 
arched up.

a

b
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Pilates Abdominal Circuit
Pilates is a form of conditioning that uses a 
stick or a machine called a reformer. Based 
on the research of Joseph Pilates, a German 
self-defense instructor who immigrated to 
the United States in the late 1920s, Pilates 
training is a way to accomplish much of our 
necessary core development. Each move-
ment incorporates the player’s whole body 
in synchronicity instead of concentrating on 
one precise muscle group. Although the core 
is the central part of each movement, the 
player is working it in conjunction with the 
rest of his body, as he would on the court.

Here we’ll show only five of the several 
examples of Pilates exercises, which can be 
performed with or without the reformer 
machine. Perform 6 to 10 repetitions of each 
exercise.

Pilates Exercise 1
The player lies on his back with one leg up 
straight and the other one down. He holds 
the stick overhead, keeping arms straight. 
He raises the upper body and the arms; 
when the arms come up, he changes legs, 
and when the arms and upper body come 
down, he changes legs again (figure 21.16). 
Then he repeats the movement.

Pilates Exercise 2
The player lies on his back with one knee 
bent to the chest and the other one straight 
and holds the stick overhead, keeping his 
arms straight. He raises the upper body and 
the arms, and when the arms come up, he 
pulls the other knee to the chest and extends 
the bent leg (figure 21.17). He then repeats 
in a continuous fashion. The legs are in a 
bicycle pumping motion.

Pilates Exercise 3
The player lies on his back with legs 45 
degrees from the floor and open. He holds 
the stick overhead, keeping arms straight. 
He raises the upper body; as the arms come 
up, he closes the legs; as the arms go down, 
he opens the legs (figure 21.18). He repeats 
in a continuous fashion.

Figure 21.16 Pilates exercise 1.

Figure 21.17 Pilates exercise 2.

Figure 21.18 Pilates exercise 3.
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Pilates Exercise 4
The player lies on his back with legs 45 
degrees from the floor with a basketball 
between the ankles. He holds the stick over-
head, keeping arms straight. The legs remain 
in the same position, while the arms, always 
straight, come up and down (figure 21.19). 
He then repeats in a continuous fashion.

program design
When designing your program, map out 
each day, week, and month. Each part of 
the program must fit with the others. When 
setting up your program, first evaluate the 
level of each player. You can’t go day by day 
without a real picture of where you want to 
be at the end of your workout period or, for 
that matter, how to get there. To map out 
the workouts is called periodization. You set 
up a workout schedule that contains heavy 
days, light days, and days off to recuperate. 
Varying the intensity and volume of your 
workouts is a must.

You can’t do the same workouts day 
after day and expect to see long-range 
improvements. You would improve ini-
tially, as anyone would who starts a pro-
gram, but after a period of time, you would 
level off and become stagnant, bored, and 
in many cases overfatigued. The initial 
development you saw won’t increase, 
and in some cases performance becomes 
worse. The body needs a variety of stimuli 
to develop. Your neuromuscular system 
develops much better with stimuli from a 
variety of exercises at different intensities 
and volumes.

For example, in the off-season we use 
a four-day-per-week workout schedule: 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. The 
total work of the week is broken down into 
four days of work, with a different workout 
each day. The work represents 100 percent 
of the work to be done for the week—we just 
do it over four days. The days are broken 
down as follows regarding the volume of 
work done on a particular day:

Monday: 32 percent
Tuesday: 22 percent
Thursday: 27 percent
Friday: 19 percent

As you see, we have heavy days, lighter 
days, and days off on Wednesday, Saturday, 
and Sunday. The body can’t respond to a 
heavy workout every day. You need to back 

Figure 21.19 Pilates exercise 4.

Figure 21.20 Pilates exercise 5.

Pilates Exercise 5
The exercise starts as the previous one, but 
now as the arms come up, the legs also raise 
about six inches (15 cm), and, as the arms 
come down, the legs lower to the starting 
position (figure 21.20). Repeat in a continu-
ous fashion.
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off or rest the day after a heavy workout if 
you plan to continue over time.

The body begins to recuperate on the 
lighter days (Tuesdays and Fridays) but is 
still being developed at a lesser intensity 
or volume. We follow the principle of peri-
odization in most aspects of our workout 
(conditioning, weight training, movement 
drills, footwork drills, and functional 
strength).

FinaL points
You want to use a sound strength and condi-
tioning program that includes the following 
characteristics:

Training drills and activities specific •	
and functional for basketball

Level of training that matches the •	
physical maturity of players
A variety of workouts and exercises•	

Progression from longer and slower to •	
shorter and faster
High reps at lower intensity progressing •	
to fewer reps at higher intensity
Emphasis on speed and explosiveness•	

Periodization of workouts•	

Balance among all parts of the pro-•	
gram

Conditioning is a major factor in a team’s 
success over a long season. Implemented as 
described in this chapter, a training program 
is a big advantage for any basketball player 
or team.
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Index

Note:  The italicized f and t following page numbers refer to figures and tables, respectively.

 defense and rebounding  165
 personnel  164
Brown, Hubie  62, 200
Bryant, Kobe  23, 31, 89, 94, 213, 214, 236
Butler, Caron  112
Bynum, Andrew  35, 46

C
Calhoun, Jim  269
Camby, Marcus  151, 153
Carril, Pete  111
chair drills
 cut intos  310, 310f
 dribble intos  310, 310f
 elbow jump shot  309, 309f
 figure-8 shooting  311, 311f
 flare screen shooting  311, 311f
 four chairs  309, 309f
 intensity layup  308, 308f
 pin down, pull up  310, 310f
 reverse elbow pick-up  309, 309f
change of hand and direction moves
 behind the back  29-30
 between the legs  30
 crossover dribble  29
 half-reverse (of half-spin)  30
 reverse (of spin)  30
change-of-pace moves with same hand
 change-of-pace dribble  27-28
 hockey dribble  27
 in-’n-out  29
 speed dribble: stop and go  28
 step-back dribble  28
combined moves
 jab step, shot fake, and drive  27
 jab step, shot fake, drive fake, and jump shot  27
 jab step and crossover  26
 jab step and drive with same hand  26
 jab step and fake  24-25, 25f, 26
 jab step and jump shot  26
 pass fake and drive or jump shot  27
 shot fake and drive with same hand or crossover  

27
competition conditioning program (high-level)
 aerobic and anaerobic work  327
 flexibility  325
 functional strength  327
 movement skills  325-326, 325f, 326f
 warm-up  323, 324, 325f
 X with ball tossed ahead  324, 325f

A
Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem  35
advanced combined dribble moves. See dribble moves 

(advanced combined)
Allen, Ray  3, 215
Anthony, Carmelo  152
Attles, Al  317

B
Bach, John  313
backdoor cut. See also Princeton offense
 description of  117
 guard  118, 118f
 post  119, 119f
 wing  117, 117f, 118, 118f
baseline out-of-bounds plays
 25  200-201, 201f
 54  201, 202f
 after a made free throw  223
 baseline out of bounds vs. zone or combination 

defenses  202, 202f
 Indiana  199, 199f, 200f
 New York  200, 200f
 quick 2  202, 202f
 series plays  193-196
 stack plays  197-199
 with need of three-point shot  222-223, 222f
 with 5 to 6 seconds on clock  223-224, 224f
basic action. See also Princeton offense
 pass and cut away set  122, 123, 123f
 pass and follow ball (high split)  123, 123f, 124, 124f
 pass and screen away from ball set  119-122, 

120f-122f
basic drills. See also drills for development
 flex  307, 307f
 over and under  307, 307f
 pin down  307, 307f
 quick square-ups  308, 308f
 quick square-ups and crossovers  308
 run the line  308, 308f
Battier, Shane  314
Bibby, Mike  31
Billups, Chauncey  232
Bird, Larry  3, 5
Boozer, Carlos  51, 52
Bowen, Bruce  230
break, elements of. See also primary and secondary 

breaks
 ball handling and shooting  165-166
 conditioning  164-165
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conditioning methods. See also competition conditioning 
program (high-level)

 conditioning workout  327-328, 328f
 final points  337
 program design  336-337
 weight training  328-336
Conley, Mike  180
core development
 core stability circuit  333-334, 333f-334f
 description of  333
 Pilates abdominal circuit  335-336, 335f-336f
Cuban, Mark  267

D
Dalatri, Rich  277, 323
Daly, Chuck  205
D’Antoni, Mike  163
defense (individual), tips
 great penetrator  235
 great shooter  235
 player with signature move  236
defense in transition, attacking
 made basket  79-81, 80f
 missed shot  75-79, 77f-79f
defense on half-court, attacking
 attacking post-ups  83-85, 83f-85f
 drive inside  81-82, 81f, 82f
 middle pick-and-roll  85, 86, 86f
 top-side closeout  82, 82f, 83, 83f
defensive drills. See also practice drills
 closeout 1  280, 280f
 closeout 2  280, 280f
 description of  279, 280
 five-on-five change  283, 283f
 five-on-four scramble  282, 282f
 green  281-282, 281f, 282f
 shell shooting  280-281, 281f
 two-on-two help-and-recover  283, 283f
 two-on-two help-and-recover, middle drive  283, 

283f
defensive strategies
 drills  268-269
 in-game adjustments  262-266
 late-game adjustments  266-268, 267f, 268f
 pregame plan  253-262
defensive wall, building
 communication  235
 mental skills  230, 231
 physical skills  231
 technical skills  232-234
Delfino, Carlos  137
development of players
 basic teaching points, covering  302-303
 buy-in from players, creating  300-301
 consistency and motivation, developing  304, 305
 description of  299
 drills  305-312
 game, studying  303, 304
 preparations, making  299-300
 quality program, keys to  301
 shooting: every player’s favorite workout  302
 workout musts, incorporating  301-302
dribble moves
 change of hand and direction moves  29-30
 change-of-pace moves with same hand  27-29

dribble moves (advanced combined)
 description of  30-31
 dribble, step back, and crossover  31
 dribble, step back, and jump shot  31
 dribble, step back, and reverse  32
 dribble, step back, crossover, and reverse  32
 dribble, step back, hesitation, and speed dribble  32
 dribble, step back, turn, and jump shot  31
drills for development
 basic drills  307-308, 307f, 308f
 chair drills  308-311, 308f-311f
 description of  306
 one-on-one drills  311-312, 311f, 312f
 warm-up drills  306-307, 306f
drills for flex offense
 shooting after back screen  144, 144f
 shooting on screen the screener action  145, 145f
 shooting with three players  144, 144f
 shooting with two players  143, 143f
 shooting with two screens  144, 144f, 145, 145f
drills for full-court press
 4-4-4  251, 251f, 252
 one-on-one  249, 249f, 250, 250f
 three-on-three  251, 251f
 two-on-two  250, 250f, 251
drills for primary and secondary breaks
 double drag  172, 172f
 dribble drags  172, 172f
 pinch post series  173-174, 174f
 read the defense: step up  173, 173f
 rim runs  172, 173, 173f
Duncan, Tim  23, 36, 38, 296
Dunleavy, Mike  287
Dunn, T.R.  150

E
Eastman, Kevin  299
end of game or quarter plays. See also sideline out-of-

bounds plays
 Argentina  208, 209f
 C  208, 208f
 corner  208, 208f
 description of  203
 hook  205, 205f
 line  206, 207, 207f, 208f
 San Antonio  208-209, 209f
 winner  203-205, 203f-205f
 X  205, 206, 206f
explosive exercises
 clean  330-332, 331f
 clean and press  331f, 333
 push press  332, 332f, 333
 snatch  331f, 332
Eyen, Jim  287

F
face-up moves and shots
 high-post front and reverse pivot  49
 low-post front pivot  47
 low-post reverse pivot  48-49
fast-break principles
 beep-beep (drill)  160, 160f
 defensive pressure, applying  150
 drills for  158-160
 executing  153-155
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finishing up  160-161
five-player passing game (drill)  159, 159f
implementing  150-153
moving ball  151, 152
primary break  155-156, 156f, 157f
quick, good shots  152-153
reasons for using  149-150
rebounding ball  151
secondary break  157, 157f, 158
sprinting court  151
starting point  153, 153f, 154, 154f
support troops  155, 155f
three-line drill  159, 159f
winging it  154, 154f, 155, 155f

flex offense
characteristics of  137, 138-139
drills  143-145, 143f-145f
final points  146
half-court attack  139-143, 139f-143f
transition game  136, 136f, 137f

footwork exercises
line slide with change of direction  326, 326f
line slide with forward step  326, 326f
three-line drill  325, 325f
weak-side help  326, 326f

Frank, Lawrence  273
Fratello, Mike  229
full-court play

half-court play  217
with 7 to 5 seconds on clock  217, 217f
with 8 to 5 seconds on clock  216, 216f

full-court pressure
black and white presses  242-249
description of  241
drills  249-252
final points  252
matchup press  241-242

G
game preparation

advance scouting  287-288, 289f
game-day preparation  292, 294-297, 298f
game plan  291-292, 293f, 294t, 295t
importance of  287
scouting report  288, 290
video and other technology  290-291

Garnett, Kevin  236, 300
Gay, Rudy  181
Gentry, Alvin  163
getting open

high post, ball on top of lane  41
low post, ball at top of key (duck in)  41
low post on ball side  39, 40, 40f, 41
low post on weak side: baseline cut  41-42
screen, using  42

getting open to receive ball
creating space, basic tips  19
L cut  21
L cut and reverse  21
reverse  20
special move: circle around  21
triple-threat position  20
V cut  20
V cut and reverse  20

Ginobili, Manu  135, 137

H
Hamilton, Richard  31
Harper, Ron  90
Harris, Del  253
Herrmann, Walter  137
high-percentage plays
 final points  188-189
 offensive principles  179-181
 personnel skills  181
 scoring plays  181-188
 teaching points  188
high-post rub cuts. See screen plays
Hollins, Lionel  179
Howard, Dwight  36, 324

I
Iavaroni, Marc  163
Iba, Henry  320
in-game adjustments
 combination and alternating defenses, using  

265-266
 matchup changes  264
 momentum  262
 momentum and pace, determining  263, 263t, 264, 

264t
 other tools for determining  264-265
 pace  262-263
initial set. See also Princeton offense
 2-3 alignment  114, 114f, 115, 115f
 dribble  115, 115f, 116, 116f
 pass  115, 115f
 screen  116, 116f, 117, 117f
Iverson, Allen  23, 31

J
Jackson, Phil  89, 318, 319
James, LeBron  31, 213, 214, 236
Jamison, Antawn  114
Jazz plays. See also screens
 cross-screen play  68, 68f
 diagonal screen play  69, 69f, 70, 70f
 pick-and-roll play  70, 70f
 screens for post-up position, setting  67-68
 up screen play  68, 69, 69f
Johnson, Avery  75
Johnson, Phil  51
Jordan, Eddie  111
Jordan, Michael  89, 90, 91, 313
jump shot
 description of  11
 height of jump  11
 quick release  11-12
 shooting off catch  12, 13f
 shooting off dribble  12, 13
 shot fake  11
 shot fake step-through jump shot  14, 14f
 step-back jump shot  13, 13f, 14
 three-point shot  11

K
Kaman, Chris  291
Karl, George  149
Kidd, Jason  278
Knight, Bob  273
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L
last-second scoring plays

baseline out-of-bounds plays  222-224
clock, using  214-215
final points  224-225
full-court play  216-217
game-winning shots, principles of  214
roles and players  215
sideline inbounds plays  218-222

Lewis, Rashard  19, 26
Lombardi, Vince  317
low post back to basket

description of  42-43
drop step to baseline  43-46, 45f
drop step to middle  46
spin  46

M
Magnano, Ruben  135
Malone, Brendan  191
Malone, Karl  51
Martin, Kenyon  153
McGrady, Tracy  31, 236
McHale, Kevin  43
Miller, Ralph  241
Miller, Reggie  199
Ming, Yao  39, 254
Moe, Doug  149
Morris, Speedy  241
motivation, player and coach

assistant coaches, working with  318
blame, accepting  320
demanding practices  315
game of habits, cultivating  314-315
great motivators, learning from  316
keeping reactions under control  318
rules, enforcing  317
tailoring motivation to players  316-317
team, motivating  313-314
time-outs, motivating during  319-320

moves with ball
crossover step  22-23, 23f, 24
direct drive  21, 22
jump shot  21
one-on-one essentials  21
reverse (or spin)  24

N
Najera, Eddie  254
Nash, Steve  3, 31, 164, 169, 296
Nocioni, Andres  137
Nowitzki, Dirk  84

O
Oberto, Fabricio  137
O’Brien, Jim  241
offense, attacking

defense in transition, attacking  75-81
defense on half-court, attacking  81-86
final points  87

offense, options to “basic.” See also Princeton offense
chin  128, 128f, 129, 129f

 chin pass to strong side (flare action)  129, 129f, 130, 
130f

 reverse dribble  125-126, 125f-127f
 reverse dribble with double screen high  127, 

127f
 sets out of high pick  130, 130f, 131, 131f
offensive drills  284, 284f, 285, 285f
offensive fundamentals. See also Princeton offense
 cutting  111-112
 dribbling  112
 passing  112
 rules  113
 screening  113
 shooting  113, 114
offensive post play principles
 attacking in direction of pass  37
 becoming good free-throw shooter  39
 making contact with defender  36-37
 making move at count of three  38
 reading defense  37
 receiving ball  37
 selling good fake  38
 shooting with defender’s contact  38
 using both feet  36
off-the-ball screens. See also screen plays
 back screens (blind screens)  54, 55, 55f
 corner pin down screen  58, 58f
 cross screen  57, 57f, 58, 58f
 down screen  56, 56f
 flare screen  56, 56f, 57, 57f
 flex screen  58, 58f
Okur, Mehmet  39
Olajuwon, Hakeem  46, 213
O’Neal, Shaquille  39, 89
on-the-ball pressure
 defense, rules for building  229-230
 defensive wall, foundations for building  230-235
 drills for pressuring ball  236-239
 final points  239-240
 special individual defense, tips on  235-236
on-the-ball screens. See also screen plays
 high screen  60, 60f, 61, 61f
 horns screen  61, 61f
 side screen  58-60, 59f-60f
out-of-bounds plays
 baseline out-of-bounds plays  193-202
 basic concepts  191-193
 final points  211
 keys to success  191
 plays, different names for  193
 sideline out-of-bounds plays  202-209
 three-quarter court sideline out-of-bounds plays  210, 

210f

P
Parker, Tony  232
Paul, Chris  303
Payton, Gary  150
perimeter moves
 advanced combined dribble moves  30-32
 combined moves  24-27
 dribble moves  27-30
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getting open to receive ball  19-21
moves with ball  21-24
shooting in traffic  32
teaching points  33

Pilates, Joseph  335
Pilates abdominal circuit. See core development
Pippen, Scottie  89, 90
Pitino, Rick  241
post moves. See also post moves and shots

getting open  39-42
offensive post play, principles of  36-39
post player, elements for developing  35, 36
teaching and learning post play  49-50

post moves and shots
additional moves  49
face-up moves and shots  47-49
high post back to basket  46-47
low post back to basket  42-46, 45f

practice components
flexibility in practice plan  278
pace and flow of practice  277, 278
practice format  276-277
practice rules  276
practice with ball  277
shooting skills, improving  277
warm-up routine  277

practice drills
defensive drills  279-283, 280f-283f
offensive drills  284-285, 284f, 285f

practices, productive. See also practice drills
assistant coaches, role of  278-279
final points  285
master calendar  273-274, 275f
philosophy and plan  273
practice components  276-278
practice repetition and consistency in game  274
teaching method  274, 276

pregame plan. See also defensive strategies
defensive strategy against post-up  259
isolated player strategy  259, 259f
matchups  253-254
multiple defense, reasons for using  253
opponent’s key play actions, strategies  260-262, 

260f-262f
 pick-and-roll strategy  255-258, 257f-258f
 pressure defense adjustments  254-255
 switching concepts, clarifying  260
preparation. See game preparation
presses, black and white. See also full-court pressure
 ball pressure  246
 black press  243-244, 244f
 both presses, using  244
 decision to trap or level  248, 248f, 249, 249f
 inbounds pass, denying  244, 244f, 245f
 inbounds pass, matching up on  245, 245f, 246
 rotations on trap  247, 247f, 248f
 speed dribble, trapping  246, 247, 247f
 trap, alternatives to  247, 248
 white press  242, 243, 243f
Pressure Basketball (Ramsay)  241
pressure releases. See also triangle offense
 blind pig action  106-108, 106f-108f

 lag principle  105, 105f
 moment of truth  105, 105f
 wing entry on blind pig  108, 108f, 109, 109f
pressuring ball, drills
 closeout  238, 238f
 five-second drill  237, 237f
 one-on-one  238, 238f
 three-on-three help-and-recover  239, 239f
 two-on-two help-and-recover  238, 238f
 zigzag  236-237, 236f, 237f
primary and secondary breaks
 break, elements of  164-166
 break with more than two players  167-169, 

167f-169f
 drills for  172-174
 final points  174-175
 practice  171
 primary break  166-169
 roll 1 pop  170, 170f
 roll 4 pop  169, 169f, 170, 170f
 secondary break  169-171
 successful running game, starting  163
 through flare 1 man  171, 171f
 two-on-one break  166-167, 167f
Princeton offense (high-post offense)
 backdoor cut  117-119
 basic action  119-124
 description of  111
 initial set  114-117
 offense, implementing  131-133
 offensive fundamentals  111-114
 options to basics  125-131

R
Ramsay, Jack  241
Redd, Michael  8
Reed, Willis  313
Rose, Jalen  199
Roy, Brandon  28

S
Sampson, Ralph  36
Scola, Luis  137, 138, 139
scoring plays. See also high-percentage plays
 52-53  184, 185f
 55  183, 183f
 2 and 2 clear  188, 188f
 fist 1  185-186, 186f
 fist out–isolation 4 and fist counterplay  185, 185f
 open–close  187, 187f
 43 post  183, 183f, 184
 3 quick and 50  184, 184f
 special 1  181-182, 182f
 turn 42  186, 186f
 Utah and Utah special  182, 182f
 2X isolation 4  187, 187f
 zipper and zipper special  186, 186f, 187, 187f
screen plays
 high-post rub cuts  61-62, 61f, 62f
 off-the-ball screens  54-58, 55f-58f
 on-the-ball screens  58-61, 59f-61f
 special screens  62-65, 62f-65f
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screens (picks or drags). See also screen plays
defense, reactions to  66, 66f, 67f
final points  70-71
jazz plays  67-70
reading defense  53-54
screening basics  52-53
screens, importance of  51

secondary break. See primary and secondary breaks
second pass. See also sideline triangle

first look: pass to center  97-100, 97f-100f
fourth look: pass to strong-side guard in corner  103, 

103f
 second look: pass to weak-side guard on top of circle  

100, 100f, 101, 101f
 spots on court and passing options  97, 97f
 third look: pass to weak-side wing on backdoor step  

102, 102f, 103, 103f
series plays. See also baseline out-of-bounds plays
 43 counteraction  195, 195f
 description of  193-194
 42 strong  194, 194f
 43 triple action  195, 196, 196f
 24 weak  195, 195f
 24 weak dive  196, 196f
Shiffert, John  264
shooting mechanics
 balance  7
 elbow-in alignment  8
 follow-through  8
 hand position  7, 8
 leg motion  7
 proper shooting mechanics  6, 6f
 sight  6
shooting techniques
 coaching tips for shooting  16-17
 confidence  4, 4f
 jump shot  11-14
 key words  8-9
 mechanics  6-8
 miss, mentally correcting  10-11
 practicing  3
 pure shooters  3
 reaction of ball on rim  9-10
 rhythm  4-5
 shooting, importance of  3
 shooting errors, correcting  14-16
 spacing  3
sideline inbounds plays
 with 2 seconds on clock  222, 222f
 with 3 seconds on clock  220, 220f-221f
 with 3 to 1 seconds on clock  221, 221f
 with 4 to 3 seconds on clock  219, 220f
 with 5 to 3 seconds on clock  218-219, 219f
 with 8 to 1 seconds on clock  218, 218f
sideline out-of-bounds plays
 end of game or quarter plays  203-209
 short clock 2  209, 209f
 short clock (1 or 2 seconds remaining)  209, 209f
sideline triangle. See also triangle offense
 first pass (strong-side fill)  95, 95f, 96, 96f

 first pass (weak-side fill)  96, 96f
 second pass  97-103, 97f-103f
Sikma, Jack  48
Skiles, Scott  313
Smith, Dean  158, 280
special screens
 double screens  63-65, 63f-65f
 screen the screener  62, 62f, 63, 63f
stack plays. See also baseline out-of-bounds plays
 golden state  198, 199f
 stack regular  197, 197f
 stack special 1  197-198, 198f
 stack special 2  198, 198f
 stack special 3  198, 198f
Starks, John  213
Stockton, John  51
Stojakovic, Peja  3, 10
Stoudemire, Amare  166, 291
strength exercises
 split squat  330, 330f
 squat  329
 step-up  329, 329f

T
technical skills for defensive wall
 closing out  233-234
 defensive stance  232, 232f, 233, 233f
 stealing ball  234
 step-and-slide moves  233-234
Terry, Jason  76
Thompson, Mychal  43
triangle offense
 court symmetry  91-92, 92f
 description of  89-90
 final points  109-110
 line of deployment  92-94, 93f
 offense, principles of  90-91
 passing principles  93
 pressure releases  105-109
 sideline triangle, forming  94-103
 solo cut series of options  104, 104f
 wing reverse  109, 109f
Turkoglu, Hedo  19, 193

V
Van Gundy, Stan  19

W
Wade, Dwyane  19, 22, 31, 214, 236
weight training
 core development  333-336, 333f-336f
 explosive exercises  330-333, 331f-332f
 strength exercise program progression  330, 331t
 strength exercises  329-330, 329f, 330f
 upper body, developing  333
Williams, Deron  51, 52
Winter, Tex  89
Wissel, Hal  3
Wohl, Dave  213
Wooden, John  61, 136
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